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Where there is no vision, the people perish.

Proverbs 29:18 (KJV)

For all who have dedicated their lives

to the pursuit of security . . .
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Leaders face enigmatic challenges within our increasingly
complex world of international affairs. Foremost among them for
the US government is determining how senior officials—policy
makers and military commanders—can harness effectively the
friction inherent to the interagency policy-making process, doing
so in ways that advance US national security during interven-
tions into conflicts and wars. Specifically, leaders and decision
makers at every level must understand the roles they play in
generating and sustaining interagency conflict that detracts from
the nation’s capacity to develop sound conflict termination
policy, thereby impairing our ability to analyze crises, envision
desired end states, formulate termination criteria, and execute
termination strategies. To address this issue, we must first
understand the sources of that friction, identifying its causes
and consequences across the policy-making arena.

Interagency Fratricide: Policy Failures in the Persian Gulf and
Bosnia provides a comprehensive analysis of the factors that
affected both interagency processes and policy outcomes dur-
ing the Persian Gulf War (1990–91) and the early stages of the
Bosnia crisis (1993–95). Going one-on-one with members of
Washington’s policy elite who were involved directly in these
two cases, the author demonstrates that the US government’s
approach to termination policy proved fragmented and person-
ality driven. She systematically presents evidence to support
the study’s conclusion, revealing that the nature of the gap

xi
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between diplomats and war fighters will consistently produce
policies that bring about cease-fire in the form of war termina-
tion, but fail to address the underlying causes and conditions
that generated conflict (and, potentially, war). These issues
must be resolved if the US government hopes to improve the
social and political conditions of those embroiled in conflict
while at the same time bolstering a security posture favorable
to US interests in the aftermath of intervention. The three sec-
tions of this work thematically present the interagency process,
the analysis and its findings, and implications for future ter-
mination policy development endeavors.

This book is the first of its kind. It integrates the real-world
experiences of post–Cold War diplomats and war fighters,
demonstrating that both need to think in more far-reaching
terms regarding the development of conflict termination policy
and the interagency’s role therein. As Carl von Clausewitz says,
this type of intellectual endeavor must be undertaken “before the
first shot is fired.” To accomplish this feat, policy makers must
cast aside their institutional and individual personalities to
determine what is best for those on whose behalf the United
States intervenes—especially when the armed forces are called
upon to act in the service of our country. I commend this work
to you as a necessary first step in understanding interagency
policy making. It’s up to you to bridge the gaps between diplo-
mats and war fighters toward creating effective conflict termina-
tion policy in the future.

xii

RONALD R. FOGLEMAN
General, USAF, Retired
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Introduction

Decision makers do not make choices as unitary actors.
This study examines interagency conflicts within the US gov-
ernment’s decision-making processes in cases of coercive
intervention and the manner in which such conflicts affect
policies regarding termination and withdrawal. Specifically, it
also examines conflict termination policies regarding the sec-
ond Persian Gulf War and the Bosnia conflict.

Graham Allison and Morton Halperin’s ideas provide the
foundation for identifying the players and contextual factors
that regulate decision making. To operationalize the study’s
theoretical perspectives, this framework develops six interre-
lated signed digraph models. Using a multimethod approach,
the study collects and analyzes quantitative and qualitative
data from informed respondents. The quantitative analysis
illuminates relationships that affect interagency conflict; the
qualitative analysis identifies themes that respondents per-
ceived as most important in developing interagency policy.
These seven macros and their supporting micro themes are
then organized in terms of their capacity to influence the ways
in which (1) dynamic themes influence interagency dynamics,
(2) contextual parameters framing the policy process shape
interagency dynamics and substantive outcomes, and (3) cross-
cutting effects influence both dynamic themes and contextual
elements. The themes are then used to investigate the devel-
opment of termination policy in the Persian Gulf and Bosnia.

In the final analysis, the gap between diplomats and war
fighters dominates an interagency process likely to produce a
policy that brings about war termination in the form of cease-
fire. However, it almost inevitably fails to achieve conflict ter-
mination in the form of sustainable peace. This outcome
results largely from interagency conflict that emanates from
five key factors:

1. defects in leadership, 

2. the absence of strategic vision, 

3. dissimilar organization cultures, 

4. disparate worldviews, and 

xix



5. the absence of an integrated interagency planning mech-
anism.

These factors impede the effective development of crisis
analysis, end-state vision, termination criteria, and termina-
tion strategy. With these findings noted at the outset, a few
words regarding the presentation of ideas will help guide you
through the study’s three interrelated sections.

Interagency Fratricide at a Glance

Part I frames the nature of interagency policy making within
a “less than rational” political environment. To demonstrate the
overwhelming influence that rational choice theory has had
upon conceptions of foreign policy decision making, this dis-
cussion critiques the rational actor model for its inability to
incorporate all facets of human choice. This marked examina-
tion shows precisely why people—both as individuals and par-
ticularly when called upon to act as a group—cannot make deci-
sions according to this utility-maximizing approach. Yet, this
section confirms that such an approach has dominated both
theorists’ and practitioners’ approaches to conflict termina-
tion, a conclusion illustrated through the most widely accepted
models of conflict termination. Given that groups cannot adhere
to the tenets of rational choice theory in practice, the author
invokes Allison’s bureaucratic politics model to capture the
dynamics of the national security policy-making system as it
exists in reality. From this theoretical foundation, a research
methodology is presented to bridge the gap between the theory
and practice of national security decision making.

Part II analyzes the evidence and presents three major classi-
fications of findings. Using the term dynamic themes as the
first category, the work depicts the influence leadership, nego-
tiation, and domestic politics have upon the interagency process.
Contextual parameters, the second category, further circum-
scribes the interagency process. Specifically, the analysis
demonstrates the ways in which strategic vision and planning
processes, in conjunction with desires to protect institutional
equities, affect interagency dynamics and policy outcomes.
This discussion concludes with an analysis of two factors that

xx



have crosscutting effects on policy process inputs and out-
comes as it focuses on the ways in which role and mission ambi-
guity and the media influence the interagency process.

The final section, Part III, presents the implications these
interagency findings hold for termination policy development.
Gaining insight from the Persian Gulf War and the crisis in
Bosnia, the evidence shows that while the interagency process is
designed to bridge the gaps across the US government’s execu-
tive branch in theory, in practice the elements identified within
dynamic themes, contextual parameters, and crosscutting effects
adversely affect decision makers’ abilities to develop conflict ter-
mination policy for the crisis at hand. These two cases provide
evidence that the interagency process demands both intellectual
and structural overhaul if it is to fulfill its original, and much
needed, purpose.

As a final note, quoted material comes directly from the inter-
view transcripts that support this research. Where possible,
this research frames quotations in terms of the individual’s
level within the interagency process, departmental affiliation,
and the case with which he or she is associated. Although the
names of all 135 informants are included in appendix A, I
have taken great care to preserve their anonymity with regard
to specific comments—I hope I have done them justice.

xxi
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Chapter 1

Conflict Termination within
a Bureaucratic Environment

If the decision to end a war were simply to spring from a
rational calculation about gains and losses for the nation as
a whole, it should be no harder to get out of a war than to
get into one.

—Fred Charles Iklé

As the web of international relations becomes increasingly
complex within the context of globalization, any government
acting as an external intervenor will encounter challenges that
require intervention and conflict termination policies. Yet,
researchers and practitioners have performed only limited criti-
cal analysis regarding the ways intraparty dynamics shape in-
tervention policy development in general and conflict termination
policy development in specific. An overabundance of research
regarding intraparty and group dynamics appears within the
organization theory, organizational and group behavior, and
group dynamics literatures.1 While these fields have dominated
scholarly discourse regarding group behavior, none of these
areas adequately addresses the internal relationships that
structure governmental intervention policy development. Con-
versely, the conflict resolution field encompasses an extensive
body of literature regarding third-party intervention, albeit
from foci that do not evaluate deliberately the relationships
between intraparty dynamics and policy development. The
lack of analysis regarding the linkage between group decision-
making processes and conflict termination policy development
presents a significant gap that must be bridged if intervenors—
both official government-sponsored agencies and unofficial pri-
vate entities—are to facilitate conflict termination policy devel-
opment as a practical step toward conflict resolution and,
ultimately, conflict transformation.

Toward achieving that goal, this book analyzes how con-
flict within and across US government (USG) agencies (the

3



interagency2) affects the creation and promulgation of interven-
tion and conflict termination policies that include (a) effective
crisis analysis, (b) a vision for the desired end state, (c) conflict
termination criteria, and (d) a strategy to bring about conflict
termination for complex international crises. Hence, this study
aims to achieve four interrelated goals:

1. Enhance understanding of conflict termination and its re-
lationship to war termination, conflict settlement, conflict
resolution, and conflict transformation;

2. Establish a framework for conflict termination policy de-
velopment in accordance with the four elements outlined
above; 

3. Analyze critically the policy processes that shaped con-
flict termination policy for the second Persian Gulf War
(1990–913) and the Bosnia crisis that led to the Dayton
Accords (1993–95); and

4. Demonstrate the implications of developing conflict ter-
mination policy via an interagency process rife with all
the advantages and disadvantages attendant to bureau-
cratic decision making.

Figure 1 focuses the study by illustrating that international
crises include parties in conflict—adversaries and stakeholders.
These stakeholders include “allies” or “partners” and the USG.
The circle around the USG acknowledges that other actors in-
fluence policy development but indicates that this work fo-
cuses upon the USG policy process in “virtual” isolation from
the other actors. Figure 1 likewise communicates that the cri-
sis catalyzes policy development and, hence, interagency con-
flict across the agencies within the policy process.

Once a crisis attracts USG attention, members of the exec-
utive branch interagency process, in concert with other inter-
ested parties—both official and unofficial—begin analyzing the
problem to formulate a strategy to address the crisis.4 These
decision makers generate an interagency policy that communi-
cates the US government’s official position regarding the cri-
sis. The question for this crisis policy cycle then becomes: “If
the policy achieves war termination, does it then begin to es-
tablish the conditions for conflict termination that lead to a

INTERAGENCY FRATRICIDE
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better state of peace (defined as either a sustainable peace or
an acceptable level of instability), or does this policy become
the catalyst for continued or future conflict?” In this manner,
figure 2 captures the focal points of this work.

To begin grounding this research in the literature, it is appro-
priate to acknowledge that this approach investigates I. William
Zartman’s question regarding the potential efficacy of negotiation
as a decision-making process.5 In so doing, it bridges existing
gaps between the bureaucratic politics, decision theory, negotia-
tion, and conflict resolution literatures. A conceptual framework
based upon theories that illuminate understanding of negotia-
tion practices, the bureaucratic politics model of decision mak-
ing, and conflict termination policy guide this study.

Interagency Decision Making via Negotiation
This book explores two aspects of decision making and links

them to conflict termination. First, it investigates the US gov-
ernment’s policy-making process by identifying the sources of
potential interagency conflict within the bureaucratic decision-
making arena. Second, it analyzes the effects of choices that
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underpin strategy development and traces those effects to the
US government’s development of conflict termination policy for
its interventions into the Persian Gulf (1990–91) and Bosnia
(1993–95). Once these areas are analyzed, this study then iden-
tifies the most influential factors in developing the outcome (i.e.,
the intervention policy and termination strategy) and maps them
relationally to discern their influence on the conflict termination
policy development process. A brief explanation of intraparty
negotiation as a decision-making process effectively identifies
the linkages within this conceptual framework.

Zartman maintains that negotiation represents a mode of de-
cision making that can reconcile two (or more) conflicting points
of view into a single decision.6 In light of this perspective, the in-
teragency decision-making process involves some aspects of ne-
gotiation within a bounded context. Within the US national
policy-making arena, the bureaucratic model of decision making
provides the overarching contextual parameters while intraparty
multilateral negotiation provides the mechanism for policy de-
velopment. Consequently, the effects of conflict within the inter-
agency process must be evaluated according to (1) the context of
the crisis’ environment and (2) the dynamics of the bureaucratic
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politics model of decision making. Together, these shape the na-
ture of the multilateral negotiations between relevant actors.

Scholars and analysts within the fields of public administra-
tion and organization theory have gone to great lengths to de-
velop our understanding of the nature of bureaucracy. From
the earliest descriptive works of Max Weber through the efforts
of James March and Herbert Simon, the bureaucratic envi-
ronment has been described as one of unrivaled complexity.7

Important for this study, however, are the specific contextual fac-
tors that shape the application of the bureaucratic decision-
making model within the USG.

The foregoing description of the political environment high-
lights the necessity of considering the influence contextual fac-
tors have upon the selection of a theoretical frame for decision
making. When looking at US security policy development, one
can rapidly discern that Washington’s multifaceted context re-
quires the application of a model that captures the nature of the
process as it actually occurs in practice. This research assumes
the most relevant model is the bureaucratic politics model, not
the rational actor model.8 To validate this selection, a brief com-
parison of the two conceptual frameworks is required.

The bureaucratic decision-making model recognizes that
government is comprised of multiple actors with various de-
grees and sources of influence or power.9 These actors operate
within a bureaucratic structure of sometimes-competing ide-
ologies and policy preferences. Political scientists John Spanier
and Eric Uslaner contend “policy-making in these circum-
stances involves attempts to reconcile the policy preferences of
the various ‘players’ with their different perceptions and inter-
ests.”10 Through a process of compromise and mutual adjust-
ment, actors make decisions that integrate their conflicting
policy preferences, irrespective of the policy’s ability to maxi-
mize a particular intervention’s potential effectiveness. Alter-
natively, the rational actor model attempts to prescribe deci-
sion choices based upon potential effectiveness rather than
upon a suboptimal compromise outcome.

The rational actor model focuses upon the development of
policies that can achieve effectively a stated purpose.11 In
this sense, the government is viewed as a unitary actor, an
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assumption that most probably accounts for its dominance in
the study of international relations and policy development.12

Specifically, Spanier and Uslaner posit this model “assumes that
decision-makers will (1) select the objectives and values that a
given policy is supposed to achieve and maximize, (2) consider
the various alternative means to achieve these purposes, (3)
calculate the likely consequences of each alternative course,
and (4) choose the course most likely to attain the objectives
originally selected.”13 This brief description of the two dominant
decision-making frameworks highlights the disagreement that
exists regarding their historical and prospective applications.
This variance in perspective stems in part from the nature of
the decision-making environment.

The theory that undergirds Western understanding of the bu-
reaucratic model recognizes the dynamics between relevant ac-
tors. It does not provide, however, keen insight into the process
used to frame those interactions within the governmental in-
frastructure. To develop such insight, we must recognize that the
decisions resulting from this model’s application emerge as
products of an extremely complex multilateral negotiation. As
such, we must understand the relevant actors before we can
attempt to analyze the process.

The Actors 

Identifying relevant actors in a situation as complex as the
US national security policy-making process presents a formi-
dable task. Within this analysis, the research examines official
decision makers, influential actors, and contextual factors. The
paragraphs that follow briefly describe these actors; each is
explored in depth in chapter 4.14

Official decision makers are those actors who are involved in
the formal decision-making process by virtue of their “official”
governmental position. Influential in the formulation of national
security policy are the National Security Council (NSC) and the
US Congress (fig. 3). The National Security Act of 1947 created
the NSC (and the NSC system and its staff) “to advise the Pre-
sident with respect to the integration of domestic, foreign, and
military policies relating to the national security so as to en-
able the military services and the other Departments and
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agencies of the government to cooperate more effectively in mat-
ters involving the national security.”15

Since its purpose includes providing advice on issues that
span domestic and international arenas, its membership in-
cludes the highest-level decision makers within the federal
government. Specifically, the NSC is comprised of the president,
the vice president, the secretary of state, and the secretary of
defense.16 While other actors shape the overall decision-making
process within the NSC system, it is sufficient at this juncture
to introduce the primary actors and to note that the agency
originated from a recognition—in the wake of the United States’s
World War II experience—that the security policy process should
be institutionalized to guarantee the participation of those de-
cision makers most responsible—constitutionally speaking—for
national security policy. However, the NSC does not operate as
the sole decision-making agency; the US Congress also plays a
significant role in policy development.

The Congress influences the policy process through multiple
channels. However, two dominate: (1) the power to declare war
and, conversely, (2) the capacity to enact legislation limiting the
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use of force. First, and perhaps most fundamentally, the Con-
gress is the only branch of the USG authorized to “declare
war” by virtue of the powers prescribed by the Constitution of
the United States.17 The checks and balances built into the re-
lationship between the executive and legislative branches offer
opportunities for debate, compromise, and systematic policy de-
velopment. Paradoxically, the president serves as commander
in chief of the armed forces but does not possess the authority
to “make war.” The ambiguity surrounding the relationship be-
tween making war and being responsible for all military conduct
created a relationship devoid of its theoretical basis.
Throughout history, the executive operated at the margins re-
garding constitutional interpretation while congressional critics
claimed that the executive continually usurped congressional
power regarding the use of force. This belief, coupled with a de-
sire to reassert itself on the national level, prompted the Con-
gress to use its second source of power: the ability to constrain
the use of force through legislation. The 1973 Congress enacted
via joint resolution the War Powers Resolution.

Donald Snow and Eugene Brown contend the War Powers
Resolution “represented a dramatic milestone in the reasser-
tion of congressional prerogatives in international affairs.”18 In
its present form, it requires the president to “consult with [the]
Congress before committing armed forces to hostilities.”19 As has
been demonstrated since its adoption, significant ambiguity con-
tinues to shape implementation of this requirement. In an ef-
fort to clarify any potential misunderstanding of the consulta-
tion requirement, the Congress included a reporting provision
to augment the consultation role.

As a second requirement, the president must “report to the
Congress within 48 hours any time US armed forces are dis-
patched (1) ‘into hostilities or into situations where imminent
involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by the circum-
stances,’ (2) into foreign territory while ‘equipped for combat,’
or (3) ‘in numbers which substantially enlarge United States
Armed Forces equipped for combat already located in a foreign
nation.’”20

As for the first provision, both the president and the Congress
have interpreted this requirement expediently; it functions as
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an elastic barrier in the national security decision-making
process. While the first two requirements necessitate that the
Congress remains an active player in the security policy arena,
it is the third legal tenet that achieves particular import for ana-
lyzing conflict termination policy development.

The most important section of the War Powers Resolution for
this study is Section 5, the provision outlining the termination
of hostilities and the withdrawal of US personnel.21 Should the
first two measures prove insufficient for providing express leg-
islative approval regarding the development and implementa-
tion of foreign policy, this provision would correct the shortfall
in two ways. First, while the president maintains the latitude to
employ force as the commander in chief, the executive can do so
only for a 60-day period. If at the end of the 60-day window the
Congress has not declared war or has not authorized explicitly
the continued deployment (either by continuing resolution or by
extending presidential authority for a specified period), the pre-
sident is without legal authority to continue the deployment.22

Congressional inaction requires the president to withdraw de-
ployed forces. Most important here is the implication that an ex-
plicit requirement exists for the development of a termination
plan (and hence, an “exit strategy”) in cases wherein the Con-
gress has not declared war. The significance of this requirement
will emerge throughout the analysis of the relationship between
the interagency’s policy development process and its ability to
promulgate conflict termination policy.

While the NSC’s statutory members (president, vice president,
and secretaries of state and defense) and the Congress emerge
as the dominant “official players” within the policy development
arena, they operate within a bureaucratic environment that con-
sists of many unofficial, yet powerfully influential, actors. These
actors play momentous roles in framing vital issues related to
intervention decisions.

The environment that bounds the policy-making arena re-
mains rich with actors who influence the policy process in
myriad ways. Whether framing the principal issues, providing
information to other actors (both official and unofficial), or
possessing the ability to influence individual decision makers,
these actors can individually and collectively exert enormous
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pressures upon the bureaucratic process. In fact, the very na-
ture of the bureaucratic process provides these actors leverage
at the highest levels of government. These actors can be cate-
gorized according to their relative positions within the global
arena as having influence along a shifting continuum, ranging
from major to peripheral effect.

Actors who possess foremost influence are those official
government agencies (beyond those previously mentioned as
official decision makers) that exert pressure upon the NSC sys-
tem; they are personified by the principals and deputies within
the cabinet-level departments. Those exerting peripheral influ-
ence on the official policy process include nongovernmental or-
ganizations, private and/or voluntary organizations, the media,
and academic institutions.23 Identifying these actors as they re-
late to specific crises would prove impossible. However, four
highly influential a priori actors emerge as preeminent in any
crisis: the media, think tanks, “expert” advisors, and the public.

The structure of the multilateral negotiation begins to take
shape as the policy preferences (i.e., political choices) of these
actors conflict within a complex web of intricate relationships.
These two aggregates (i.e., the official decision makers and in-
fluential actors) possess the capacity to incorporate vast num-
bers of independent actors who are recognized as dominant
players within the interagency process. However, room must be
created for those elements not considered traditional players
within an otherwise personified process.

Policies or goals serve as contextual factors that impinge
upon bureaucratic decision-making processes. For example,
economic development goals—as contextual factors encom-
passing multifaceted yet nonaggregated memberships—could
be considered a contextual element that exerts an inordinate
capacity to shape foreign and security policy decisions. Con-
sequently, policy makers must consider such elements along
with other relevant contextual factors when analyzing the
overall policy-making process. To enhance analytic validity, great
care must be taken to identify these components through an in-
ductive exploratory process to ensure they are characterized
in light of their relationship to the process as a whole. With a
cursory understanding of the players, we can now begin to
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outline the second major component of this part of the study
by developing a joint understanding of the multilateral negotia-
tion process.

The Process 

The negotiation literature remains one of the most richly de-
veloped components of its parent field, conflict resolution. In
looking to the theoretical literature that frames the study of
negotiation, particularly fitting for this research is Zartman’s
policy analysis approach, one that “views negotiation as a learn-
ing process in which the parties react to each other’s conces-
sion behavior[s].”24 Whether this perspective serves as the theo-
retical frame for the analysis of this policy-making process
remains to be seen, but it begins to shed light on one approach
to framing the overall process.

The richness of the literature presents a significant challenge
for the development of any research design in that it addresses
multiple dimensions of negotiation processes, structures, and
outcomes.25 Yet, as meaningful as this understanding is, it has
been developed largely by analyzing interactions between two
actors.26 As a result, Zartman calls for research to increase
our understanding of the dynamics of this complex negotiation
process across multiple actors.27

While this study examines bureaucratic decision making by
framing the process in terms of a multilateral negotiation, the
specific elements of analysis have not yet been determined be-
yond the dependent conceptual focus (i.e., conflict termination
policy). The study identifies independent and intervening factors
as the product of an extensive literature review (see chap. 5).
With this caveat in mind, it is important to acknowledge from the
outset that this approach moves beyond a “purely inductive” in-
quiry, exploring several relationships of particular interest.

First, this analysis develops an understanding of the roles
philosophy and ideology play in shaping the organizational at-
titudes of those agencies involved in the negotiation process.
It explores the ways in which this attitudinal perspective shapes
the specific behaviors of the individual negotiators once em-
broiled in policy negotiations. As a second area of inquiry, the
research examines how organizational culture influences the
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principals’ negotiating behaviors, as well as that of the other
agency members involved in the negotiation.28 Specifically, it ad-
dresses the ways in which principals view themselves and how
those perspectives shape their images of out-groups. In doing
so, the research explores the role organizational culture plays
in sustaining perceptions of in-group/out-group dynamics
and investigates the overall influence this dynamic has upon the
multilateral interagency negotiating process. Third, the research
investigates the relationship between crisis context and how
the interagency negotiation process evolves. In other words, does
the nature of the crisis shape the roles played by the princi-
pals? How does it frame their analytic processes and negotiat-
ing behaviors?

This overview by no means identifies every aspect of the ne-
gotiation process explored herein. It does, however, provide a
starting point that, when taken in conjunction with an exten-
sive literature review, identifies elements that can be meas-
ured and analyzed in light of the specific aspects of the policy-
making process. Once explored, this work evaluates the policy
outcome in light of its ability to achieve conflict termination.

The Efficacy of the Policy-Making Process
While the notion of conflict termination is not new, it remains

a relatively understudied concept in terms of empirical research.
Much of what has been written looks to cost-benefit modeling
as the prominent answer to the question of why conflicts end.29

Those perspectives contain significant variations surrounding
other critical matters, including whether the termination policy
addressed the conflict’s underlying causes, the anticipated du-
ration of the termination, and the conditions that produced
the actual termination.30 Much like the notion of leadership, it
has sometimes been epitomized as the “I’ll know it when I see
it” phenomenon.

Within the complex conflict systems that normally charac-
terize international conflict, this “know it when I see it” phe-
nomenon results largely from the level of control the bureau-
cracy exercises when making such determinations. As a result,
an actor’s definition of conflict termination extends from one’s
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official position within the decision-making process. Further,
this position initially is framed and constantly reframed by the
theoretical perspective that shapes the attitudes and behaviors
the position demands in the moment. Hence, I propose that the
factors governing the ability to negotiate successfully within the
bureaucratic model shape actors’ perspectives regarding the
conditions necessary to terminate conflict. While this is an in-
teresting prospect, and one this research develops further, a
growing interest in conflict termination studies has generated
multiple, sometimes conflicting, perspectives. The literature sur-
veyed in chapter 3 outlines prominent ideas regarding conflict
termination.31 As with any other field of inquiry, the various
perspectives on conflict termination ultimately reflect different
approaches to understanding the critical aspects of conflict
dynamics.

Richard Barringer’s work captures a core perspective. This an-
alyst defines termination in a limited sense as the “posthostili-
ties phase, in which organized hostilities are terminated by all
parties to the dispute, although the dispute is as yet unre-
solved and is perceived in military terms by at least one party
and could generate renewed hostilities either immediately or
after a prolonged period of cease-fire and renewed prepara-
tions for combat.”32

In evaluating this perspective, one immediately recognizes
that conflict termination focuses upon instances of war. Yet,
war is a specific form of interaction that exists within the
broader conflict spectrum. Hence, this definition represents
an appropriate starting point for this work and remains valid
as we investigate the influence of intraparty conflict on conflict
termination policy development.

The critical focus of this research is multifaceted. First, it
explores the ways in which interagency conflict (i.e., intraparty
conflict within the USG bureaucracy) influences the develop-
ment of conflict termination policy. As such, it analyzes the
interagency’s ability to analyze the crisis and develop a desired
end state, conflict termination criteria, and a strategy through
the process of a multilateral negotiation based within bureau-
cratic environment. Second, using comparative methodology, it
analyzes conflict termination policy in light of two case studies.
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It explores the relationship between interagency conflict and
the US government’s capacity to develop policy with a particu-
lar focus on generating criteria to secure the effective termi-
nation of international crises as a step toward sustainable
peace or, as a minimum, acceptable levels of instability.

The outcome of multilateral negotiation constitutes a policy
directive that should focus fundamentally on reestablishing
peace through terminating the conflict. An inherent assump-
tion for any intervention strategy is that it should achieve its
stated objectives through the most expedient and least costly
means available—again by conveying the influence of the ra-
tional actor model as it applies to the outcome of the process.
Thus, the first level of analysis focuses specifically upon the
dynamics of the policy process intended to produce a conflict
termination strategy. It explores the role interagency negotia-
tions and interagency conflict play in defining conflict termi-
nation and in identifying and selecting termination criteria.
Relatedly, it investigates the intervenor’s mechanisms for
evaluating the efficacy of conflict termination criteria, as well as
its criteria for evaluating the sustainability of conflict termina-
tion. It also identifies actors who exert dominant influence on
developing the decisions that frame conflict termination and
illuminates the reasons for their dominance. This perspective
serves as the bridge for the final aim of this research: concep-
tualizing a new theoretical framework for thinking about and
analyzing conflict termination policy development within a
politicized bureaucratic arena. In other words, this second
thrust attempts to bridge the gap between the theoretical as-
pects of an intervention policy that focuses on conflict termi-
nation and its practical ability to develop conflict termination
criteria in light of the real-world context that frames the con-
flict system and policy choices.

In summary, this work analyzes the influence interagency
conflict has upon the US government’s capacity to develop ter-
mination policy that could serve as a prerequisite for the reso-
lution of a particular international conflict. The emphasis
here is on the dynamics of the policy-making process as they
shape termination policy, not on the actual achievement of a
“successful” termination “on the ground” in terms of post hoc
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policy implementation analysis.33 The research approaches the
challenge by examining the relationship between the nature and
level of interagency conflict and the US government’s capacity
to produce conflict termination policy. It does so through a
two-level approach. First, it views the policy-making process as
a multilateral negotiation involving three primary aggregates:
official decision-makers, influential actors, and contextual fac-
tors. Looking through the bureaucratic politics lens, it analyzes
the relationship between this multilateral negotiation process
and the generation of termination policy that can achieve (po-
tentially) effective conflict termination. As an initial step toward
enhancing our understanding of the relationship between
these critical factors, it analyzes the theoretical and practical
aspects of the conflict termination policy development process
that produce conflict within the USG bureaucracy. Probing
deeper, it evaluates the intervention policy-making process by
identifying the ways in which the decision-making process
frames specific aspects of termination policy in light of their
potential to “terminate” conflict when considering the causes
and conditions that promoted the original conflict. The book
explores the relationship between USG interagency conflict
and conflict termination policy development to identify the fac-
tors that shape the intervention and termination policy devel-
opment process. To provide an additional measure of struc-
ture to this approach, a brief overview of subsequent chapters
is now appropriate.

Outline of the Study
Following the conceptualization of the research problem in

this segment, chapter 2 develops the theoretical underpinning
of rational choice theory, the prevailing approach to decision
making. Demonstrating how this theory informed the rational
actor model’s development, this discussion critiques the ap-
proach, highlighting its inability to account effectively for all
dimensions of decision making—whether at the individual or
group level. However, as noted in chapter 3, despite these
“recognized” shortcomings, this theoretical perspective in-
forms the accepted conflict termination models that guide our
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thinking, discourse, and policy process. Arguing that a more
complex understanding of group choice is required, chapter 4
begins constructing a new comprehension of decision making
within a highly politicized bureaucratic environment. Building
upon the works of Graham Allison and Morton Halperin, it be-
gins to frame the policy-making environment by identifying
the relevant national security policy actors.34 Extending this
bridge, chapter 5 details the conceptualization of the research
problem and its requisite formalization by creating multiple
signed digraph models that hypothesize relations regarding in-
teragency dynamics. In preparation for this empirical analysis, it
discusses the quantitative data collection and analysis method,
as well as the data’s limitations. It outlines the quantitative
analysis and employs Spearman rank-order correlation coeffi-
cients to depict the statistically significant relationships via six
modified signed digraph models. This discussion details the
quantitative findings that serve as the organizing rationale for
the qualitative analyses presented in chapters 6–8. To demon-
strate the effects of interagency conflict upon conflict termina-
tion policy development, chapter 9 applies the quantitative
and qualitative findings to two historical cases. By using the
Persian Gulf War and the Bosnia crisis as examples, this dis-
cussion illuminates ways in which interagency conflict influ-
enced crisis analysis development, framed the vision for the
desired end state, affected termination criteria selection, and
circumscribed the formulation of termination strategy. Fi-
nally, chapter 10 addresses the three research questions that
framed this study:

1. What factors create or intensify interagency conflict within
the USG during conflict termination policy development?

2. How does “decision making by negotiation” shape policy
choices within the USG crisis policy-making arena?

3. In what ways does interagency conflict influence the US
government’s capacity to develop conflict termination
policy for international conflicts?

The conclusions help develop a general framework for under-
standing interagency conflict and its effects on policy develop-
ment. In the future, policy makers and analysts can apply this
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understanding across group decision-making activities, irre-
spective of actor or issue specificity.

This section purposefully oversimplifies the methodology the
research employs as well as the nature of the theoretical and
practical issues it discusses. However, it does provide a win-
dow into the overarching approach this work employs. The
findings of this research will hold far-reaching implications for
ways to conceptualize conflict termination policy development
for complex contingencies that demand an interagency ap-
proach to policy development and implementation.

Implications
The findings of this research begin to bridge the gaps among

several diverse theoretical perspectives regarding the influence
interagency conflict has upon the US government’s decision-
making process when involved in protracted violent conflict—
specifically, the ability to develop conflict termination policy for
international crises. It integrates prominent concepts from sev-
eral fields into a single interdisciplinary approach to the major
problems facing the evolving conflict resolution field as well as
the practical aspects of conflict intervention. Unlike prior re-
search, it describes in rich detail the ways in which decisions
made within a bureaucratic environment through the process
of multilateral negotiation frame the US government’s ability
to terminate international conflict in light of real-world condi-
tions that shape conflict systems. Given the assumption that
the United States will retain its role as a leader among third-
party intervenors, the results of this study could lay the
foundation for future structural or doctrinal changes across
the US government’s interagency process. It may also, for the
first time, identify the potential influence that bureaucratic deci-
sion making has upon the US government’s ability to act as a
lead agent in global social change; that is, the outcome of third-
party interventions should lead to the creation of a “better
state of peace.”35 In related fashion, the study begins to ad-
dress questions regarding the potential of the policy develop-
ment process to shape, either positively or negatively, the con-
flict situation. It identifies the most effective process for
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developing conflict termination strategy and its critical indica-
tors of likely effectiveness. Consequently, it has the potential to
address the influence “decision making by negotiation” has upon
the creation of policy that supports the public interest.36 Most
importantly, this study helps develop a more thorough under-
standing of the process used to craft conflict termination policy.
The results may in fact move us one step closer toward achiev-
ing conflict resolution in situations of deep-rooted, protracted
social conflict.37 Chapter 2 begins this process by exploring
the foremost theoretical conception of decision making: rational
choice theory.
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Chapter 2

Rational Choice Theory:
Individual and Group Choice

Policymaking is . . . a process of “conflict and consensus-
building.”

—Graham T. Allison

An extensive and expanding body of literature attempts to de-
scribe, explain, and predict the ways in which individuals and
groups make decisions. This research spans multiple fields, in-
cluding “communication, economics, engineering, management,
political science, psychology, social psychology, and sociology.”1

Increasingly, interest in individual and group decision-making
processes has begun to pervade conflict resolution studies. An
understanding of decision-making processes holds import for
all levels of conflict analysis, but is particularly critical when the
decisions and the efforts to implement them overwhelmingly in-
fluence one’s very existence—socially, politically, economically,
informationally, and militarily.

Collectively, these multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary in-
quiries highlight theoretical understandings that have become
widely accepted rationales for human choice behaviors. The
ensuing discussion surveys two such rationales that hold sig-
nificant import for the conflict termination policy development
process—rational choice theory and the bureaucratic politics
model of decision making. Despite ideas to the contrary,2 this
research concludes that the bureaucratic approach character-
izes interventionist policy development, especially during crises.
This bureaucratic approach portends grave consequences for
the development of conflict termination policy’s four elements
(crisis analysis, desired end state, termination criteria, and
termination strategy).

The complexity of the decision-making process obscures the
application of the bureaucratic approach. Consequently, the
process enjoined to generate policy decisions (the bureaucratic
model as the framework for decision making) has been confused
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with the outcomes (the policy vision, objectives, and strategies
that parallel the framework of the rational actor approach).
Before delving into specific models, it is necessary to provide a
brief theoretical rationale to explain how most decision makers
select a preferred framework.

Decision-Making Approaches:
Units of Analysis as Delimiters

Five dominant schools of thought have captured multiple
perspectives on the study of decision making: (1) rational choice
theory, (2) the “individual differences perspective,” (3) satisfic-
ing, (4) the organizational (or structural) approach, and (5) the
bureaucratic politics approach.3 Note that various authors
classify these categories differently, based primarily upon per-
sonal preferences and educational perspectives.4 One distin-
guishing component of these five schools of thought is their
focus on differing units of analysis: They examine either indi-
vidual or group decision making. Focusing on the unit of analy-
sis as the crucial delimiter, approaches to decision making
align with one of two perspectives contingent upon their focus
on unitary actor or group processes. In this manner, studies of
choice relate naturally to either the behavioral (i.e., individual)
or the organizational (i.e., group) paradigm.5 All others emerge
as natural extensions of these two categorizations.6

The ensuing discussion outlines the origins and assumptions
of the rational actor model and its central theory—rational
choice theory. Once outlined, the analysis evaluates its fun-
damental assumptions to reveal the model’s inherent flaws as
a preliminary step toward demonstrating rational choice theory’s
inapplicability for group decision making. This perspective on
group decision making is explored further to stress the ra-
tional actor model’s failure to enhance our understanding of
collective choice processes and outcomes. Because of the in-
herent limitations of the rational choice model, the bureau-
cratic politics model emerges as a viable alternative that de-
scribes and explains the influence group-specific phenomena
have upon collective decision making. Finally, the interaction
of the two models illustrates the need for research that focuses
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upon the contextual elements that influence conflict termina-
tion policy making within the US government. 

Rational Choice Theory
Known more broadly by its conceptualization as the rational

actor model, rational choice theory remains the dominant nor-
mative theory of human decision making across many of the
social sciences.7 Despite the ongoing and multifaceted criti-
cisms this perspective has endured, Jack Levy, a preeminent
political scientist, contends “rational choice has become the
most influential paradigm in international relations and politi-
cal science over the last decade.”8 Consequently, we must look
deeper into its origins to comprehend fully the rationale be-
hind its conception and its application to human choice.

The theory of rational choice is one of the oldest and best-
developed theories of choice.9 Within the field of economics, it
has served as a foundational concept for understanding indi-
vidual decision making, serving as the standard by which de-
cisions are evaluated.10 By focusing on the logic of optimal
choice, the rational perspective attempts to prescribe the nor-
mative ways in which people should make decisions when op-
erating within the guidelines of individual self-interest.11 Within
this paradigm, individuals strive to maximize personal utility.12

Relatedly, organizations strive to maximize profits.13 It is this
self-interested, profit-maximizing perspective that sustains
the basis of the rational actor approach. To understand the
ways in which this perspective shapes decision making, we
must explore its assumptions as they relate to its motivations
for selection.

Ideas regarding utility and profit maximization for individuals
and organizations are based upon the ability to compute mathe-
matically “subjective expected-utility” (SEU).14 In lay terms, SEU
models imply an acute ability to calculate or, as in game theory,
to order preferences for outcomes based upon (a) probabilities
for a particular course of action, prospects which are then
treated as being individually subjective, and (b) worth, an eco-
nomic measure of individual utility.15 Such computations re-
quire decision contexts to conform to the following assumptions:
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(1) the decision maker knows his or her goals, (2) unlimited and
complete information is available, (3) no cognitive limitations
constrain the decision maker, (4) no limitations exist regard-
ing time or costs, and (5) the decision maker possesses the
capacity to quantify alternatives—in terms of value and risk
separately—in such a way that one dominates all others.16 Ap-
plied to unitary actor decision making, Michael Nicholson in-
sists that “the basic principle of rationality which is assumed
is that the actor has a clear idea of what he (or she) wants, and
pursues it in the most efficient way possible. In effect, ration-
ality is defined as efficiency. . . . [Because] it is possible for the
decision-taker to formulate what he wants . . . preferences be-
tween alternatives are expressible in a clear-cut way and re-
main relatively constant over time.”17

These assumptions are extended erroneously to organizations
so that groups are treated as unitary actors much in the same
way the rational actor model deals with individuals. Yet, groups
or organizations are not unitary actors; therefore, the fun-
damental premises of rational choice cannot apply, owing to the
multiple interests and objectives of the group members. Hence,
George Huber posits that rational choice theory suggests, “orga-
nizational decisions are consequences of organizational units
using information in an intendedly rational manner to make
choices on behalf of the organization” (emphasis in original).18

On the surface, the assumptions that undergird the rational
actor approach appear logically consistent. Indeed, they descrip-
tively would be rational except for one macro-level contextual fac-
tor: Humans, while operating alone or as members of groups,
rarely, if ever, possess the capacity to fulfill the strict require-
ments of this prescriptive theory. More specifically, the assump-
tions that place boundaries upon this type of decision-making
activity ensure that people can never operationalize fully the con-
ceptual paradigm. Critics repeatedly identify this factor in their
in-depth analyses of the rational actor model’s limiting factors.

Limitations of the Rational Choice Approach

The literature scrutinizing rational choice theory is as multi-
disciplinary as the various individuals and organizations that
have attempted to discover prescriptive and descriptive ap-
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proaches to unitary actor and collective choice.19 Given this dis-
cussion’s focus regarding the affects of interagency conflict on
conflict termination policy development, it is imperative to iden-
tify the critiques that relate directly to the model’s assumptions
to show that even if individuals aspire to make rational deci-
sions, they consistently cannot do so because of innate human
factors.20 Further, it is important to recall that international re-
lations scholars, as well as the populace in general, commonly
believe that the USG makes foreign policy decisions via the ra-
tional actor model.21 Hence, assessing the model’s assumptions
in light of both individuals and groups proves illuminating, con-
firming that humans cannot effectively employ rational choice
theory at either the individual or group level.

Individuals as Aspiring Rational Actors 

Putting aside for the moment the idea that people could in-
deed purposefully choose to act in a manner that is not ra-
tional,22 by examining the assumptions of rational choice theory
independently of one another, we can begin to see why this
approach remains flawed as either a descriptive explanation or
predictive framework for human decision making. As the im-
pending discussion demonstrates, it can therefore serve only
as a normative model.23

Decision Makers Know Their Goals

More than any other assumption, this proposition seems to
emerge as a sound axiom of individual choice. Indeed, indi-
viduals may know their goals at a specific time. Rational choice
theory presumes, however, that these goals remain static over
time or for some period.24 Further, it implies individuals pos-
sess the capability, again through SEU modeling, to differen-
tiate clearly and prioritize these goals. These available choices
then become “preference orderings” (discussed in greater depth
as the fifth assumption) that can be prioritized easily with no
external influence. In turn, these preference orderings repre-
sent the relative “‘value’ or ‘utility’ of alternative sets of conse-
quences.”25 Subscribing to this process infers that individuals
possess the innate ability to establish quantifiable “utility”
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functions for every aspect of their lives—and that these functions
are “complete, transitive, and stable.”26

Paradoxically, rational choice theory is based upon the macro-
level assumption that these utility functions can be measured
comparatively across different individuals. In fact, the basis of
expected utility within microeconomics accepts that utility
functions across independent individuals possess no compara-
tive property.27 Further, as Geoffrey Brennan contends, it is criti-
cal to note that not all desired goals are desirable—the ends
for a rational actor, based upon the premise of individual
utility maximization, may not be normatively good in all
cases.28 In this sense, one could posit that Saddam Hussein’s
1990 invasion of Kuwait proved rational based upon his indi-
vidual utility function. Based upon a territorial dispute ex-
tending from the 1913 British-Ottoman “Draft Convention on
the Persian Gulf Area,” Iraq attempted to incorporate Kuwait
in both 1938 and 1963. Although both attempts proved un-
successful, they provided a precedent for Hussein’s 1990 ac-
tions.29 However, the Kuwaitis would retort that his invasion
proved normatively bad—both for them and those who sub-
scribe to the provisions of international law and ideas regard-
ing national sovereignty (not to mention human rights ideals),
and, eventually, for Hussein himself in conjunction with the
Iraqi people.

In light of the above analysis regarding the foundational as-
sumption of rational choice theory and its parent field, micro-
economics, the use of the term irrational to describe human
behavior that does not comport with the preference orderings
and utility functions of the “evaluating” individual is theoreti-
cally inappropriate in all situations given the basis of rational
choice theory itself.30 The example involving Hussein’s inva-
sion of Kuwait, albeit limited within this context, demon-
strates that one’s assessment of rationality remains bound
contextually. When placed within the framework of theory’s
remaining assumptions—tenets that in many ways synergisti-
cally amplify rational choice theory’s inability to serve as a
predictive theory of human choice—this problem is magnified
exponentially.
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Unlimited and Complete Information

Information search remains a critical, fundamental element
of the decision-making process.31 Under the rubric of rational
choice theory, the individual has the capacity (in terms of time
and resources) to access all sources of information and should,
therefore, obtain complete information regarding the current
situation. However, multiple factors, sometimes interrelated,
limit one’s ability to access and process information.

Brennan recognizes that rational choice theory demands op-
timal information gathering and usage.32 However, questions
emerge regarding the meaning of optimal when applied to de-
cision making. Does optimal refer primarily to the robustness
of the information-gathering effort and then to its interpreta-
tion and application? This approach implies linearity, which
generates a process that compartmentalizes information until
the decision maker knows all relevant information. This notion
accentuates related challenges: (a) can individuals effectively
compartmentalize information, (b) who identifies the criteria
for an exhaustive search,33 (c) who shapes the criteria for rele-
vancy—and perhaps more important, irrelevancy—and are
these criteria inflexible over time,34 and (d) is there an inherent
distinction between knowing all information and having the ca-
pacity to use it in some meaningful way. What are the criteria
for meaningful in this sense? Obviously, this line of reasoning
can transform itself into an infinitely circular process. It does ex-
pose, however, a major flaw intrinsic to rational choice theory.
Other concerns emerge regarding this tenet as well, foremost
among them relating to compartmentalization, “new” informa-
tion, and the practical impediments to human prescience and
omnipresence.

If an individual effectively compartmentalizes information,
what effect would exposure to new information have upon
such distillation? While not addressed within rational choice
theory, an individual employing this model in its classic form
would be compelled to create subprocesses to manage, inter-
pret, and incorporate new information based upon preexisting
cognitive maps that resulted from the initial information
search.35 Pushing this argument further, one would have to
presume that the presence of new information would alter
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one’s utility functions and, subsequently, one’s preference or-
derings. This being the case, the underlying premise of prefer-
ence stability is no longer valid.

Relatedly, significant flaws in the theory emerge when assess-
ing the individual’s independent ability to know everything and
to foresee accurately all the possible consequences of one’s
choice. Obviously, individuals possess neither of these capabili-
ties. Choices inherently involve risk to self and others and there-
fore require the individual to order his or her preferences ac-
cordingly. As a counter argument, if one could know all possible
consequences of one’s choice and discovered that the selection of
the option that maximized individual utility would most certainly
have a catastrophic impact upon others, would one pursue that
course of action absent its moral implications? This situation il-
luminates another of Brennan’s critiques: Not all human behav-
ior is so narrowly self-interested.36 From the evaluative perspec-
tive, would one’s actions in the hypothetical given above be
deemed rational in light of the broader negative outcome? In de-
liberating over this dilemma, reconsider the Iraq-Kuwait example
broached earlier. These theoretical stipulations remain con-
strained by the more practical considerations of information
search and processing. This includes, but is not limited to, cog-
nitive and resource constraints as well as one’s capacity to quan-
tify alternatives based upon personal goals.

No Cognitive Limitations

The ability to know and use all information (or even any in-
formation) is directly conditioned by the capacity to process
data and formulate meaningful information: each individual’s
“cognitive imperfections” affect such processing.37 Commenting
on rational choice theory, Thomas Ulen defines a cognitive im-
perfection as “any property of the mind that causes an indi-
vidual decision maker to make less than optimal decisions or
choices.”38 Ulen divides these imperfections into two classes: (1)
hardware problems (i.e., those related to the physiological struc-
ture of an individual’s brain), and (2) software problems (i.e.,
those related to an individual’s lack of learning or an insuffi-
cient experience base). Acting independently or in tandem,
these cognitive imperfections limit an individual’s capacity to
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process information “rationally” toward the creation of utility-
maximizing preference orderings as they hinder information
processing along several dimensions.39 For our purposes, two
psychological processes—cognitive dissonance and judgmental
heuristics—emerge as particularly important since they hold
relevance for both individual and group decision making.

In 1957, Leon Festinger developed cognitive dissonance theory
to help explain the psychological and motivational effects of
an individual experiencing simultaneously two cognitive phe-
nomena that did not fit together.40 “In general,” says Festinger,
“two cognitions are dissonant with each other if, considering
these two cognitions alone, the obverse of one follows from the
other.”41 Festinger pushes the potential implications of such
dissonance further, insisting that an individual will take posi-
tive action to reconcile the differing cognitions to alleviate psy-
chological (and perhaps physical) stress. Ulen maintains this
conception holds import for rational choice theory in that it
may impair an individual’s ability to create and sustain “stable,
well-ordered preferences.”42 In this case, Festinger’s “positive
action” occurs when an individual discounts stress-inducing
data in favor of alternative information sets that relieve or, at
the very least, do not create psychological discomfort. Hence,
cognitive dissonance can serve as a screening mechanism
whereby individuals degrade their ability to access and process
all information (assuming, of course, limitless information
could indeed ever become a practical reality). This phenomenon
relates to the second critical process, the application of judg-
mental heuristics.

Beginning with the groundbreaking work of Amos Tversky
and Daniel Kahneman, authorities within cognitive psychology
(and other disciplines) continue to refine explanations that
support the use of heuristics.43 Known in lay terms as “rules
of thumb,” the application of heuristics indicates that indi-
viduals do not comply in all instances with the assumptions of
rational choice theory in that their “internal logic bears little
resemblance to the rules of probability.”44 Instead, they rely
upon their ability to recall information from memory along
three interrelated dimensions: (1) availability, (2) representa-
tiveness, and (3) anchoring and adjustment. These dimensions
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influence one’s capacity to process information, especially in
times of crisis and greatly enhanced stress.45 Beginning with
availability, each of these requires a brief overview to demon-
strate how they influence information processing.

The availability heuristic relates to one’s recall or memory
capacity in the sense that frequency and probability (in the
form of recency or familiarity) bias one’s perception of current
events.46 Issues that are preeminent in one’s memory domi-
nate decoding of real-time experiences. Ulen cites as one ex-
ample the tendency of people to believe that New York City ex-
periences more murders than suicides each year when in fact
the opposite is true. He contends this phenomenon is “ex-
plainable by the fact that murders receive much more pub-
licity than do suicides and are, therefore, much more in people’s
memory than is information about suicide.”47 Additionally, past
events that are more salient than current events can cause an
individual to perceive that immediate experiences mirror prior
events.48 The past event’s significance, as it resonates with a
present state of mind, overpowers an individual’s real-time cog-
nitive situation, distorting reality retrospectively toward the prior
experience. In this manner, salience can limit an individual’s
ability to process information based upon the current situa-
tion, thereby narrowing one’s feasible courses of action when
making choices based upon the present situation and its fu-
ture consequences. Closely related to the phenomenon of
availability is that of representativeness.

According to Mary Zey, representativeness causes people
to “act as if stereotypes are more common than they actually
are.”49 Individuals classify information based upon its similarity
with past information and its relevant category (this too relates
to the compartmentalization discussion presented earlier). This
heuristic’s inherent danger, as it relates to decision making, or
any other human activity for that matter, is that such compart-
mentalization may cause individuals to overlook data’s anoma-
lous properties, ones that necessitate further inquiry or mul-
tiple categorization. Such approaches promote stereotyping as
they fail to incorporate evidence contrary to one’s past experi-
ence. Taken together, these elements influence the selection of
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one’s anchoring point as well as one’s ability to adjust this ref-
erent once established.

As with the foregoing heuristics, selection of an anchoring point
remains contingent upon one’s ability to gather and process in-
formation. In essence, an anchoring point is an individual’s ini-
tial impression of a situation.50 This initial value may emerge as
a component of problem formulation or “it may be the result of a
partial computation. In either case, adjustments are typically in-
sufficient . . . [because] different starting points yield different es-
timates, which are biased toward the initial values.”51 Therefore,
any adjustment made in connection with a less than optimal
starting point—especially in the absence of information that re-
aligns the anchoring point—most probably will generate a
skewed outcome over successive iterations of information pro-
cessing. Pushing this idea further assumes that one knows the
optimal starting point or even that one exists—but does it? Multi-
dimensional cognitive processes, anchoring, and adjustment si-
multaneously influence the previous heuristics in that the
salience of a particular anchoring point can further distort
availability and representativeness by excluding known relevant
information.52

These two potential cognitive limitations, whether manifest
as “hardware” or “software” problems, indicate that there are
instances wherein one may not act rationally according to the
precepts of rational choice theory. Instead, cognitive disso-
nance and judgmental heuristics, in concert with various
other bias-generating mechanisms, limit a person’s ability to
gather and process information. While these represent a few of
the internal constraints on the individual, external factors fur-
ther curb one’s ability to employ the rational actor model.

No Resource Constraints

Only within a utopian world could one operate inside a bound-
less, infinitely limitless environment. Since such a world does
not exist, decision makers must adapt information gathering
and processing efforts to the contextual bounds that define their
operational parameters. This said, individuals typically face mul-
tiple, interrelated resource constraints, including those related
to time restrictions and financial standing.
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Unlike most other aspects of human existence (e.g., power,
financial prowess, material possessions, or opportunity), time
stands alone as a fixed quantity—there are only 24 hours in each
day, and the clock cannot be turned backward or, indeed, halted
to create more time. While recognizing the antithesis Albert Ein-
stein proposed,53 for the purposes of our discussion, time re-
mains a “fixed” quantity. Putting a practical face on this issue
demonstrates that while deadlines can be extended to provide
additional time to make a choice, one’s ability to preclude other
activities from impinging upon that extension remains severely
limited by the complexities of the globalized world within which
we now live. When looking at the foreign policy development
process, this axiom becomes more than problematic.

The classic rational actor model presumes that time does not
create internal (or external) pressures that drive an individual
toward a particular course of action. Rather, people make
choices based upon personal utility maximization—irrespective
of other factors such as time constraints. Practical experience,
however, teaches us that time is indeed a limited commodity
and, as such, must be used judiciously when making decisions.
Note also the argument that time is also a cost, calculated in
terms of dollars as well as opportunity. Just as the aphorism
contends that “time is money,” a natural corollary paralleling
the limits of time is one’s financial resource base.

Most individuals live within a bounded financial world, one
wherein—ironically—subjective measures of utility appropri-
ately serve as the basis for purely economic decisions.54 Hence,
if an individual gains more pleasure from reading as opposed
to watching a movie, all other things being equal, a person who
acts “rationally” would purchase a book in place of attending
the theater. In this sense, it may be that rational choice theory
can begin to predict decision outcomes if all other theoretical
precepts endure. However, rational choice theory holds that in-
dividuals are able to maximize utility without considering the
realistic bounds of their financially constrained world—resource
constraints, therefore, do not impel individuals to choose par-
ticular courses of action. Nor is the individual’s ability to
gather and process information limited in any way because of
impending, perhaps escalating, costs.
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Clearly, propositions suggesting that time and cost con-
straints are “nonissues” within the realm of decision making
remain invalid. As we attempt to apply theory to practice, we
realize that personal, repetitive experience dictates that nei-
ther time nor resources exist unconstrained by their environ-
ments. Further, experience makes evident that these are iden-
tified before many other limiting factors as restrictions on
choice, particularly when the “feasibility” test is applied to par-
ticular courses of action to “cut away” options that are too
costly (in terms of time and/or resources). The foregoing fac-
tors interact synergistically to hinder the decision maker’s ca-
pacity to prioritize alternatives based upon computable nu-
merical weights.

Capacity to Quantify Alternatives

Proceeding from the perspective that an individual can
quantifiably assess, or at least order consistently, every aspect
of his or her life presents a challenge even for the most mathe-
matically inclined, not to mention those who possess an aver-
age capacity to engage complex mathematical formulae. In
light of the foregoing discussion, it appears that the capacity
to formulate equations to compute utility is not the major lim-
iting factor of the “rational actor” approach. In situations
where individuals are not mathematically gifted, it does, how-
ever, influence one’s decision-making process by increasing
the likelihood that an individual who is deficient in computa-
tional ability will rely more heavily upon judgmental heuristics
and a limited information search to frame alternative choices.
Herbert Simon captures the essence of the problem in his cri-
tique of rational choice theory: “In the real world we usually do
not have a choice between satisfactory and optimal solutions,
for we only rarely have a method of finding the optimum. . . .
We cannot, within practicable computational limits, generate
all the admissible alternatives and compare their relative mer-
its. Nor can we recognize the best alternative, even if we are
fortunate enough to generate it early, until we have seen all of
them. We satisfice by looking for alternatives in such a way
that we can generally find an acceptable one after only mod-
erate search.”55 This perspective serves as the basis for
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Simon’s satisficing model of decision making.56 Harold Gort-
ner, Julianne Mahler, and Jeanne Bell Nicholson contend “sat-
isficing takes the perspective of a single decision maker or a
unified group and holds that the first alternative encountered
that meets or exceeds the decision maker’s minimum expecta-
tions or demands will be chosen.”57 Inherent in Simon’s cri-
tique are implicit references that weaken two other assump-
tions of rational choice theory, specifically information search
and resource constraints.

Simon’s reference to a moderate search indicates that time
and resource constraints (namely, financial costs) naturally
limit the extent of one’s information search. Discussed at great
length earlier within the section on resource constraints, such
limitations force individuals to establish and prioritize criteria
that prevent them from conducting exhaustive searches.
Others support this position as well, stating that it would be im-
practical to conduct such a comprehensive search.58 Helmut
Jungermann insists that “with finite time and resources avail-
able, it is not rational to spend infinite effort on the explo-
ration of all potential consequences of all options. Rather, the
decision costs are weighted against the potential benefits re-
sulting from the application of a decision strategy, and this
may lead to violations of SEU model rationality.”59 Conse-
quently, when measured against the opportunity costs of time
and support, an exhaustive search can deplete resources that
could be used to analyze other issues, making such frivolous
behavior less than rational. John O’Neill’s work highlights one
final, related critique that relates to an individual’s ability to
compute quantifiable measures for alternatives.

O’Neill posits that this assumption implies that individuals
have no differences in preference orderings and that their meas-
ures of subjective expected utility remain identical.60 It follows,
then, that this assumption requires a “single unit of measure-
ment, capable of ranking all objects and states of affairs from
‘best’ to ‘worst’ . . . it requires even more: a common unit of value
of which the best option will possess the greatest amount.”61 He
takes the argument further, stating that “there has to be a par-
ticular single property that all objects and states of affairs pos-
sess, and that this property is considered to be the source of
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their value.”62 In developing this idea of “value-monism,” O’Neill
suggests that rational choice theory prescribes that all aspects
of life can be compared across a single scale. Consequently,
earning a dollar, buying a house, giving birth to a child, saving
another person’s life, and dying should all, according to the
premise put forth by rational choice theory, possess some
“single property” that enables a decision maker to rank order
them in a mutually exclusive fashion along a single continuum.
Experience teaches us that not all objects or states of affairs
possess an inherent exchange component wherein one can be
substituted for another. Referring to the examples offered earlier,
one can more than reasonably say that the intrinsic values as-
sociated with earning a dollar versus that of saving another’s life
are so qualitatively different that placing them along a single
continuum would appear nonrational at best, ludicrous at worst.
In this manner, O’Neill contends some values are not “reducible
to others, nor to some other common value . . . there is no privi-
leged canonical description for the purpose of an overarching
evaluation which could rank all such areas against each other.”63

Collectively, the limitations of rational choice theory assump-
tions quickly lead one to conclude that the “rational actor” ap-
proach to decision making can serve only as a normative guide
for individual decision making. One has to ask, however, if this
can ever occur in reality if humans simply cannot comply with
the tenets of the rational actor model. Surely, the important
thing is to find out—empirically—how humans choose. Extend-
ing the predictive or descriptive capacity of such a model beyond
its normative potential obscures the true nature of the process
by which individuals make decisions. As critical as this discus-
sion has been regarding rational choice theory’s application to
individual choice, the variation between units of analysis makes
this critique more exacting when applying the model to groups
wherein the conflicting and often competing individual agendas
defy the identification of “rational” goals.

Groups as “Less than Rational” Actors
The elements of the critique presented above apply to the

group decision maker as well as the individual;64 after all,
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groups are composed of multiple individuals. When approach-
ing the nature of decision making in linear fashion, one could
accept the premise of image theory as well, noting that deci-
sion making begins with the individual and then progresses to
a broader context as individuals within a group make deci-
sions and then work with their colleagues to develop a group
decision.65 It is this process of integrating several independent
choices toward one group decision that further undermines
the application of rational choice theory to the group decision-
making process. The group process is far from linear, occur-
ring instead as a complex, multilayered, dynamic interaction
across multiple individuals. 

Specifically, the nature of group dynamics reinforces those ra-
tional choice theory limitations that apply to individuals, giving
these limitations the potential to produce a multiplier effect at
the group level. That said, the properties of groups must be high-
lighted to demonstrate that rational choice theory remains in-
herently flawed when applied to decision makers who are not
unitary actors. By their very nature, groups are not unitary ac-
tors. This erroneous inference, however, has served as the basis
for the ongoing application of rational choice theory to organiza-
tions and groups. Let me begin by outlining some basic differ-
ences between individuals and groups. While these are not nec-
essarily the classic divisions highlighted across the organization
theory or organizational behavior disciplines, they capture the
essence of the variance between individuals and groups that
makes the application of rational choice theory inappropriate
within any collective choice setting.66

Collective Value Dissensus: A Mandate for
Intragroup Negotiation 

Mary Zey is correct in her assessment that “value is subjective
because it is defined as individual preferences and therefore
varies from individual to individual.”67 The subjectivity of values
produces goals that represent the desires and needs of the indi-
vidual.68 A challenge emerges within the group setting when
these differing values and goals are encoded across diverse indi-
vidual cognitive maps that produce different interpretations even
though actors experience events at the same time and within the
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same contextual environment.69 Evaluated within the group
decision-making environment, divergent cognitive maps based
upon asymmetric values create intragroup conflict surrounding
problem definition, information search, course of action develop-
ment, and selection of alternatives, that is, the actual decision
outcome itself. Further, Uriel Rosenthal and Alexander Kousmin
contend that decision makers may hold differing opinions re-
garding “appropriate implementation strategies.”70 Ian Morley in-
sists that the process by which some form of consensus is
reached is one of the defining factors of group decision making.71

This process, according to Colin Eden’s analysis regarding
strategy development as a social process, has to be one of nego-
tiation and intraorganizational bargaining.72

Pushing this idea further, Zey highlights Anselm Strauss’s
work on negotiation,73 in conjunction with Samuel Bacharach
and Edward Lawler’s research on power within organizations,74

to illustrate that within a group setting, a process of exchange
shapes decisions over time. James March and Zur Shapira con-
tend that the nature of this exchange synergistically ensures
that organizational decisions are not congruous with those made
by any one individual, and, indeed, choices may reflect little
semblance of the well-ordered preference and utility functions
demanded by rational choice theory.75 In this manner, the prac-
tice of group decision making may depart from a utility maxi-
mization focus should the negotiation process facilitate an ex-
change wherein individuals move from their initial individual
choices toward a more agreeable—yet not necessarily utility or
profit maximizing—alternative course of action.

Recognizing that individuals within groups possess a variety of
values, goals, and ideas, one begins to distinguish that decisions
made within group settings represent a different type of out-
come. This consensually developed “political resultant”76 is in-
fluenced in many ways since it represents the negotiated choice
of a bargaining process that is shaped by an organizational dy-
namic bound by interdependence and social learning.77

Social Interaction and Organizational Culture 

A second major difference between individual and group de-
cision strategies emanates from the idea that the process is
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indeed a negotiation.78 Unlike purely rational unitary actor de-
cision making, the negotiation process is a social interaction
characterized by the interdependence of actors who have some
commitment to one another as well as to the organization. The
values and symbols that characterize the organizational cul-
ture define these commitments.79

Acknowledging the power of values and symbols, Mariam
Thalos critiques rational decision theory through the lens of
the social interactionist. In an insightful and philosophical ap-
proach, Thalos debunks the perspective that “rational decision-
makers are autonomous entities—answering only to their own
beliefs and desires.”80 In their empirical study on the structure
and content of human decision making, Scott Allison, Anna
Marie Jordan, and Carole Yeatts corroborate Thalos’s ideas.81

These researchers discovered that group decision making is
indeed a social process, one that involves other people either
directly or indirectly.82 Paralleling Abraham Maslow’s “belong-
ingness and social interaction” needs, this connection with
others can dampen the desire for individuals within groups to
maximize their individual utility as the more salient goal be-
comes maintaining social relationships in the face of hard
choices and reciprocal interdependence. Yet, the idea of main-
taining relationships is not the only contextual constraint on
individual choice. Depending upon one’s goals, loyalty to the
organization may supersede interpersonal allegiance as an indi-
vidual strives to maintain cognitive congruence within a de-
manding organizational environment.

Studies within the fields of management, psychology, organi-
zational behavior, and related disciplines have gone to great
lengths to explain and predict the influence that organiza-
tional culture has upon human behavior.83 The “property of
groups of people and not individuals,” Daniel Druckman in-
sists organizational cultures influence the attitudes, emotions,
and behaviors of members through indirect, often implicit,
means.84 While the “precise linkages between culture and per-
formance have not been documented,”85 experience and ob-
servation lead us to believe that organizational culture does
indeed play a pivotal role in shaping collective decision
processes through the accepted structuration of the group’s
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social milieu, including its organizational structure, informal
processes, and norms.86 From this perspective, an awareness
of organizational culture can facilitate understanding “subcul-
tural dynamics within organizations.”87 Such understanding
should enhance our ability to comprehend more keenly the
nature of “decision making as negotiation” within groups as it
occurs across intraorganizational coalitions that are based
upon preexisting and newly developing subcultures. Much of
the social science literature is beginning to identify social learn-
ing as one of the most important processes shaping human
behaviors.88 While not fully developed, the influence social
learning has upon shaping organizational cultures and their
subcultures, as well as the decision-making processes they
employ, is beginning to receive heightened attention. Indeed,
as Craig Thomas indicates, social learning shapes the sus-
tainability and durability of organizational culture as “the
members of an epistemic community have similar normative
values, believe in the same causal relationships, and have a
common methodology for validating knowledge, all of which
shape their formulation of best management practices.”89

In light of March and Simon’s proposition that “decision-
making is an arena for symbolic action,”90 one can begin to see
the confluence of values, goals, and organizational culture as
this union influences decision-making processes within complex
groups. Within an organizational context, utility-maximizing
precepts may fall short of meeting the individual’s or group’s
need to negotiate a compromise choice. Ironically, Kenneth
Arrow attempts to validate the tenets of rational choice theory
within this setting by insisting that rationality is a useful con-
cept only if grounded within the “social context within which
it is embedded.”91 He would, therefore, agree with the findings
of Scott Allison and others. Yet, in light of the requirements of
rational choice theory, this form of agreement confirms the in-
ability of individuals to act in a purely rational fashion at any
point in time. Humans can never escape the social contexts
that frame their sense of reality and, therefore, their choice of
preference. Indeed, it is the process of cognitive framing that
shapes human perceptions of the problem—perceptions that
enable them to act “rationally” within this frame—and the
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potential courses of action they can employ to create a favor-
able outcome. Consequently, the research surrounding cogni-
tive framing accentuates one of the most critical deficiencies of
the rational actor approach.

Framing—Reference Points, Risk, and
Preference Orderings 

More than any other phenomenon, the act of framing a
situation—both consciously and unconsciously—establishes
the starting point for all decision-making activities and con-
tinuously molds the process throughout its entirety. In their
seminal work on framing decisions and the psychology of
choice, Tversky and Kahneman conclude “the framing of an
action sometimes affects the actual experience of its out-
comes.”92 Two schools of thought form the basis for current
ideas regarding framing.93 The first school, the sociological and
social psychological stream, refers specifically to the works of
G. Bateson and Erving Goffman.94 They critique this perspec-
tive by stating that it is overly broad because it takes account
of the “actor’s perception of both the social context and its so-
cial demands.”95 As the second stream, these authors identify
the cognitive psychological and decision research arenas.
Highlighting the efforts of M. Minsky, E. B. Hunt, and Kahne-
man and Tversky,96 and Lee Roy Beach and others posit that
this approach is overly narrow, “concentrating on the ways in
which specific characteristics of problems influence how they
are interpreted by the problem solver and how these interpre-
tations determine the means by which he or she attempts to
solve the problems.”97 Whether one adopts the perspective of
the sociologist or the cognitive psychologist, the effects of
framing shape decision making in at least three fundamental
and interrelated ways: They influence the selection of reference
points, attitudes toward risk, and the ordering of preferences.

Relying heavily upon the research of Tversky and Kahne-
man, Levy points out that the idea of “reference dependence is
particularly important because people treat gains and losses
differently—they overvalue losses relative to comparable
gains.”98 Although he is specifically addressing reference de-
pendence as the central assumption of prospect theory, Levy’s
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idea is logically applicable because prospect theory is a refine-
ment of rational choice theory under conditions of a bound-
edly rational unitary actor.99 Levy indicates that individuals
are customarily “risk-averse with respect to gains and risk-
acceptant with respect to losses” and would therefore order
preferences taking risk factors into account.100 As a natural
extension, Levy maintains that “the asymmetry of gains and
losses and the role of the reference point in defining these dis-
tinct domains, the identification, or framing, of the reference
point can have a critical effect on choice. A change in frame
can result in a change in preferences (preference reversal)
even if the values and probabilities associated with outcomes
remain the same.”101 Noting that people perceive a difference
in potential outcomes based upon the way in which risk is
framed, Levy uses a medical treatment as an example to make
his point, saying “it makes a difference whether a particular
treatment has a 90 percent survival rate or a 10 percent mor-
tality rate.”102

The critical connection between the framing of reference
points, risk, and preferences is best captured in March and
Shapira’s postulate that “rational models see decisions as
being made by the evaluation of alternatives in terms of their
future consequences for prior preferences.”103 Based upon the
research presented herein, one could reasonably predict that
the framing of a decision issue in parallel with a reference
point entailing high risk—ranked as the most rational choice
according to preference orderings—would most likely be disre-
garded in favor of one with reduced anticipated risk. In so
doing, the decision maker would act in a nonutility-maximizing
fashion, thereby failing to uphold the requirements of rational
choice theory. Alternatively, the decision maker could reframe
the situation, an act that would also violate rational choice
theory since efforts to do so would necessarily presuppose a
limited information search in the face of increased risk.

In looking at the aggregative effect of the challenges inherent
to issue framing at the group level, it quickly becomes ap-
parent that situations requiring collective decisions within any
group or organizational setting comprised of multiple individuals
require the development of a negotiated consensual choice. This
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course of action will be shaped by such intraorganizational fac-
tors as group dynamics, social interaction, and organizational
culture. The synergistic effect of these group processes require
decision analysts to look beyond rational choice theory toward
alternative approaches that enable groups to predict choices
accurately based upon effective descriptions and inclusive ex-
planations of human behavior within a particular collective.

Rationale for Alternative Approaches
The majority of the literature cited as evidence in the fore-

going critique of rational choice theory indicates that the theory’s
precepts fail to provide an accurate description, explanation,
or prediction of human choice behavior when forced to make
decisions either as individuals or groups. The critique then
focused specifically upon the unit of analysis issue, insist-
ing that groups do not act as unitary actors within the deci-
sion process because “Humans do not always make rational
choices.”104 Rather, they must manage through some interac-
tive and iterative process to develop decision alternatives that
adequately incorporate the attitudinal and behavioral dynam-
ics specific to each group. A vital challenge inherent to this
approach is that this process must create consensus within
an environment rife with value conflicts that recurrently mani-
fest themselves at the interpersonal and intergroup levels,
both within a single organization and between agencies. Fur-
ther, ongoing social interaction and the parameters of the
organization’s culture mandate conformity to decision rules
and behavioral guidelines, factors that further impede both
the individual’s and the group’s ability to conform to every ra-
tional choice theory tenet. Finally, the process of framing and
its relationship with reference points, risk orientations, and
preference orderings becomes problematic within the group
setting wherein multiple “frames” must be integrated toward a
prioritized group utility function. Indeed, Thomas Schelling ar-
gues that “in a collectivity there is no unanimous preference”
and hence, “ ‘rational decision’ has to be replaced with some-
thing like collective choice.”105 With this perspective guiding
exploration of the interagency process, the book’s remainder
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advances our understanding regarding Schelling’s notion of
collective choice and its influence upon conflict termination
policy development.
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Chapter 3

Conflict Termination Models

It is always easy to begin a war, but very difficult to stop
one, since its beginning and end are not under control of the
same man.

—Sallust

Contemporary thinkers and operational planners erroneously
conflate the term war termination with the terms conflict termi-
nation and conflict resolution and, hence, with peace. Desires to
calculate termination decisions according to the tenets of ra-
tional choice theory prove responsible, in part, for these flaws in
planning and execution. This problem remains pronounced
within the USG—the Department of Defense in particular.
Media reports and political pundits (e.g., television’s “talking
heads” and Sunday morning political talk shows such as Meet
the Press) exacerbate this problem of defining the desired ends
by confounding the public’s understanding regarding the na-
ture of a conflict and USG’s desired ends. In fact, accepted mod-
els of termination decision making rely almost exclusively upon
the rational actor model and its assumptions regarding unitary
actors and quantifiable utility functions.1 Rigorous analysis,
however, condemns this approach for its inability to account for
the influence of emotive and psychological factors that are not
calculable overtly and thus are not considered in the rational
actor model approach. As Jerel Rosati argues, cognitive
processes may be the most influential factors in decision mak-
ing.2 The omission of these factors from contemporary conflict
termination models helps to account for the mismatch between
“theory and practice,” as USG’s decision makers think their in-
tervention policies work toward conflict resolution. In prac-
tice, however, implementation of these policies tends to in-
duce war termination only in the form of a cease-fire. Further,
conflict termination models of this genre attempt to predict the
point at which hostilities will end but fail to link this point to the
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more important process that attempts to move parties in con-
flict toward sustainable resolution.

Christopher Mitchell’s alternative approaches are examined
to illuminate the inherent dangers of the rational actor ap-
proach (i.e., the entrapment model), as well as rational actor
model’s inability to account for forward-looking leaders who
presciently step away from immediate utility calculations and
focus instead on developing broader understandings of poten-
tial future gains (i.e., the enticing opportunity model). Invok-
ing Mitchell’s ideas that relate to interagency fragmentation,
the rational actor model is critiqued for its failure to recognize
the adverse effects that group dynamics hold for termination
decision making.

Penned well over 20 years ago, Fred Iklé’s dictum regarding
the nature of war termination and rational calculations con-
tinues to confound those who become embroiled in conflict
and war. Iklé says, “If the decision to end a war were simply to
spring from a rational calculation about gains and losses for
the nation as a whole, it should be no harder to get out of a
war than to get into one.”3 Although Iklé sees war as a distinct
form of discord, his words hold true for the broader spectrum
of conflict as well since “war” is a specialized violent manifes-
tation of conflict. Hence, his ideas remain valid for those who
attempt to initiate conflict termination processes.4 Before dis-
cussing models of conflict termination, relevant concepts must
be defined to ground the discussion that follows.

Points or Processes?
Effective analysis of the models that currently guide our un-

derstanding of conflict termination processes requires that we
first define what we mean by conflict termination. In contrast to
a widely accepted viewpoint, this work views conflict termination
as a process and not merely as the cessation of hostilities.5 This
perspective is sometimes misconstrued, however, as many who
think and write about this topic—particularly those within the
US Armed Forces—use the term with a focus on the point in time
at which violent hostilities come to an end (e.g., AFDD 2).6 More
critically, however, this group uses the term war termination
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erroneously, equating the cessation of hostilities with conflict
termination, conflict resolution, and peace.7 The utility of both
perspectives remains limited—the first fails to provide an answer
to questions regarding what follows the cessation of hostilities,
while the second is both theoretically and practically misleading.
A more advantageous perspective is one that views conflict ter-
mination as a bridge toward a “better state of peace” in terms of
creating a more favorable and stable posthostilities environ-
ment.8 In this way, conflict termination is recognized as part of
an integrated process toward sustainable conflict resolution and
conflict transformation. Figure 4 makes this distinction visible
by highlighting the integrative, building-block approach from ini-
tial war termination to the higher-order goal of conflict transfor-
mation.

As a concept, war termination captures only the cessation of
violent hostilities. It does not imply that communication is
taking place or that a settlement has been proposed. The time
and resources required to achieve war termination remain
limited relative to other desired end states. In contrast, conflict
settlement infers that war termination has been achieved and
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that the parties are working toward securing a “fair and equi-
table agreement” regarding the issues and exchanges neces-
sary to maintain nonviolent relations.9 Conflict settlement is a
necessary step toward conflict termination—adherence to a mu-
tually acceptable agreement in conjunction with the develop-
ment of dialogue processes toward resolving the issues in con-
flict. Once established according to mutually acceptable ground
rules, this dialogue serves as the foundation for conflict reso-
lution; that is, a proactive approach to removing the underlying
causes and conditions of conflict as parties attempt to rec-
oncile relationships. Finally, through either conflict termination
or conflict resolution processes, parties in conflict can achieve
conflict transformation as they reframe relationships in positive
directions that alleviate the sources of the conflict. Note again,
however, that the time and resources this demands are exten-
sive, especially when compared with the relatively limited com-
mitment required to bring about war termination. Although mili-
tary planners and war fighters tend to focus exclusively upon
war termination, other thinkers and practitioners (e.g., Stephen
Cimbala, Christopher Mitchell, and Michael Rampy) acknowl-
edge that these conceptual distinctions represent more than nu-
anced definitions. These distinctions frame strategies as leaders
determine the ultimate goal of any approach to ending violent
conflict and war. Highlighted below, several authors capture
the essence of this dynamic process.

Leading thinkers who regard conflict termination as a process
include Cimbala, Mitchell, and, from the US military perspec-
tive, Rampy. Cimbala makes the distinction between the ter-
mination point and process clear in his study on war: “Termi-
nation implies something specific about the ending of war.
Termination is the result of intention to limit the scope or dura-
tion of the war because that limitation accomplishes some de-
sirable policy objective . . . terminating a war rather than end-
ing it results in some trade-offs which might not appeal to all
belligerents. . . . Termination . . . thus implies something pre-
meditated, although perhaps flexibly adapted to time and cir-
cumstances.”10 The salient point is that when viewed as part of
a decision-making process, conflict termination requires an
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active decision, or, as a minimum, a series of (limited) decisions,
on the part of the belligerents.11

Mitchell, emphasizing that conflict termination is a process
relevant to all social levels, defines the process as “a matter of
at least one party in conflict determining to abandon coercive
behavior and adopt some form of settlement strategy, through
concessions and conciliation.”12 As part of sustainable conflict
termination, this process has as its objective the “termination
of both parties’ conflict behaviour [sic] and the development of
a compromise solution involving an abandonment of some goals
underlying the original conflict situation.”13 Mitchell contends
the process is far from linear and is complicated by myriad
factors, including (a) views of relative positions and future
prospects, (b) calculations of relevant costs/benefits in light of
probable compromise solutions, (c) the dilemma imposed by the
entrapment mentality wherein costs are viewed as investments
in success, (d) the role of overall or marginal costs/benefits, and
(e) doubts regarding the stability of the parties’ goal preferences
over time.14 By highlighting these points, Mitchell argues that
a process must be actualized to address unresolved issues from
a relational perspective—that of the parties in conflict. He ar-
gues that the nature of the posthostilities environment neces-
sitates that a conflict termination process address these is-
sues to sustain nonviolent relations. Viewing the process from
a military perspective, Rampy provides insight into the practi-
cal aspects of termination planning.

Writing to inform military practitioners concerning the rela-
tionship between conflict termination and postconflict activi-
ties, Rampy contends that “conflict termination is, in large
measure, an intellectual process that couples the ends and
means at hand with the circumstances of conflict.”15 Without
explicitly referencing their works, he connects to both Cim-
bala’s and Mitchell’s ideas by noting that the most likely post-
conflict activities involve “political, economic, socio-psychological
and military activities that support conflict termination . . . [in-
cluding] security measures, intelligence, civil affairs, humani-
tarian assistance, nation assistance, force redeployment, and
other activities.”16 Hence, he recognizes that a process must
be in place to address many of the ongoing issues that serve
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as the basis of the conflict, in conjunction with those that have
emerged as a result of the conflict’s dynamics.

These three authors have developed the concept of conflict ter-
mination as a process, one that regards the broader termination
of conflict as an affair encompassing various activities both be-
fore and after the actual cessation of violent hostilities. Cim-
bala insists that the termination of conflict is by all measures
intentional and, hence, requires a decision to act. In turn,
Mitchell shifts our thinking from the decision point to the fac-
tors that influence conflict termination decisions—factors that
require an ongoing process to manage unresolved issues. Fi-
nally, Rampy highlights the nature of this process by identify-
ing some of the activities that conflict termination processes
should include in the posthostilities period. Since conflict ter-
mination requires individuals or groups to make a conscious
decision—or again, several smaller decisions, some of which may
be to abandon the attempt at a noncoercive settlement—to pur-
sue de-escalation toward a less violent coexistence, the theoreti-
cal foundation for such a decision-making approach must be ex-
plored. To date, the literature on this subject focuses almost
exclusively upon rational choice theory as it frames the ra-
tional actor model of decision making. Consequently, this per-
spective’s influence requires explanation before analyzing the
models themselves.

Rational Actor Approaches
Captured in-depth through the previous chapter, rational

choice theory remains one of the most prominent theories of
choice. By focusing on the logic of optimal choice, the rational
perspective attempts to prescribe the normative ways in which
people should make decisions when operating within the guide-
lines of individual self-interest. Within this paradigm, individuals
strive to maximize personal utility; relatedly, organizations strive
to maximize profits.17 It is this self-interested, profit-maximizing
perspective that undergirds the rational actor approach.18

The utility of termination models rests in their ability to pre-
dict the most likely points wherein the cessation of hostility
provides an opportunity to initiate the postconflict activities
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Rampy identifies as critical components for achieving sustain-
able conflict termination. Conflict termination models grounded
in rational choice theory provide the basis for analyzing the
cessation of hostilities phase of the conflict termination process
but do not speak to the broader process as outlined in the con-
flict termination definition (i.e., point and process). This serves
as an overarching critique of all rational actor models of con-
flict termination. Nonetheless, they have the potential, at least
theoretically, to predict the point of cease-fire wherein the fol-
low-on phases of the broader conflict termination process can
begin and are therefore of great import to both conflict ana-
lysts and military strategists. 

Classic conflict termination models distinguish the factors
most often identified as those that have an influence upon a
party’s decision to stop fighting. These factors relate directly to
quantifiable measures of utility, necessitating utility calculation
functions that reflect a cost-benefit ratio regarding gains and
losses as well as the costs and benefits of continued struggle.

Wittman: The Zero-Sum, Rational Model

As do most of these theorists, Donald Wittman employs the
tenets of the rational actor model to create a mathematically
sound model of conflict termination. He assumes that “unless
both sides believe that they can be made better off by settle-
ment, the war will continue.”19 Thus, he views the parties in
conflict as unitary actors who can accurately and independ-
ently measure utility. By extension, this measurement be-
comes a zero-sum utility factor in that the utilities of both ac-
tors embroiled in conflict remain inversely proportional to one
another. In this manner, an increase in utility for one party ne-
cessitates a comparable decrease for the other, ensuring that
unconditional surrender ultimately maximizes the utility for
one side (the “victor”) while simultaneously minimizing it for
the other (the “vanquished”).

Using technical equations and utility-maximizing graphs,
Wittman claims the factors that hold greatest import for his
approach remain the rational actor model’s traditionally ac-
cepted principles. Specifically, they are (1) the costs of war
(namely, military and political—but since the military costs
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are more visible, he opts to focus on those in terms of logisti-
cal resources, manpower, etc.), (2) the probability of winning,
(3) the present value of future outcomes, and (4) the joint
probability of winning. Treating war and peace as alternative
means to national ends, Wittman suggests that it takes two
sides to end a war. Through his model, he concludes that “a
reduction of hostilities” in terms of the costs associated with
continued violence “may reduce the probability of a settlement
taking place and thus prolong the war”; consequently, “in-
creasing the probability of winning may not increase the prob-
ability of a settlement.”20

While Wittman admits that information is seldom perfect or
complete and that perceptual bias can affect assessments of
power and, hence, decisions to discontinue conflict behaviors,
he discounts the influence of these factors throughout his
analysis. Further, because he focuses upon the unitary actor
as decision maker, his work meets his personal goal of “logical
clarity” at the expense of reliability and realism.21 These errors
in approach, compounded by his failure to consider the non-
quantifiable aspects of psychology and emotion that condi-
tion a party’s will to fight, erode the predictive value of his
utility-based model. This critique moves us toward the works
of I. William Zartman, a theorist who relies upon perceptions
of utility at the margin while simultaneously assuming stable
utility functions.

Zartman: Hurting Stalemate and Imminent
Mutual Catastrophe

Zartman’s work represents measures of utility at the margin
within the rational actor model approach because his focus on
a party’s motivation to continue the conflict is based upon the
ability to harm one or both of the conflicting parties through
such continuation (i.e., a mutually hurting stalemate).22 In this
way, the cost-benefit aspect of utility maximization dictates that
the costs of continuing the conflict far outweigh the benefits
that will likely accrue. While Zartman intends his models to be
taken in tandem, this text invokes Mitchell’s approach and sepa-
rates them to identify their most salient aspects: the hurting
stalemate (HS) and the imminent mutual catastrophe (IMC).23
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The HS model presupposes that parties in conflict can reach
a point wherein an extended period of costly action in the face
of little measurable progress compels them to consider other al-
ternatives, that of discontinuing the conflict preeminent among
them. As with similar rational actor approaches, this frame-
work assumes that parties have the capacity to identify their
costs (of quitting as well as continuing) and that their prefer-
ence orderings clearly dictate that they should terminate the
conflict. It further assumes, without clearly identifying the rele-
vant factors, that parties will exhaust their capacity to continue
and will therefore stop fighting, a perspective shared by many
analysts.24 It also assumes that while costs remain high, the
perceived probability of (eventually) winning diminishes con-
siderably. On the whole, Zartman’s HS approach exhibits
flaws similar to those found in Wittman’s model: a failure to
account for the psychological aspects of conflict and therefore
an underestimation of a party’s capacity to develop the means
to fight when the will remains strong. In this fashion, the will
to fight can often eclipse the lack of capacity, forcing people to
find alternative tools of violence and, thereby, fulfilling the
axiom that “desperate times call for desperate measures.” The
HS model also suffers from the rational actor model fallacy
that rational calculations regarding costs and benefits can be
made definitively within highly charged emotional environ-
ments. This leads to Zartman’s corollary approach, the IMC.

The IMC cannot be detached easily from the HS because
parties must presciently foresee an impending disaster that is
connected inseparably to their continued participation in the
conflict. Zartman envisioned that both parties would be locked
in a costly and painful stalemate (HS) with a looming disaster
on the horizon (IMC). Simply stated, this perspective assumes
that anticipated costs for all parties in conflict increase sud-
denly and rise sharply. This disaster could manifest in terms
of costs or their perceived opportunity for success (i.e., victory)
could drastically decline because of continuation. Since this
approach remains interlocked with the first, the critique of the
HS holds for the IMC as well, with particular emphasis on the
parties’ inability to collect and process complete, accurate in-
formation regarding future events.
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Wittman’s and Zartman’s approaches shaped scholars’ think-
ing regarding conflict termination. Unfortunately, neither their
strengths nor their limitations had noticeable influence on de-
veloping the US military institutional intellect. The ensuing
discussion highlights the ideas of William O. Staudenmaier,
Bruce Clarke, Joseph Engelbrecht, and Sam Allotey and oth-
ers as representatives of US military perspectives of the
process.

Staudenmaier: The Strategic Rational Conflict Model

Influenced greatly by the Cold War era’s nuclear paradigm,
Staudenmaier presents a model with two basic dimensions—
one strategic and one rational.25 Framed in figure 5 as a simple
input-throughput-output diagram,26 he contends his systems
model captures conflict termination decision making under
the assumption of bounded rationality.27

Returning to the underlying assumptions of rationality, he
claims the rational actor model approach remains important
based upon its ability to enable decision makers to predict
outcomes and, therefore, to manipulate and control strategy.28

Its assumed predictive value and its reliance upon bounded ra-
tionality place this framework within the rational actor model
category of conflict termination models.

Staudenmaier advises that this approach is fraught with flaws
when viewed in light of the inherent shortcomings of rational
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actor model assumptions. Decisions to start or stop wars are not
taken by unitary actors within the bureaucratic policy arena,29

perfect information does not exist, and there is no effective
means to compare costs and benefits across dissimilar courses
of action. This approach simultaneously suffers the error com-
mitted by many military thinkers—that of equating conflict ter-
mination to final conflict resolution.30 In spite of these flaws, he
maintains his approach is effective for making conflict termina-
tion decisions since it provides a means to integrate thoughts re-
garding the use of force, the selection of a strategy to achieve na-
tional objectives, and the decision to “end or continue” the
conflict.31 In the final analysis, Staudenmaier maintains that de-
cisions for conflict resolution result from the comparison of costs
(along social, economic, military, and political dimensions) to the
value of political objectives.

Clarke: A Rational Model of Incompatible Objectives

Bruce Clarke extends ideas regarding comparing objectives in
his discourse on rational conflict termination. Clarke’s model
(fig. 6) “focuses on a rational-actor model in an attempt to ex-
plain the theory involved in conflict termination.”32 He cautions,
however, that the process remains embedded within a political
context that shapes decisions in significant ways. This said, in
his construction of “victory” criteria at the political level, Clarke
brings the full focus back to cost-benefit comparisons and
utility-maximization functions, stating that victory results when
the opponent changes his objectives to coincide or parallel those
of his adversary.33 In this manner, as long as one can continue
to prosecute the effort with an advantageous cost-benefit ratio,
the conflict will continue. Clarke states the following:

The primary cause of transition between phases of a dispute . . . is the
changing of initial objectives (ends). This change can result from a
cost/benefit analysis that indicates that the objective is not worth the
price, a change in the external environment, partial or total achievement
of the objective, or other situations that reduce or increase how tightly
held the objectives are. This is the key! (Emphasis in original.) The abil-
ity to change objectives of one’s opponent is thus the main element
that causes transition from one phase to another and thus to suc-
cessful termination of a conflict.34
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In this manner, Clarke invokes the traditional ideas of the ra-
tional actor model and its focus upon measurable, quantifi-
ably comparable utility functions. This approach caused him
to create a linear model that begins and ends with a dispute
phase, the second stage of which assumes that conflict termi-
nation on favorable terms leads to settlement and, by infer-
ence, conflict resolution. However, it also only considers the
cost-imposing means of making the other side change its cal-
culus. Unfortunately, he would not be the last military thinker
to present limited ideas regarding the rational actor model of
conflict termination. The most recent military theorist to do so
is Joseph Engelbrecht.

Engelbrecht: When a State Stops Fighting

Engelbrecht cites several reasons states stop fighting.35 Par-
alleling the rational actor model for the first two theorists, he
identifies four theoretical explanations for war termination: (1)
winners and losers, (2) cost-benefit ratio, (3) leadership change,
and (4) psychological move toward a second-order paradigm.
While the first may seem an obvious approach to conflict ter-
mination—in that one decides to stop based upon physical in-
capacity—the second again plays a significant part by enabling
the parties to calculate the utility (or futility) of continuing. As
with the foregoing approaches, this form of calculation is clearly
subject to the critique already offered. His ideas spark interest,
however, as he transitions to his third and fourth theoretical
perspectives.

A change in leadership—primarily from a hawkish, war-prone
leadership, to an authority that is more dovish, or in favor of
peace—can create a situation that favors conflict termination,
suggesting that factors other than rational calculations have the
potential to bring about the cessation of hostilities and act as
the genesis of a conflict termination process leading toward final
conflict resolution. This transition provides opportunities for
new leaders to step away from the policies of those who took the
party/nation to war, creating the necessary space for fresh and
innovative perspectives toward peaceful coexistence if not com-
plete conflict resolution. This marks the beginning of recogni-
tion that the emotive, psychological, and political aspects of
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conflict play a significant role in initiating courses of action to
bring about conflict termination.36 His fourth factor—the emer-
gence of a second-order change—makes the ultimate break
with the rational actor model’s ideas toward a more inclusive
perspective of the complexity attendant to decision making and
its influence on bringing about conflict termination.

Citing the work of Paul Watzlawick, John H. Weakland, and
Richard Fisch,37 Engelbrecht contends leaders may perceive
that continued conflictual behaviors threaten principles of
superordinate national import. Accordingly, one party perceives
the other possesses the capacity to impose a value-threatening
change upon the system, one clearly foreshadowing detrimental
effects for the internal order. Hence, “at some point the leaders
realize the attempted solution (the war itself) becomes the prob-
lem . . . [and] they see war termination as a necessary part of a
future policy aimed at protecting this value.”38 As an example of
this theory in practice, Engelbrecht cites the Japanese emperor’s
decision to surrender in 1945. He contends the emperor re-
framed the decision to surrender based upon critical threats to
the institution of the emperor and the Japanese national polity:
“Future resistance meant that these values were most certainly
in jeopardy. The only promise of saving these values lay in giv-
ing up all capability to defend them. The emperor made the de-
cision.”39 Engelbrecht’s ideas, in concert with others, served as
the basis for one of the most comprehensive works on conflict
termination to date, that of Sam Allotey and others.

Allotey and Others: Conflict Resolution Framework

Employing the ideas of classic thinkers presented thus far,
Allotey and others develop a dynamic, open systems conflict
resolution framework that combines the elements of the ra-
tional actor model with the less quantifiable elements of psy-
chology and emotion (fig. 7). Based primarily upon Richard
Barringer’s research,40 this approach unwittingly combines
the ideas of all the foregoing theorists (given that Allotey et al.
did not reference the theorists identified as the “classic
thinkers”) into a Realpolitik, power-based model with the po-
tential for other factors to influence the transition between
conflict phases.
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Unlike its predecessors, this approach acknowledges that war
termination does not necessarily equate to conflict termination.
These authors assert that terminating conflict entails more than
a cease-fire or armistice; it requires the creation of a vision of the
desired end state that serves as a bridge toward peace. In fact,
they contend that “stopping the fighting is only half the chal-
lenge. To prevent the reintroduction of hostilities and achieve a
lasting peace, states need to continue working toward resolv-
ing conflict. . . . The major difficulties in resolving a dispute lie
in the ability to fulfill the conditions for settlement, the psycho-
logical implications of war and the nature of the conflict.”41

While the authors’ ideas are correct in this sense, their re-
liance upon power politics—wherein the victor dictates terms
based upon dominant instruments of power—clearly reflects
the overwhelming influence of rational actor model tenets. These
authors recognize that bureaucratic processes and individual
interests frame conflict termination decisions, yet their model
fails to account for these factors. Instead, it relies upon con-
ventional utility comparisons across the economic, political,
and military instruments of power as the basis for termination
decisions. As a heuristic depiction of conflict phasing for
power-based conflicts, this model is of some utility; as a viable
model of conflict termination—and most certainly to achieve
its goal of presenting a framework for conflict resolution as its
title implies—it requires the inclusion of nonquantifiable fac-
tors—influences recognized by the authors but omitted from
the framework’s current form.

Of all the approaches outlined thus far, Engelbrecht, and
Allotey and others provide the greatest opportunity for factors
other than the rational actor model’s cost-benefit utility-
maximization approach to affect conflict termination policy.
Their approaches, however, provide no viable method to ac-
count for these influences upon the rational actor model ap-
proach and subsequent conflict termination decision-making
processes.

Alternatives to Rational Actor Models

In the early 1980s, Mitchell began to move the theoretical
foundation of conflict termination away from its classical foun-
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dation of rational choice theory and toward exploring the inter-
group dynamics that negate a party’s ability to employ the ra-
tional actor model as a basis for choice. While his original work
remains predominately framed by utility functions and cost-
benefit analyses, he adds a level of complexity by introducing
the idea that parties in conflict are not unitary actors. Intraparty
cleavages shape their capacity to perform the cost-benefit analy-
ses and utility calculations demanded by the rational actor
model.42 Mitchell’s two models, while evolutionary extensions
of rational actor models, highlight the inherent dangers of the ra-
tional actor approach at opposite ends of the conflict spectrum—
escalation and resolution.

The entrapment model (ENT) and the enticing opportunity
model (ENO) diverge from the underlying principles of the ra-
tional actor model only slightly. Since they present alternative
perspectives on termination, beginning with the ENT model,
this discussion illuminates their relevance as a bridge toward
future research.

Mitchell’s ENT represents a paradoxical approach to conflict
termination—one that could ultimately result in conflict esca-
lation. Based upon the premise that the cost-benefit analysis
is biased because previous costs have been transformed into
investments toward future victory, the ENT perspective high-
lights the fact that parties will continue to struggle when faced
with verifiable information dictating the need for termination.
Cognitive processes inhibit the parties’ abilities to recognize
that a distorted sense of impending victory has skewed their
perspectives regarding their utility maximizing functions. Ac-
cording to this model, psychological and emotive factors play
a role in framing parties’ perspectives regarding costs and
benefits, as well as investments and probabilities surrounding
victory. Mitchell asserts that the ENT model is not irrational
since noncalculable factors shape decision makers’ perspec-
tives regarding preference orderings and utility functions. It is
this idea that gives way to Mitchell’s second model, the ENO.

According to Mitchell, the ENO takes a more optimistic view
of leaders’ capacities to look forward toward positive futures as
opposed to becoming entrapped in past or current experi-
ences.43 Used to create the basis of ripeness (i.e., the condi-
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tions wherein parties are more receptive to conflict resolution),
this model presumes that parties can learn to embrace posi-
tive alternatives while letting go of emotional and psychologi-
cal commitments to prior sacrifices (in stark contrast to the
ENT model). Because the reframing involved with embracing
alternatives will most likely include emotive and psychological
factors that the rational actor model cannot effectively quan-
tify, this model represents a positive move away from classical
conflict termination models. This incremental step is not
enough, however. Analysts must capture the complexities of
the decision-making process in conjunction with the contex-
tual factors that frame the parties’ willingness (including
third-party intervenors) to end their violent behavior and begin
a conflict termination process.

In The Structure of International Conflict, Mitchell contends
that decisions regarding conflict termination involve calculations
concerning (a) the benefits to be gained by continuing as com-
pared with settling and (b) the costs incurred through continu-
ing as compared with terminating should the conflict end in
compromise.44 He notes, however, that these calculations do
not conform to the strictest rules of the rational actor model.
Ambiguity of estimates, personal and political factors, and
asymmetric evaluations of relative position vis-à-vis the other
party shape their determinations.45 Further, parties in conflict
must disaggregate these cost-benefit calculations due to inter-
agency fractionation since “costs and benefits are likely to be
unevenly distributed and result in divergent views about the
value of continuing or compromising.”46

Extending this idea, Mitchell and Nicholson contend that
“different preference orderings or utility functions within par-
ties in conflict can have a major impact in determining when a
war will end and when a peace settlement will finally be agreed
upon.”47 It is important to note the crucial inference signifying
that the shift occurs as a discontinuity within a process re-
garding conflict termination. Parties in conflict are no longer
perceived as unitary actors with the capacity to fulfill the re-
quirements of the rational actor model. Consequently, the ra-
tional actor model can no longer serve as the basis for valid
conflict termination modeling in cases where groups make ter-
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mination decisions. Yet, these authors do not discount the
value of calculating preference orderings and utility functions;
rather, they call for the development of logical processes
whereby the preferences of the multiple individuals and fac-
tions can be amalgamated into some useful indicator of a
party’s collective will to engage in a conflict termination process.
This type of phenomenon demands additional conflict termi-
nation process research.

Summary

The foregoing text presented the dominant models of conflict
termination that shape current theory and practice in inter-
national relations. For myriad reasons, these approaches fail
to capture the dynamic nature of real-world conflict termina-
tion decision-making processes. The critiques highlighted herein
relate primarily to the invalid assumption of the unitary actor,48

the foundational tenet of rational choice theory. These rational
actor model approaches discount the influence of emotive,
psychological, and political factors, all of which must be in-
cluded as part of the cost-benefit analysis if the models are to
have descriptive, explanatory, and predictive value. The ra-
tional actor model may incorporate these factors as influences
that change the elements in “subjective expected utility” cal-
culations, but empirical evidence of such an approach is ab-
sent from contemporary literature.

The most evident move away from the purist application of
rational actor model tenets in conflict termination is to be found
in Christopher Mitchell’s work and in the work of Mitchell and
Michael Nicholson. Highlighting the fallacy of the unitary actor
approach, Mitchell identifies the need to examine conflict ter-
mination decision-making processes within their own context—
a dynamic group process that cannot be described by simply
applying rational actor model principles.49 This discussion
provides an additional opening for two frameworks that are
not based purely upon the rational actor model. Both reflect
Mitchell’s efforts to present alternative, comprehensive ap-
proaches.
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Mitchell’s work thus recognizes that decision makers charged
with taking group decisions regarding conflict termination in
no way mirror unitary actors.50 Rather, the politicized envi-
ronments within which leaders operate during times of peace,
as well as conflict, shape those who make decisions toward ter-
mination. With this understanding in the forefront of our minds,
Mitchell insists we must “apply some form of Bureaucratic
Politics approach to terminating conflict, to abandon restric-
tive and often misleading assumptions about common goals
and single, shared preference orderings within a party in con-
flict, and to concentrate on intraparty cleavages and their ef-
fects on bringing conflicts to an end.”51

Mitchell’s dictum serves as the basis for developing an ap-
proach to conflict termination policy development that realis-
tically incorporates intraparty or group dynamics. Developing
an understanding of this process must overcome the defects of
the rational actor model. It cannot view parties in conflict as uni-
tary actors who rely upon quantifiable utility functions that
communicate single preference orderings in the face of incom-
plete information, dynamic (and sometimes competing) goals,
and resource constraints.52 Conflict termination models must
acknowledge that decisions occur within highly politicized en-
vironments that are shaped more by negotiation and compro-
mise than by determinations of rational actor outcomes. Con-
sequently, decision makers must reframe approaches to conflict
termination policy development, making analyses more inclu-
sive and realistic via the bureaucratic politics model. In light
of the endemic limitations of rational choice theory and the ra-
tional actor model as a framework for explaining and predict-
ing group decisions, Graham Allison’s bureaucratic politics
model emerges as the approach best suited to describe, ex-
plain, and predict both the characteristics of the interagency
process and its likely policy outcomes.
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Chapter 4

The National Security Council System

The essence of interagency coordination is the interplay of
multiple agencies with individual agendas.

—Joint Pub 3-08, vol. 1
Interagency Coordination
during Joint Operations
October 1996

The preceding chapters criticized rational choice theory’s in-
ability to capture the true nature of group decision-making
processes—those regarding conflict termination in particular.
Discussion from this point forward broadens understanding of
national security policy making and group choice by estab-
lishing the foundation for the remainder of the analysis. Be-
ginning with a discussion of Graham Allison’s classical bureau-
cratic politics model, this chapter identifies the USG actors
involved in real-world national security decision-making
processes. By highlighting assumptions regarding these ac-
tors’ shared images and organizational interests,1 chapter 4
provides the theoretical bridge toward the operationalization of
the modern policy-making process. Allison’s theory empha-
sizes the considerations this conceptual framework takes into
account.

Allison’s Bureaucratic Politics Approach
The overarching perspective that frames the bureaucratic poli-

tics model is that “government decisions are made and govern-
ment actions emerge neither as the calculated choice of a unified
group, nor as a formal summary of leaders’ preferences . . . [de-
cisions are made within a context of] inordinate uncertainty
about what must be done, the necessity that something be done,
and the crucial consequences of whatever is done.”2

This perspective assumes that many actors influence deci-
sions through a dynamic bargaining process shaped by myriad
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factors. Allison captures the essence of this process as he con-
trasts it with the following rational choice theory: “In contrast
with [the rational actor paradigm], the Governmental (or Bu-
reaucratic) Politics Model sees no unitary actor but rather many
actors as players—players who focus not on a single strategic
issue but on many diverse intra-national problems as well;
players who act in terms of no consistent set of strategic ob-
jectives but rather according to various conceptions of na-
tional, organizational, and personal goals; players who make
government decisions not by a single, rational choice but by
the pulling and hauling that is politics.”3 To be an effective
player within this arena, Allison contends it is necessary to
identify the relevant players who engage in the “pulling and
hauling,”4 determining how that dynamic shapes the larger
bureaucratic arena. Thus, decision making is a political process
that exhibits three dominant characteristics: (1) “a diversity of
goals and values that must be reconciled before a decision can
be reached,” (2) “the presence of competing clusters of people
within the main group who are identified with each of the al-
ternative goals and policies,” and (3) “the relative power of
these different groups of people included is as relevant to the
final decision as the appeal of goals they seek or the cogency
and wisdom of their arguments.”5

The model’s major precepts can be repackaged only in limi-
ted ways. This work retains the model’s original efficacy by
presenting the paradigm here as Allison presented it in its
original form. Hence, the model’s propositions are outlined to
distinguish the differences between the rational actor and
bureaucratic politics approaches to contribute to conflict ter-
mination analyses.

Allison defines the product of the governmental decision
process as a “political resultant.” He characterizes decision
outcomes as resultants because they emerge from the decision-
making process not as a chosen solution but as the product of
“compromise, conflict, and confusion [among] officials with di-
verse interests and unequal influence.”6 These resultants are
political because the process that produced the outcome is “best
characterized as bargaining along regularized channels among
individuals of the government.”7 In this way, an explanation of
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this model must include an outline of the players, process, and
product—Allison’s political resultant.

In contrast to the rational actor model, the bureaucratic poli-
tics model makes conclusive identification of the relevant play-
ers considerably more problematic. Rational choice theory pre-
supposes that each individual remains a viable actor in
accordance with his or her ability to fulfill the requirements of
the model. The bureaucratic politics model invokes a broader,
more realistic perspective, designating the players as those
“whose interests and actions have an important effect on the
government’s decisions and actions.”8 According to this view,
virtually anyone can become a player in the decision-making
process. There are, however, a few parameters that circum-
scribe influences on the process. The first such parameter is
governmental structure.

The structure of the bureaucracy serves to identify the for-
mal and informal players within the governmental decision-
making process. The formal players are those who hold posi-
tions mandating their participation based upon structural or
legal requirements.9 In this fashion, the president of the United
States is compelled to act as a player within the “national se-
curity policy game” as a result of structural position (commander
in chief and chief executive of the United States) and legally
(National Security Act of 1947 and its amendments). Those re-
quirements aside, however, the president naturally would pos-
sess the ability to affect governmental decisions through other
means and would therefore be considered an informal actor in
the absence of formal status. The structure of the position re-
lates directly to the second defining factor—the “stand” actors
take within the decision-making process.

Employing the aphorism “Where you stand depends on where
you sit,” Allison identifies four factors that shape the percep-
tions and interests that fashion an actor’s perspective on policy
issues.10 The analysis presented earlier (the rational choice
theory critique that focused upon collective-value dissensus,
social interaction and organizational culture, and the pivotal
influence of framing) remains particularly salient here. Ana-
lysts and decision makers must recognize that actors main-
tain their respective parochial priorities and perceptions of
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issues in concert with multilayered and interwoven goals and
interests. These generate diverse frames that calculate risk and
opportunity differently as they relate to one’s “respective” stakes
in the game. Further, decision makers experience deadlines that
often exacerbate conflicting, competing, and threatening per-
spectives regarding issues—these promote what Allison calls
“faces of issues.”11 Taken in conjunction with the previously
identified structural parameters, the development of the actor’s
stand regarding a particular issue identifies one’s position and
attitude toward both the decision-making process and its out-
come. This “position and attitude” component of the bureau-
cratic politics model determines an actor’s ability to exercise
power within the governmental arena.

The dominant characteristic identifying players is their power
to influence government decisions and actions. While an exten-
sive body of literature surrounds this concept,12 Allison main-
tains that power is “an elusive blend of at least three elements:
bargaining advantages, skill and will in using bargaining advan-
tages, and other players’ perceptions of the first two ingredi-
ents.”13 His schema holds that one’s potential sources of power
stem from structural position, personal relations, and charisma.
In the final analysis, however, he argues that much of an actor’s
power emanates from his or her ability to demonstrate exper-
tise, control information, gain access to and interact with other
players, and affect other players’ objectives throughout the
game. It is the exercise of this power, based upon the structural
position and stand that an actor takes regarding a decision
issue, that shapes the bureaucratic politics model’s form. Group
decision making remains a dynamic negotiating and bargaining
process. Within the context of governmental policy making, Al-
lison characterizes the political game’s form in terms of action
channels, rules of the game, and the environment within which
decisions are made.14

Social interaction, much like formal negotiation, is not
chaotic. Within the decision-making process, social interaction
takes the form of “bargaining games [that] are neither random
nor haphazard. The individuals whose stands and moves count
are the players whose positions hook them on to the action
channels. An action channel is a regularized means of taking
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governmental action on a specific kind of issue.”15 As an ex-
ample, the War Powers Resolution establishes an action channel
regarding the commander in chief’s authority to commit troops
to combat-prone situations. It prescribes the players (the pre-
sident and the Congress) and their stands (for the president,
flexibility in acting as the commander in chief; for the Con-
gress, limiting presidential authority while providing congres-
sional oversight for the use of force), and is systematized based
upon its legal status. Because this action channel is more in-
stitutionalized than others, it structures the nature of bar-
gaining and negotiating within the political game by preselect-
ing the major players, determining their points of entry, and
distributing the particular advantages and disadvantages of
the game across the players.16 The rules of the game further
reinforce these action channels.

Adopting the “rules of the game” metaphor further enhances
our understanding of the fundamental nature of this bargaining
process.17 It remains a contest wherein actors compete against
one another to reinforce or enhance their overall standing within
the government bureaucracy. Noted earlier, actors bargain based
upon independent priorities, goals, interests, perceptions, and
stands. The parameters that define the acceptable rules of en-
gagement within this bargaining process emerge as the product
of constitutional requirements, “statutes, court interpretations,
executive orders, conventions, and even culture.”18 These rules
have the following three measurable affects on the game: “First,
rules establish the positions, the paths by which [individuals]
gain access to positions, the power of each position, the action
channel. Second, rules constrict the range of governmental deci-
sions and actions that are acceptable. Third, rules sanction
moves of some kinds—bargaining, coalitions, persuasion, deceit,
bluff, and threat—while making other moves illegal, immoral,
ungentlemanly, or inappropriate.”19 Irrespective of their source,
however, their combined effect is one of defining the normative
ways in which the actors should interrelate with one another
within the decision-making arena. In turn, the environment
within which the actors function further refines these rules.

The contextual environment of bureaucratic decision making
has been characterized as one circumscribed by uncertainty,
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necessity, and risk. While these represent the macro-level fac-
tors, the environment’s micro-level aspects complexify group dy-
namics in ways that invigorate the validity of the earlier rational
choice theory critique. Allison argues that the pace, structure,
law, and reward of the game interact with uncertainty, necessity,
and risk to create a competitive group dynamic that forces “ad-
vocates to fight for outcomes . . . players come to fight to ‘make
government do what is right.’”20 In this fashion, we see the syn-
thesis of all that has been presented. Individuals as members of
groups engage in a negotiation process characterized by compet-
itive bargaining in hopes of developing a decision outcome that
best represents their individual priorities, goals, and interests,
perhaps in contravention to the context of the crisis under con-
sideration.

Decision makers may select alternatives irrespective of the
central issue under consideration due to the nature of a process
that produces political resultants as outcomes of political bar-
gaining processes. Allison contends that “following Wittgen-
stein’s employment of the concept of a ‘game,’ national behav-
ior in international affairs can be conceived of as something
that emerges from intricate and subtle, simultaneous, over-
lapping games among players located in positions in a govern-
ment. The hierarchical arrangement of these players consti-
tutes the government.”21 Accordingly, actors’ parochial interests
frame political resultants. A fundamental challenge in analyz-
ing the policy-making process is to determine the actors’ cri-
teria and preference orderings.

As a facet of the bureaucratic politics model, the criteria and
preference orderings for individual and collective decision mak-
ers acting within the US bureaucracy prove fluid according to
time and context. Closely related to this fluidity, Irving Janis
identifies cognitive, affiliative, and egocentric constraints that
frame a decision maker’s criteria and preference orderings (as
well as the remainder of the process).22 These constraints make
rational identification of decision criteria and preference or-
derings problematic since, according to rational choice theory,
the salience of one or more can overshadow an actor’s ability
to formulate policy outcomes. Therefore, we can conclude that
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the bureaucratic politics model accounts for these constraints
by accepting their influence as part of the political game.

The confluence of the political game’s elements entails
measurable consequences. Within the context of the universal
social order, the policy maker’s ability to address the agenda
of every individual or group through the bureaucratic process
is limited severely. In fact, the policy maker usually finds it im-
possible to do so. This critique holds for the rational actor
model as well since, as Zey contends, people have sets of val-
ues that are independent—and sometimes mutually exclusive—
of other individuals. Through this comparative approach, then,
we must recognize that while the bureaucratic politics model
offers a richer description of group decision-making processes,
it, too, fails to present a universal remedy for forecasting enig-
matic decision-making dilemmas; that is, it proves unable to
predict outcomes. Nonetheless, it falls short because decision
analysts have not yet perfected our understanding of this ap-
proach in ways that distance the model’s strengths from its in-
herent weaknesses.

Effective models describe, explain, and predict complex inter-
actions between and across multiple phenomena. Analysts de-
velop predictive models to envisage future alternatives. They
use such models as comprehensible representations of a “num-
ber of assumptions from which conclusions—or predictions—
are deduced . . . [wherein the] purpose of a model is to make
predictions concerning phenomena in the real world, and in
many respects the most important test of a model is how well
it predicts these phenomena.”23 The bureaucratic politics model
does predict two of the following facets of USG decision mak-
ing quite accurately: (1) the process will remain bound by a dy-
namic political context, and (2) the outcome will not reflect a
utility or profit-maximizing approach to human choice. While
quantitatively grounded analysts would argue that the appli-
cation proves of limited value due to its inability to predict spe-
cific outcomes (the supposed strength of the rational actor ap-
proach), its value rests with its ability to describe, explain, and
predict the nature of the policy-making process and, therefore,
shed light on the shape of the most likely outcome within a real-
world context. In spite of its theoretical prowess, the greatest
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deficiency is that the process itself remains contextually
bound—a factor that limits the model’s predictive value.
Recognition of this deficiency obliges analysts to “shift the em-
phasis from models which are individualistic and economic to
models which are social and contextual.”24

US Government Decision Making
Individuals consistently prove unable to uphold rational

choice theory’s tenets because people inherently lack the ability
to make utility-maximizing choices in every aspect of their
lives. Instead, dynamic goals and preferences, cognitive limi-
tations, resource constraints, and the inability to assign a quan-
tifiable value to each alternative constrain the decision maker’s
ability to act according to this approach. Fallacies inherent to
the unitary actor approach likewise frame the context of group
decision making. Limitations that apply to the individual actor
hold equally for group decision makers but tend to become
magnified in light of ever-present group dynamics. Further-
more, the nature and intensity of the group dynamic that per-
meates the nonunitary actor generates additional elements
that negate the group’s ability to engage in utility or profit-
maximizing decision processes. Three of these elements have
particular relevance: (1) collective value dissensus within the
intragroup negotiation, (2) dynamic, interdependent social inter-
action and organizational culture, and (3) the framing of
choice (including the selection of reference points, risk orien-
tation, and preference orderings) as additional constraints im-
pinging on the rational actor model’s potential validity. In the
end, because people do not always make rational choices, the
bureaucratic politics model explains more accurately the nature
of decision making within the USG’s national security system.

Relying upon Allison’s work to establish a baseline, the
model’s defining characteristics include the players, the process,
and the product (the outcome or policy alternatives). Noting
that this approach more realistically captures the decision-
making process within the government, the framework’s
strength rests with its ability to effectively describe, explain,
and predict the nature of the policy-making process in light of
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specific contextual factors. Its greatest deficiency, however,
remains its inability to predict consistently the specific con-
tent of policy decisions (even as process dynamics prove pre-
dictable, policy outcomes will vary as one or more of the con-
textual elements changes). This limitation, however, extends
more from its general application than its theoretical foun-
dation. Typically, it is invoked to explain an ex post facto deci-
sion. When used to analyze processes and alternatives at the
outset of a decision cycle, it rarely acknowledges the unique
context of the specific, bounded policy problem.

Using this limitation to guide future research, analysts and
theoreticians should reexamine the bureaucratic politics model
by grounding it within a specific issue context. As an initial
step, this work explores the nature of the conflict termination
policy development process in two cases, the Persian Gulf War
and the Bosnia conflict. This examination sheds light upon the
ways in which interagency conflict—a natural consequence of
group decision making according to the bureaucratic politics
model—shapes the policy-making process. It illuminates the
differences between unitary actor and group decision-making
processes, bolstering understanding of the influences these
differences have upon conflict theory refinement in light of dis-
similar units of analysis (individuals versus groups). Such
analysis should enhance decision-making processes in the
face of increasing complexity, risk, and uncertainty.

Despite assumptions to the contrary, the USG is not a uni-
tary actor.25 Christopher Mitchell and Michael Nicholson as-
sert that “different preference orderings or utility functions
within parties in conflict can have a major impact in deter-
mining when a [conflict] will end and when a peace settlement
will finally be agreed upon.”26 Discovering that the bulk of the
conflict termination research proceeds almost exclusively from
the rational actor perspective presents an opportunity for in-
novative exploration and explanation.27 While some authors ad-
dress alternative approaches, a more robust model of conflict
termination policy development currently does not exist. Exist-
ing research fails to address the effects interagency decision-
making conflict has upon conflict termination policy develop-
ment in terms of conducting comprehensive crisis analysis,
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framing the desired end state, selecting conflict termination cri-
teria, and developing strategy to achieve conflict termination
toward a sustainable peace. To achieve better states of peace28

through third-party intervention, policy makers must under-
stand the ways in which group decision making influences con-
flict termination policy development. As demonstrated by
Mitchell and Nicholson, intraparty conflict can produce debili-
tating consequences that adversely affect decisions to end con-
flict and pursue sustainable peace.29 An investigation of the
policy development processes for the Persian Gulf and Bosnia
identifies factors that generate interagency conflict during ter-
mination policy development. Such analysis requires definition
of the national security policy-making environment.

National Security Policy Making
National security policy making occurs within a highly politi-

cized, bureaucratic context. Accordingly, it assumes that na-
tional leaders make national security policy through a process
of “decision making by negotiation.”30 Hence, the underlying
assumptions of this work parallel Allison’s; that is, decision
making remains a political process involving differences, ne-
gotiation, compromise, and consensus building. To frame this
study, specifics regarding the USG policy-making arena are
now presented to demonstrate the utility of this approach for
similar decision-making contexts. It is important to recognize
that this analysis incorporates key policy makers’ experiences
from various agencies across the USG’s interagency process
(see app. A for the list of participants and their organizational
positions). While this work refers to the “State Department,”
“Defense Department,” and “National Security Council,” these
organizations are “agencies” within the executive branch’s “in-
teragency process.” The players in this process—as well as
their objectives—may not be as discernable as they appear to
be at first glance. It is equally important to acknowledge that
the following discussion merely surveys these actors and their
positions; it should not be interpreted as the definitive per-
spective on either. Rather, these brief descriptions orient the
reader toward the study’s central assumptions. What follows
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is very much an a priori sketch of the relevant actors. There is
utility in addressing the two most obvious participants in the
national security policy process—the National Security Coun-
cil and the Congress—before delving into the specific classifi-
cations used to explore the broader interagency process. Figure
3 (refer to p. 9) illustrates the actors involved in the national
security policy process.

Primary actors are decision makers involved in the formal
decision-making process because of their official government
positions. Highlighted earlier, the NSC and the Congress out-
wardly appear as the two dominant figures guiding the na-
tional security process. The NSC is charged with developing a
national security policy that, when linked to domestic policy
(e.g., economic policy, social programs), will sustain and en-
hance the nation’s security. Yet, the US Constitution grants
only to the Congress authority to “declare war” and commit
troops to known hostile activities abroad.31 This authority af-
fords the Congress entrée into national security policy formu-
lation on several levels, perhaps most influential being the role
the Congress plays in budgetary matters. The Congress con-
trols funding for security policy at all levels (e.g., department
budgets, UN contributions, and continuing appropriations bills
for troop deployments). Budgetary control, in conjunction with
its capacity to hold the commander in chief in check through
the War Powers Resolution, ensures that the Congress remains
a very active and powerful player in the national security policy-
making process.32 However, as figure 3 clearly illustrates, the
NSC and the Congress are not the only players that influence
this complex decision process. Because the responsibility for
national security policy is split constitutionally between the
executive and legislative branches of government, and because
others who hold competing perspectives influence both of these
branches directly, tensions surrounding the policy process
create a dynamic wherein decision making by negotiation be-
comes the daily reality.

From this viewpoint, the ensuing discussion outlines each
of the players identified in figure 3 in terms of their respective
roles and potential influence. It is at this point that Morton
Halperin and others’ study, Bureaucratic politics and foreign
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policy, pushes Allison’s ideas in a more useful direction.33 By
discussing the bureaucratic process in terms of the players’
respective shared images and organizational interests,
Halperin and others begin to bring into focus the political na-
ture of US government departments, highlighting fissures be-
tween players together with disjunctures that hinder process.

Foreshadowing Halperin and others to some extent, Allison
observes that the players in the bureaucratic process are iden-
tifiable because of the power they brandish in the decision-
making arena. To analyze the development of a specific aspect
of intervention policy, we must integrate an accurate concep-
tion of the individuals, organizations, and contextual factors
that influence the development of national security policy be-
yond the cursory perspective presented above. Alluded to ear-
lier, these four categories of influence are the (1) official actors,
(2) quasi-official actors, (3) influential actors, and (4) contex-
tual factors. To conceptualize the research problem more pre-
cisely, these participants are examined separately to demon-
strate the utility of the analytic approach that undergirds this
work. The discussion that follows is an a priori depiction of the
national security policy-making process as outlined in figure
3; official actors, quasi-official actors, influential actors, and
contextual factors appear as conceptual categorizations for
analysis.

Official Actors: The Formal USG Structure

In creating the NSC, the Congress identified the four indi-
viduals most responsible for developing national security policy.
These four—the president, vice president, and secretaries of
state and defense—serve as the official actors. Since 1947,
this circle of principals has expanded to include two statutory
advisors—the director of Central Intelligence (DCI) and the
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS). The Defense De-
partment’s joint doctrine adeptly captures these actors and
their levels of influence (table 1).

The organizational interests and personal convictions these
individuals hold shape their respective images regarding inter-
vention. Their individual historical experiences, in conjunction
with real-time factors, shape their personal and professional
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Table 1
Participation in National Security Council

System Activities

Source: Joint Pub 3-08, Interagency Coordination during Joint Operations, vol. I, 1996, II-3.

PARTICIPANTS

OFFICE OF THE OTHER
SECRETARY OF DEPARTMENT EXECUTIVE

DEFENSE JOINT STAFF OF STATE BRANCH**

SECRETARY OF CHAIRMAN OF SECRETARY OF PRESIDENT,
DEFENSE THE JOINT STATE VICE PRESIDENT,

CHIEFS OF DIR OF CENTRAL
STAFF INTELLIGENCE,

NATIONAL
SECURITY
ADVISOR, US REP

NSC TO UN, SEC OF
TREAS, ASST FOR
ECONOMIC
POLICY, CHIEF
OF STAFF TO THE
PRESIDENT,
ATTORNEY
GENERAL, ET
AL.***

N PRINCIPALS SECRETARY CHAIRMAN SECRETARY NATIONAL
S COMMITTEE OF DEFENSE OF THE OF STATE SECURITY
C JOINT CHIEFS ADVISOR,

OF STAFF DCI, US REP
S TO UN, ASST FOR
Y ECONOMIC
S POLICY, ET AL.***
T 
E DEPUTIES UNDER VICE UNDER OR DEPUTY NATIONAL
M COMMITTEE SECRETARY CHAIRMAN OF ASSISTANT SECURITY

FOR POLICY OR THE JOINT SECRETARY OF ADVISOR,
PRINCIPAL CHIEFS OF STATE FOR OTHER
DEPUTY UNDER STAFF POLITICAL DEPUTIES
SECRETARY AFFAIRS
FOR POLICY

INTER- ASST OR DIRECTOR/VICE DEPUTY APPROPRIATE
AGENCY DEPUTY DIRECTOR ASSISTANT DEPUTY/UNDER

WORKING ASST SECRETARY OF SECRETARIES
GROUP SECRETARY* STATE

WORKING OFFICE OF THE JOINT STAFF DESK OFFICER US GOVERN-
GROUPS ASST ACTION OFFICER MENT AGENCY

SECRETARY ACTION OFFICER
ACTION OFFICER

* Office of the Secretary of Defense representatives at interagency working groups
may be Assistant Secretaries, Principal Deputy Assistant Secretaries, Deputy
Assistant Secretaries, Directors, or Task Force Directors/Members

** A brief listing of other executive branch participants
*** Invited as appropriate



perspectives. It is to be expected that the historical experiences
will differ significantly across these six leading actors, inducing
them to render salient select aspects of a particular conflict
while downplaying the importance or relevance of others. Con-
sequently, individuals frame crises in different ways, leading
them to develop multiple courses of action for dealing with a
problem.

While these players may enjoy a few shared images, it is un-
likely that those images will remain entirely harmonious over
time. Taken in concert with striking organizational interests,
these dissimilar shared images impinge upon the group’s ca-
pacity to develop optimal conflict termination policy options.
Irrespective of the number of competing images, the president
of the United States remains ultimately responsible for US na-
tional security and conflict termination policy.

Few would argue that anyone involved in the policy process
has a more difficult path to navigate than does the president
of the United States. At the turn of the twenty-first century,
America’s president serves as both the commander in chief of
the world’s most powerful military and chief executive officer
of the world’s remaining superpower. This individual must
balance foreign and domestic policy requirements within a very
complex, integrated world—one within which these require-
ments are becoming virtually inseparable. Because these re-
sponsibilities and challenges prove multifaceted, the president
must craft a domestic policy that sustains international prowess
while ensuring that foreign policy does not overextend the ca-
pacity of the nation to continue prospering. In today’s increas-
ingly interdependent network of monetary and security issues,
the opinion that “politics stops at the water’s edge” is no longer
valid.34 Indeed, one only needs to observe the effects of inter-
national economic market volatility for a short period to real-
ize that the lines separating domestic and foreign affairs are
becoming increasingly blurred or, arguably, that they no longer
exist in any meaningful sense. It is within this environment
that the president must not only develop a coherent vision for
foreign and domestic policy but must do so while being influ-
enced by myriad actors whose institutionalized agency-specific
‘shared images’ create cleavages within the interagency process.
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As depicted by the downward arrow and apex of the policy
triad in figure 3, the president serves as the linchpin of that
policy process.

The president must integrate the disparate ideas of the for-
mal policy establishment with those promulgated by actors
outside the official circle. In Allison’s terms, the “pulling and
hauling” of the political environment makes the president’s
position more uncertain when compared with those held by
others in the process. Yet, the president ultimately remains re-
sponsible for national security policy formulation and, by ex-
tension, conflict termination policy development.

The highest-level decision makers’ experiences in World War
II identified the need for a more institutionalized process. As a
result, the National Security Act of 1947 provided for the Na-
tional Security Council System (NSCS; i.e., the formalized body
of four principals and their requisite staffs) to aid the president
with national security decision making. The Department of
Defense Joint Publications captures the relationship, noting,
“The NSC advises and assists the president in integrating all
aspects of national security policy—domestic, foreign, military,
intelligence, and economic. Together with supporting inter-
agency working groups, high-level steering groups, executive
committees, and task forces, the NSCS provides the foundation
for interagency coordination in the development and imple-
mentation of national security policy.”35 Recognizing the rela-
tionship across the players as a “National Security Council
System” focuses attention on the remaining actors’ roles when
analyzing group decision making.

It is perhaps more difficult to capture the true essence of the
vice president’s bearing upon policy development than it is to
portray any other actor’s individual role. After all, the vice presi-
dent is the only person in government who cannot be removed
(except “for cause” through a constitutionally based impeach-
ment process) and who is not responsible to anyone within gov-
ernment. Although elected as the president’s running mate, as a
point of fact, the vice president does not work for the presi-
dent. The vice president works for the American people. This
perspective does not mean to intimate that the president and
vice president embrace mutually exclusive agendas, but it
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does prompt questions regarding his role in the policy process.
Indeed, the vice president tends to share the fundamental im-
ages of the president—and, more importantly, their political
party—or he would not be the nation’s second-ranking execu-
tive. Perhaps more to the point, this issue raises questions re-
garding the vice president’s ability to influence the national se-
curity policy process in an observably tangible manner. The
same characterizations do not apply, however, when discussing
the secretaries of state and defense.

In large measure, the hypothesized relationship between the
Department of State and the Defense Department served as
the genesis for this research. Charged respectively with the re-
sponsibilities of preventive diplomacy and national defense,
the secretaries of state and defense augment the president
and the vice president as statutory players in the national se-
curity process. On one hand, the secretary of state is the presi-
dent’s principal foreign policy advisor.36 On the other, the secre-
tary of defense is the president’s principal advisor on national
defense.37 These roles create loyalties to the president, loyalties
that sometimes compete with their roles as secretaries of their
respective departments. Thus, while a president hopes cabi-
net-level officers support his or her policy, they may in fact
tend to elevate institutional loyalties above presidential desires.38

The power of these institutional loyalties creates interagency
conflict as the USG attempts to develop both domestic and for-
eign policy. Allison’s aphorism, “Where you stand depends on
where you sit,”39 aptly captures this interagency gap—a gap that
causes the USG to develop two opposing halves of an interven-
tion bridge that fail to join in the middle. Three disjunctures
stand out as particularly important for conflict termination
policy development: philosophical or ideological differences, or-
ganizational culture, and operational responsibility.

State Department personnel frame their role in terms of “pre-
ventive diplomacy”—diplomats are “on the ground” year-round
to fulfill the National Security Strategy’s fundamental premise of
“engagement.”40 These foreign affairs advisors may tend to be
idealistic in their outlook toward the USG’s capacity to resolve
disputes short of conflict. This perspective prompts them to
frame crises quite differently from those in the Defense Depart-
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ment. DOD personnel, because they envision their role in terms
of national defense, may tend to be more realpolitik in their per-
spective on the use of force to resolve conflict.

Moreover, the two departments view differently the role that
military forces play in intervention. For the Defense Depart-
ment, forces intervene to win the war, thus, creating the need
to identify allies and adversaries. For the State Department,
force becomes the tool of last resort; it must be employed in a
minimalist manner to restore conditions in which negotiations
can become effective once again. These two views tend to pit
the departments against one another in the policy-making
process. In the final analysis, the State Department may tend
to believe that US diplomacy can have a positive effect on war-
ring parties absent the use of force. Conversely, the Defense
Department may believe that some conflicts cannot be resolved
without the use of force. Philosophical and ideological per-
spectives represent only one form of institutional fissure be-
tween these two primary entities; organizational culture also
emerges as a potential breach.

The State Department’s culture differs greatly from that of
the Defense Department. While the most obvious difference to
an outsider is the structure of the organizations (State resem-
bles a matrix organization with multiple points of overlap; the
Defense Department projects a very hierarchically organized
quality with little overlap and clearly defined lines of responsi-
bility), in reality the mode of professional interaction and com-
munication flows directly from each organization’s structure
and its internal leadership. As one example, almost everyone
at the State Department is on a first-name basis. Ambassador
Robert Gelbard is known as “Bob” to almost everyone within
the building. Only at the highest levels are titles used—both in
private and in public (e.g., secretary of state). This practice
contrasts sharply with that of the Defense Department. There,
military titles in the form of ranks and offices circumscribe
professional relationships and, more often than not, personal
ones as well. Hence, the military adage “salute smartly and
carry on” leaves little room for continued public disagreement
once a senior official renders judgment; both ranks and posi-
tions establish boundaries for interaction and serve as metrics
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for assigning responsibility and accountability. Conversely, the
State Department’s apparent lack of an institutional hierarchy
makes it appear as if officials are less responsible on the indi-
vidual level, namely, who is accountable for decisions within
the State Department? and how does one know who is re-
sponsible? It is this foundational relationship between responsi-
bility and accountability that draws the most definitive cul-
tural distinction between the two departments. Closely related
to philosophical or ideological perspectives and organizational
cultures, the idea of personal and professional responsibility
looms large when evaluating the institutional interests of the
respective departments and their secretaries.

While one would hope that both the State Department and
the Defense Department would share a parallel vision of respon-
sibility for conflict intervention practices, history reflects that the
Defense Department shoulders the majority of the burden in
practice. Although the State Department may be committed to
being held equally accountable, the scale of intervention opera-
tions involving military presence overshadows the State De-
partment’s ultimate accountability. When viewed in terms of
mission, the State Department may view military presence as an
indisputable sign that they have failed—preventive diplomacy
faltered, and the military had to be called in to restore some
level of civility that diplomacy could not maintain. Hence, to
those outside the diplomatic community, the State Department
may seem to operate in ways that arrest military participation
until the conflict reaches a point wherein the risk for military
personnel is heightened as a consequence of delaying military
action. Incidentally, this perspective may be shared by the De-
fense Department, but in the reverse. The diplomats failed, so
now we have to go and clean up their mess, but they have put
us at risk by delaying our entry (especially when a Noncom-
batant Evacuation Order [NEO] is required).41 This form of
entry puts lives at stake in large numbers—commanders feel
a personal sense of responsibility for decisions that risk the
lives of American military personnel. Noting that both the State
Department and the Defense Department exercise official voices
through their respective secretaries (and with the additional
voice of the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on behalf of
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the Defense Department), we must realize that the sitting am-
bassador and regional military person in charge play signifi-
cant roles in policy development as well. This situation is par-
ticularly important if the individual is a presidential protégé
and is appointed to that post because of that relationship.

Taken together, these three aspects of the respective depart-
ments create an interagency dynamic based upon dissimilar
institutionalized shared images. The State Department’s inter-
nal shared image of idealism, a more flattened organization and
a lower degree of operational responsibility, contrasts with the
Defense Department’s shared image of realism, organizational
hierarchy, and a maximum degree of operational responsibility.
The chasm between the State Department and the Defense De-
partment does not represent the only fissure across the inter-
agency process—the DCI and the CJCS also have the capacity
to frame the four statutory players’ understanding of the con-
flict and the potential courses of action the USG might pursue.

The DCI and the CJCS perform special roles in the national
security process. Both serve as statutory advisors to the NSC’s
four principals. Beyond that parallel, the offices’ functional re-
sponsibilities begin to diverge. While the DCI serves as a statu-
tory advisor, the intelligence community strives to ensure DCI
provides pure intelligence that is devoid of advice. In this ca-
pacity, the DCI outlines the context of the crisis for decision
makers, providing insight regarding the “what” in relation to a
specific conflict—not advice regarding “what to do” about the
conflict. It is in this tradition that the DCI strives to provide
value-free information—not value-laden advice, as this advisory
role might imply. From the DCI’s perspective, the community’s
organizational interests reflect its desire to provide timely and
accurate intelligence to all decision makers. The shared image
of the intelligence community—remaining value free and provid-
ing intelligence but not advice—guides interactions between the
DCI and national-level decision makers. Unlike the DCI, how-
ever, the CJCS does strive to provide value-laden advice.

The CJCS serves NSC principals while simultaneously serv-
ing as the president’s top personal advisor on military affairs.
Through this role, the chairman of the joint chiefs enjoys di-
rect and unimpeded access to the president and is authorized
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legally to circumvent the secretary of defense in these com-
munications. While it is unlikely the CJCS would present a po-
sition contradictory to the secretary, the CJCS retains latitude
to do so if he deems it necessary to preserve national security
when military power is employed. Further, because the CJCS
typically possesses between 25 and 30 years of military expe-
rience before becoming the nation’s senior military official, most
presidents recognize the value of this warrior’s professional
training and experience. This statement is not intended to de-
value the experience of the State Department officials but to il-
lustrate that the CJCS fulfills a specialized advisory role due
to a specific competency. The CJCS’s professional and personal
values influence his one-on-one advice to the president. An
additional factor proves salient in the military’s post–Vietnam
experience. Military officers desire to retain control of military
operations without political interference.

Since the conclusion of the Vietnam War, two shared images
of the uniformed military have become public. First, officers
band together to avoid the “Tuesday lunch” syndrome; and
second, they strive to ensure that ends and means are defined
clearly.42 Such clarity should enable the commander to employ
forces efficiently and effectively and with an eye toward extri-
cating them as quickly and safely as possible. In this manner,
the CJCS exerts remarkable influence toward policies that
produce war termination at the expense of conflict termination
and resolution. One can easily see how this advisory role,
shaped by the institutional concerns of the military, differs
sharply with that of the DCI.

Additional images and interests complexify decision processes
beyond the dynamics produced by the NSCS’s six statutory
players. These actors play an official role but have no statu-
tory mandate for involvement in the process.

Presidential Prerogative Expands the Inner Circle

As illustrated by figure 3, other players inform and influence
the national security decision-making process. These addi-
tional actors include the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
(ACDA), the US Information Agency (USIA),43 the intelligence
community (all 13 interrelated US government intelligence ac-
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tivities), White House Chief of Staff (CS), the National Security
Council Staff, and the assistant to the president for National
Security Affairs (APNSA; known informally as the president’s
national security advisor).

Historically, ADCA plays only a peripheral role in intervention
policy processes and, therefore, has virtually no role in conflict
termination policy development. Of the agencies involved in the
national security process, this entity is the most forward looking
in its efforts to halt proliferation and maintain a “stable” arma-
ment balance throughout the world (i.e., one that favors US in-
terests). Thus, while ADCA may have a role to play, its functional
specificity limits its capacity to provide broad-based advice in
situations where the scope of the crisis extends beyond its core
expertise. As directed by the Congress, this agency’s director
“serves as the principal advisor to the President, the National Se-
curity Advisor and the secretary of state on arms control, non-
proliferation and disarmament issues.”44 Although the agency
remains focused on ongoing arms control issues in a strategic
sense, its ability to play a powerful role in crises beyond its
functional interests remains limited.45 Consequently, the execu-
tive’s 1998 USG Reorganization Plan and Report states that
“ACDA has no formal policy function.”46 While this agency may
have performed some limited advisory role in the past, it is ap-
parent that its new parent agency, the State Department, in-
tends to limit its capacity to advise cabinet-level decision makers
in the future. This leads to the second “limited partner”—the US
Information Agency.

The USIA plays an extremely limited role in interagency in-
tervention policy development and, hence, conflict termination
policy development. Given its primary role as that of enhancing
public diplomacy, this agency strives to explain US foreign policy
to governments abroad while simultaneously engaging foreign
publics.47 USIA has advised principals in only a cursory manner
when dealing with complex international contingencies. It pro-
vides options for selling US diplomacy abroad, but has exercised
only a minor voice in the overall policy process. This is not rep-
resentative, however, of the influence the next group of quasi-of-
ficial actors exerts, as they reside within the intelligence com-
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munity and reflect a clear increase in the capacity of other
agencies to influence policy development.

The intelligence community is perhaps one of the most com-
plex within all of Washington. Unlike the State Department or
the Defense Department, this community has members posi-
tioned within multiple government agencies.48 For instance,
members of the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) and State’s
Bureau of Intelligence and Research (INR) augment Central In-
telligence Agency (CIA) intelligence activities.49 The director of
Central Intelligence Interagency Balkan Task Force (DCI/IABTF)
provides a particularly relevant example of this type of crossover
effort. Through this interagency approach, the task force speaks
with one voice when providing the DCI integrated intelligence es-
timates based upon the views of CIA, the Defense Department,
and the State Department experts. This integrative effort is cru-
cial to de-emphasizing parochial agency interests as the mem-
bers of each individual agency develop working relationships
across organizational bounds. However, this type of interagency
task force is unique to the Balkans crisis. In other cases, no such
structured team exists, and the DCI must assimilate disparate
ideas from the various communities.

Given the discussion offered earlier regarding organizational
cultures, one can assume that intelligence provided independ-
ently by the CIA, DIA, and INR would conform to the institu-
tional images of each respective department. Consequently, the
CIA attempts to provide value-free estimates, namely, the DIA,
defense-oriented estimates; and INR, diplomacy-oriented esti-
mates. By providing subjective situation estimates that are in-
fluenced by institutional positioning, these intelligence agencies
frame crises in terms of innate bureaucratic interests instead
of the more objective estimate demanded by the rational actor
model. While the DCI endeavors to provide value-free esti-
mates directly to the president and the National Security
Council, the intelligence community’s subcomponents provide
estimates to their functional leaders that are framed by their
respective institutional environments. The intelligence commu-
nity collectively provides senior policy makers inputs through
multiple points of entry that reflect differing perspectives—the
DCI’s, the State Department’s, the Defense Department’s, and
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others’ views as required by the context of the crisis (e.g., the
Department of Treasury, National Security Agency, and the
Federal Bureau of Investigation). While these three intelligence
subcommunities are by far not the only ones that influence in-
telligence activities, for the purposes of this study, they greatly
overshadow all others.

Just as this work is based upon the crucial assumption that
the USG is not a unitary actor, the same must be noted for the
intelligence community. By identifying the four most influen-
tial intelligence actors as the DCI and the dominant executive
agencies listed above, we can begin to see that potential cleav-
ages exist within the intelligence community based upon each
actor’s respective allegiances. Returning to the idea that shared
images and organizational interests affect every aspect of an
agency’s operation, one can begin to distinguish between the
divergent patterns of intelligence analysis. These patterns of
analysis wield definitive influence on framing the crisis from
the bottom up and continually reshape events as they unfold
over time. While these actors perform as part of the formal
bureaucracy, a distinct cleavage begins to emerge when con-
sidering the remaining three quasi-official actors—actors who
enjoy a more intimate relationship with the president and
usually have extended personal contact with him. These ac-
tors are the White House CS and the NSC Staff, led by the na-
tional security advisor. 

Perhaps more than any other Executive Office of the Pre-
sident (EOP) staff member, the White House CS develops into
a member of the president’s inner circle in crucial ways. This
individual not only keeps the West Wing functioning smoothly
but also directs preparation of the president’s daily briefing
materials. As a result, the CS is usually the next-to-last per-
son (the president being the last) to shape policy before it en-
ters the public, congressional, and interagency arenas. Fur-
ther, the executive selects this individual not only for his or
her professional experience but also because of the personal
relationship (namely, demonstrated trust, loyalty, and judg-
ment) he or she shares with the president. The CS gains
unique insight into the president’s innermost thoughts and
feelings, engaging in a give-and-take relationship via regular
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dialogue. Consequently, the CS becomes one of the president’s
most regarded advisors and retains the capacity to influence
major policy decisions, including foreign affairs initiatives.

It is through this advisory role that the CS serves as an in-
formation and access gatekeeper, enabling some to gain ac-
cess to the president in a timely fashion while impeding or
negating others’ efforts. This is especially true if the president
charges this individual to serve in this capacity. Failure to ful-
fill this role most assuredly would result in dismissal. This
function is vitally important to keeping the president focused
on the major issues while subordinating those of lesser import
to lower-level decision makers. Linking this idea with Halperin
and others’ “shared images” elicits a critical question, that is,
who decides which issues are critical and which are less crit-
ical? Simply stating that the president sets those parameters
dismisses the bureaucratic reality of organizational life. The
CS has personal ideas regarding what the president needs to
know or decide in addition to any guidance proffered directly
by the president. The potential power of this advisor cannot be
overestimated. The images and interests this person holds
most important retain the potential to shape all forms and lev-
els of executive decision making. Nevertheless, an NSC Staff,
led by a competent and trusted national security advisor, re-
tains the ability to overshadow the influence of all other actors
in the national security policy-making process.

The number of individuals on the NSC Staff has varied over
the years, recently averaging between 140 and 160; of these,
nearly 100 are involved in the policy functions while the re-
maining individuals serve as administrative support staff. Of
these 100 policy-focused professionals, approximately 70 per-
cent are departmental representatives who are seconded for a
short time (usually two years or less) to the NSC Staff; the re-
maining 30 percent are political appointees selected by the presi-
dent. Normally, the State Department employees out number
the Defense Department representatives by a 3:1 ratio. To-
gether, these two departments contribute roughly 80 percent
of the Policy Staff professionals, with other government agen-
cies providing only a handful of organizational representa-
tives.50 Department representatives rarely occupy the “assis-
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tant to the president” and “senior director” positions; political
appointees normally serve in these senior advisor and decision-
taking positions. NSC staffers play a critical role, however, in
that they are the last stop before the president. Charged with
coordinating the interagency policy-making process and over-
seeing the implementation of presidential decisions, the NSC
Staff shapes conflict termination policy in consequential ways.51

While they dare not risk misconstruing the principals’ per-
spectives to the president (or anyone else), they can shape of-
ficial guidance as long as it does not contradict the position es-
poused by NSC principals. More importantly, these principals
and their agency members confer with relevant staff members
before, during, and after the president makes a decision. It is
through such post hoc clarification that the NSC Staff shapes
USG policy interpretation and implementation. While the staff
works within the mid- and lower-level domains of policy de-
velopment, the president’s national security advisor remains
engaged with the principals who lead each executive branch
department.

Much like the senior directors, the assistant to the president
for national security affairs is a political appointee who enjoys
an extraordinary relationship with the president. Statute does
not mandate the APNSA position; rather, “President Eisen-
hower created the post to monitor, on his behalf, the operation
of the NSC and the various subcommittees.”52 “He is not a
statutory member of the NSC or even a ‘principal,’ except as
the President may give him authority in practice.”53 Since the
position’s inception, presidents consistently have empowered
this individual to oversee national security issues and, indeed,
have treated this actor as a “principal.” Complex factors shape
the APNSA’s relationship with the president, not the least of
which is whether the administration exhibits a predilection for
a foreign or domestic policy focus.

In the case of the former, this individual’s power and au-
thority may overshadow that of the CS. Conversely, when the
administration has a predominantly domestic agenda, the
APNSA may run a close second to the CS in influence. In ei-
ther case, this individual’s ability to shape the policy process
and its outcome remains of paramount significance. Given the
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working relationship the president cultivates with this indi-
vidual, it is likely that he or she shares the images held most
important by the chief executive (e.g., President Richard Nixon
and APNSA Henry Kissinger, or President Ronald Reagan and
APNSA Colin Powell). In cases where the president projects a
predominantly domestic focus, this individual may be empow-
ered to act on behalf of the president where foreign affairs is-
sues are concerned (e.g., President Bill Clinton and APNSAs
Anthony Lake and Sandy Berger). Through the exercise of this
authority, this individual may personally mitigate a perceived
presidential weakness by developing a foreign policy agenda of
his or her own when the president envisages little or none.
Such a phenomenon presents an opportunity for bureaucratic
interests to dominate both intervention and conflict termina-
tion policy development as yet another perspective (that of the
APNSA connected with his/her shaping of the NSC Staff’s) is
injected into the policy process.

One can begin to appreciate the complexity of this decision-
making apparatus by simply identifying the number of official
and quasi-official actors involved in the process—those who
have a statutory role as well as those who become influential
based upon presidential prerogative or operational precedent.
As perplexing as relationships across this inner circle may
seem, situating the policy-making process within its more re-
alistic context demands consideration of the influence exerted
by those having no official role in interagency policy outcomes.

Influential Actors: Identifying the “Outer” Circle

Figure 3 (refer to p. 9) identifies numerous actors who remain
“outside” the official executive branch policy-making circle.
These organizations and individuals influence the president as
he attempts to function as the nation’s chief executive officer,
particularly in areas where national security and national inter-
ests are not defined clearly. Although figure 3 does not depict
all possible influential actors, it does identify those that hold the
greatest import for conflict termination policy development.
These include international allies and coalition partners; ex-
pert advisors; personal confidants, friends, and family; special
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interest groups; think tanks; the media; the American people;
and the US legislature.

Admittedly, this research makes no attempt to examine the
interplay between international allies and the USG interagency
process. However, failure to acknowledge that friendly, un-
friendly, and so-called neutral governments shape the policy
process would undermine this work’s integrity.54 Allies and ad-
versaries played particularly important roles in the two crises ex-
amined here.

In looking specifically at conflict termination policy, allies
help frame the desired end state in a macro sense while simul-
taneously expanding or limiting courses of action regarding op-
erational strategy. For example, Paul Kecskemeti’s analysis of
World War II’s termination in the form of unconditional surren-
der aptly points out the Allies’ role in shaping the desired end
state of total victory.55 Leaders defined total victory as fighting a
war of attrition to the point that peace terms could be “unilat-
erally imposed rather than negotiated.”56 Through this policy of
unconditional surrender, Kecskemeti identifies the Allies’ de-
sired end state, conflict termination criteria, and strategy to
achieve conflict termination.57 Collectively, the Allies played a
crucial role in developing conflict termination policy. Because it
is unlikely that the United States will intervene abroad unilat-
erally in the future, recognizing the role allies—or ad hoc tem-
porary friendlies—play in shaping intervention policy remains
an essential element in understanding how the US interagency
process formulates conflict termination policy.

The leverage these allies exert in the US policy process is as
multifaceted as the potential combination of allies. As a conse-
quence of today’s interdependent web of international relations,
it is perhaps more appropriate to speak of rotating “coalition
partners” rather than long-term “allies.”58 Crosscutting interests
create new opportunities for short-term interdependence59—or
partnerships President George W. Bush labeled “coalitions of the
willing” in the wake of Al Qaeda’s “9/11” attack on the World
Trade Center—while negating similar opportunities across dif-
fering contexts based upon multiple interlocking conflicts.60

For instance, during the Persian Gulf War, Syria joined forces
with the United States to stand against Saddam Hussein’s
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aggression; alternatively, the United States held its long-term
ally Israel at arm’s length. In both cases, the interests of the
coalition partners demanded that the United States temporarily
reverse its policy regarding strategic allies and enemies. While
this example points to the upper end of the policy spectrum,
these decisions shape the capabilities and activities of the force
conducting the operational mission.

Coalition partners shape strategy development as policy mak-
ers and strategists determine the resources required/available to
achieve desired outcomes. This influence takes two forms,
namely, active and passive. The active influence of coalition part-
ners is readily observable. Will Great Britain provide forces? If
“yes,” how many and which capabilities will they bring to bear?
If “no,” who will make up the resource shortfall? If the country
will not provide forces, will it provide subsistence-in-kind in the
form of nonmilitary resources or financial support as the Euro-
peans, Japanese, and Germans did during the Persian Gulf
War?61 Again, these forms of participation are easily identifiable
and are evaluated as having a direct effect upon the operational
mission. Passive forms of participation are not as easy to identify
or evaluate.

Passive forms of participation (and nonparticipation) can
enjoy levels of influence similar to active forms. The use of pre-
positioning and staging locations to amass forces and materiel
within the theater of operations increasingly represents a neces-
sary element of US intervention strategy. Relatedly, will an ally
or coalition partner authorize overflight for the purpose of bomb-
ing a neighboring nonallied country? Take, for example, the case
of the 1986 US air strikes on Libya and Spain’s refusal to au-
thorize overflight. In this case, passive nonparticipation reshaped
the US approach to retaliating against Muammar Qadhafi. Dur-
ing the late 1990s, by withholding authorization for flights de-
parting their soil, Saudi Arabia constrained US ability to take of-
fensive action against Iraq in the face of continuing United
Nations Special Commission (UNSCOM) violations. Both exam-
ples demonstrate that allied relations can limit the USG’s op-
tions, particularly at the operational level. Allies and coalition
partners may agree on the desired end state (“what” needs to be
done—the “ends”) but may disagree on the strategy to get there
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(“how” to do it—the “means”). This dichotomous relationship be-
tween ends and means resonates with interagency actors who
often are divided by the expert advisors.

When evaluating this actor’s influence, it becomes difficult
to identify structured bases for group inclusion. It quickly be-
comes apparent that individuals typically become expert advi-
sors as a result of prior government service, exceptional aca-
demic record, or their capacity to sell their views to the media
and public through radio broadcasts, television appearances,
or publications. When an individual shares characteristics of
all three, that person will gain entrée into the policy-making
process. One example of this phenomenon is Dr. Richard
Haass, an expert who has sustained a capacity to advise inter-
agency principals on the Middle East Peace Process. Haass
served on President George H. W. Bush’s NSC Staff, is a
renowned academic and recognized Middle East expert, and
oftentimes is invited by prominent media conglomerates to
render his opinion on various US foreign policy positions.
Added to these credentials, Haass also served as director of a
revered Washington think tank, the Brookings Institution. When
combined with the three other characteristics, this makes him
an individual within Washington’s policy elite whose opinion
should at the very least be asked for, if not in fact considered
at length. These characteristics give Haass and others like him
(e.g., Jane Hall Lute and Anthony Lake) influential voices in
policy processes. Their influence emerges as a form of authority
that proves difficult to link directly to a departmental position
on an organizational chart. However, expert advisors are
shaped by their past government experience as “in and outers”
as well as their personal experiences.62

In and outers reappear in important government positions
based upon present successes. In other words, “the power to
predict has always been the underlying source of the expert’s
mystique.”63 Those experts whose predictions bear out gain an
even greater voice in future decision-making processes, setting
off a self-perpetuating cycle wherein accuracy becomes the key
to future success (i.e., political appointments). It is through this
cycle that expert advisors maintain currency within the political
system by maintaining personal and professional relationships
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with those likely to hold the highest government positions. Ac-
cordingly, some expert advisors become personal confidants as
well. When dealing with bureaucratic politics, however, that dis-
tinction assumes a different meaning.

Closely related to expert advisors are personal confidants,
friends, and family.64 Unlike expert advisors, however, such in-
dividuals share no professional competence that guarantees
them access. They share a more important characteristic—the
principal’s unbridled trust and respect in concert with a sus-
tained relationship that extends far beyond professional cour-
tesy. Through the course of this relationship, a principal seeks
the individual’s opinion on a particular issue that the princi-
pal may introduce later in the White House Situation Room or
Oval Office. The penetrating characteristic of these advisors is
that they lack situational credibility when addressing issues
but do share personal relationships that perhaps make them
appear more objective or more neutral than official actors in-
volved in the process. The next group of influential actors—
special interest groups—proves anything but neutral.

It is a natural phenomenon of democratic government that its
heterogeneous population forms characteristic-specific groups
to make their individual voices heard. Not only do such groups
voice political agendas, but they also contribute financial sup-
port to political candidates who advance their positions. An
expanding and diversifying US population has spawned many
ethnically, racially, socially, economically, and politically based
special interest groups. These special interest groups influ-
ence the chief executive during the formulation of both do-
mestic and foreign policy. Their power remains bound by their
capacity to appeal to a principal’s personal or political inter-
ests that usually revolve around ideals of justice and equity,
preservation of individual rights and liberties, or some other
niche. To put these interests and types of advice into perspec-
tive, principals often turn to the think tanks.

Recognized for their expertise, sound research, and analytic
rigor, these influential institutions play a significant role in shap-
ing a policy maker’s understanding of complex issues regard-
ing the position the USG should take in response to a crisis.
James Smith contends, “Though personal relationships will al-
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ways shape the nexus linking knowledge and political decision
making, informal ties have been powerfully augmented by for-
mal research and advisory institutions.”65 Analytically rigor-
ous in their own right, these institutions hew to their respec-
tive philosophical and political biases.66

Whether reflecting conservative or liberal worldviews, think
tanks make critical connections between knowledge and power.
They begin to develop and refine an awareness of “the politics
of knowledge” by creating, organizing, developing, selecting,
and disseminating knowledge according to their respective
values and interests.67 Government officials often invite key
members of think tanks to participate in policy making. It is
not unusual to discover that government agencies may have
“implemented the recommendations of Carnegie-supported [or
other] groups.”68 The earlier reference to Haass and The
Brookings Institution makes clear that Carnegie does not
stand alone in terms of access to the policy-making process.
Rather, think-tank analysts exert powerful influence over de-
cision makers’ views of crises while simultaneously mobilizing
public support. It is for this reason that their activities serve
as an appropriate bridge to the next set of influential actors,
the media.

Just as members of think tanks use their written words to
shape the politics of knowledge, so do the media. Unlike the
other influential actors identified thus far, the media influ-
ences practically everyone’s ideas and not just those of the
policy elite. In this manner, they play a crucial role in framing
crises—much like the roles played by the DCI and the CJCS—
but on a much broader scale. Principals remain concerned
with the representation and interpretation of their ideas, as
evidenced by the fact that each department staffs its own pub-
lic affairs directorate. Positions promoted by the media can
harm or help the president’s ability to sell a policy, especially
one requiring a commitment of “blood and treasure” on foreign
soil.69 This explicit support (or criticism) of an administration’s
policies can become a catalyst for action. When reelection
prospects appear uncertain, the media’s role in shaping policy
becomes particularly relevant. Even with the explosion of global
information networks, the traditional media remains the pri-
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mary source for foreign and domestic policy information for
the vast majority of Americans. Therefore, the media plays an
overwhelmingly influential role in shaping the American pub-
lic’s perspective regarding the activities of government.

Presidents remain concerned about reelection opportuni-
ties, endorsement ratings, legacies, and public approval for
their actions—especially those actions concerning the station-
ing of troops abroad. The other principals likewise remain con-
cerned with gaining public approval, or, at the very least, sus-
taining public ambivalence, for government policies and
practices. Relatedly, principals are engaged in protecting the pre-
sident’s public image as it relates to his capacity to ensure that
the United States remains a dominant force on the international
stage. The lessons of Vietnam, Watergate, and the Iran-Contra
Affair caution policy makers that domestic opinion matters and
exerts a defining influence on American foreign policy.

The media played a crucial role in shaping American public
opinion in each of these events. In Vietnam, Walter Cronkite’s
description of the Tet Offensive and his implicit statements
regarding the government’s actions to positively spin wartime
losses emerged as one of the earliest efforts of the twentieth-
century media to serve as the public’s watchdog. Similarly, the
Nixon administration’s atrocities during the Watergate scandal
and the Oliver North conspiracy dealing with the Contras
reenergized the media’s desire to expose corrupt government. In
all three of these cases, the media portrayed a side of govern-
ment the average citizen could not access.70 While the literature
detailing these three examples proves overwhelming, the rela-
tionship between domestic politics and conflict termination in
Vietnam highlights the necessity to consider carefully the re-
lationship between domestic politics and foreign affairs.

In her study of war termination in Vietnam, Jane Holl con-
tends that through the analysis of domestic politics one can
best understand the policy choices of a nation’s leadership
during the closing stages of a war.71 In this manner, domestic
considerations definitively shaped US foreign policy and con-
flict termination decisions. Vietnam is not the first example
wherein the media’s influence on domestic politics shaped
conflict termination policy. Similar domestic considerations
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emerge in analyses of Japan’s decision to surrender to the Al-
lies during World War II.72 Just as the media serves as the
bridge between the American public and Washington’s policy
elite, domestic opinion serves as the bridge to the final influ-
ential actor examined in this work—the Congress.

A pivotal actor in the national security policy-making process
as a consequence of budgetary control and the War Powers
Resolution, the US Legislature participates in foreign policy
development as elected representatives of the American pub-
lic’s interests. Through these representative roles, members of
the Congress articulate the people’s desires and espouse posi-
tions that should parallel their respective constituents’ inter-
ests. It is this connection between public opinion and con-
gressional authority that exercises the most influence on
foreign policy and conflict termination policy development;
policy makers perceive that the American public remains con-
cerned with issues of blood and treasure, particularly when a
loved one’s blood might be spilled on foreign soil. In this vein,
the Congress becomes very concerned with exit strategies and
bringing the troops home as safely and as quickly as possible.
Its focus on this aspect of conflict termination policy reinforces
the Congress’s official function as legislators.

While their roles as lawmakers and budget authorities pro-
vide the Congress entrée into the policy process, albeit through
a constitutional back door, this capacity to pass laws restrict-
ing the use of force and to withhold funding for military opera-
tions provides this body an oversight authority that remains
unique across the USG. While the Congress is not a player in
the executive branch’s interagency process pro forma, it sits at
the policy-making table as a formidable shadow negotiator—
even in the absence of its physical participation. Every de-
partment staff is a legislative liaison office charged with en-
gaging congressional staffers on important policy issues. If a
policy cannot be “sold,” that policy will eventually fail. In the
end, a policy without funding is not a policy but is merely a
policy maker’s unrealizable desire. This is the most fundamental
rule of the game in Washington—the rule everyone under-
stands and the language everyone speaks.
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The foregoing discussion merely outlined the roles played by
official, quasi-official, and influential actors in shaping foreign
and conflict termination policy. But the rules that guide the
policy process are not established solely by the actors them-
selves—they are also bound by the context within which they
must operate.

Contextual Factors: Rules Defining the Playing Field

Contextual factors expand or limit a US policy maker’s ca-
pacity—and willingness—to “color outside the lines” of accepted
policy practices. Three factors dominate the foreign policy
process: US national interests, the international context, and
domestic concerns.

Perhaps the most obvious contextual factor shaping the de-
cision to intervene into a conflict on foreign soil is the answer
to the question, What is the national interest? Once again,
posing this question requires a cost-benefit analysis. What
benefit does the nation gain and at what cost? Are these in-
terests vital, important, or “other”?73 How does the magnitude
of interest influence proposed levels of commitment? Which
policy maker ultimately decides whether a crisis impinges upon
US national interests? This linkage with national interest
shapes the US policy makers’ collective ability to convince the
media that intervention is required. As a result, national lead-
ers argue that the United States should commit its blood and
treasure to achieving positive results for long-term good. While
this sounds altruistic on the surface, defining national inter-
ests can take many forms short of noble ends.

Executive departments define national interests in terms of
their respective shared images and organizational interests.74

The State Department, for example, may adopt a strong position
on the use of force to prevent genocide, defining earlier interven-
tion and humanitarian relief as related to US national interests.
In opposition, the Defense Department may push the inter-
agency to frame national interests in more concise terms, asking
decision makers to identify clearly the costs of nonintervention
and its attendant benefits for comparison with the risks of inter-
vention. From the Defense Department’s perspective, the costs in
terms of blood and treasure are measured quite easily; yet, the
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benefits remain ambiguous. Recalling the earlier discussion re-
garding philosophical/ideological perspectives, organizational
cultures, and operational responsibility, these perspectives are
recognizable. Taken a step further, these divergent perspectives
prompt these two entities to define national interests asymmet-
rically, creating a fissure that harbors implications for conflict in-
tervention and termination policy development across the high-
est levels of the policy process. As much as we would like to think
that national interests relate primarily to domestic considera-
tions, the international context must be considered when devis-
ing foreign policy.

Since the end of World War II, the United States has found it
increasingly difficult to isolate itself from activities abroad. In
the face of increasingly global economic and security relation-
ships, such isolation is undesirable. For the United States to re-
main a powerful actor on the international stage, it must en-
hance its interconnectedness with those nations it endeavors to
influence. Activities beyond America’s borders continue to influ-
ence directly US domestic policy in conjunction with their more
obvious relationship to foreign policy. One needs only to exam-
ine an underlying reason for the US involvement in the Persian
Gulf War—maintaining the free flow of oil for US allies—to find
evidence of this relationship. Hussein’s potential control of
almost 45 percent of the world’s oil supply posed devastating
effects for the West and its allies in general, for Japan and Ger-
many in particular. After all, these two nations relied heavily
upon the Gulf region for their oil supplies and served as the re-
gion’s principal clients.75 If Hussein controlled the region’s oil
supply, Japan and Germany would potentially lose more than
any of the other industrialized nations (at least initially—others
would likewise feel the effects over time).76 Underwriting
economies is but one form of interdependence; reciprocal secu-
rity arrangements represent another.

Relations across international actors take on some charac-
teristics of mutually beneficial elements that affect the secu-
rity of Americans at home. For instance, international organi-
zations such as the Warsaw Pact and the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) served as deterrent mechanisms. Within
the now 19 members of NATO, reciprocal expectations regard-
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ing political and military support guided much of US foreign
policy throughout the Cold War—and continue to do so today.
With the onset of the Balkans crisis in the early 1990s, ques-
tions regarding NATO’s efficacy prompted a resurgence in US
efforts to bolster that organization’s capacity to respond to
emerging crises. American recognition of this interdependence
demands a coherent US foreign policy in the coming years
while recognizing that technology and trade will continually
transform these types of interdependence. Moreover, national
interests and the international context must be evaluated in
concert with domestic issues.

Domestic issues and interests play important roles in for-
eign policy development and decisions regarding conflict ter-
mination. While these concerns influence the ways in which
policy makers frame US national interests, they also shape the
lenses through which national decision makers see a crisis.
While this discussion can take the form of the classic guns
and butter argument, politicians’ concerns for domestic issues
can reflect a fundamental extension of philosophical and ideo-
logical beliefs as much as an outgrowth of economic realities.
It is here that we again see the relevance of Allison and Halperin
and others. Based upon their respective shared images and in-
terests, individuals and groups make salient sets of priorities
that clash with others’ desires. Another level of domestic con-
cerns surrounds the policy-making process as well—that of
keeping the populace satisfied to ensure an individual politi-
cian’s (and political party’s) future success.

Colloquially speaking, if plagiarism is the sincerest form of
flattery, reelection is the most conclusive form of public ap-
proval. An individual’s desire to continue serving in his or her
present political position or higher position parallels how closely
one acts upon constituents’ desires. In a representative democ-
racy as practiced in the United States, politicians rarely chal-
lenge their constituents’ most vocal demands, especially if the
majority’s voice looms loudest. This does not mean that elected
officials always vote with their district’s simple majority on every
issue. It does imply, however, that reelected politicians quickly
identify those issues on which they can vote independently and
those on which they incur increased political risk when doing
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so. In this manner, when the public vocally opposes troop de-
ployment to foreign soil or demands the withdrawal of previ-
ously deployed forces, elected officials pay attention. These con-
cerns may have little to do with rational choice theory in terms
of what is best for the crisis at hand, but may be very rational
in light of other contextual factors impinging upon the decision-
making process. Such pressures emanate from emotional, po-
litical, economic, or social sources, few of which may have any
bearing on the crisis into which the USG intervenes. Taken in
conjunction with the framing of national interests and the evolv-
ing international context, domestic concerns can become a
powerful force in developing conflict termination policy for com-
plex international crises.

Clearly, this discussion regarding national interests, inter-
national context, and domestic concerns proves inadequate as
an overall predictive element for foreign policy development in
general, conflict termination policy in specific. However, it be-
gins to frame the types of issues that shape the thinking of those
charged with formulating policy and making decisions on behalf
of the American populace. This framework provides a mecha-
nism with which to analyze the problems that stem from inter-
agency conflict during conflict termination policy development.

Building Toward New Understanding
Groups make decisions through a multidimensional, dynami-

cally complex, and recursive process, framed by the organiza-
tional interests of those who (1) are players in the process, (2)
define the rules of the game and its playing field, and (3) make
choices based upon competing criteria and asymmetric prefer-
ence orderings. By capturing the dynamics across the actors
within the process, analysts and future decision makers can
begin to work within the USG’s bureaucratic process to for-
mulate conflict termination policy.

Yet, actors involved in the process of policy making at times
see crises from the perspectives of their respective organiza-
tions and interests, as well as their personal experiences.
Cleavages between actors within the interagency process af-
fect US capacity to capitalize synergistically upon all of its re-
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sources when faced with an international crisis such as the
Persian Gulf or Bosnia.

The remainder of this book advances a comprehension of
those bureaucratic elements that affect the interagency process’s
ability to analyze critically the crises it faces, envisage a desired
end state, frame and select conflict termination criteria, and for-
mulate a strategy capable of achieving sustainable conflict ter-
mination. The next chapter outlines the study’s research
methodology and conceptual framework.
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Chapter 5

Interagency Fratricide: Bridging
the Gap between Theory and Practice

Science would not exist without concepts.

—Anselm Strauss and Juliet Corbin

Interagency conflict termination policy making demands an
innovative approach for exploring the ways in which process
shapes policy. This chapter explains the techniques employed to
conduct this study. What follows, then, is a conceptual bridge
that connects the policy-making process with its results. Six core
factors are used to measure the indicators of interagency con-
flict. These core factors are presented in terms of (1) statistically
significant correlations, (2) demographic stratification, and (3)
emergent theme identification. This approach reveals the crucial
factors, their interrelationships, and the implications they hold
for conflict termination policy outcomes.1 Once constructed, the
conceptual bridge will bolster understanding of policy process
dynamics and generate a more specific comprehension of conflict
termination policy development in the Persian Gulf War
(1990–91) and the Bosnia crisis (1993–95).

A Basic Conceptual Framework
Anselm Strauss and Juliet Corbin insist concepts are es-

sential because

by the very act of naming phenomena, we fix continuing attention on
them. Once our attention is fixed, we can begin to examine and ask
questions about those phenomena (now of course, labeled as con-
cepts). Such questions not only describe what we see, but in the form
of propositions (hypotheses) suggest how phenomena might possibly be
related to one another. Propositions permit deductions, which in turn
guide data collection that leads to further induction and provisional
testing of propositions. In the end, communication among investiga-
tors, including the vital interplay of discussion and argument neces-
sary to enhance the development of science, is made possible by the
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specification of concepts and their relationships phrased in terms of
propositions (emphasis in original).2

Discussion of Allison’s bureaucratic politics model, together with
identification of the interagency process actors, provided an ini-
tial framework for investigating conflict termination policy de-
velopment. The framework suggested specific propositions re-
garding expected relationships among strategic actors. These
propositions produced six core factors, including the hypothe-
sized relationships depicted in the “Basic Conceptual Frame-
work.” Admittedly, an infinite number of factors could influence
interagency conflict development during conflict termination
policy formulation. The frameworks and models illustrated in
figure 8 show relationships between interagency processes and
policy outcomes. A refined framework is required to analyze
these relationships systematically and thoroughly.

Frameworks and Models
The hierarchical model depicted in figure 9 illustrates meas-

urable relationships between the core factors first outlined in
the Basic Conceptual Framework.3
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Figure 8. Basic Conceptual Framework



The indicators comprising the index labeled Decision-Making
Profile combine with those constituting Organizational Com-
munication to help describe, in conjunction with other core
factors, the Policy-Making Approach of the agencies under study.
Level of Open Debate, in conjunction with relevant indicators,
helps frame the agency’s perspective regarding Crisis Definition—
Perception of Risk. Once determined, this core factor is ex-
plored with regard to the National Security Council’s Role and
relevant indicators to assess Level of Interagency Conflict. At
first glance, these relationships seem to be, and arguably are,
depicted linearly. However, by unpacking the core factors to
reveal their component parts—the indicators—it becomes evi-
dent that analyzing the core factors and their associated indi-
cators proves anything but linear. Consequently, figure 9 serves
as a guide to identify the relationships across the core factors
under study so they can be conceptualized, researched, and
analyzed.

To accomplish this systematic approach, we must illustrate
the core factors identified in figure 9 to outline the proposed
interaction between each indicator. Hence, while figure 8 maps
the core factors as they most likely interact with one another
during the policy-making process, figure 9 provides an opera-
tionalizable data framework for statistical analysis. It serves
as the basis for the survey questionnaire that supported quan-
titative survey data collection and analysis.
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Assigning Meaning to the Core Factors

In the classic sense, operationalization entails creating an
“operational definition” that will “concretize the meanings of
concepts . . . [laying] out the measuring procedures that pro-
vide criteria for the empirical application of concepts.”4 Oper-
ational definitions “tell what to do and what to observe in order
to bring the phenomenon defined within the range of the re-
searcher’s experience” (emphasis in the original).5 Taken inde-
pendently of one another, defining each core factor and its di-
mensions yielded 44 observation variables that gave rise to 32
survey questions for data collection.6

Figure 8 portrays anticipated relationships across the core
factors in a realistic yet dynamic fashion. The interaction of
these factors is crucial to comprehending the nature of inter-
agency conflict and its influence upon conflict termination policy
development. Refer to the models in tandem with their de-
scriptions to ensure complete understanding of the interaction
between indicators and across these core factors. Using figure
8 and the Level of Open Debate Surrounding Policy Options and
Decisions as an example, the ensuing discussion explains how
this core factor interrelates with the others.

As conceived, Level of Open Debate influences four other core
factors: Crisis Definition—Perception of Risk, Organizational Com-
munication, Agency’s Decision-Making Profile, and Level of Inter-
agency Conflict. Simultaneously, three others (NSC’s Role,
Agency’s Decision-Making Profile, and Organizational Commu-
nication) shape Level of Open Debate. These relationships ap-
pear plausible on the surface. By looking deeper into each of
these core factors, however, we can concentrate upon the in-
dicators that comprise each core factor as they relate to the
interplay of factors across the framework.

Signed digraph models identify the indicators (also referred to
as dimensions) and their hypothesized relationships within each
core factor’s parameters.7 These factors represent policy makers’
attitudes, perceptions, and beliefs—factors that influence their
individual approaches to decision making in conjunction with
their collective ability to develop conflict termination policy.

A signed digraph is merely a visual representation of an
idea, using a form of cognitive mapping to develop the idea’s
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essential elements.8 Akin to an engineer’s technical schemata
or an executive’s Pert chart, signed digraphs provide tools for
researchers and analysts to envisage ideas and verify their hy-
potheses. The arrows depicted in these signed digraph models
are unidirectional (i.e., one-headed), illustrating initial expec-
tations regarding anticipated relationships between indica-
tors. Although these signed digraphs do not preclude the exis-
tence of bi-directionality, they do depict the initial hypotheses
investigated for each independent relationship.

Relatedly, the following signed digraphs reflect signs that
indicate the presumed direction of the relationship between in-
dicators (+ = congruous or parallel relationship; – = inverse re-
lationship; and, ? = unknown). Each arrow-sign combination
depicts hypothesized expectations regarding the patterns of
indicators that influence core factors and, ultimately, the level of
interagency conflict surrounding policy decisions. Additionally,
throughout the signed digraph models, A’s refer to Agency’s
and O’s to Other’s. In this manner, A’s perceptions of O’s in-
teragency tactics translates to Agency’s perceptions of Other’s
interagency tactics.

The six core factors serve as the fundamental concepts for
analyzing interagency process dynamics, thereby providing
one source for data collection—the survey asked policy mak-
ers to discuss their experiences in terms of these specific ele-
ments. The core factors reveal the crucial relationships these
factors hypothesized; their postanalysis depictions reveal the
data-generated findings. Bear in mind that the study regards
the way(s) people perceive relations between agencies—and
that these models capture those perceptions. Having begun
the discussion of core factors with the Level of Open Debate
Surrounding Policy Options and Outcomes, the conceptual un-
packing of this signed digraph model illuminates this ap-
proach. When this modeling approach and its interpretation
are clear, proceed clockwise around figure 8 to examine the
five remaining core factors.

Figure 10 addresses the relationship between an agency and
its perceptions regarding the attitudes and behaviors others
adopt when engaging in crisis policy development. Central to
this relational pattern is the level of open debate that takes
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place between agencies involved in framing policy options and
making decisions. The core factors include four of the follow-
ing aspects of interagency relations that characterize commu-
nication patterns:

1. an agency’s perceptions of other’s conflict orientation—
collaborative or competitive, 

2. an agency’s perceptions of other’s level of self-interest—
low or high, 

3. the nature of departmental relations at the time of initial
crisis definition—hostile or collaborative, and 

4. the pattern that open debate takes as the crisis progresses
over time—increases, remains constant, or decreases.9

This study suggests that an agency that views another agency’s
conflict orientation as “collaborative” will perceive the other
agency’s self-interest as “low.” In this manner, an agency’s
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perception of another agency’s conflict orientation should in-
fluence directly the level of open debate.

An agency’s perception of another agency’s conflict orienta-
tion should affect the level of open debate indirectly through
perceptions of the other’s self-interest (see fig. 10, arrow point-
ing right to left, from conflict orientation to self-interest). In
looking at these specific elements, the reverse also seems plau-
sible. The agency’s perception of the other’s level of self-in-
terest directly affects the level of open debate, yet it also
shapes perceptions of conflict orientation as that element re-
lates to the level of open debate (see fig. 10, arrow pointing left
to right, from self-interest to conflict orientation).

Open debate in this instance does not necessarily conform to
popular ideas concerning candid public debate. Rather, open de-
bate here refers to the levels and types of communication that
transpire across the interagency process as these agencies for-
mulate intervention and termination policies. If relations across
agencies are hostile at the time of initial crisis definition, we
should expect to discover little or no open debate across the
agencies. Accordingly, we would expect to find evidence of only
limited exchanges across agencies—primarily those that reflect
structural (or legal) requirements to communicate with one
another. The existence and level of open debate are also likely to
influence interdepartmental relations.

This study tests these hypotheses in exploratory fashion to
determine which relationships are relevant with regard to the
Level of Open Debate and the Level of Interagency Conflict sur-
rounding crisis analysis. Facets include the desired end state,
conflict termination criteria, and a strategy to achieve conflict
termination. This approach facilitates testing to identify those
elements and relationships that experienced policy makers
view as significant in developing interagency conflict. This ap-
proach should expose relationships the conceptual framework
failed to identify but that prove consequential when analyzing
interagency dynamics.

In analyzing these findings, it becomes apparent that
Agency’s Perceptions of Other’s Conflict Orientation serves as
this core factor’s central element (fig. 11). The findings reflect-
ing reciprocal attitudes and behaviors (competition breeds
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hostility; collaboration breeds collaboration) may have seemed
obvious. Nevertheless, policy makers’ experiences failed to vali-
date the postulated relationship that perceptions of high self-
interest promote hostile relationships (expected since actors
would be inclined to withhold information to position them-
selves better vis-à-vis others within the interagency process).
Plausible on the surface, the hypothesis failed to consider that
a majority of these participants (78 percent) would classify
Other’s Self-Interest as high. In other words, it is clear that
perceptions of high self-interest permeate the entire inter-
agency community. Therefore, a high level of self-interest is ac-
cepted while developing policy and has little noticeable influ-
ence on interagency dynamics. Based upon this approach, the
remaining signed digraph models are now depicted in turn,
beginning with figure 12, Crisis Definition—Perception of Risk.
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A fundamental assumption of this work is that past experi-
ence informs current views. This perspective extends from
Tversky and Kahneman’s research.10 Referenced earlier, avail-
ability heuristics serve as parameters for interpreting events
and for acting upon stimuli that resemble past experience.
This core factor (fig. 13) deals exclusively with an agency’s per-
ceptions of risk for itself in terms of prior experience with
similar cases, the crisis’s fit with national interests, and the
agency’s perspective regarding its responsibility to lead the
interagency process during policy development.

“Perception of risk for self” is referenced in bureaucratic val-
ues, not in terms of physical risk. Study participants were
asked to reflect upon risk in terms of anticipated future en-
gagements—would their actions in the current policy process
magnify or detract from their political currency during an im-
pending policy-making process? Would their actions adversely
affect job security? The survey instrument, in conjunction
with a question that directly addressed perception of risk for
self, operationalized these three following indicators: (1) the
agency’s prior experience with similar cases, (2) the agency’s
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Figure 12. Crisis Definition—Perception of Risk (Conceptualization)
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perspective regarding lead agency for policy development, and
(3) the agency’s perspective regarding the “fit” with national
interests. The survey instrument did not address the remain-
ing two indicators—the agency’s estimate of probable success
and the agency’s priority for the crisis. Rather, interviewees ex-
plored this issue via the open-ended questions following sur-
vey completion as a means to clarify the purpose of the ques-
tions and to reinforce response validity and reliability. For the
purposes of quantitative analysis, however, the research omit-
ted these two factors.

The fact that data confirmed none of the hypothesized rela-
tionships proves curious. It seems obvious, even without the
benefit of analysis and a substantial body of literature, that
perceptions of risk would shape an agency’s policy perspec-
tive.11 Logically, a policy maker’s prior experience with similar
cases would condition estimates of future probable success
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Figure 13. Crisis Definition—Perception of Risk (Findings)
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and shape perspectives regarding lead agent identification.12

This element, in conjunction with the agency’s perspective
regarding the crisis’s fit with national interests, should have
determined the agency’s priority for the crisis and should
shape perceptions of risk for that agency. However, the data
indicate that no relationships exist among these factors, nor
do any exist with regard to the indicator’s independent linkage
with the core factor itself. For instance, 85.5 percent (59/69)
of the study participants related that their agency possessed a
broad-based experience with crises such as the Persian Gulf,
Somalia, Rwanda, and Bosnia. The original model hypothe-
sized that a “broad” experience base would equate to a “low”
perception of risk for self because the agency would benefit from
lessons learned, lending confidence and comfort to decision-
making processes for similar cases. But the data did not con-
firm this hypothesis, leading this researcher to rely upon the
interview analysis to clarify this lack of relationship.

Analysis to this point indicates that the data clearly sup-
ported many constitutive assumptions; yet, this postanalysis
signed digraph indicates that data also failed to validate others—
and these nonvalidated relationships are of little significance
in illuminating sources of interagency conflict.13 While the
foregoing discussions of these two core factors entail a level of
complexity in their own right, the anticipated relationships
supporting organizational communication take on a life of
their own.

One of the most evident influences on interagency relations
during crisis policy development is the way in which agencies
communicate with one another. Figure 14 begins to address
“organizational cultural” issues, but remains limited to those
issues that relate to interagency dynamics as affected by cul-
tural issues. Hence, the core factor’s dimensions include as-
pects of culture (department’s leadership style, departmental
structure, and agency’s perceived penalty for failure) that cre-
ate a pattern of communication framing the interagency tac-
tics an agency employs.

At first glance, the complexity presented through figure 15
has the potential to overwhelm even accomplished statisti-
cians. Yet, examination of the signed digraph model distin-
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Figure 14. Organizational Communication (Conceptualization)

Figure 15. Organizational Communication I (Findings)
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guishes the most obvious emergent finding. Diagrammatically,
this core factor’s point of convergence should be reframed—in
terms of Department’s leadership style, not organizational
communication. The second most valuable indicator within
this core factor is Department’s internal decision-making style.
Given the strong correlation between leadership style and
decision-making style, this makes logical sense and is sup-
ported by the data. This appreciation of organizational com-
munication enhances our understanding of the fourth factor,
agency’s policy-making approach.

Implied by its subtitle, this core factor (fig. 16) explores the
tactics an agency employs when interacting with others across
the interagency process. Although numerous elements influ-
ence interagency tactics, the five indicators depicted in the
model are proposed as most important. This core factor incor-
porates the interplay of the agency’s ideas of its own policy
process, planning focus, and perceptions of accountability, in
tandem with its beliefs about its capacity to influence the policy
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process as well as its perceptions regarding others’ inter-
agency tactics (fig. 17). 

From a macro perspective, this postanalysis signed digraph
model indicates that open policy processes that encourage re-
ciprocal collaboration favorably affect an agency’s ability to in-
fluence policy. With the analysis of this core factor complete,
we can now proceed to the next-to-last factor, agency’s decision-
making profile: department explores innovative ideas. These
dimensions should determine an agency’s policy-making ap-
proach, signaling whether it tends to interact collaboratively or
competitively.

An agency’s willingness and capacity to explore innovative
ideas at all levels within the bureaucracy signals its receptivity to
participative leadership. Much like organizational communica-
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Figure 17. Agency’s Policy-Making Approach: Interagency Tactics (Find-
ings)
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tion (see fig. 14), this core factor (fig. 18) includes elements of
organizational culture. For example, educational background
appears to influence individuals’ skills in analyzing crises in a
specific way. A hypothesis that supports this assumption
posits that a more technically oriented individual (someone
schooled or trained in the hard sciences) will be less likely to
propose innovative solutions. He or she will require the types
of details that are rarely determinable in social crises and will
look for empirically verifiable cause-and-effect relationships
when evaluating courses of action. 

An individual with a humanities or social science back-
ground will be more likely to “see around corners,” recogniz-
ing that the causes of social conflict are complex and that one
conflict is usually interlocked with others in interdependent
ways.14 Hence, a hypothesis for this relationship would spec-
ulate that an individual with a humanities or social science
educational background will have a great propensity to pro-
pose innovative solutions.

As an additional facet of organizational culture, it is impor-
tant to note that this core factor explores the relationship be-
tween individuals’ willingness to propose innovative solutions
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Figure 18. Agency’s Decision-Making Profile: Department Explores In-
novative Ideas (Conceptualization)
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in connection with the department’s exploration of those in-
novative ideas. These factors appear to be correlated directly;
that is, a high willingness to propose innovative ideas will lead
to the department’s exploration of such ideas. These dimen-
sions, however, remain bound by the National Security Coun-
cil policy-making process.

Figure 19 confirms several critical relationships regarding
an agency’s decision-making profile. The data failed to support
those proposed relationships, however, calling into question
the assumptions regarding this core factor’s initial opera-
tionalization. Merely glancing at the modified signed digraph
model provides clues regarding critical elements that share
more in common with one’s position within the agency than
the agency’s decision-making profile. Therefore, interpreta-
tions of this core factor should focus upon departmental leader-
ship in terms of crisis analysis and innovative solutions.
Drawing these tentative conclusions enables us to move for-
ward to NSC’s role in the policy-making process.
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Figure 19. Agency’s Decision-Making Profile: Department Explores In-
novative Ideas (Findings)
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The US National Security Council System represents critical
links in the interagency process. The NSC Staff oversees the
interagency process as it monitors implementation of presi-
dential decisions as well as those that do not require presiden-
tial action. While the preceding five core factors addressed inter-
agency dynamics across all actors, this core factor focuses
directly upon the chief actor of the process. Thus, figure 20 rep-
resents agencies’ perceptions of their ability to influence the NSC
and their perceptions of other agencies’ abilities to affect policy
development. These relationships are expressed and modeled in
terms of both formal and informal access and influence.

The postanalysis signed digraph model (fig. 21) depicts no
emergent findings among the six indicators. However, the impact
of the NSCS, as an agency having the opportunity to control the
policy process and shape an individual’s ability to influence
policy development, cannot be overemphasized. Thus, the NSC’s
role in the policy-making process demands further exploration.
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Figure 20. NSC’s Role in the Policy-Making Process (Conceptualization)
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Indicators, the Hierarchical Model, and Data
The core factors represent the critical components in con-

structing a new understanding of interagency conflict. In re-
viewing the signed digraph models, the complexity of the
process becomes evident. Many of the indicators identified
within specific core factors have the potential to influence oth-
ers while being influenced by them. However, by treating each
digraph’s dimensions as indicators of the hierarchical model’s
core factors, it becomes possible to bring the analysis back to
a model-building focus and to a heuristic approach rather
than a causal approach. Hence, the original figure 9 appears
as figure 22, with the indicators mapped directly onto the core
factors to serve as a guide and as a framework for data collec-
tion. Ultimately, this framework provides the basis for the of-
ficials’ estimates of interagency conflict.
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Figure 21. NSC’s Role in the Policy-Making Process (Findings)
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It bears repeating that the interaction of the variables iden-
tified herein does not occur in linear fashion. They are pre-
sented in a static depiction to operationalize the Basic Con-
ceptual Framework (see fig. 8) guiding this study. As with
much of social science research, the real-world interaction of
these factors occurs at such a pace and with such extensive
interdependence that their isolation proves impossible. Only
through such initial conceptualization, however, can we begin
to discover the linkages across critical factors. Any patterns
that emerge are likely to illuminate further the connection be-
tween interagency conflict and the development of conflict ter-
mination policy. The central argument is that these six core
factors should help theorists and practitioners devise a more
comprehensive awareness of interagency conflict and its
causes. So, what exactly do these postanalysis signed digraphs
begin to tell us about interagency conflict?
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Preliminary Conclusions
The foregoing discussion reveals the complexity related to

conceptualizing, operationalizing, and analyzing interagency
dynamics. A brief summary of the signed digraph model analy-
sis, a discussion regarding the demographic trends identified
according to policy-maker stratification, and an introduction
of emergent themes that require further exploration through
the interview analysis are now warranted.

Core Factor Analysis

Analysis of these six core factors revealed that perceptions re-
main a critical element in shaping interagency dynamics. To
capture these complex findings succinctly, table 2 summarizes
the confirmed relationships through the construction of “If . . . ,
then . . . ” propositions. The scaling order equates the first re-
sponse of the “if” condition with the first response of the “then”
condition; the responses enclosed in parentheses for relation-
ships denote correlations. For simplicity, this table summarizes
these relationships only once; the reverse relationships remain
valid, but the number of statements corresponds with the num-
ber of statistically significant correlations. Thus, since figure 10
depicts two significant correlations, table 2 identifies two rela-
tionships supported by the questionnaire data.

From a macro perspective, the views of these informed par-
ticipants tentatively indicate that communication and leader-
ship play the most crucial roles in shaping interagency dy-
namics and organizational cultures. The findings suggest that
absence of effective communication enables negative stereo-
types to affect interagency relations adversely, tending to cre-
ate or intensify interagency conflict (see fig. 11). Through open
communication, decision makers could explain their behaviors
and their rationales for high levels of self-interest. Such com-
munication could generate greater understanding across inter-
agency actors and dampen interagency conflict’s debilitating
effects. Relatedly, leadership appears to play a defining role in
developing patterns of organizational communication.

In departments wherein leadership styles facilitate partici-
pation, organizational communication patterns tend to be
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Table 2
Correlational Summary by Core Factor*

Core Factor IF . . . , THEN . . .

Figure 11 IF agency’s perceptions of other’s conflict orientation are competitive
(collaborative), THEN . . .

Level of Open • departmental relations at time of initial crisis definition are hostile
Debate (collaborative).

• agency’s perceptions of other’s level of self-interest are high (low).

Figure 15 IF department’s leadership style is participative (autocratic), THEN . . .
• department’s internal decision-making style is participative

Organizational (autocratic).
Communication • departmental structure (daily) is flat (hierarchical).

• departmental structure (crisis) is flat (hierarchical).
• organizational communication is flexible (rigid).
• agency’s penalty for failure is low (high).

IF departmental structure (crisis) is hierarchical (flat), THEN . . .
• departmental structure (daily) is hierarchical (flat).
• department’s internal decision-making style is autocratic (participative).

IF department’s interagency behavior is collaborative (competitive),
THEN . . .
• departmental structure (crisis) is flat (hierarchical).
• agency’s perceived penalty for failure is low (high).

IF agency’s perceived penalty for failure is high (low), THEN . . .
• departmental mission/goals are oriented toward defense (prevention).

Figure 17 IF agency’s beliefs regarding own ability to influence policy are great
(limited), THEN . . .

Agency’s • agency’s description of own planning focus is crisis action (strategic).
Policy-Making • agency’s policy-making approach: interagency tactics are collaborative
Approach (competitive).

• agency’s description of own policy process is open (closed).

IF agency’s perception of other’s interagency tactics is collaborative
(competitive), THEN . . .

• agency’s policy-making approach: interagency tactics are collaborative
(competitive).

Figure 19 IF crisis analysis is deep (shallow), THEN . . .
• individual’s ability to propose innovative solutions is extensive

Agency’s (limited).
Decision- • rely on others for majority of crisis analysis rarely (always).
Making • level/position within agency’s hierarchy is executive (mid/staff).
Profile • general problem analysis is deep (shallow).

IF general problem analysis is deep (shallow), THEN . . .
• rely on others for majority of crisis analysis rarely (always).



flexible (see fig. 15). By allowing others to participate in deci-
sion making, leaders create an organizational culture wherein
individuals perceive that the penalty for failure (for them pro-
fessionally) is low; these individuals tend to think proactively
about crisis prevention. Creating this cooperative organiza-
tional culture is associated with collaborative interagency be-
haviors; when reversed, these conditions prompt interagency
competition. As these leadership dimensions shape internal
organizational communications, they influence an agency’s
decision-making approach.

Although not tested stringently through this analysis, the data
revealed that when organizational communication is flexible
(see fig. 15), crisis analysis tends to be deep (see fig. 19).15
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IF length of service is brief (prolonged), THEN . . .
• status within agency is political appointee (career professional).

IF level/position within agency’s hierarchy is executive (mid/staff),
THEN . . .
• level within interagency is Principals Committee [PC] Deputies

Committee/Interagency Working Group [DC/IWG].

IF bureaucratic experience is extensive (limited), THEN . . .
• individual’s ability to propose innovative solutions is limited

(extensive).

IF individual’s willingness to propose innovative ideas is high (low),
THEN . . .
• agency’s decision-making profile: Department explores innovative

ideas always (rarely).

Figure 21 IF agency’s perceptions regarding own ability to influence NSC are
great (limited), THEN . . .

NSC’s Role in • agency’s perceptions regarding impact of other’s informal access upon
the Policy-Making policy are favorable (unfavorable).
Process • NSC’s role in policy-making process is facilitative (impediment).

IF agency’s perceptions regarding impact of other’s informal access
upon policy are favorable (unfavorable), THEN . . .
• NSC’s role in the policy-making process is facilitative (impediment).

Table 2—(Continuation)

Core Factor IF . . . , THEN . . .

Note: Figure 12, Crisis Definition—Perception of Risk (Conceptualization), reflected no statistically significant
relationships and is not included in this summary table.



Executives characterize their crisis analysis capability as deep
and contend that an individual’s ability to propose innovative
solutions remains extensive (see fig. 19). Policy makers de-
scribed their general problem analysis as deep and reported
that they rarely relied upon others for a majority of their crisis
analysis effort. Political appointees’ lengths of service tend to
be brief, and top-ranking executives serve as members of the
interagency principals committee (PC). Likewise, the second-
or third-ranking individuals serve as members of the deputies
committee (DC), while staff members serve as members of
interagency working groups. It appears that when an individual
is willing to propose innovative ideas, his or her department
explores those innovative ideas. However, it is interesting to
note that those with extensive bureaucratic experience are
least able to propose innovative solutions. This limitation may
emanate from a deep appreciation of interagency inertia, or it
may be that those having extensive experience perceive that
the bureaucracy’s structure limits their ability (not willingness)
to propose innovative solutions. Specifically, career professionals
recognize that political appointees serve in the most influential
executive positions and make decisions for their organization
throughout the interagency process. In this manner, those
with the most extensive experience (career professionals) may
feel that they have the least influence on their agency’s policy-
making approach.

Agency representatives, who characterize their abilities to in-
fluence policy as great, described their planning approach as
“crisis action oriented” and their policy processes as open (see
fig. 17). Such individuals claimed that other’s interagency tactics
tended to be collaborative and that they responded with recipro-
cal collaborative behaviors. The characterization of an agency’s
ability to influence policy as great also held import for percep-
tions of the NSCS’s role in policy making. When an agency mem-
ber perceived that he or she possessed great influence on the
NSCS, the official characterized the influence of other’s informal
access as favorable. These individuals believed the NSCS should
grant access to anyone who—irrespective of governmental or
nongovernmental affiliation—may contribute potential solutions
for the crisis. When they grant such access, agencies assert that
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the NSCS facilitates conflict termination policy development.
Again, these perspectives indicate that open communication re-
mains one vital element to effective policy making.

Together, these findings indicate that the analysis of inter-
agency dynamics remains complex and that interrelated percep-
tions, attitudes, and beliefs shape these dynamics. It appears
that leadership plays a crucial role in developing cooperative or-
ganizational cultures, open communication, and collaborative
interagency behaviors. A relationship also appears to exist be-
tween these positive dimensions of interagency dynamics and
the capacity of individuals to analyze crises deeply and to pro-
pose innovative solutions. Finally, the agencies’ collective pref-
erence for uninhibited NSCS access indicates that decision
makers value open communication as the crucial element in
effective policy making.

Before outlining the emergent themes that help inform the
next phase of analysis, we should consider a few words re-
garding demographic category findings. These findings are clas-
sified according to executive department, one’s level within the
interagency process, and the case referenced. They illuminate
interesting interagency process trends.

Demographic Trends

Differences across the three classifications make apparent
that the most pronounced variation exists across the three lev-
els of actors. Recognition of these differences in this impres-
sionistic yet methodical way provides a logical connection with
this inquiry’s second analytic phase. It creates a link between
the analysis performed throughout this chapter and the forth-
coming qualitative analysis reported in chapters 6–8.

When assessing differences across departments, the greatest
variation existed regarding perceptions of open debate, the use of
criteria to prioritize crises, and who conducts a majority of crisis
analysis.16 In the first instance, the White House/NSC and State
Department contended that open debate decreased as the crisis
progresses, Defense Department asserted that it remained con-
stant, and the CIA felt that open debate increased. This suggests
that debate diminished as policy development and implementa-
tion became routinized as the crisis proceeds from its initial out-
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break to a point wherein decision makers became more focused
on departmental operations and less oriented toward strategic
policy development. This would also account for the increase in
debate by the CIA as its analysts would gather increased
amounts of intelligence and convey that information to its func-
tional agencies. Likewise, the Office of the Director of Central In-
telligence (ODCI) would take on an expanded information dis-
semination role within the NSCS. This issue regarding
information exchange via open debate requires further explo-
ration through the qualitative analysis. Just as interesting is the
dichotomy between State and Defense Departments regard-
ing the use of criteria to prioritize crises.

Although the White House/NSC responses included the range
of options from “does” to “does not” as criteria sets, the White
House/NSC study participants replied that their use of a crite-
ria set “depends” on other factors (e.g., presidential attention
and domestic politics). The Defense Department’s responses also
covered the range but claimed their department tended to use
other criteria (e.g., national interests). The CIA’s participants
also claimed their agency applied specific criteria. In contrast,
the State Department indicated clearly that it did not use crite-
ria to prioritize crises. This difference between the State and De-
fense Departments highlights one critical area in which organi-
zational cultures differ and may be important for agency views
regarding the use of force. It, therefore, demands further explo-
ration through the impending qualitative analysis.

This brings us to the final broad-based difference illuminated
through this analysis: views regarding whether the participants
conducted a majority of the crisis analysis. The interesting as-
pect of this finding is that only State Department officials re-
ported they relied on someone else for a majority of the crisis
analysis fewer than 25 percent of the time. This raises issues re-
lated to interagency communication and information ex-
change—issues the qualitative analysis should explore.

These three differences regarding open debate, criteria sets,
and crisis analysis provide areas for further analysis since
they suggest the existence of an organizational cleavage that
may frustrate interagency dynamics. Divergence in perception
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related to informant levels within the interagency process ac-
companied these departmental differences.

Disparate views exist regarding several dimensions of USG
interagency dynamics, including other’s level of self-interest,
open debate, agency’s experience, department’s political ide-
ology, organizational communication, department’s decision-
making style, nature of the policy process, perceptions of other’s
interagency tactics, and perceptions regarding departmental
influence on the NSCS. While specific summaries of each are
not presented here, there are intriguing similarities in per-
spectives between the principals and deputies. There are also
apparent major differences between these two levels and the
interagency working group.17 These cleavages generate ques-
tions regarding decision makers’ perspectives regarding leader-
ship and decision-making styles, the role of prior experience,
the nature of organizational communication, and perceptions
of other’s interagency behaviors. Most importantly, however,
these differences across interagency actors raise questions
concerning departmental influence on the NSCS. Principals
believe their respective departments exercise great influence,
and deputies perceive departmental influence as predomi-
nantly significant but acknowledge that such influence re-
mains contingent on other factors. In fact, interagency work-
ing group members’ perspectives regarding influence covered
the entire range from great to limited. Together with the issues
identified earlier, this difference emphasizes those at the high-
est level of policy making believe their influence is significant—
these are the political appointees who serve as the interagency
principals and key deputies. Conversely, those who serve at the
lowest level (career bureaucrats, foreign service officers, and
military officials) view their influence as mixed, indicating that
influence remains contingent upon other factors beyond process
structure. This finding demands further exploration, but be-
fore proceeding to the qualitative analysis phase, we will ex-
amine findings in terms of case specificity that illuminate in-
triguing patterns.

Although the number of study participants in each category
remains too dissimilar to make authoritative comparisons at
this juncture, the quantitative data unveiled similarities and
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differences across indicators within the core factors according
to case pairings. Three distinct groupings emerged: the Per-
sian Gulf, the Bosnia crisis, and the interagency experience.

The Persian Gulf and interagency experience groupings
shared similar findings in terms of perceptions of departmental
interaction, open debate, department’s political ideology,
planning focus, and the individual’s ability to propose innova-
tive solutions; the Bosnia case provided less consistency. After
almost 200 hours of interviews, one explanation for this simi-
larity arose from a structural condition. Those involved in the
Persian Gulf process at the interagency working group level
possessed almost 10 years more experience and were posi-
tioned organizationally to develop interagency dynamics in
ways that reflect their earlier experiences. These individuals
were not positioned to exercise this type of influence during
the Bosnia policy process. Hence, officials recreated the orga-
nizational dynamics they experienced during that period.
Moreover, their subordinates now emulated them, a phenom-
enon reflected strongly throughout the interviews. This pairing
could also be explained through an issue related to timing. 

The dimensions of the Bosnia crisis may be dissimilar to the
pairing because the interagency developed policy during a new
administration’s initial weeks when newly appointed decision
makers and other actors had yet to establish efficient working
relations. This precept may be especially valid for departmental
relations and open debate as these dimensions involve commu-
nication patterns. Also, the installation of new actors may ac-
count for perspectives regarding department’s political ideol-
ogy. Specifically, the Clinton administration may have broken
with the Bush administration’s realpolitik perspective early in
its first term but moved toward a more moderate realist ideol-
ogy in its second term. In similar fashion, a learning process
may have exposed the need to plan for a longer vision during
Clinton’s second term. Hence, while the administration’s plan-
ning focus during Bosnia proved one of crisis action response,
second-term Clinton administration decision makers (partici-
pants with interagency experience from 1996–98) reflected a
move toward strategic planning.
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The idea that the ability to generate innovative solutions is be-
coming more limited, according to the interagency experience de-
mographic. This may reflect that principals and deputies became
more comfortable with making decisions—or perhaps they rec-
ognized their role as that of making those decisions. Participants
at lower levels within the decision-making process may have per-
ceived this as an action that limited innovation.

These inferences demand further examination regarding the
role leadership, decision-making style, and prior experience play
in shaping interagency dynamics, as well as the ways in which
these individuals define their roles within the interagency
process. This last finding may account for the transformation of
relations within organizations as depicted by the second classifi-
cation where interagency experience differs from the Persian
Gulf and Bosnia crisis pairing.

The Persian Gulf and Bosnia crisis shared similarities re-
garding organizational communication, department’s internal
decision-making style, and agency’s perceptions regarding
their ability to influence the NSCS. In the first instance, as
noted above, an enhanced comfort level with one’s responsi-
bilities may create an environment wherein some lower-ranking
individuals perceive themselves as less influential. If depart-
mental principals (and deputies) make decisions, this may cre-
ate the perception that organizational communication is less
flexible than in the past. This does not fit with the second find-
ing in this pairing, namely, decision-making style.

The quantitative data reflected that those with interagency
experience classified department’s decision-making style as
participative; yet study participants for the Persian Gulf and
Bosnia crisis characterized their departmental decision-making
styles as including both participative and autocratic dimen-
sions. Finally, those with Persian Gulf and Bosnia crisis expe-
rience perceived their department’s influence on the NSCS as
great, whereas those within the interagency experience group-
ing characterized their influence as great but moving toward
limited. In the signed digraph analysis presented earlier, those
who believe they possess great ability to influence the NSCS
characterized the NSC’s role in policy making as facilitative.
This perspective regarding the NSC’s role highlights the final
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similarity across these cases, illuminating a pairing between
the Bosnia crisis and interagency experience.

The Bosnia crisis and interagency experience cases shared
similarities across one dimension, namely, NSC’s role in the
policy-making process. It follows that the gradual shift in a de-
partment’s ability to influence the NSCS from “great” (Persian
Gulf) to “limited” (interagency experience) would mirror perspec-
tives concerning NSCS procedures, from “facilitative” (Persian
Gulf) to being an “impediment” to policy making (Bosnia crisis
and interagency experience). These findings underscore the ne-
cessity of exploring further the influence of leadership, commu-
nication, and agency roles on the policy process.

Summarizing findings according to demographic classifica-
tion proves helpful at this juncture. Table 3 lists the indicators
identified as the most divergent according to Department,
Level within the Interagency Process, and Historical Case. This
visual comparison also illuminates the indicators identified as
different for two or more cases (e.g., Open Debate [Generally]
and Department’s Political Ideology). Keeping these demo-
graphic patterns in mind will facilitate an understanding of
the qualitative data analysis.

This analysis provides the basis for analyzing the qualitative
data in two ways. First, recognition that the greatest differ-
ences exist across the interagency levels (principal, deputy, or
interagency working group) provides the basis for organizing
the qualitative analysis. Second, the differences related to leader-
ship, agency roles, communication, decision-making styles, use
of criteria to prioritize crises, and influence within the policy-
making process provide a baseline, in conjunction with table
4, for identifying themes during qualitative data coding. With
these points in mind, let us proceed to a brief discussion con-
cerning emergent themes.

Emergent Themes

Given the magnitude of these conclusions, it may prove useful
to summarize those findings that should be explored in future
research (table 4). Noting that the second phase of investigation
relies upon inductive generation of themes from interview data,
recording those themes the quantitative data unveiled provides a
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Table 3
Summary of Findings: Demographic Stratification

Indicator Department Level Case

Open Debate as Crisis Progresses X

Open Debate (Generally) X X

Criteria Set X

Lead Agent (Self) X

Department’s Mission X

Department’s Political Ideology X X X

Majority of Crisis Analysis X

Perceptions of Other’s Self-Interest X

Agency’s Experience X

Organizational Communication X X

Department’s Internal Decision-Making Style X X

Description of Own Policy Process X

Perceptions of Other’s Interagency Tactics X

Department’s Influence on NSC X

Planning Focus X

Individual’s Ability to Propose Innovative Solutions X

NSC’s Role in Policy-Making Process X

Agency’s Perceptions Regarding Own Ability to
Influence NSC X

Departmental Relations at Time of Initial Crisis Definition X



Table 4
Emergent Themes Requiring Further Exploration

Emergent Theme Issue

Perceptions of Risk • In what ways does past experience shape conceptions
of risk for future engagements?

• Does past experience provide a means to evaluate
courses of action as a means to diminish risk?

• How do perceptions of risk shape ideas regarding
penalty for failure as well as organizational communi-
cation?

Intervention Criteria • How do the actors frame national interests? 
• Who defines whether an issue is related to national in-

terests?
• Why do the actors frame criteria sets as metrics for

evaluating operational missions vice principles to guide
policy development?

Information Exchange across
the Interagency

• In what ways does increased perceptions of penalty for
failure lead to rigid communication?

• In what ways does participative decision making make
communication more flexible?

• Why do those with open policy processes believe they
have a great influence on policy development?

• What role does the protection of bureaucratic equities
play in information exchange?

Leadership and Interagency
Dynamics

• What role do leaders play in creating perceptions of
risk for both their organizations and its members?

• What do leaders within hierarchically structured orga-
nizations “do” that makes their people feel as if they
have a high degree of participation in decision making?

• Why do executives, who have the least bureaucratic ex-
perience, believe they conduct deep analyses vis-à-vis
the specialists (i.e., the staff members)?

Perceptions of Other’s Inter-
agency Tactics

• How salient are notions of reciprocity? Do the actors
recognize reciprocal behaviors in the midst of crisis
policy making?

• Do actors see others (or self) as taking active mea-
sures to protect their equities during policy making?

Roles and Missions • What role does the NSC Staff play in shaping the over-
all interagency dynamic?



logical starting point. The analysis generated 14 unanticipated
relationships; these are grouped into six emergent themes. Dis-
cussed later within the context of the qualitative analysis, table
4 provides a snapshot of issues the quantitative analysis raised
but left unresolved. These issues do not present an entirely new
research problem. Quite the opposite, in fact—grounded theory
methodology generates additional questions for exploration
through the remainder of the research. This book does not deal
with these issues in the form of research questions per se;
nonetheless, they provide additional themes to stimulate the up-
coming qualitative data analysis.

Complementary Analyses
This chapter constructed the bridge between the academic

theory of group choice and the researchable practice of real-
world interagency decision making. Employing a twofold strategy
of complementary quantitative and qualitative analyses brings
into focus interagency conflict’s effects on conflict termination
policy development. Quantitative (survey) data tested the orig-
inal assumptions and hypotheses depicted through the six core
factors. In related fashion, the impending qualitative (inter-
view) data analysis provides contextual richness for the corre-
lation coefficients identified as significant within each core fac-
tor. Hence, they simultaneously address the specifics of the
ability of the interagency process to develop conflict termina-
tion policy for the cases under investigation.

The remainder of the book builds upon the interim conclu-
sions presented here by analyzing the interviews conducted
with select government officials (see app. A). Using an induc-
tive coding process to examine qualitative data (creating the
picture from the bottom up rather than overlaying a prestruc-
tured design from the top down), interview analysis revealed
26 interrelated factors.18 This chapter highlighted concerns re-
lated to six of these themes (risk, criteria, information exchange,
leadership, interagency tactics, roles and missions; see table 4)
as issues in need of further exploration through the qualitative
analysis. These themes are classified as ideas dealing with the
ways in which (1) dynamic themes related to policy making
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shape the interagency process dynamics and policy outcomes,
(2) contextual parameters serve as boundaries for the policy
process, and (3) crosscutting effects influence both dynamic
themes and contextual parameters. Together with the survey
results, these themes bring into sharp relief the nature of the
interagency processes employed during the Persian Gulf War
and Bosnia crisis. On the surface, a great deal of interplay
occurs between these two categories throughout the policy-
making process. In-depth analysis revealed that the policy
makers’ experiences confirm overarching (macro) and sup-
porting (micro) themes based upon interrelationships among
the original 26 factors.

In light of the complexity of this approach, there is utility in
modeling these themes to portray their cumulative interrelated
influence. As illustrated in figure 23, this model depicts the
interaction between those factors—Contextual Parameters, Dy-
namic Themes, and Crosscutting Effects—that mold the inter-
agency process during conflict termination policy development.19

The ensuing three chapters deal specifically with one over-
arching (macro) theme, explaining in detail the confluence of
its supporting (micro) themes. Chapter 6 begins to explain this
alternative approach by visualizing the relationships between
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the Dynamic Themes and Contextual Parameters, in concert with
the Crosscutting Effects. As figure 23 indicates, the Dynamic
Themes directly influence the level of interagency conflict during
termination policy development. They are therefore discussed
as the first category of emergent themes (refer to fig. 23’s middle
area). These themes concern the ways in which interagency
dynamics influence interagency conflict in terms of Leader-
ship, Decision Making as Negotiation, and Domestic Politics.
Figure 23 also illustrates that Strategic Vision and Planning
Processes and Institutional Equities influence the Dynamic
Themes relationships that are examined through chapter 7.
Finally, chapter 8 unveils the Crosscutting Effects of Roles and
Missions and Media Influence, discussing the ways in which
these emergent themes influence both Dynamic Themes and
Contextual Parameters. In the end, this influence serves as an-
other factor in generating interagency conflict over termina-
tion policy development.
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16. Although other differences exist, these three present the most inter-
esting findings. Hence, this discussion is limited to these three interdepart-
mental cleavages.

17. For an in-depth discussion, see Rast, “Interagency Conflict and
United States Intervention Policy,” chap. 8.
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18. It is important to note that I stratified the 135 participants according
to agency and then identified 75 individuals for data coding and analysis.
This approach both ensured a representative sample from each agency and
protected the data from any bias that I may have held toward a particular
individual, either positive or negative.

19. My deepest appreciation goes to Tracy Ann Breneman-Penas and
Larissa Fast for their help in developing this innovative framework.
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Chapter 6

Dynamic Themes:
Leadership, Negotiation,

and Domestic Politics

Data analysis across all three levels of the interagency process
led to the discovery of the following three process-related themes:
(1) the role of leadership, (2) decision making by means of a ne-
gotiation process, and (3) the ways in which domestic politics in-
fluence policy outcomes. Policy makers referred most often to the
theme of leadership, an overarching (macro) theme comprised of
three supporting (micro) themes. Reportedly, the most significant
element in terms of shaping policy outcomes, leadership is dis-
cussed first since it emerged as the dominant theme affecting
interagency dynamics within the policy-making process.

Leadership
The most universally consistent comments regarding effec-

tive development of conflict termination policy revolved around
leadership, particularly the president’s ability to lead his prin-
cipals and the nation.1 Recall that quantitative analysis re-
vealed 10 significant statistical correlations across indicators
in the signed digraph model (fig. 24), indicating that the core
factor should be reframed in terms of department’s leadership
style rather than organizational communication. Hence, it is
reassuring that the qualitative analysis likewise indicated that
leadership remains a crucial factor in shaping interagency dy-
namics. In fact, almost half of those interviewed cited a rela-
tionship between leadership and policy development.2

Several noted that the system does not fail to produce sound
policy, but rather, leaders fail the system.3 These officials con-
tended that airing strong opposing views is healthy for the
process, as it dampens the groupthink phenomenon. However,
they likewise noted that leaders must “harness the friction that
may become debilitating” to control the institutional process.4
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One high-level State Department official asserted “it is usually
the fault of leadership, not the process, that impedes policy from
energizing.”5 From the highest levels, leaders must present co-
herent policy visions. Decisiveness generates teamwork, provides
a cohesive perspective to all government agencies regarding the
president’s policy choices, and communicates effectively with the
public to mobilize domestic support for security policy initiatives.
One principal noted, “More than anything else, the lack of a co-
herent policy at the highest level is the problem [in generating in-
teragency conflict]. From the very top, there must be articulated
a vision and a policy. In their absence, these fiefdoms will always
push their agendas (e.g., human rights, energy).”6

The essence of this perspective permeated nearly every con-
versation I had with these experienced policy makers. More than
any other issue, interagency participants agreed that a leader
who effectively communicates a clear policy vision remains the
determining factor in generating collaborative interagency dy-
namics and ensuring policy successes. The words of a National
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Figure 24. Organizational Communication II (Findings)
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Security Council principal echoed this sentiment, “When the sys-
tem has to push the president, it does not work—the president
must lead the NSC.”7 Clearly visible leadership, then, can move
the bureaucracy in a focused direction. The absence of such a
leader allows interagency conflict to fragment the policy process
as personalities overwhelm the policy-making structure. Conse-
quently, although not explored via the quantitative analysis, a
majority of the participants identified personality as an element
that proved central to the development and character of inter-
agency dynamics. The salience of personality’s relationship to
leadership triggered its classification as leadership’s first sup-
porting (micro) theme.

Personality

Study participants followed their comments concerning
leadership with ideas regarding the role personality plays in de-
veloping interagency dynamics. Again, while thoughts surround-
ing these two themes proved diverse, these professionals agreed
that the policy-making system is personality-driven, especially at
the upper levels. Accordingly, the system’s success extends from
the president’s personality; hence, its direct linkage to leader-
ship. One Defense Department official noted, “Every president
stamps his identity in some way on the administration. How pol-
icy is formed is largely reflective of the character of the president.
If [the president is] disengaged . . . the opportunities for power
centers to form is [sic] there. If they have an ideological bent, it
comes through.”8 Once the president establishes the tone for in-
teragency relations, the department principals’ personalities de-
fine each agency’s internal and external operational boundaries.

Separating “leadership qualities” from “personality charac-
teristics” is a difficult task, one beyond the scope of this book.
The important factor for this analysis is that interagency offi-
cials perceive that the two remain linked. Thus, in the same
vein as leadership, personalities shape the nature of the inter-
agency process and are, therefore, at least partially respon-
sible for the substantive outcome of the policy process. This
perspective materialized as markedly salient for those in the
White House and National Security Council Staff where four
out of five people referenced personality as a factor in shaping
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interagency dynamics, compared with only half of the State
Department, Defense Department, and CIA officials. Together,
these officials insist the president’s and principals’ (namely,
the vice president and secretaries of state and defense) per-
sonalities shape the institutional process in distinct ways.
Crucial issues related to this personality dynamic encom-
passed the “strength of the principal” and the “ego factor.”

Repeatedly, and across all agencies, the “strength of the prin-
cipal” emerged as an element dominating interagency dynamics
and subsequent policy development. Multifaceted elements,
decision-making style, and ego appeared as the most consis-
tently referenced characteristics related to perceptions of a prin-
cipal’s strength within the interagency environment. Decision-
making style becomes a factor in the perceived strength of a
principal as subordinates observe interactions with others both
inside the agency and across the government. When interagency
actors identify a particular principal as a strong player at the
highest level, subordinates at the deputies and interagency
working group levels feel empowered to push their positions at
their respective levels. Such behaviors increase interagency
conflict as people become more entrenched in their own posi-
tions, communicating that they remain unwilling to “listen” to
alternatives. Because “procedures are personality driven,”
people enter the policy-making process at lower levels with the
attitude that “if I’ve got the influence, then I’m going to overrule
you, particularly if my principal is stronger than yours.” Indi-
viduals from both State and Defense Departments described
this phenomenon, noting that the strength of the secretaries of
state and defense accounted for much of the interagency dy-
namic and process output. In fact, references to William Perry
serving as the “de facto secretary of state” proved widespread,
as did comments regarding the nature of the relationships be-
tween Henry Kissinger and William Rogers, Caspar Weinberger
and George Schultz, and Madeleine Albright and William Cohen.
In each pairing, study participants claimed that personality
tended to drive the policy-making process. According to a Na-
tional Security Council member, the strength of these personal-
ities becomes especially important during periods of transition
where “patterns are established based either upon personalities
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or the entropy of the bureaucratic organization of the people
who try to keep the train running.”9 An element related to this
perception regarding a principal’s strength is his or her ego.

As with most personality dimensions, the nature of one’s ego
(i.e., one’s desire to enhance personal power and prestige) can
engender both positive and negative implications for interagency
dynamics. On the positive side, an actor’s desire to satiate his or
her ego may impel an individual to act. However, acting before
conducting comprehensive analyses can be (and usually is)
detrimental to policy development and its implementation. More
often than not, this seems to be the effect of personal ego im-
pinging on the policy process. One informant asserted, “So much
of the interagency process is done so that ‘I’ will be successful—
not so much that we’ll achieve broader goals. . . . It’s not only the
big names, but it’s the little names . . . and their efficiency re-
ports. I see policy as being driven by personal career goals—a lot
of their inclination is driven by that.”10

Others supported this view, relating the nature of ego to com-
petitive behaviors by noting that “institutions are not competi-
tive, personalities are.” The effects of these competitive personali-
ties most often manifest in interagency meetings wherein actors
vie for the president’s or APNSA’s (i.e., the president’s national
security adviser) ear. Study participants referred often to this
phenomenon. One senior government official remarked that he
never realized the prominence of this “macho ego” factor until he
experienced it throughout the interagency process. It has been
his observation that even in meetings on national policy, egos
play an important role as people “role-play” for the president’s at-
tention saying, “I’m tougher Mr. President, watch me. . . . I need
to be heard.”11 This competition closes interagency communica-
tion channels and stymies innovative thinking as egos over-
whelm reason during crisis analysis, thereby biasing the shape
of proposed courses of action (COA) during planning. The nega-
tive effects of this dynamic become acute during crises. One
high-ranking State Department official noted, “The interagency
process is truncated during crises—influence depends on the
personality and power of the secretary and a couple of other
people at the senior levels.”12
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This truncation holds implications for emergent conflict ter-
mination policy in terms of crisis analysis and option genera-
tion. Moreover, findings presented in chapter 5 raised the issue
that internal departmental leadership should be explored in
terms of its relationship to crisis analysis and innovative solu-
tion generation. Indeed, this qualitative finding reinforces this
proposition. Given the salience of personality, it is worthwhile to
report the ways in which these individuals framed the connec-
tion between leaders’ personalities and the development of or-
ganizational culture.

Organizational Culture
Seven of 10 study participants identified organizational cul-

ture as a crucial element in the development of interagency
dynamics. Policy officials disclosed that perceptions of their
own agency and their perceptions of others served as a signifi-
cant factor in their inability to understand one another, a fac-
tor explored further in the forthcoming discussion of “core
competencies.” Recall that the signed digraph model labeled
Organizational Communication (refer to fig. 24) tested relations
between many dimensions of organizational culture, including
ideology, leadership and decision-making styles, penalty for
failure, organizational structure, interagency behavior, and
patterns of organizational communication, concluding these
elements of organizational culture should be explored in terms
of the role leadership plays in developing each indicator.13 Or-
ganizational culture affects interagency dynamics in the fol-
lowing three pronounced ways: (1) establishes the organiza-
tional climate, including decision-making styles, (2) shapes
communication patterns, and (3) influences innovative think-
ing. Together, these three factors inform perceptions of one’s
own agency as well as others.

A leader’s personality shapes an organization’s climate be-
cause “the personality of leadership drives the agenda for the
organization.”14 This agenda included identifying and prioritizing
issues as well as setting parameters for the nature of relation-
ships within one’s own agency and the agency’s interrelation-
ships with others. Concerning issues, the cliché “my boss’s
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priorities are my priorities” is particularly fitting within govern-
ment agencies wherein promoting “institutionally shared im-
ages” becomes an important metric for determining an indi-
vidual’s career success. The connection here is that an
interagency actor often will seize upon his or her principal’s pri-
orities regarding the importance of particular issues even when
this individual knows that his or her interagency counterpart
does not share that perspective and is unlikely to yield. For ex-
ample, it is customary for interagency actors to come into con-
flict regarding the use of military force to assist in nation build-
ing or humanitarian relief operations. Because an individual
must represent the principal’s views as if they were his or her
own, differences on substantive issues create interpersonal con-
flict, the subsequent tension is then transformed into intera-
gency conflict on a broader scale. This type of polarized dynamic
relates to another major component of shared images—the be-
liefs one agency holds about other government agencies.

While diverse views exist regarding the organizational cul-
tures of all agencies across government, the most pronounced
differences permeate relations between the Departments of
State and Defense. Officials consistently described “State’s
view of Defense” and “Defense’s view of State,” yet not one of
these study participants shared a perspective contrary to the
shared image he or she described. In this manner, State re-
portedly believes Defense “has all the toys” (i.e., resources) but
does not want to “use” them. Similarly, Defense sees State’s
primary aim (and the NSC Staff’s to a lesser degree) as putting
troops in harm’s way for issues that are not within the coun-
try’s “vital national interests.” Shared across all three levels of
the interagency process, these perceptions create an inter-
agency climate wherein decision makers—especially at the
lower levels—recognize only confirming evidence of these
stereotypes while failing to acknowledge disconfirming infor-
mation (i.e., they are acting to minimize their individual “cog-
nitive dissonance”). Over time, these stereotypes bolster self-
perpetuating cycles of interagency conflict within the
interagency process. Officials respond with reciprocal behav-
iors, increasing tension across the policy-making process
while simultaneously proving unable to distinguish behaviors
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designed to decrease interagency conflict intensity. This propa-
gates each agency’s skewed ideas regarding others taking active
measures to protect their respective institutional equities (i.e.,
as any asset that adds value to or is the defining characteristic
of an agency, one that becomes a substantive input into the
policy process) during crisis policy making.15 Although not the
only factor in establishing decision-making style, these percep-
tions play significant roles in framing decision-making dynamics
as these polarized perspectives help to generate “bureaucratic
turf battles” at all levels of the interagency process.

Most pronounced at the interagency working group (IWG)
level, turf battles occur because individuals prove unwilling to
challenge publicly their principal’s stated positions. Absent a
clearly articulated presidential position that is echoed by the
principals, stereotypical beliefs about one’s own agency and oth-
ers create situations wherein standard operating procedures and
dogmatic application of institutional perspectives negate officials’
abilities to secure consensual decisions at lower levels. An addi-
tional difference in organizational culture related to decision-
making styles exacerbates the following phenomenon: Individu-
als within the State Department tend to behave as consensus
builders; conversely, Defense Department officials tend to be-
have as decision takers.

Policy makers repeatedly described this difference between
consensus builders and decision takers, insisting that such a
difference in decision-making style can paralyze the policy
process. One National Security Council official stated his experi-
ence underscores the idea that “decision making by consensus
is used by departments to avoid taking decisions [and] account-
ability.”16 In speaking on the Bosnia policy process, another
high-ranking official noted, “Bosnia has a consensus-driven sys-
tem starting from the top. This makes it easy to be obstruc-
tionist and encourages hedgehog behaviors. A consensus ap-
proach tends to drive people toward the bureaucratic behaviors
. . . it encourages turf battles.”17

This continual drive for consensus manifests itself in tangible
ways as Defense officials attend interagency meetings to “take
decisions” on issues. After numerous interactions, Defense De-
partment representatives within a consensus-oriented adminis-
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tration become increasingly frustrated as they “spend an entire
meeting watching people dance with each other” when the
Defense representative wants an explicit decision, observing,
“When they start dancing again, that creates conflict.”18 An over-
whelming emphasis on generating consensus around a policy
creates interagency conflict as those who must develop the
strategy’s tangible facets to implement the policy feel Washington
officials waste crucial time creating a sense of buy-in at the ex-
pense of determining operational and tactical details. While the
effects of an overemphasis on a consensus-oriented policy
process can generate interagency conflict, the same can be said
of an autocratic decision-taking style.

The influence of personality again comes to the fore as deci-
sions made in spite of bureaucratic turf battles or a zealous drive
for consensus usually result from pre-existing personal relation-
ships among individual members of the interagency process.
Some of these decisions are taken through a governmental ad
hoc body known as the “Kitchen Cabinet,” a group mobilized
when the president (or principals within their own agencies) sur-
rounds himself with a few trusted advisors. The president (or
principal) selects these advisors based upon interpersonal chem-
istry—their personalities and established personal relationships.
During times of crisis policy development, “increased pressure
leads to the increased likelihood to circumvent the ordinary
decision-making machine and use the ‘Kitchen Cabinet.’ ” A
State Department official noted that this tendency for a principal
to sit down with a limited group of hand-picked people from his
or her own bureaucracy creates conflict. This approach disen-
franchises people from both policy development and its subse-
quent implementation while perpetuating the conditions for con-
tinued conflict during future interagency engagements.19 The
preceding quantitative analysis that indicated departments with
less participative leaders correlated with higher perceptions of
penalty for failure that, in turn, related to competitive inter-
agency behaviors (see fig. 24) reinforces this finding. The pat-
terns of communication principals establish for their organiza-
tions further inflame these conditions.

Leadership plays a crucial role in developing the parameters
for communication, a critical component in establishing the
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“rules of the game” for interagency conduct.20 The interviews
revealed three additional elements related to communication
patterns not captured in the original signed digraph model.
These three components regard (1) the structure of communica-
tion patterns, (2) information exchange, and (3) the nature of
the interagency debate. An argument can be made that the first
necessarily influences the other two; therefore, let us begin this
discussion with the structure of communication patterns.

Communication Patterns
Perceptions regarding the structure of communication pat-

terns within agencies remained mixed. Several portrayed infor-
mation exchange as “linear and closed”; others characterized it
as “recursive and open.” Officials from both departments of
State and Defense observed that patterns tend to change over
the life cycle of a crisis, becoming more structured over time as
formalized, issue-specific chains of command (within both de-
partments) are clarified. Overall, however, the study participants
agreed that communications across the government remain too
compartmentalized. This compartmentalization results from the
absence of interoperability (i.e., the ability of different agencies to
work together seamlessly, based on either human or technologi-
cal incompatibilities) or dilemmas exacerbated by dissimilar or-
ganizational cultures.21

In the first instance, interoperability challenges emanate from
physical and technological disjunctures. With the exception of
the Secure Video Teleconferencing System (SVTC), no method
exists for multiple decision makers to exchange and discuss
sensitive or classified information, save a face-to-face meeting
within one room. Obviously, the logistical demands inherent to
this approach become debilitating over time as the number of
meetings expands to consume the decision-maker’s calendar.22

This said, no governmentwide interconnected classified com-
puter system (or unclassified for that matter) exists, nor has
there ever been one to this point. Complicating information ex-
change is the reality that many government officials do not want
to record their views because such records are subject to pub-
lic release via the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). Records
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create an accountability issue, and, according to one high-level
official, most interagency actors do not want to be held to that
standard. An intangible interoperability issue compounds this
challenge as diverse organizational cultures operate using dif-
ferent languages—these vocabularies and their meanings are
not always congruent across interagency domains.

Highlighted in the discussion regarding perceptions across de-
partments, the State Department’s and NSC Staff’s organiza-
tional cultures strive to sustain an interagency environment that
enables these agencies to “keep all of their options open.” Con-
sequently, these agencies avoid specificity when framing their
proposals. In the words of a high-ranking Defense Department
official, “this is an anathema” to military officials. At the same
time, State Department officials tire of the Defense Department’s
unyielding demand for clarity and precision, particularly regard-
ing definition of the desired end state. Defense’s expectations are
reinforced through joint doctrine and training—State Depart-
ment possesses no such doctrinal structures. Consequently,
State Department officials interpret such demands as an ex-
cuse for Defense to “do nothing.” These types of cleavages en-
courage departments to “hand off” the problem to others as they
adopt a more passive approach to policy formulation and infor-
mation exchange. Hence, State Department’s and the NSC Staff’s
implicit demand for ambiguity and flexibility clashes with De-
fense’s explicit drive for clarity and precision. Taken together, the
data supported the quantitative finding that when Departmental
Relations at Time of Initial Crisis Definition are perceived as “hos-
tile,” Agency’s Perceptions of Other’s Conflict Orientation tended
to be “competitive.” In other words, if the departments interrelate
within an environment characterized by an inability to discuss a
particular crisis due to organizational cleavages, then they will
behave competitively toward one another from the outset. In re-
lated fashion, these perceived competitive behaviors are associ-
ated normally with “high” Perceptions of Other’s Level of Self-
Interest. These differences go well beyond mere words. They often
induce detrimental effects for interagency dynamics, especially
when related to information exchange. The lack of effective in-
formation exchange can produce serious consequences for inter-
agency dynamics and the policy outcome of that process.
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Policy officials universally agree on the one issue that “infor-
mation is power.” While most asserted that people did not with-
hold information in times of crises or the development of “high
policy” (i.e., national security or national defense), a few respon-
dents cited instances wherein individuals controlled information
flow to manipulate policy outcomes. Officials use information to
shape the policy process and to provide their respective princi-
pals a competitive advantage within the interagency arena as
they attempted to protect their respective bureaucratic equities.
Controlling information exchange is only one issue related to
communication patterns; the nature of the exchange presents
another dilemma.

Two factors shape the nature of interagency exchange: the
number of actors within the process and the actors’ most salient
objectives during the communication process. In the first in-
stance, several study participants noted, “as the importance of
the issue increases, the importance of avoiding leaks increases—
the more important the issue, the more likely the experts will be
excluded.” While there may be no deliberate plan to exclude
experts, their detachment results from decision makers’ efforts
to “know who knows.” Policy makers endeavor to avoid infor-
mation leaks due to the information’s sensitivity.23 Habitually,
then, expertise is traded to maintain secrecy—a practice that
again foreshadows grave implications for crisis analysis and op-
tion generation. Discussed earlier, the Kitchen Cabinet’s negative
consequences reemerge as important in shaping information ex-
change. Further, the actors themselves possess personal objec-
tives for their participation in information exchange sessions.
While some hope to enhance their (and other’s) understanding of
the issue, when parochial interests intrude, actors create inter-
agency conflict by not listening to others involved in the process.
One individual involved at the IWG level captured this problem
succinctly: “There’s very little discussion among people—they
come to the table with a set of views that are ‘deployed’ but not
discussed. There is relatively little give-and-take and no debate.
Debate goes on within an agency . . . but bureaucracies come to-
gether with separate bottles—each has its own container and [it]
is not shared around.”24
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A principal reinforced this observation by saying that a lack
of communication at all levels generates interagency conflict.
He went further to say that conflict is exacerbated by the “per-
ceived proprietary interest” in a genuine policy that makes a
group of policy makers believe that “one agency considers that
it has either the primary or sole responsibility for carrying out
a given piece [yet] others feel they should have a role—this cre-
ates tension; or, one agency or small group’s feeling that a par-
ticular party is competent and information is dispensed on a
“need to know basis.” For example, I was trying to work my
way into [the CIA] and was told ‘we can’t release anything to
you, but the DCI is communicating with the secretary of state
directly’—it did not happen.”25 These elements related to infor-
mation exchange help mold the third aspect of communica-
tion, the nature of the interagency debate surrounding crises.
The level and nature of the interagency debate depends upon
the issues, the personalities involved in the exchange, and
timing in terms of the impending crisis’s nature. Additionally,
debate tends to be more open at the higher levels and less so
at the lower levels. Invoking an almost universally understood
metaphor, one NSC principal asserted that the interagency’s
IWG-level process should indeed resemble a “food fight” as
these people are charged to protect their agency’s respective
equities. This official maintained that only decision makers at
the deputies’ committee and principals’ committee levels are
authorized to “negotiate away” such equities. Further, another
official asserted, “high open debate [exists] horizontally at the
highest levels, but not necessarily vertically.”26

An NSC Staff member aptly described the generic nature of
interagency crisis debate:

What tends to happen is that when the crisis erupts, you’ve got to sort
out what’s going on. Inherently, there’s a lot of debate on what the crisis
is, what’s important to us, [and] how it will evolve. There’s a sphere of de-
bate on the nature of the crisis and then debate on what’s going on re-
sumes at a lower level. Immediately, after you sort out “what’s the situa-
tion?” [and] then decide how to respond, there’s a high level [of debate
regarding] interests, level of response, [and] options for responding. Then,
in course of discussion, you merge toward consensus. The situation
peaks, then you determine what the response should be.27
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While this perspective logically describes issue-related factors,
it does not account for the other two conditions governing the
debate—personalities and timing—conditions that can promote
or stifle debate.

Debate surrounding policy options tends to increase under
four circumstances: (1) when no consensus on crisis definition
or policy options has been achieved, (2) when individuals are
unhappy with the initial decisions, (3) when principled differ-
ences of opinion exist regarding capabilities, and (4) when cri-
sis parameters evolve or change abruptly. With the exception of
the third element, the study participants offered little in the
way of a constructive rationale for debate to increase based
upon principled differences. Instead, their experiences sub-
stantiated ideas regarding strong personalities and the need for
individuals to satisfy their egos (discussed earlier). Personali-
ties, then, can increase the debate within the interagency forum.
Combined with interpersonal relations, personality factors seem
to decrease debate.

Debate tends to decrease under four conditions: (1) when
time pressures demand immediate action, (2) when things are
going well and there is agreement across the interagency, (3)
when key decisions have already been made, and (4) when the
principal takes a position and makes that position public. One
can recognize the dampening affect that the first three condi-
tions would have on open debate because of the environment
within which policy decisions are made. The rationale for this
last condition relates directly to the earlier discussion of per-
sonalities, personal relationships, and shared images in terms
of the risk associated with putting forth a perspective contrary
to the principal’s stated position.

Together, these three elements—the structure of communica-
tion patterns, information exchange, and the nature of the in-
teragency debate—serve as indicators of an organization’s inter-
nal culture. These elements help us understand a particular
communication pattern’s influence on an individual’s willing-
ness to promote innovative thinking.

Bear in mind that the quantitative analysis produced no sig-
nificant relationship between an individual’s ability to propose
innovative solutions and individual’s willingness to propose
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innovative ideas.28 It is important to bring this relationship into
focus as the evidence sheds new light on this disjuncture. While
officials conveyed they felt able to propose innovative solutions
for crises, they maintained that other factors limited their
agency’s exploration of these ideas. The most salient inhibitor
seemed to be the “inertia of the bureaucratic process” that is tied
to prior experience. Put succinctly, if an agency’s prior experience
with a situation has prompted it to develop contingency plans to
deal with future occurrences or even a “folk memory” of what
worked and did not work the “last time,” then opportunities to
think innovatively about new situations diminish. This is known
across government as the “plan in the can” phenomenon. De-
fense Department officials stated there is a genuine recognition
of openness to ideas but also acknowledged that senior members
of the Joint Staff act as filters based upon their personal experi-
ences and desires, often dismissing ideas more junior officials
would classify as innovative. From the perspective of a Defense
Department IWG-level interagency participant, “The department
isn’t really interested in innovation or creative ways . . . this is a
result of our organizational culture.”29 This ability to recall prior
experience is linked to two additional conditions that impinge on
innovative thinking—the pressure of other business and the de-
sire to pronounce options consistent with an agency’s respective
shared images.

It is common for government officials (those at the levels in-
terviewed for this study) to work an average of 14 to 16 hours
a day, five to six days every week. These “noncrisis” time de-
mands prove astonishing. During periods of acute crisis, the
workday elongates significantly. Within this time-constrained
environment, it becomes extremely difficult to reach consen-
sus on issues toward achieving “closure.” A Defense Depart-
ment official characterized this by saying, “Up to a certain
point you can discuss anything, but on the big issues you can
only throw the bomb in the organization once or do it all the
time and no one listens. People are not morally afraid; there
just is a certain imperative. . . . People can talk out-of-the-box,
but not get out-of-the-box.”30

The daily pressures of doing business coupled with the de-
sire to remain active in the policy process limit willingness to
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propose solutions that move beyond the agency’s (or intera-
gency’s) shared prior experience. This prior experience shapes
the images of an organization’s current sense of purpose and
produces constraints on conceptualizing new approaches to deal
with complex crises. A senior State Department official charac-
terized this by saying, “For everyone who wishes to walk through
the gates of the future, the path is blocked by 10,000 guardians
of the past.”31 Finally, it is important to recognize that these
study participants perceived that organizational culture and
training biases affected their ability to think innovatively during
conflict termination policy development.

This discussion addressed the organizational culture issue
previously in terms of one’s desire to be seen as a team player
by continuing to share (and promote) the images of the princi-
pal and his or her organization. Consequently, officials believe
this factor stifles creativity at the lower levels and influences
the nature of communications between deputies and principals.
One State Department official characterized the dynamic this
way: “As the stakes get higher, as people have committed their
resources, energy, and prestige, etc., receptivity to out-of-the-
box thinking declines and the willingness of intermediate su-
pervisors to up-channel is limited. The internal debate gets
limited too.”32

Similarly, a Defense Department official noted, “Proposing
innovative solutions makes it harder to get consensus. The
thought process is, ‘If it’s outside, there’s a hidden agenda . . .
what’s he trying to slip by me?’ That’s the psychology of the
interagency.”33 In the experience of one State Department offi-
cial, an environment wherein some principals believe per-
formance “should be judged on how well we made the case and
carried out what you intended to do”34 reinforces this per-
spective. Because of the dilemma created by shared images,
individuals are not willing to promote options to higher levels
that have the potential to be seen as “flaky” even though they
believe such options warrant further exploration. A State De-
partment official claimed this dynamic limits receptivity to
out-of-the-box thinking.

In the final analysis, State Department officials agreed with
outsiders who characterized their agency as a “process oriented”
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organization, one whose organizational culture conflicts with the
Defense Department’s self-reported “results oriented” perspec-
tive. Comments within the State Department (and NSC) reflected
a relatively greater receptivity to innovative thinking. Conversely,
those from the Defense Department (and CIA) highlighted the
“what has worked in the past” mentality, an attitude reinforced
by training and one that limits both willingness and ability to
think innovatively during periods of intense crisis policy making.
A senior Defense Department official conveyed an interesting
perspective, asserting that military members at the operational
level (i.e., theater level) are not trained to think through all the
steps beyond war fighting because this is not “their role.” Rather,
this individual stressed that the State Department and the NSC
should be considering the postconflict environment and that the
“key is for all the principals to have the perspective across the
board and to understand the whole issue.”35 This official, how-
ever, offered no insight regarding the ways in which the State De-
partment and the NSC would communicate postwar objectives
to the operational level commander to enable the commander to
execute operational courses of action toward achieving—or, at
least, establishing the conditions to achieve—those postwar ob-
jectives. More importantly, this mentality again reflects the se-
quential thinking that governs intervention strategy: the Defense
Department, somewhat in isolation from other executive agen-
cies, strives to achieve its military objectives and then hands off
the situation to the State Department and the NSC.

The foregoing discussion highlighted the ways in which di-
vergent organizational cultures affect decision-making styles,
communication, debate, information exchange, and innovative
thinking.36 Reinforced by self-perpetuated stereotypes, this or-
ganizational cleavage remains pronounced between the Depart-
ments of State and Defense. In the face of such disjunctures,
policy is made in spite of the system designed to produce
policy outcomes. As a rule, this policy output results from pre-
established personal relationships and networks. Therefore,
“personal relations and networking” are discussed here together
as the final micro theme relating leadership to the interagency
dynamics that shape the substance of policy outcomes.
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Personal Relations and Networking
Chemistry between personalities enables policy makers to

engage in personal relationships that significantly affect inter-
agency dynamics. While the preceding discussion of personali-
ties primarily reflected the adverse consequences individual
personalities bring into being, those personal relationships
people develop both within and across agency boundaries in-
fluence interagency dynamics in constructive ways.37 Positive
and respectful interpersonal relations shape collaborative inter-
agency behaviors. At the same time, however, a few officials
emphasized that principals could (and do) sideline individuals
in terms of “playing the game” if they are not trusted or if the
principal prefers one individual to another based upon a pre-
existing personal relationship. The evidence also revealed a ten-
dency to push issues up the policy-making chain if individuals
do not like one another at lower levels. These behaviors emerged
as the few negative effects personal relationships can have on
interagency dynamics. For the most part, experienced inter-
agency officials insisted personal relations shape interagency
dynamics in positive, effective ways.

More than a third of those interviewed lauded the benefits of
personal relationships, noting that “relations between principals
make development of foreign policy doable.”38 In fact, these offi-
cials universally agreed that personal relationships develop the
positive interagency dynamic that makes the system work. One
policy maker characterized the utility of interpersonal relations
in this manner: “If the personal relationship goes away, the lines
of communication are cut off . . . the system breaks down. If it’s
not there, integration occurs only because people want it to—if
they don’t like it, they close it down.”39 Although the drawbacks
of Kitchen Cabinet approaches have been presented, it is impor-
tant to acknowledge that many study participants viewed this
approach as also producing useful results.

The efficacy of the Kitchen Cabinet approach to policy mak-
ing becomes evident as the president and principals surround
themselves with small groups of advisers with whom they feel
personally connected. One senior Defense Department official
remarked, “Relationships determine who gets included in these
things.”40 A State Department official echoed this sentiment,
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stating “if people are known by decision makers and considered
important, they will be in the loop whether the normal hierarchy
and communication patterns would include them or not.”41 A
DC-level participant contended these individuals operate first
“from a personal relationship platform to each other,” relation-
ships forged in prior experience—not through the current inter-
agency exchange.42 The general perspective, as characterized
by one Defense official, is that “you don’t develop relationships
in a crisis.”43

Perhaps the most important aspect of personal relationships
and networking is the recognition that breakthroughs in policy
development emerge from pre-existing personal relationships
that enable policy makers to set aside their competing institu-
tional interests and interact with one another on a private level.
As one convincing example, an NSC official pointed out that dur-
ing the last two years of the Reagan administration, the “haircut
group” developed policy for relations with China. A group of close
friends across government who were both interested and knowl-
edgeable regarding China policy met during periods blocked on
their calendars as “haircut.” It is intriguing that these policy
makers felt they needed to “work around” the formal policy
process. This alternative practice grew from pre-existing per-
sonal relations these individuals shared. The practice exemplifies
that personal relationships and networking play a crucial role in
policy development, even going so far as to serve as a substitute
for an officially structured, USG-sanctioned process. 

The patterns described above illustrate the powerful influence
personal relationships and networking have in creating a positive
interagency dynamic designed to overcome those competitive
interagency behaviors that hamper policy making. In this vein,
the influence of pre-existing personal relationships cannot be
overemphasized and must be considered in any analysis regard-
ing the national security policy-making process.

The foregoing discussion illustrated that leadership remains
the most influential element in the policy-making process, one
that affects interagency dynamics at all levels (i.e., IWG, DC,
and PC). Not only is a clearly articulated top-down vision re-
quired, but leaders must also remain cognizant of the ways in
which their actions as principals (and “bosses”) create, exacer-
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bate, or diminish interagency conflict. As leaders interact with
actors across the interagency process, their personalities
shape organizational cultures—including perceptions of risk
for the individual if he or she deviates from the agency’s
shared images or the principal’s stated policy position. Fur-
ther, these leaders rely upon personal relationships and net-
working to develop national security policy. The case analyses
concerning the Persian Gulf and Bosnia (forthcoming chap. 9)
bolster this idea. 

With an understanding of the study participants’ perspectives
concerning the role leadership plays in shaping interagency dy-
namics, let us move on to the second macro theme associated
with process’ influence on substance, that of “decision making as
a process of negotiation.” According to the policy makers inter-
viewed for this study, personal relationships also play a crucial
role in developing this interagency negotiating process. 

Decision Making as Negotiation
Decision making by negotiation shapes policy choices with-

in a bureaucratic environment.44 Two micro themes emerged
regarding the relationship between decision making and nego-
tiation: The first relates to the interagency process in terms of
access and privilege and results from pre-existing personal
relationships; the second concerns the nature of the policy
outcome.

Access and Privilege

Figure 21 (refer to p. 146) reminds us that the evidence failed
to support a statistically significant relationship between the
indicator relating Agency’s Perceptions Regarding Other’s Fa-
voritism in Access and the core factor characterizing percep-
tions of the NSC’s Role in Policy-making Process. 

Privileged access to officials within the NSC System is an ac-
cepted practice, with departments of State and Defense
spokespersons most often being the privileged actors. Many
study participants noted that such access is necessary to en-
sure the policy-making process is as inclusive as possible in
light of operational security concerns (e.g., troop protection or
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intelligence source protection). In fact, of the 21 participants
who discussed privileged access, only two (one each from State
and Defense) felt such informal contact with the NSC could
pose detrimental consequences for policy making, as it pro-
vided an opportunity for one agency to shape the NSC’s per-
spective before any other. Government officials perceived that
this privileged access favorably influenced policy development.
One high-level official captured his perspective by saying, “Be-
cause it’s from those informal contacts that you’re most likely
to get innovative ideas and out-of-the-box thinking—[people
are] less likely to be competitive in a crisis if [they] know each
other.”45 Another informant described this privileged access as
having favorable effects on policy development because “what
the NSC does is receive and transmit information. They condi-
tion the activities of the interagency.”46 It is important to note,
however, that these study participants distinguished access
from influence.

Access does not equate necessarily to an ability to shape the
perspective of the NSC.47 Repeatedly, officials noted that while
privileged access allows many individuals the opportunity to
shape policy, personal relationships provide some individuals
with greater capacity to influence policy. One high-ranking
State Department official described it in this manner: “I think
they all have access but that’s separate from influence. Some
are privileged in their influence depending on the APNSA.”48 An
NSC principal echoed this perspective, noting that personality
and relational dimensions permit access as well, and saying,
“Because these folks [NSC Staff members] come from different
departments, [they] have informal contacts.”49 The influence of
personality and personal relationships again comes to the fore
in terms of enabling select individuals to access and to influence
the policy-making process. 

Since some are able to influence the substance of policy be-
cause of their entrée into the process, another facet of net-
working emerges as personalities and personal relationships—
not organizational structures—create opportunities to influence
policy outcomes. The recognition and acceptance of this idea
is what leads those with an open policy process to believe they
influence policy development in fundamental ways (i.e., have
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great influence). After all, irrespective of the policy process’s
nature (i.e., open or closed), personal relationships, not the
nature of the process itself, serve as prerequisites affecting
one’s ability to influence both the policy process and policy
outcomes. The findings enhance the quantitative findings pre-
sented in figure 25. These personal relationships lead directly
to a discussion of the second micro theme concerning negotia-
tion, the policy outcome.

Policy Outcome

In analyzing interviews regarding the policy outcome result-
ing from the interagency negotiating process, an unambiguous
theme emerged: The interagency process is a negotiating process
wherein decision makers compromise to reach consensus re-
garding a middle-ground option. This decision-making process
takes longer, delays actions, and dilutes policy outcomes,
often producing a “least common denominator” course of action.
Added to this, each interagency actor enters the negotiation
with clearly defined boundaries—boundaries the individual is
not authorized (and perhaps remains unwilling) to cross. One
principal characterized the process in this manner:

You get a much more muddled set of choices via negotiation that may
contain inherent contradictions. It’s a bit like [the] Congress and the
War Powers Act—it tries to staple two houses of [the] Congress to-
gether. The problem with negotiated positions equates to a significant
risk of the camel as a product of committee: You may not want a camel
with two humps, may not want any humps at all. You may produce a
policy position that is less clear-cut, has inherent contradictions—like
stepping on the accelerator and brake at the same time. It may be un-
suited to the problem [as] other agendas are pursued with less focus
on the problem at hand. While negotiation generates increased unity
on the US side, it may come at the price of a policy position that is not
well targeted, and one with extra baggage.50

This passage summarizes the essence of decision making by
means of negotiation. It also highlights another theme regard-
ing this decision-making process by claiming that negotiation
increases unity on the US side. While study participants ac-
knowledged that this negotiation process has a tendency to
produce incrementally derived suboptimal outcomes, they si-
multaneously asserted that decision making through negotia-
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tion is required if the government hopes to achieve buy-in re-
garding policy implementation. One principal declared that
“officials make consistently suboptimal decisions that get us
where we want to go—we bend, but do not fracture.”51 These
officials unanimously contend that this approach does not
conform to the tenets of rational choice theory and its rational
actor model of decision making.

A State Department official remarked that policy making is
“all about negotiation—that’s the way policy is made.”52 The
individual went on to say that “rational actor models assume
an understanding of what’s ‘actually’ in the national interest. If
using it descriptively, it’s a tautology. It presumes one can tell
what’s in the national interest—12 others outside the govern-
ment have other versions not in the national interest. I do not
think anybody knew or has a way to figure out what’s in the
national interest. There is a presumption of a “clear” thing in
the national interest. So the negotiation and the accident of
who the players are—a government without a CIA or Air
Force—you get different outcomes.”53

This individual’s experience reflects two important critiques
of the rational actor model decision-making approach de-
scribed in chapter 2. First, the informant notes that there is
no clear, unified understanding of national interests. The most
basic assumption of rational choice theory asserts that an in-
dividual knows one’s goals and that these goals remain static
over time or for some period.54 Recall that this assumption’s
validity proves ineffectual when applied to the group choice
setting wherein diverse individual cognitive maps encode mis-
matched values and goals. Divergent cognitive maps create
intragroup conflict surrounding problem definition. Here, an
experienced interagency actor pronounced that this dilemma
characterizes the interagency process in terms of attempts to
clarify national interests (i.e., problem definition in this sense).
A DC-level actor corroborated this perspective, indicating that
the unitary actor model does not fit reality because the govern-
ment is not a unitary actor with a single goal or policy vision:
“Cost-benefit analysis assumes unity of action . . . policy is not
made this way.”55 Hence, this individual confirmed that the in-
terplay of certain actors influences the interagency’s negotiating
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process. The individual illuminates a second critical feature of
the policy process by intimating that “accident” may dictate
who the players are in any given interagency process. 

Through an agency representative’s inclusion—or indeed, his
or her exclusion—the national security policy process generates
different policy outcomes.56 Recognition of this interagency dy-
namic moves the USG policy-making process further away from
a rational actor model. The assumptions of rational choice
theory dictate that the most appropriate individuals be included
in every interagency exchange. Instead, as many have indicated,
the identification of actors is based somewhat on personal rela-
tionships and personality characteristics. In the final analysis, a
DC-level representative aptly described the overall negotiation
process and its influence on policy development: “The bureau-
cracy affects the decision—it’s not entirely a rational actor
[process]—time is a compressing factor. People do try to make ra-
tional decisions as they analyze as best they can. There are con-
flicting points of view [and people] go for the middle ground. It
comes back to leadership.”57 This individual brought the macro
theme of negotiation back to the starting point for this analysis—
leadership. Interagency actors perceive leadership as the most
significant element in creating an interagency dynamic capable
of negotiating policy to meet the interagency’s most demanding
criterion—actionability, as evaluated through the lens of inter-
agency buy-in during implementation. 

As a metric, actionability must likewise account for another
factor—domestic politics’ influence on both interagency dy-
namics and policy outcomes. The nature of this negotiation is
tempered through the prism of domestic politics, namely, ef-
forts to shape public opinion and the roles of the Congress.

Domestic Politics
Domestic politics play a crucial role in shaping the ways in

which agencies interact while boasting significant impact on
policy outcomes.58 Two streams capture the nature of this influ-
ence: (1) the influence of public opinion and (2) the influence of
the Congress on interagency decision makers. In the first in-
stance, policy makers across the government share a height-
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ened sensitivity to the public’s desire to avoid “another Viet-
nam” or “Somalia” debacle and to prevent American casualties
at all costs. These desires relate directly to prior experience.
When looking at the two historical cases explored through this
research and the data provided by these officials, bear in mind
that the Vietnam experience overshadowed contemporary
thinking at the highest levels of government as well as across
the vast majority of America’s adult populace (the “baby-
boomer” generation in particular). One CIA official remarked,
“This is a country wherein the public and the politicians are
unwilling to accept casualties. So that when they see people
being killed, they want to engineer, to borrow Kissinger’s term,
a solution. The problems can only be ameliorated—they look
for an empirical solution.”59

This perspective is not lost on interagency decision makers,
themselves products of this national culture. Officials across
government concurred that the use of force remains a function
of politics and is something that can be decided only when
sustainable domestically. From this perspective, domestic poli-
tics influences interagency dynamics as policy makers use the
media to shape public opinion while remaining attentive to
their constituents’ desires as measured through public opin-
ion polls. Another conduit to convey public opinion to the
executive branch is through the Congress.

The earlier depiction of the policy process in motion asserted
that the Congress plays a multifaceted role in national security
policy development. Fittingly, two vital elements emerged con-
cerning the ability of the Congress to influence interagency dy-
namics: partisan politics and the power of the purse. (Obviously,
budgetary control generates implications for policy outcomes.
The ensuing chapter discusses congressional influence from that
substantive perspective.) 

With regard to partisan politics, officials across all three levels
disclosed that decision makers within the NSC System, State De-
partment, and Defense Department pay close attention to con-
gressional views, especially when the potential exists for military
engagement. This is not so much in terms of the War Powers
Resolution as hypothesized earlier but more to gain advantage
within the executive’s interagency process to regulate policy out-
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comes. An NSC principal declared, “We take [the] Congress into
consideration on everything we do.”60 Reported in a November
1989 Defense Department White Paper, the daily activities of the
Pentagon vis-à-vis congressional reporting put this relationship
into perspective:

The frequency and range of interchanges between DOD and the Con-
gress is truly remarkable. The July 1989 Defense Management Report
cited 2,500 telephonic and 450 written inquiries from [the] Congress to
DOD every working day. Congressional reports and audits require the
equivalent of 900 full time employees on a continuing basis. Largely in
addition to those efforts, there are over 500 people in the Pentagon
whose only job is to deal with the Congress or respond to routine Con-
gressional requests. In turn, there are over 1,500 Congressional
staffers who deal nearly exclusively in defense issues.61

The rationale for including this supporting material is to high-
light again that relationships persist across the three primary
interagency actors (i.e., the NSC System, State, and Defense) and
the Congress. These relationships provide actors opportunities
to shape congressional opinion regarding policy development.
Further, these actors recognize that these relationships exist
and use “off line” communications to leverage the interagency
process in their favor. In effect, the Congress becomes a “shadow
negotiator” within the executive’s interagency process. This con-
dition manifests itself in two distinct ways. As one example, offi-
cials indicated that part of President William Clinton’s 1993 un-
willingness to put forth a position contrary to that of Gen Colin
Powell (CJCS) with regard to the use of the military in Bosnia em-
anated from the White House’s appreciation of Powell’s enduring
relationship with the Congress. The Clinton administration rec-
ognized that the Congress would support Powell’s viewpoint to
not introduce troops into Bosnia (1993–95). Many officials indi-
cated that the CJCS used his advantage within the interagency
process to avert US ground troop participation. Albeit for oppo-
site reasons, a different CJCS clashed with the Clinton adminis-
tration a few years later regarding the use of ground troops for
the Kosovo crisis (1999).

Gen Hugh Shelton (CJCS) purportedly informed President
Clinton that the use of airpower—in the absence of ground
troops—would exacerbate the ongoing Kosovo conflict, the
refugee situation in particular.62 Although connections between
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the CJCS (in terms of both the office and the person) and the
Congress remain ambiguous, this situation provides another
probable example of the military-congressional relationship.
Despite calls from within the Congress to use ground troops,
the Clinton administration stayed the course with airpower
alone. The effects of the second form of influence, that of par-
tisan politics, prove far less subtle.

Analysis revealed the political nature of the national secu-
rity policy-making process. One CIA informant described this
aptly by saying, “interagency conflict is becoming more intense
than ever before. Partisan politics, combined with the ten-
dency for the Legislature to assert itself, has killed the impe-
rial presidency and reasserted its role in foreign policy mat-
ters.”63 While most data of this kind reflected the nature of
interagency dynamics for the Bosnia policy development
process, they likewise demonstrated that the Persian Gulf
policy process was not immune to this influence, as “most De-
mocrats did not want to support military action.”64 Even with
United Nations resolutions supporting the use of force to expel
Hussein from Kuwait, the US Congress nevertheless voted on
the use of military force practically on the eve of war.65 Many
perceived this as a congressional attempt to reassert itself
within the executive-dominated foreign policy arena.

Although advantage as a shadow negotiator and partisan
politics represent merely two examples of congressional influ-
ence on interagency dynamics, this type of tactical advantage
engenders strategic implications for the policy-making process.
The Congress plays a related role through its authority to con-
trol the nation’s fiscal affairs. Thus, while the public influences
congressional perspectives and is made aware of their repre-
sentative’s perspective via the media-promoted rhetoric that
surrounds crisis decision making, the implications attendant
to congressional budget authority cannot be overstated.

The Congress retains pronounced influence on the policy
process through its ability to shape policy outcomes. Legislative
liaisons in all executive departments work diligently to lobby the
Congress to gain and sustain support for policy initiatives (if
possible, before making these initiatives public). This influence
relates directly to the substantive outcome of the policy process,
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but again plays a role in shaping interagency dynamics. Specifi-
cally, Defense Department officials observed that in the absence
of a continuing resolution or appropriations bill to support troop
deployment, the Defense Department recognizes that it will have
to absorb the costs of foreign intervention. This creates inter-
agency conflict by perpetuating the stereotypes regarding the use
of force for intervention activities that do not relate clearly to US
national interests—national interests the president has failed to
define and communicate effectively. This perspective relates
back to leadership: Actors within all agencies perceive one of the
president’s (and his administration’s) primary responsibilities as
defining and articulating the national interests that frame his
presidency as a means to establish the nation’s guiding vision.
Defense Department officials characterized this as State Depart-
ment “having their hand in our pocket.” From a Defense Depart-
ment perspective, these monies are required to prepare the force
for the next major theater contingency. Therefore, using them to
fund State Department initiatives that the Defense Department
opposes ensures, in their minds, that the United States cannot
sustain a military force capable of “fighting and winning the na-
tion’s wars.”66 It is in this manner that congressional action—or
the threat of inaction, in this case—plays a major role in sus-
taining negative stereotypes across agencies while exacerbating
interagency conflict.

From this brief analysis, it is clear that domestic politics—in
terms of public opinion and the influence of the Congress (as a
government actor outside the formal interagency process)—plays
a crucial role in shaping both interagency dynamics and policy
outcomes. In conjunction with leadership and decision mak-
ing as negotiation (and their supporting micro themes), domestic
politics serves as a compelling factor in shaping interagency
actor attitudes and behaviors. It is critical to note, however, that
while these three macro themes emerged as those exerting the
greatest influence on interagency dynamics, the data also re-
vealed two crosscutting effects that impinge upon both dynamic
themes and contextual parameters. These crosscutting effects
are framed as (1) roles and missions and (2) media influence.
These elements mold both the ways through which interagency
dynamics affect the substantive policy outcome and the ways in
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which contextual parameters influence interagency dynamics,
and ultimately, policy outcomes.

Interpretation of Findings
The findings related to dynamic themes (i.e., decision making

as negotiation, domestic politics, and leadership as seen in fig.
23) indicate that Allison’s bureaucratic politics model charac-
terizes the interagency policy-making process in terms of the
ways in which the process identifies the players and the players
frame the process dynamic. The most salient factors shaping
the process itself materialize in the form of the leadership pro-
vided by the president and the principals, in tandem with the
individual decision makers’ personalities and the nature of the
personal relationships they share with others. In this manner,
the finding conforms to Allison’s propositions regarding the
player identification, their perspectives or “stands” on the issues
(as framed by organizational cultures and shared images), and
the influence they exercise within the policy process in terms
of shaping interagency dynamics and policy outcomes. Person-
alities, personal relationships, and organizational culture play
an associated role in developing the process dynamics Allison
anticipated.

Individuals actively control information exchange, manipu-
lating the interagency negotiation process to achieve policy
outcomes that undeniably emerge as “political resultants” in
Allison’s classic sense. Bureaucratic infighting occurs at lower
levels of the interagency process but tends not to be as promi-
nent at the principals or deputies levels unless the issue
under consideration threatens the core values or equities of
the department or institution (e.g., readiness, budgets, or the
strength of diplomacy). Further, once a principal makes pub-
lic his or her institution’s position, the parameters are set—
crisis definition and option generation are then bound by that
principal’s perspective. This pronouncement can create inter-
agency conflict across the IWG as actors become increasingly
resistant to “negotiating away” their respective principal’s
stated perspective—even if the nature of the crisis compels
such reconsideration. Organizational cultures dictate that re-
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versals can come only through the statements and actions of
the principals themselves. This is not to allege that intrade-
partmental debate ends. Rather, it suggests that public inter-
agency debate will (potentially) divert its focus from the prob-
lem under consideration as the actors become increasingly
loyal to their principals in cases wherein the debate is framed
as a bureaucratic fight, one whose “primary” purpose is to
protect and preserve one’s particular equities.

Government officials agree that the policy-making process
should be, and indeed is, an exercise in decision making by
negotiation. Only through such a process can the USG generate
and sustain the required buy-in toward a broader consensus,
one that is clearly not a “rational actor” approach in terms of
subjective expected utility. This consensus approach then be-
comes the critical component in implementation. When deci-
sion makers fail to generate adequate buy-in through the inter-
agency process, departments act in fulfilling policy mandates
but operate only at the margins by exercising their inherent
bureaucratic powers during the stated policy’s interpretation
and implementation.67

Having determined that these findings conform to the first
two elements of Allison’s bureaucratic model, analysis of those
themes wherein the contextual parameters of the process shape
interagency dynamics by framing the dynamic themes discloses
another layer of complexity regarding process. Through the
analysis of the findings presented here and those that emerge via
the two upcoming chapters, we should be able to determine
whether Allison’s third and final modeling precept fits the inter-
agency process. We will do this by discovering the ways in which
these dynamic themes and contextual parameters influence
policy alternatives, simultaneously explaining the ways in which
the contextual parameters that circumscribe the policy process
shape interagency dynamics.

Notes

1. The literature on leadership is perhaps one of the largest bodies of schol-
arship in existence, both from an analytical perspective and from a personal
memoir standpoint. See also an overview of leadership as it relates to decision
making and foreign policy as is provided by Chester Barnard, The Functions of
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Chapter 7

Contextual Parameters:
Environmental Factors Channel

Interagency Dynamics

Decision makers frame policy options within a politically
constrained environment. Domestic and international political
contextual parameters determine the nature of the interagency
process “playing field” while simultaneously selecting the
“players.” When making decisions regarding crisis interven-
tion and conflict termination policy, attitudes and behaviors
surrounding strategic vision and planning processes and in-
stitutional equities hold sway over interagency actors’ ap-
proaches to the policy process. Based upon their capacity to
mold the interagency dynamic, strategic vision and planning
processes, tend to shape the policy process in crucial ways as
they clarify institutional equities; consequently, this theme
frames our understanding of the ways in which contextual pa-
rameters influence interagency dynamics.

Strategic Vision and Planning Processes
It follows logically that strategic vision and planning processes

would function as a critical component of contextual parame-
ters as its complementary dynamic theme is leadership (i.e.,
leadership emerged as the most salient theme that shapes
interagency dynamics as identified in chap. 6). The substantive
extension of leadership manifests itself in those issues sur-
rounding the nature of the strategic vision and planning
processes that guide the interagency process toward policy
outcomes.1 Three interdependent issues related to strategic vi-
sion and planning processes emerged: (1) political vision, (2)
shared images, and (3) a tactical focus. Supporting subthemes
relate to core competencies, national interests and interven-
tion criteria, and worldview influence (in terms of ideology and
philosophy).
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Acknowledging the potential crosscutting effects of this theme,
strategic vision channels process dynamics—and hence, policy
outcomes—through its ability to either enhance cohesion or fur-
ther fragment the interagency process from the outset of crisis
analysis. Policy makers who participated in the study (especially
those below the principals level) felt that a clearly articulated
strategic vision diminishes interagency conflict by providing all
agencies a goal around which to coalesce.2 Alternatively, the ab-
sence of strategic vision creates (or exacerbates) interagency
conflict that adversely affects policy outcomes. In characterizing
the post–Cold War era, one State Department official remarked,
“There’s no strategic vision—none similar to NSC-68 which car-
ried us to the end of the Cold War. That strategy and doctrine
carried us for 45 years.”3 DOD officials consistently echoed this
perspective, one remarking, “We are fast approaching the point
‘where the inbox rules’ and knee-jerk reactions [prevail] with no
larger vision for how this fits into the strategic vision [and] with-
out even thinking how this fits into the larger picture. Again,
personality and credibility often override the process. Political vi-
sion is lacking, therefore, so is the political will.”4

This lack of strategic vision, coupled with the inability to mo-
bilize political will, creates an environment wherein disparate
perspectives concerning Roles and Missions reinforce dissimilar
crisis analyses while seemingly supporting divergent views re-
garding potential US policy options. This dilemma stems from
fragmented images (i.e., they are not “shared images”) that dom-
inate crisis analysis, option generation, and course of action de-
velopment.

Introduced earlier through the reference to NSC-68’s Cold
War–era efficacy, post–Cold War interagency actors do not share
a common image regarding the nature of threats to national se-
curity and, therefore, the USG’s most appropriate responses. Al-
though post–Cold War national security and military strategies
of “engagement/enlargement” have attempted to provide such a
vision through their associated “shape, respond, prepare now”
approaches, executive agencies have not yet embedded evenly
the vision (and its requirements) throughout their organiza-
tional cultures.5 A senior State Department official character-
ized this problem by saying, “One of the things that drives the
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current period is the lack of shared images on the nature of
threats and the use of force. The assumption in the argument is
that people want to employ [Defense Department] resources,
but the military does not.”6 The absence of shared images en-
ables personalities to dominate the process, generating a policy
outcome and COA that remain disconnected from a broader
strategic vision. The result of philosophical differences, this de-
fect allows the Congress and the media to engage in the sub-
stantive aspects of policy development. A State Department
principal asserted, “Quite often, those of us in government, the
civilians, take each crisis as it comes with very little reference to
a policy document. If a serious action, it will work its way up to
the PC and president if necessary. It brings with it things that
are not necessarily . . . part of a policy document—the Hill and
what the media is saying about it.”7

Another State Department official corroborated the following
idea regarding the role of policy (or lack thereof) in guiding inter-
agency decision making: “The interagency process is cumber-
some; [it] necessarily works well at [the] working level [IWG]
when people understand clear policy lines and you’re tracking.
When making new policy it can be very time consuming.
Within the standard IWG, DC, PC process, when there are
contentious issues, there’s not enough discipline and agencies
in this [Clinton’s] administration frustratingly reopen deci-
sions and take each . . . to the Hill—that’s Washington. If you
have a core team with a mandate, then it works.”8 The absence
of an overarching strategic vision—one coalescing around
shared images reinforced by a mutual understanding of roles
and missions—adversely affects intervention planning for
complex crises as decision makers focus on short-term or im-
mediate tactical, rather than longer-term strategic issues. In
so doing, analysts and decision makers alike tend to focus on
select nodes of a problem (i.e., honing in on individual trees)
as a substitute for a systems approach that explores the en-
tire problem within its own dynamic context (i.e., analyzing
the trees within their broader organic context of the forest).
Such an oversight holds grave implications for conflict termi-
nation policy development.
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One of the most pronounced cleavages across the inter-
agency process regards the actors’ perspectives regarding plan-
ning. The interagency process embodies no comprehensive
planning mechanism to integrate the various agencies’ incon-
gruent visions (when such visions exist). Unfortunately, the
Clinton administration’s Presidential Decision Directive (PDD)
56 has not abridged interagency fissures. This is due partly to
the way in which it is administered (final plans are held tightly
by the NSC Staff) and partly because a PDD cannot “fix” an or-
ganizational cultural problem within the executive branch.
Thus, the absence of leadership and dissimilar organizational
cultures are responsible, in part, for producing this dynamic.
According to one NSC Staff member, the NSC Staff tries to en-
gage in forecasting and strategic planning, but they remain
mired in the “crisis of the day.” Relatedly, although the State
Department operates an office entitled “Strategic Planning”
(SP), it too is consumed by “the crisis du jour.” One State De-
partment official characterized SP’s problem in this manner,
“There are so many crises—State has an interest in almost all
of them. If you are SP, Strategic Planning, you are marginal-
ized. Yes, [strategic planning] is a good idea, but it is never ef-
fectively used in that way. No one at State has come up with a
way to integrate effective strategic planning into daily opera-
tions.”9 “DOS/SP gets into much of day-to-day stuff more than
the long-term vision, it’s not a J-5 [J-5 is the Joint Staff’s
strategic planning component and is part of the chairman’s
staff within the Defense Department]. The successful SPs
don’t do long-term stuff—they put out fires (i.e., crises) for the
secretary. SP is marginalized if focused on the long term.”10

Hence, within the State Department no imperative exists to
perform long-term strategic planning. This omission conflicts
with the Defense Department’s approach whose strategic
planning office actually conducts strategic planning.11 A De-
fense Department deputy captured the essence of this cultural
divide by stating “[You] have State who doesn’t understand
backwards planning coming into contact with DOD who does
that kind of planning. Now [you] have an institutional battle—
the breakthrough comes in terms of personality. If you get
good personality matches, you get good policy: Personality
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matches make this happen. This ‘Let’s go and do something’
approach is prevalent in other agencies.”12

Inherent in this approach, according to one experienced policy
maker, is the unwillingness of interagency actors to “ask the
tough questions” (e.g., How long will this take? . . . Ten years, no
way [we’re not doing that]—eight months, maybe).13 Additionally,
an NSC official contended, “Going through the process to develop
options/strategies is very useful for [the president]. The military
does not understand that interagency planning at the policy level
is a process that creates choices, not a plan . . . a plan is worth-
less, but planning is everything.”14 In the words of another offi-
cial, this disconnect regarding agency planning approaches and
their resultant plans ensures that even “if there is a vision,
there’s no strategy to achieve it.”15

The net effect of this chasm is that the policy process is driven
more toward the development of tactical options as a substitute
for the strategic vision necessary to guide national security
policy and crisis response activities. Each agency agreed that the
policy process is reactive and tactically focused, promoting
across all agencies an ad hoc response to the crisis du jour. The
research methodology employed by this study cannot confirm
conclusively whether this tactical focus causes this reactive
planning and response cycle (nor can it conclusively support the
reverse relationship). However, it is interesting to reflect upon
one State Department official’s perspective—a perspective that
links strategic vision directly to planning and crisis action re-
sponse—“There is not too much of a distinction between strate-
gic and crisis action planning. If you started at the beginning of
the administration and get a vision, you use the crisis to advance
the interests you have already identified. In that sense, crisis
management is the fire you are waiting for.”16

Two factors related to strategic vision promote interagency ac-
tors’ collective inability to capitalize on, or prepare for, the crisis
of the moment. First, while no fault of their own, because the
lower-level actors have not internalized a strategic vision to guide
their activities, they lack insight regarding the specific crisis as it
relates to US national interests, national security, and the
broader geopolitical context. This assumes, of course, that lead-
ers have defined and articulated US national interests (an issue
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discussed later in this section). This myopic focus retards the
earliest stages of crisis analysis wherein decisions are made that
frame the conflict’s underlying causes and conditions and, by ex-
tension, potential responses. This problem continues to hamper
policy development as lower-level actors clarify issues for suc-
cessive interagency levels (i.e., DC and PC).

Second, time and resource constraints accompanying crisis
analysis magnify these problems. Contrary to the rational actor
model’s tenets, agencies possess neither unlimited time nor
unbounded resources (e.g., number of people to work the cri-
sis or capacity to access “pure” intelligence). Such limitations
greatly compress analysis and response cycles for each crisis
while negating the decision maker’s ability to respond in terms
of a broader strategic vision (again, assuming one has been de-
veloped and articulated).

Reflecting on the theory framing this analysis, it is crucial to
acknowledge that issues related to strategic vision and plan-
ning processes shape initial inputs and anchoring points by
injecting disparate information into the interagency’s policy
process during policy development’s initial stages—these is-
sues continue to reinforce initial inputs and anchoring points
well into the production of policy outcomes. Consequently,
disparate inputs regarding political vision and shared images
reflexively propel the planning process toward a tactical-level
focus, moving away from the strategic vision required to guide
the overarching planning and response processes. The effect
of this tactical perspective and its ensuing response process
manifests visibly in the interagency’s policy outcomes; because
the views of the desired end state are politicized at the govern-
ment’s highest levels, people remain unwilling to ask (and, in-
deed, answer) tough questions concerning crisis analysis and
response. An NSC principal adeptly characterized the problem
as one related to organizational culture by stating, “[The pol-
mil planning process] has [an] advanced planning process—
different from the military’s deliberate planning. The [object of
the] deliberate planning process is to provide a plan—the prod-
uct of the advanced planning process is to create options, the
policy maker wants choices. Below the policy maker, the strate-
gizer level of DOD wants objectives.”17
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This cleavage reveals one of the interagency’s most disturbing
disjunctures, a fissure that ultimately prevents decision makers
from developing effective conflict termination policy. Interagency
actors remain unable to translate policy-maker choices into
measurable objectives that can be operationalized in terms of (1)
a viable strategy and (2) the identification of conflict termination
criteria to guide that strategy toward the desired end state. Is-
sues surrounding core competencies, national interests and in-
tervention criteria, and agency worldviews (including ideological
and philosophical perspectives) serve as substantive inputs for
framing strategic vision, thereby shaping planning processes.
Taking each in turn, the ensuing discussion explains their im-
portance and provides evidence for those relationships.

Perceptions of Core Competencies

Arguably, this research could have analyzed issues related to
core competencies in terms of the clarity of roles and missions
discussion presented in the next chapter. While a direct rela-
tionship exists as an agency’s core competencies (i.e., the activi-
ties for which an agency trains and equips as its functional
roles)18 distinguish its ability to perform certain roles while
negating others, the connection between core competencies and
strategic vision is of particular import. Specifically, the lack of a
substantive comprehension of each agency’s core competencies
(i.e., the expertise each brings to bear as a product of one’s roles
and missions) creates and exacerbates interagency conflict, ulti-
mately giving rise to suboptimal policy outcomes. Misunder-
standings regarding core competencies generate iterative cycles
that fragment policy makers’ perspectives regarding the national
interests that form strategic vision’s foundation.

An acute misunderstanding of core competencies exists across
interagency decision makers. This confusion emanates from the
lack of connectivity across agencies and leads to “finger pointing”
(i.e., one manifestation of interagency conflict) and increased
media activity. One Defense Department official characterized
the problem by insisting that “interagency conflict results from a
lack of understanding of each agencies’/departments’ (intra- and
inter-) capabilities and a lack of connectivity between your short-
range crisis reaction types and your long-range visionaries.
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That’s a corollary to ‘you’ve got to have strategic vision’—and we
don’t have it.”19

The agencies’ respective organizational cultures—particularly
those of the NSC, State, and Defense—intensify this lack of
understanding, prompting nonuniformed decision makers to
view the use of force as a surgical instrument within the conduct
of diplomatic operations. An NSC principal described this ten-
dency the following way:

Through most of the Cold War, virtually everyone had some under-
standing of the military. That is now the exception rather than the rule.
We have been saved from an even worse disaster by Goldwater-Nichols
giving the Chairman (CJCS) a clearly political role, which the CJCS did
not have prior to Goldwater-Nichols. It is a serious problem because
fundamentally, unless you have been in the military, things always
[get] screwed up. It never goes as planned. To many of the high officials
now, the military is this sort of flawless medical instrument—“a nice
clean little war.”20

This lack of understanding goes beyond perceptions of a “nice
clean little war” in that the NSC and State Department fail to
understand force employment’s logistical requirements. A State
Department principal remarked that part of the problem begins
with his agency and the NSC Staff: “One of the limitations in this
building and at NSC [is that] there is an over-emphasis on the
theory of the practice of politics and diplomacy, but not enough
on the hands-on experience of multiaircraft tasking packages.
There isn’t enough attention paid to how we maintain the force—
that is the specialist argument we started out with.”21

This official’s ideas identify another issue related to percep-
tions of core competencies, the perpetual debate regarding
whether a decision maker must be a technical specialist or a
managerial generalist. A structural conundrum exists across
organizational cultures within the interagency and their grasp
of core competencies. The interagency process is designed to
bridge gaps in decision makers’ understandings of core com-
petencies. Yet, precisely because nonuniformed personnel are
educated, trained, and rewarded by an organizational culture
that emphasizes nonmilitary means to manage and resolve
crises while uniformed personnel are educated, trained, and
rewarded (especially at the operational level) according to an
organizational culture that focuses almost exclusively on the
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use of force to control the crisis environment, the USG employs
very few individuals who understand or have internalized the
asymmetric images held by both cultures. In essence, then,
the decision makers remain isolated from one another as they
develop, employ, and refine their respective core competencies,
impelling them to analyze crises in terms of their “mutually ex-
clusive” experiences. As a result, few officials understand the
linkages and disjunctures between the strategy of diplomacy
and the operational art of war.

Leaders’ failures to integrate fully these dichotomous cul-
tures expand this chasm across all levels of the interagency
process. Misperceptions of core competencies shape substan-
tive inputs to the policy process as perspectives on what you
think you can do (i.e., substantive inputs) shape ideas regard-
ing what you should do (i.e., policy outcomes). This perspec-
tive stifles innovative thinking regarding roles and missions,
forcing the visionary and planning processes “into the weeds”
(i.e., tactical level). Individual agencies further distort this
“can-should” relationship as they frame national interests and
intervention criteria in isolation from other executive agencies.

Framing National Interests and
Intervention Criteria

A very interesting relationship between national interests and
intervention criteria exists in terms of the relationship between
interests and values.22 The analysis revealed that decision mak-
ers framed interests by evaluating potential alternative futures;
conversely, decision makers framed values more broadly in
terms of past commitments or current/future humanitarian is-
sues. Hence, perspectives on interests and values differ con-
cerning foreign policy,23 illuminating a distinct cleavage across
officials representing different agencies. Interests tend to relate
to diplomatic, economic, and military prowess (e.g., maintaining
oil flow from the Persian Gulf to the United States and its allies).
Alternatively, values concern social aspirations (e.g., preventing
or mitigating humanitarian disasters abroad or maintaining a
positive return on a prior investment). This dichotomy extends
from the dissimilar images that shape asymmetric visions of the
US role in the world, reflecting perspectives that fail to distin-
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guish among “supreme, vital, strategic, and tactical interests.”24

This muddled, multifaceted conception of national interests
enables prior experiences, perceptions of risk, and individual
personalities to dominate debate regarding intervention criteria.

Perceptions regarding the use of criteria to prioritize a crisis
remained mixed. In fact, a majority of the officials queried via
survey contended their agency did apply formal criteria; the
remaining reported their agencies had no formal criteria, but
instead relied upon informal criteria. Perspectives regarding
criteria usage split almost evenly across the three levels of the
interagency process.25 Interview data reinforced this finding,
concurrently revealing that recollections of prior experience—
especially in terms of risk—helped decision makers array for-
mal intervention criteria. Alternatively, perceptions related to
domestic politics, media spin, and presidential desires tended
to frame informal criteria.

The Defense Department tended to cite formal criteria more
often than the other agencies. These officials invoked inter-
pretations of the Weinberger Doctrine that remained bound by
their professional experience. One Defense Department princi-
pal noted that “criteria for involvement were those in the Wein-
berger Doctrine—this was the benchmark and nobody else
had such a thing. . . . We tried to apply the Weinberger Doc-
trine with these criteria in mind: (1) vital national interests, (2)
clear political objectives, and (3) [a] reasonable strategy for
achieving goals, and (4) have all other means been exhausted
prior to the introduction of forces. Finally, . . . Weinberger al-
ways asked if it was sustainable with the American people.”26

This official continued by asserting that the State Department
has consistently rejected these criteria—principles the Defense
Department has guarded vigorously since their introduction in
the 1980s. One Defense Department principal characterized this
as an educational process for both the military and other govern-
ment agencies. Referencing Secretary of Defense William Perry’s
speeches regarding “criteria for intervention,” this official con-
tended, “There’s an increased awareness on the part of the mili-
tary in terms of understanding (a) why military force is used and
(b) what we hope to achieve with military force.”27 This tendency
to apply the Weinberger Doctrine leads military professionals to
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assess the risks of conducting the mission in terms of costs (i.e.,
blood and treasure) and feasibility (i.e., probability for success or
failure). The war fighter’s prior experience, in both training and
combat, influences these assessments regarding costs and feasi-
bility. As an example, one official noted that the “Weinberger cri-
teria [were] discussed formally and informally on the Joint Staff.
There’s a story that became a tone-setter early on [in the Bosnia
policy development] . . . someone brought General Powell a map
and he remarked, ‘Looks like Dien Bien Phu.’”28 Risks are eval-
uated likewise in terms of “vital national interests,” clarity of po-
litical objectives, and the use of force as a last resort (i.e., all
other means have been applied and, by definition, have failed).
Although an abridged version of the evaluative process that char-
acterizes the Defense Department assessment process, the cru-
cial aspect of this finding is that members across the agency
share this viewpoint concerning the process for framing inter-
vention criteria. The same cannot be said for the NSC, State De-
partment, and CIA, agencies that delineate intervention criteria
according to their respective institutional viewpoints. Perhaps
the crucial difference with regard to these agencies’ ordering of
intervention criteria is that State Department and the NSC Staff
reverse the priority given to criteria vis-à-vis DOD’s ranking of
identical criteria.

It is appropriate, based upon these findings, to conclude that
these agencies do not discount the importance of those criteria
DOD regards as preeminent. However, they emphasized that the
informal criteria of “domestic politics” and “presidential atten-
tion” tend to eclipse other criteria in the policy-making process.
Domestic politics play a seminal role in terms of both public
opinion and special interest group activity because of its ca-
pacity to energize partisan politics. Relatedly, the media’s ability
to focus attention on issues that, for the president, could be po-
litically sensitive ensures that both the NSC (and NSC Staff) and
State Department increase their efforts to resolve those prob-
lems. Consequently, the media perspective influences interven-
tion criteria and goals, particularly those related to humani-
tarian values; the case analyses in chapter 9 make this precept
more apparent. The president’s attention further refines NSC
and State Department perspectives as issues the executive be-
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comes personally involved with take on a higher priority, effec-
tively overshadowing any other criteria.29 A State Department
principal remarked that his agency measures policy and, by ex-
tension intervention criteria, in terms of whether it (1) has been
“articulated,” (2) is “sustainable,” and (3) is “the best use of re-
sources.”30 Another State Department D.C.-level official noted
that even when national interests are considered as criteria, they
are defined very broadly as economic issues (i.e., dealing with
business) or concerns for the safety of citizens abroad. In fact,
one State Department official claimed, “We do not [use criteria].
It’s systemic—State tends to treat everything as an equal pri-
ority. In the end, we do try to look at things in accordance with
national security interests, but it happens after the fact.”31

An NSC principal contextualized the use of criteria across the
interagency process, noting that “criteria happen least in a cri-
sis.” Instead, the critical factors become the “level of interest at
stake, political sensitivity, [and] how fast events are moving.”32

The absence of a clearly articulated national security policy that
builds upon identifiable national interests interpreted similarly
across the interagency process ensures that these agencies in-
dependently frame intervention criteria according to their re-
spective departmental interests, not US national interests as a
whole. Chapter 6 illuminated the ways in which interagency dy-
namics shape policy outcomes; here again, the role of personal-
ity and the influence of personal relationships emerge as critical
components of the policy process. In the final analysis, the ab-
sence of mutually accepted principles to frame and evaluate in-
tervention criteria enhances the potential for the strength of per-
sonality to exert a defining influence on both intervention criteria
development and decisions regarding force employment.

Clearly articulated national interests provide the substan-
tive goal around which the interagency process can envisage,
develop, and implement policy. Ambiguity creates interagency
conflict during the process of policy making as disagreements
over national interests harden the agencies’ perspectives re-
garding role expectations toward developing policy and the
missions they will perform to fulfill that policy mandate. This
tension generates ambiguity of purpose and manifests itself in
the resultant policy outcomes. These policy outcomes evaluate
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issues in terms of past commitments, not future prospects. In
this way, the problems intrinsic to psychological entrapment
affect policy outcomes.33 Such an approach mirrors Mitchell’s
“entrapment model” while discounting the possibilities of al-
ternative futures as presented in his “enticing opportunity
model.”34 One principal’s argument supporting intervention
into Bosnia echoed this rationale, “We spent 40 years building
Europe to this level,”35 inferring that because the United States
has “so much invested” in Bosnia’s past, it could not afford to
remain uninvolved in its future. Perspectives regarding past
investments and alternative futures reflect the decision mak-
ers’ ideologies and philosophies, thereby providing an appro-
priate segue into the final supporting theme regarding strate-
gic vision and planning processes—that connecting worldviews
to ideologies and philosophies.

Worldviews: Ideologies and Philosophies

Worldview is not a new concept among philosophers, cultural
historians, and social scientists, yet it is only beginning to gain
currency across all disciplines.36 The description offered by
Oscar Nudler contextualizes this concept’s significance by high-
lighting the effects of conflicting worldviews, “Both ‘world’ and
‘frame’ refer then to a set of assumptions or principles which en-
able us to structure situations and, by the same token, make
them real for us. . . . Worlds (are) rooted in fundamental need (for
meaning). . . . Now we can see why conflicts between worlds may
be so hard to handle: they may imply alternative, competing
ways of meeting the need for meaning and, therefore, they may
be perceived as putting in danger our way, a way on which all
the rest of what we are depends.”37

From this perspective, worldview takes on greater significance
when agencies within the policy-making process engage “in con-
flict” as they strive to meet their respective needs for meaning
(part of which is captured by their self-described roles and mis-
sions). A DOD principal captured this implication concisely,
“Friction is always present: Fundamental differences of opinion
over vital interests—this generates a certain amount of friction. I
don’t think it’s necessarily unhealthy. You get friction between
departments. The State Department differs from the way the
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Defense Department views the world—their relative view affects
the definition of the situation.”38 Worldviews, then, shape the
definition of the situation for agency decision makers in the fol-
lowing two crucial ways: (1) according to the decision makers’
ideological perspectives regarding the use of force and (2) in
terms of their philosophy for the employment of military forces.

Ideology plays an important role in the development of world-
view as it shapes the ways in which agencies perceive the geo-
political environment and their roles within it. In this context,
ideology refers to one’s perspective regarding the use of force to
bring about desired results. Analyzing this concept from a peace
research perspective, Michael Banks contends, “The sharpest
distinction [between the realist and idealist] is to be found in
their respective attitudes toward the use of force as a means of
conflict management. Conservatives [realists] accept it and seek
to refine it, direct it rationally, and minimize it. Liberals [ideal-
ists] try to escape from it, seeking refuge in law, international
organizations, and a great variety of piecemeal modifica-
tions.”39 Although Banks draws a sharp distinction between the
two main ideological approaches regarding the use of force, this
theoretical dichotomy is not so pronounced in practice. Analy-
sis by department, level within interagency, and case indicated
that with the exception of the State Department, interagency ac-
tors characterize their agencies as predominantly realist where
foreign and national security affairs are concerned. The inter-
views supported this finding as well, but they also highlighted
additional issues that further demonstrate the ways in which
ideology becomes a substantive input to the policy-making
process. Actors across the interagency process agree that the
USG is comprised predominantly of realists. However, another
theme emerged consistently across the interviews—one con-
cerning morality and values. 

Policy making also includes an idealistic element that mani-
fests itself in the formation of “moral” policy. One State Depart-
ment deputy noted, “There is a moral and religious component
to our policy that has nothing to do with strategy.”40 A State
Department principal maintained it is too difficult to generalize
regarding ideological perspectives because such alignments are
issue specific. This official categorized realism as regarding those
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issues related to diplomatic relations and the regular conduct of
diplomacy; idealism, in his view, included issues related to
human rights, democracy, and, to some degree, the environ-
ment. Another State Department official further delineated the
organizational culture of that agency by claiming the geographic
bureaus (e.g., Bureau of European and Canadian Affairs) tend to
be more realistic in their outlook since they focus on interest-
related issues, while the functional bureaus (e.g., Bureau of
Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor) tend to remain more
idealistic as they focus on value-related issues. In contrast to the
State Department’s mixed ideology, the NSC Staff and Defense
Department characterized their ideological perspective as over-
whelmingly realist in nature. This ideological cleavage between
agencies generates interagency conflict as it perpetuates those
destructive stereotypes discussed previously within this work. A
Defense Department principal characterized the problem in this
manner, “Within the senior levels at the State Department and
the NSC Staff, there’s a left-wing bent toward value-laden poli-
cies rather than interest-laden policies. They push to get US
forces involved in pursuit of liberal values . . . that’s a left-wing
bent.”41 Actors within the policy process further politicize these
stereotypes as they ascribe political party affiliations to interest-
and value-laden perspectives.

One State Department official expressed this through a po-
litical party stereotype, “Republicans see people as nation-state
actors—Democrats tend to look at issues.”42 From this perspec-
tive, stereotypes classifying Republicans as realists who pur-
sue interest-related issues clash with those characterizing De-
mocrats as idealists who pursue value-laden issues. These types
of classifications shape interagency dynamics in terms of process
(namely, exacerbating and amplifying preexisting cleavages be-
tween organizational cultures and mobilizing agents in terms of
domestic politics) and policy outcomes in terms of the substan-
tive inputs introduced into that process. The philosophies these
agencies employ as a reflection of their respective ideological per-
spectives make this relationship evident.

Philosophy plays a crucial role by providing a system of
principles that guide each agency’s views concerning the use
of force. An NSC principal emphasized that “philosophies pro-
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vide the overall parameters for interagency conduct.”43 Compet-
ing philosophies regarding the use of force assert enormous
influence if the principals do not share a sense of teamwork.
Products of polarized ideology, dissimilar philosophies frag-
ment definitions of national interests, intervention criteria,
and, hence, strategic vision. Together, these fissures decrease
trust across agencies and further perpetuate harmful stereo-
types. These factors interact to produce divergent views on the
appropriate use of force in times of crisis, creating a dynamic
wherein the Defense Department perceives that the State De-
partment sees military force as a tool to be manipulated. As
evidence, an NSC principal remarked, “It is ironic that State is
eager to use force when it hits a snag in diplomacy.”44 A Defense
Department principal likewise asserted, “The problem we are
having is that other agencies commit our force—it has now be-
come the punitive arm to slap people around.”45 A Defense
Department deputy presented another corroborative view-
point, “The State Department [people] . . . most of what I’ve heard
there is they like to use military force on the edges—things like
no-fly zones, shaping diplomatic purposes, humanitarian opera-
tions, stability operations, shows of force—more in a preven-
tive mode to discourage aggression and encourage stability.”46

Consequently, the Defense Department perceives that the
State Department’s (and NSC’s) first inclination is to use force.
A State Department official similarly reflected this perspective,
claiming that “State Department people can be pretty strong-
headed on the requirement to use force, but they do not always
understand implications of the use of force. The State Depart-
ment wants to use force first—DOD is always the biggest hin-
drance to the use of force.”47

These asymmetric philosophies regarding the use of force re-
flect the State Department’s “sense of urgency to do something”
and, conversely, the Defense Department’s “caution signal.” Pro-
jecting perspectives at opposite ends of the force employment
continuum, this dynamic produces a polarized relationship that
further expands the gap between diplomats and war fighters. It
is demonstrated in like manner by the State Department’s desire
for ambiguity and the Defense Department’s drive for specificity
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(a topic discussed in the ensuing chapter as a factor related to
clarity of Roles and Missions).

Ultimately, ideological and philosophical differences create a
prism through which dissimilar worldviews envisage asym-
metric definitions of national interests and intervention crite-
ria, thereby producing fragmented, nonparallel strategic vi-
sions among interagency actors. Occurring within the context
of a nonintegrated planning system, these disparate visions
generate dissimilar perspectives regarding core competencies,
national interests, and intervention criteria, resulting in asym-
metric commitment levels regarding the strategy to achieve the
stated policy outcome. These substantive inputs to the policy
process hold sway over interagency dynamics and, in turn, the
resulting policy outcome. The final overarching theme, how-
ever, may hold the greatest import for bureaucratic policy
making wherein substance regulates process as attitudes to-
ward institutional equities circumscribe interagency process
dynamics.

Protection of Institutional Equities
An institutional equity is any asset that adds value to, or is

the defining characteristic of, an agency. From this perspec-
tive, Allison’s maxim asserting that “where you stand depends
on where you sit” aptly captures the process that distin-
guishes an agency’s respective institutional equities. Govern-
ment officials repeatedly invoked his words to characterize the
nature of their institutional equities, reflecting Allison’s ideas
unequivocally through descriptions of bureaucratic stakes
they strive to protect. Resources (e.g., budgets, personnel, and
equipment) and functions (i.e., the respective agencies’ roles
and missions) emerged as the most tangible assets depart-
ments view as equities. Even so, intangible factors continu-
ously refine agencies’ views regarding their respective equities.
These intangible factors include “perceptions of risk and ac-
countability” and, referenced earlier, “prior experience.” Be-
ginning with the tangible factors of personnel and budgets, the
ensuing discussion demonstrates the ways in which these
three factors shape departmental viewpoints regarding their
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(and others’) respective equities. Efforts to protect and bolster
these equities shape substantive inputs to the policy process.

Personnel and Budgets

The resources and functions each agency controls serve as
defining elements of each agency’s identity. These elements take
their most visible forms in terms of the personnel, budgets, as-
sets, and responsibilities departments regard as their own. As
will be made clear through the Clarity of Roles and Missions dis-
cussion in the next chapter, perceptions of confusion and over-
lap exist regarding these responsibilities when agencies take part
in the interagency process. Despite this ambiguity within the
interagency, boundaries remain unmistakable when one’s own
institutional equities are at stake. Further, in the cases where
agencies lack large budgets and operate with limited numbers of
people, the ability to function—optimally—becomes the most
protected institutional equity. Beginning with NSC, let us work
through each of the major actors. 

The NSC Staff is constrained by its size (i.e., approximately
150–180 people). One of its primary goals is to protect the
long-term legacy of the presidency. Indeed, many officials as-
sociated with the Bosnia crisis (1993–95) and those with on-
going interagency roles (1996–98) characterized the goal as a
fundamental responsibility, one that compels the NSC Staff to
react to media reports and to respond to congressional pres-
sures. Concurrently, as “coordinator” of the executive’s inter-
agency process and the last stop for policy review before send-
ing an issue to the president, this agency “wants to achieve
compromise above all else.” Thus, while maintaining relations
with the media and the Congress that enhance the president’s
legacy remains a priority, its most protected equity—its defin-
ing characteristic—is its capacity to build consensus across
the interagency process. Although this equity is projected in-
ward toward the intergovernmental relations of US agencies, it
has played a supporting role in developing both State’s and
Defense’s institutional equities.

At the most basic level, interview data indicated that the State
Department defined its central equities as (1) the strength of its
diplomacy, (2) its uninterrupted worldwide presence, and (3) its
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identification as the USG’s foreign policy leader. A State Depart-
ment deputy captured their essence, “The closer you get to an in-
stitution’s core interests, the more competitive a department
gets. The State Department’s core interests tend to be process-
oriented and institutional. The reputation of the Foreign Service,
the role of the ambassador, the conduct of American foreign
policy through . . . traditional diplomacy . . . [maintaining] a non-
isolationist perspective in the world.”48 Clearly, functional re-
sponsibilities dominate the State Department’s views regarding
its equities. The State Department’s capacity to perform its mis-
sion often reveals the nexus wherein political and military equi-
ties clash. This nexus illuminates the resource-related equities
that appear as the Defense Department’s visible assets.

Of all the agencies, the Defense Department controls the
preponderance of resource equities—equities that comprise
the military’s very soul, troops and budgets.49 Perspectives
surrounding these two factors remain linked to the Defense
Department’s organizational culture and its conceptions of
leadership. The first, issues related to troops, manifests as an
institutional bias in the following two interrelated ways: (1) the
number of people the agency commands coupled with (2) the
command responsibility that agency extends to its people. The
military recognizes that it has the largest personnel tally, mak-
ing it an easy target for the “lowest common denominator”
phenomenon highlighted earlier. Interagency decision makers
recognize that the Defense Department personnel are the low-
est common denominator because no other agency possesses
the capacity to organize, mobilize, and lead people as effec-
tively as the Defense Department. Recognition of this status
on the part of the Defense Department officials makes them
even more cautious when contemplating the use of forces
since they, more than any other decision makers across the
interagency process, grasp fully the gravity of putting troops in
harm’s way.50 The commander-subordinate loyalty relation-
ship that exists within the military’s organizational culture
molds this perspective.51

Mission lethality and the potential for loss of life (both US
troops and others) demand that the Defense Department offi-
cials protect this equity as fervently as possible. Efforts to pro-
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tect this equity do, however, create interagency conflict and
further perpetuate negative stereotypes. For example, an NSC
principal asserted that the “JCS will not recommend to the
chairman anything that derogates force protection.”52 Because
of this hesitance, contended one State Department official, the
American political and bureaucratic context is “obsessed by
force protection. This leaves the force less capable of filling
other missions.”53 Troop protection is not the only equity the
Defense Department officials strive to protect. Budgets (and,
by extension physical assets) are regarded highly as well, the
protection of which augments the Defense Department’s reser-
vation to volunteer for those “other missions” the foregoing
State Department official referenced.

The size of the Defense Department’s budget is important in
its own right; of greater significance is its size when compared to
that of the State Department. According to one Defense Depart-
ment principal, the asymmetry of the budgets between the de-
partments of Defense and State generates problems for inter-
agency relations:

State has taken a much higher hit than Defense in resources. [The]
Congress does not want to give them the resources, and State is forced
to close embassies. When you consider how much we rely upon diplo-
mats, and we give them nothing to do the job—they [i.e., the Congres-
sional Foreign Affairs Committee] deal with funds based upon political
whims. Albright talks about the $270 billion [Defense budget]—they
have $18 billion—they cannot run foreign policy on that money. I do
not blame her [Secretary of State Albright]—the answer is to give them
more.54

While these figures are based upon late 1990s funding lev-
els, the overwhelming fiscal disparity between these agencies
did not occur overnight and is readily apparent. The State De-
partment is forced to sustain its diplomatic operation with
roughly 7 percent of the total Defense Department budget. Ar-
guably, the need to develop, procure, and maintain billion-dollar
weapons systems, supporting equipment, and personnel re-
quires a much larger operating and maintenance budget for
DOD. However, the Defense Department recognizes, based
upon its prior experience, that ongoing State-initiated contin-
gencies involving the use of forces will deplete vital monies in-
tended for readiness and training, thereby, adversely affecting
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the military’s ability to fight and win the nation’s wars—the
ultimate purpose for its existence.55 Discussed previously, the
following dynamic produces interagency conflict: “The percep-
tion [within] this building [i.e., Defense Department] is that the
State Department runs around with their hand in our pocket.
The State Department’s view is that if the Defense Department
has all the toys, why won’t you use them.”56 Gen Colin Powell
captured one such conversation in his memoirs when then-UN
Ambassador Madeleine Albright asked him, “What’s the point
of having this superb military that you’re always talking about
if we can’t use it?”57 From the beginning of an interagency
process regarding possible crisis intervention, the Defense De-
partment’s efforts to protect troops and budgets serve as sub-
stantive inputs to the policy process, thereby generating inter-
agency conflict with those who do not hold these institutional
equities salient. While the NSC and Departments of State and
Defense remain the primary actors in the interagency process,
the Intelligence Community—the CIA in particular—likewise
plays a significant role as the protection of its functional equi-
ties links directly to the substantive inputs around which the
interagency dynamic is formed.

Introduction of the “Intelligence Community” (see chap. 4)
identified this actor’s primary goal as that of presenting timely,
objective estimates of the situation. However, comprised of 13
distinct but interrelated intelligence activities, the different ac-
tors within the Intelligence Community share this image regard-
ing objective estimates, but not necessarily a sense of ownership
regarding the estimates it collectively produces. One CIA official
noted that competition becomes a factor if certain intelligence
agencies “don’t have all the knowledge and won’t defer to those
‘in the know.’ ”58 In this manner, equities across the Intelligence
Community reflect their institutional affiliations (e.g., State’s
“Bureau of Intelligence and Research” and the military’s “De-
fense Intelligence Agency”).

Notions regarding these respective equities must be placed
within the overall interagency context.59 According to one IWG-
level informant, this tendency to “protect our own rice bowls”
creates interagency competition and defines the boundaries of
both agency interaction and resource commitment, each of
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which directly influences policy outcomes. One NSC principal
noted that the principals exacerbate this problem through their
inattentiveness to the details of crisis intervention, “I would find
budgeting/mechanical issues of concern—it’s rare to see these
come up at PC/DC levels—PCs just say, ‘Do it.’ ”60 This conduct
pushes equity-based discussions back down to the lower levels—
levels wherein decision makers are rewarded for competitively
protecting their respective equities. Perceptions regarding risk
and accountability further refine perspectives regarding institu-
tional equities.

Risk and Accountability

Agencies frame risk and accountability very differently across
the interagency process.61 DOD identifies troops as its central
equity, one to protect and avoid risking at all costs. On the other
hand, the State Department frames risk to its equity of diplo-
matic viability in terms of sustaining worldwide diplomatic pres-
ence. These equities clash when the Defense Department must
employ its troops to evacuate the State Department personnel
when crises erupt. It is not the evacuation that creates the clash
of equities; rather, it is the perceived delay by the State Depart-
ment, according to the Defense Department perspective, that in-
creases the risk to military personnel. As argued earlier, this
emanates from the absence of a universal comprehension of
each other’s core competencies, but the resulting conflict ex-
poses yet another organizational culture dimension that holds
significant import for equity protection. In essence, diplomats
and war fighters act upon asymmetric conceptions of time.

Diplomats regard their mission as one of extended duration—
they are there “for the long haul.” Conversely, war fighters view
their role as one of “getting in, accomplishing the mission, and
getting out.” Thus, the risk to Defense Department’s equities in-
creases exponentially as the troops remain engaged. This reality
serves as the impetus for Defense Department’s petition for
clearly defined objectives and end states. For diplomats, while in-
tensity may vary at specific moments, risk remains relatively
constant over time as they are “on the ground” before troop de-
ployment and remain there long after troops return to their home
bases. This creates interagency conflict as, in the view of one
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State Department official, equity is also framed in terms of an
agency’s “place in control of an issue, [its] political currency.”62 A
State Department principal noted that during the Lebanon ex-
ample cited previously (chap. 6), the Defense Department re-
mained unwilling to entertain State Department views regarding
the positioning of the Marines offshore, “That has been tradi-
tionally regarded by our armed forces as encroachment.”63

Hence, a clear connection exists with the roles and functions dis-
cussion and the Clarity of Roles and Missions debate examined
in chapter 8. The other side of the risk issue related to equity
protection is the notion of accountability.

Accountability remains a multidimensional concept, but two
elements hold great importance for equity framing—accounta-
bility in terms of “commission” and “omission.” In the first in-
stance, agencies exhibit risk-averse behaviors regarding ac-
countability as they tenaciously avoid committing decisions to
paper, thereby preventing them from becoming part of an offi-
cial government record.64 Not only does recording or publish-
ing decisions lead to heightened risks of leaks (again, for the
political opposition this serves as fuel for their antiadministra-
tion policy rhetoric), but they also increase the decision
maker’s accountability if the policy fails. For example, a DOD
principal recounted the US experience in Panama with regard
to objectives, “The Bush administration went into Panama with
four objectives—three were attained within 48 hours. Yet, we
could not get Noriega, the fourth objective. I think this was
prime in the White House and the Pentagon—we found him
and it did become a victory. By making Noriega an objective, we
were more vulnerable to failure.”65

In this manner, government officials desire not to hand their
political opposition the noose with which to hang them publicly
(i.e., here, the potentially damaging effects of domestic politics
dominate policy-making conduct). The absence of such a record,
albeit public or private, diminishes continuity across the inter-
agency process as individual actors emerge from meetings with
incongruent, perhaps contradictory, perspectives regarding what
the policy is and what it means. The need to avoid unnecessary
risks while simultaneously bolstering institutional equities fur-
ther complicates perceptions of policy making. The interactive ef-
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fects of accountability continue to permeate the process as the
need to avoid unnecessary risks and protect institutional equi-
ties mandates active participation in the interagency process to
avoid “accountability via omission.”

Agencies fear being pulled into situations that adversely affect
the institutional equities described earlier, while simultaneously
increasing risk and accountability for their departments. Such
fears require agency representatives to become involved in the
policy process as early as possible to avoid the phenomenon of
accountability via omission. Specifically, a widespread concern
exists that the interagency will make ineffective and inappropri-
ate decisions if one’s own agency is not involved early in the
decision-making process. Bush captures the essence of this con-
cern when reflecting upon his presidency, “Brent [Scowcroft] and
Jim [Baker] did get moderately crosswise, but very rarely. Jim
worried that he might be excluded from a decision that affected
his department. As a former chief of staff, he knew how a strong-
willed presidential advisor, if backed by a president, can easily
isolate a cabinet member.”66 Reports in the aftermath of the
Sudan bombing effort of 20 August 1998—implying that the
White House truncated (or, indeed, bypassed) the interagency
process in its haste to act—further validate this concern. Given
the discussion of troops as DOD’s primary equity and a recog-
nized lack of understanding regarding core competencies across
the interagency process, this anxiety remains particularly acute
for the military. An NSC principal recognized this anxiety, ob-
serving, “It is ironic that State is eager to use force when it hits
a snag in diplomacy. The military [is reluctant] to get involved. In
a sense, they are holding the bag . . . will have their budget eaten
up.”67 Decision makers’ prior experiences further reinforce these
fears of accountability via omission.

Prior Experience

With the exception of diplomats and national leaders who have
served in a long-term career capacity, few share images arising
from a “collective prior experience” to the same degree as do uni-
formed professionals. For those individuals, prior experience is
ingrained as part of one’s professional heritage—institutionally
and personally. Only the military promotes a professional mili-
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tary education system that regularly (and repetitively at different
levels) educates its members on leadership, historical conflicts,
and the art and science of war fighting. This recurring educa-
tional process institutionally emphasizes lessons learned from
past conflicts as it generates an assumption that future conflicts
will be similar to those prior experiences. Decision makers then
interpret these lessons in light of current personal experiences
and those shared by the senior officials they strive to emulate.
When personal experiences remain limited to comparable orga-
nizational cultures with little or no opportunity for sustained
cross-fertilization, the emphasis of lessons learned generates a
tendency to perpetuate stereotypes. One State Department offi-
cial noted that stereotypes do come to the fore within the inter-
agency process, “Everybody to a certain extent meets their
stereotype. For example, CIA analysis is always pessimistic. DOD
always thinks the State Department is trying to take resources
and commit troops. The State Department always thinks DOD is
unwilling to employ forces.”68

These stereotypes, based upon prior experience, shape per-
spectives regarding risk and accountability to one’s institutional
equities, especially personnel and budgets. The agencies’ per-
spectives regarding their own and others’ equities frame inputs
to the interagency process by determining the salience of goals
and establishing the level of commitment these agencies dedicate
to policy implementation. Agencies’ respective internal evaluative
processes, according to one State Department official, compel
them to conduct a “cost-benefit analysis from [the vantage point
of] their interests, not the national interest.”69 Consequently,
interagency actors protect their respective equities at lower
levels because of process design—the principals’ stands further
constrain subordinate level actors’ abilities to compromise.
Within this environment, senior leaders do not provide mid-
course corrections for this behavior because, in the words of one
State Department principal, “The president and senior officials
do not begin to understand how the problems bubble up. They
don’t understand that people protect their turf.”70 According to
an NSC official, the effect on the day-to-day policy-making ap-
proach is that these turf battles “keep splitting the differences
until the policy is neutered.”71 
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Yet, if decision makers employ this negotiating process fully,
interagency discussions regarding equities provide the feasibil-
ity check for building consensus around a policy and its en-
suing implementation. It is in this tradition that the interagency
process attempts to produce integrative outcomes through nego-
tiation. Only through such integrative outcomes can respective
agencies commit fully to policy execution. Referenced earlier in
chapter 6, the unintended consequences of such a lack of com-
mitment are clear when analyzing Lebanon and Somalia, two
cases wherein the shortsighted protection of bureaucratic equi-
ties brought about disastrous results. It is in this manner that
perspectives concerning institutional equities play a command-
ing role in shaping the substantive inputs that guide the policy
process.

This discussion of strategic vision and planning processes
and institutional equities demonstrates the ways in which inter-
agency participants characterize the influence of the contextual
parameters that shape interagency dynamics. Before proceeding
to a discussion of the crosscutting effects of the two remaining
emergent themes—roles and missions and media influence—
let us briefly recapture the essence of these relationships to
highlight the ways in which substantive inputs shape inter-
agency dynamics.

Interpretation of Findings
The analysis presented within this chapter elucidated the

ways in which contextual parameters framing the policy process
shaped interagency dynamics (see fig. 23, p. 161). These con-
textual parameters shape criteria selections and preference or-
derings, thereby illustrating the third tenet of Allison’s bu-
reaucratic politics model, whereby negotiated policy outcomes
emerge as political resultants rather than the utility maximizing
calculation extending from rational choice theory’s criteria-
based cost-benefit analysis. One stimulus inspiring these politi-
cal resultants arises from the distorting effects surrounding mis-
conceptions of substantive inputs to the policy process in terms
of the contextual parameters discussed here. As such, these
themes regarding substance-process relationships (i.e., the ways
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in which context shapes interagency dynamics) emerged to com-
plement the process-substance themes (i.e., interagency dynam-
ics influence on shaping outcomes) presented in the previous
chapter. This substance-process relationship manifests in two
interrelated ways—through the strategic vision and planning
processes that filter and control inputs into the process and
the institutional equities that serve as the framework for those
inputs.

Factors within strategic vision and planning processes shape
the agencies’ perspectives regarding the crisis the interagency
process strives to address. Dissimilar political visions fragment
policy process inputs while simultaneously exacerbating inter-
agency conflict. The absence of clearly articulated goals around
which the agencies can coalesce stems from disparate shared
images regarding the nature of the crisis itself, in conjunction
with the ambiguity surrounding the respective roles each agency
should play in policy formulation and implementation. This
ambiguity emanates from divergent perspectives regarding the
utility of planning—perspectives that, in the absence of strategic
vision and shared images, force the planning process toward a
nodal, tactical-level focus as a substitute for a systems-based,
strategic perspective. A governmentwide misunderstanding of
agency-specific core competencies further reinforces this ten-
dency to focus on tactical-level issues.

Precisely because agencies fail to understand the nature of an-
other’s expertise that flow from roles and missions, the flawed
expectations each agency holds for its partners in the policy-
making process creates interagency conflict. This discord ap-
pears particularly salient with regard to the expectations the
State Department has of the Defense Department (and vice
versa). Intensified by contrasting organizational cultures, each
agency’s respective definition of national interests and interven-
tion criteria further amplify mutual misunderstanding.

The analysis demonstrates that decision makers frame na-
tional interests differently—a variation made evident through
perspectives regarding interests and values72 and their influence
on shaping intervention criteria. Those who evaluate alternative
futures tend to frame intervention criteria in more formal lan-
guage that focuses on interests in terms of diplomatic, economic,
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and military supremacy, noting that formalized intervention cri-
teria (e.g., the Weinberger or Powell doctrines) shape perspectives
regarding the use of the military for crisis intervention. Alterna-
tively, those who make connections with past investments or the
need to prevent humanitarian crises abroad frame intervention
criteria in terms of values. These values shape intervention cri-
teria differently, tending to rely upon informal intervention crite-
ria (e.g., presidential attention) to shape perspectives on the use
of the military for crisis intervention. These perspectives arise
from the worldviews each agency embraces—worldviews shaped
by their respective ideologies and philosophies regarding the use
of force (i.e., war fighting) and forces (i.e., noncombatant roles
and missions).

Worldviews retain particular import for the ways in which
agencies define a crisis. Ideology plays a major role in shaping
perspectives on the use of force for crisis management. Although
the realist worldview dominates the interagency process, the ex-
istence of a moral component in the framing of US policy creates
an arena for competing interest- and value-laden definitions of
national interests and intervention criteria to clash. Where the
use of force is concerned, the interaction of these dichotomous
interest- and value-laden perspectives creates interagency con-
flict. This conflict is evident in the philosophies regarding the use
of force wherein realists generally contend that force should be
used to promote interests whereas idealists generally argue that
force should be used to secure values. The perpetuation of
stereotypes and the influence of partisan politics tend to enlarge
this ideological-philosophical chasm, creating an interagency dy-
namic in which perceptions of dissimilar worldviews exacerbate
interagency conflict. It is crucial to acknowledge that interagency
conflict is not always dysfunctional. Interagency conflict that
clarifies roles and missions, core competencies, risk, feasibility,
and related issues can be instrumental to effective policy devel-
opment. However, the interagency conflict addressed here tends
to shut down communication channels so that the decision mak-
ers cannot achieve clarity regarding those types of issues. These
polarized perceptions materialize via the institutional equities
these agencies strive to protect.
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Paralleling Allison’s perspective, this work demonstrates that
parochial interests frame political resultants (see chap. 4). The
findings presented here support that precept, albeit from a more
positive, less parochial, perspective. Through discussions of the
agencies’ respective institutional equities, the interagency
process conducts a systematized feasibility check while educat-
ing decision makers regarding the respective core competencies
each agency brings to bear during crises. Each agency’s need to
protect (and advance) its respective equities is reflected through
a competitive interagency dynamic that ensues regarding “per-
sonnel and budgets” and “risk and accountability,” as framed by
the decision makers’ prior experiences.

Shaped by the need to protect institutional equities within a
bureaucratic environment wherein decisions are made via nego-
tiation, these multiple, dissimilar, and sometimes competing
strategic visions and planning processes generate divergent cri-
teria selections and preference orderings regarding the use of
force (or forces in noncombatant roles) to manage crises. These
criteria and preference orderings become the substantive inputs
for the decision maker’s understanding of unambiguous termi-
nation policy.

In the end, a dangerous cleavage exists between interagency
decision makers regarding the development of termination
policy. This cleavage remains most pronounced between deci-
sion makers in State and Defense Departments. A Defense De-
partment official provided a fitting transition into this discussion
of conflict termination policy, “A military person understands
conflict termination and exit strategy. DOS understands trip
wires—they understand things differently. In the military, we are
warfighters [sic]—[that is how we] are brought up. . . . Their
[DOS] mindset [sic] is different—they are more concerned about
the individual person, we’re concerned about the mission. Their
mission is diplomacy, our mission is to respond when diplomacy
fails. They’re supposed to complement one another.”73

Toward refining our understanding of this fissure, the ensuing
chapter discusses the final category of emergent themes—
those having crosscutting effects on both dynamic themes and
contextual parameters. To bring these ideas together, chapter
9 draws conclusions based upon this analysis, integrating the
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quantitative and qualitative findings through the examination
of policy development for the Persian Gulf War and the Bosnia
crisis.
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Chapter 8

Crosscutting Effects: Roles and
Missions and Media Influence

The themes analyzed through the two previous chapters (dy-
namic themes and contextual parameters) share a crosscutting
ability to influence policy outcomes as well as interagency dy-
namics. While this research framed them in terms of their in-
fluence on the latter and not the former, there can be no mis-
take that a tendency exists for the informants’ ideas regarding
roles and missions and media influence to affect both dynamic
themes and contextual parameters. It is appropriate, then, to
analyze these two crosscutting effects as the bridge between
interagency dynamics and policy outcomes. Shown earlier as
the elements outside the inverted triangle in figure 23 (p. 161),
crosscutting effects exercise considerable influence on intera-
gency conflict during the development of termination policy.

Clarity of Roles and Missions
Returning to the postanalysis signed digraph depicting crisis

definition (see fig. 13, p. 138), recall that the quantitative analy-
sis of questionnaire data revealed no significant relationship
between Agency’s Perspective Regarding Lead Agency (for pol-
icy development) and any other indicator within the signed di-
graph model. Little confusion regarding roles and missions is
present at the highest levels of policy development. Without
providing specifics, one principal remarked, “Senior manage-
ment knows what it has the lead for and what it does not. The
White House is the top level—the chief executive. Some on the
National Security Council staff assumed authority they do not
have.”1 Government officials identified the president, the NSC
(and NSC Staff), and State Department as the three actors
most responsible for developing termination policy.2 This find-
ing supports the original conceptualization of the policy
process (depicted in fig. 3, p. 9), which shows the four statu-
tory actors that constitute the NSC as being most responsible
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for developing national security policy. However, within this
complex network of relationships, the president must estab-
lish and articulate unambiguously the nation’s policy vision.
Included in this role is the responsibility to establish the vision
for the desired end state.

One informant noted that “the end state and goals [are] de-
fined by the secretary of defense and the president. Neverthe-
less, the secretary of state has significant, if not overriding, in-
fluence on the identification of the end state. Usually, the
Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs (APNSA)
has the greatest influence over the president—whether it is
formal or informal is hard to tell. The agency with the greatest
informal influence on the NSC is State . . . [because] the NSC
does not have a game plan.”3

A high-ranking State Department official reinforced this per-
spective, asserting that it is the State Department’s “job to cre-
ate a vision for the desired end state.”4 These diverse perspec-
tives regarding the NCA’s role and the State Department’s
influence provide evidence for continuing conflict among agen-
cies over roles and responsibilities concerning end-state defi-
nition. There are, however, traditionally accepted notions re-
garding agency roles.

The NSC Staff remains responsible for policy coordination
and implementation oversight. The State Department plays an
essential role in this process since it is responsible for formu-
lating the nation’s foreign policy and maintaining diplomatic
relations abroad. In turn, the Defense Department is respon-
sible for winning the nation’s wars5 and for advising civilian
policy makers regarding the use of military force. Finally, the
Intelligence Community (namely, CIA, DIA, INR, NRO [National
Reconnaissance Office]) is responsible for providing intelli-
gence to support policy makers and war fighters. On the sur-
face, these roles seem well defined and mutually exclusive.
This is true only in theory, however; policy making includes
other dimensions that generate interagency conflict—dimen-
sions that blur the otherwise clearly defined roles and mis-
sions outlined above. Moreover, the seemingly clear distinc-
tions conceal overlaps in the process.
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Role Ambiguity

According to an IWG-level participant, these roles and mis-
sions have sufficient overlap to create confusion and generate
tension across the interagency environment, “I don’t think we
have a coherent interagency process—we have few examples of
coherent interagency vision or strategic planning. The problem is
that we have different responsibilities, missions, and capabilities
within these agencies. The problem is there is some overlap and
often there are not [sic] clear lines of responsibility.”6 Overlap in
an environment where responsibilities are not clearly defined
leads to the second source of interagency conflict regarding roles
and missions—that of resisting a role to protect one’s respective
equities.

Role resistance seems to resonate compellingly within the
Department of Defense. Along with other interagency actors,
the Defense Department noted a hesitance on the part of the
military to get involved in missions not defined explicitly as
their traditional war-fighting role. Again, the idea of shared
images applies as Defense Department personnel adhere to a
stringently circumscribed perspective on the military’s role
and the missions it should perform. According to an NSC
source, “You have an inherent tension in civil-military conflicts
between the need for a logistics capability on the ground and
the fact that a lot of these tasks are more civil-oriented. When
the US government needs to move, plan, etc., there’s one orga-
nization that does this stuff—the military. But the Pentagon does
not believe it is its job to do civil affairs stuff—building wells,
transportation, etc., but other, responsible agencies cannot do it
right away.”7

A sentiment echoed by the State Department, the Defense De-
partment agrees it has been less than proactive about embrac-
ing these “nontraditional” missions. A Defense Department offi-
cial noted that the Department’s cultural bias plays into this as
well, “We forget that we work for civilians and if the NCA have
established new perspectives for the nation, then we need to ac-
cept that.”8 In essence, Samuel Huntington’s ideas regarding
continuing tension in civil-military relationships retains as
much, perhaps more, import for contemporary interagency re-
lations as they did throughout the post–World War II era.9 The
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role the NSC Staff plays in the policy process exacerbates these
cultural differences and tends to generate interagency conflict
across the three major actors within the policy process.

As described in chapter 4, the NSC Staff serves as the presi-
dent’s policy coordinator and implementation supervisor.10

However, officials with 1990s experience indicated that the
NSC Staff assumed a role beyond coordinating while abdicat-
ing responsibility for implementation oversight. A State De-
partment deputy captured the essence of this transition, “Para-
doxically, the NSC [Staff] now dominates the process. Because
it is now dominant, it deals with all the issues, but only episodi-
cally. It exacerbates the problem by not paying attention except
to the ‘crisis of the day.’ That decreases pressure for State and
Defense to work together, so they continue to do their own
things. The NSC [Staff] does not do a good job of forcing people
to work together.”11

A Defense Department official asserted that the NSC Staff has
now transformed itself into a position wherein the “NSC’s desire
to be the State Department, OSD [Office of the Secretary of De-
fense], etc., . . . their desire to be the ‘prime mover’ rather than
the ‘prime shaper’ has created confusion about who’s in
charge.”12 An NSC official echoed this perspective, “For the NSC
and State there is friction over leadership in foreign policy is-
sues—it can become institutional or personality driven.”13 This
dilemma is especially critical for implementation where a lack of
policy oversight enables bureaucratic equities to resurface. The
official continued, “There’s no consistent management at the top
so implementation is not smooth and the bureaucratic differ-
ences reassert themselves in implementation. I’ve seen that hap-
pen fairly often because it’s very hard to have consistent policy
management. It’s harder than policy making. The NSC has to be
the policy manager, not just the broker of the policy decision.”14

A principal focused this issue by saying, “Statute specified
the roles of the CINC, et cetera, but that’s not the only thing
that specifies how we deal with these roles. The judgment and
capabilities of the people who occupy these posts—sometimes
people don’t know their roles.”15 This role ambiguity creates an
interagency dynamic that paralyzes the policy process as ac-
tors become polarized with regard to each other and shift their
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focus from the crisis at hand to their immediate crisis in the
White House Situation Room. Interagency negotiations take
place in other venues as well. This example makes the point
that the actors lose focus on the needs of those whom they are
supposed to serve (i.e., those in the field), only to focus on
their respective bureaucratic needs vis-à-vis others engaged in
the policy process. In addition to these role-identification
dilemmas connected to departmental missions, a parallel roles
and missions issue enables substantive aspects of policy for-
mulation to shape interagency dynamics. Highlighted in the
previous chapter’s analysis of interagency dynamics, the per-
ception that the interagency process intends the IWG-level ex-
change to be a “food fight by design” presents a particular
challenge for conflict termination policy development.

“Purposeful” Interagency Conflict

A higher level of interagency conflict exists at the IWG-level
when compared with the deputies and principals levels (refer
to chap. 6). One principal affirmed this finding, saying, “First,
it is designed that way for [a] useful purpose: Each agency is
assigned certain responsibilities and authorities—the process
is designed to look after those. Second, the process has an
underpinning of good sense in that it forces the bureaucracy
to seek compromise rather than having a ‘first among equals.’
It forces people to stay within their boundaries rather than di-
recting them . . . compromise rather than dictate.”16

In similar fashion, a deputy noted, “junior people draw the
initial battle lines, but not the outcome.”17 This perspective
has become so ingrained, according to this deputy, that the
standard joke from the NSC Staff and the State Department
with regard to the Defense Department’s position on troop em-
ployment is “Whatever the action is—the standard answer is
20,000 troops (one Division) and $2 billion.”18 Senior decision
makers expect lower-level actors to protect their respective
agency’s bureaucratic equities throughout the interagency
policy-making process. When lower-level actors feel limited in
their ability to protect institutional equities, they push the
issue up to the next level for decision. In this manner, a prin-
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cipal submitted that “most action officers feel their duty is not
to decide, but to clarify.”19

The ensuing struggle to protect institutional equities generates
interagency conflict, especially at the lower levels. These blinders
negate actors’ abilities to analyze the entire crisis spectrum for
fear of “negotiating away” their respective equities. Through in-
stitutional entrenchment and rigidity, interagency decision mak-
ers create a self-perpetuating dynamic of interagency conflict.
The conflict’s continuation or escalation impairs the USG’s ca-
pacity—in terms of both “will” and “skill”—to explore all of its po-
tential options for dealing with complex contingencies. An NSC
official claimed this problem goes beyond the “you can’t see the
forest for the trees” metaphor, “The more you see, you realize you
don’t see other stuff. It’s not just the forest or the trees, there’s a
mountain, an ocean, and a planet.”20 During complex crises, the
problem then becomes one of agencies focusing myopically on
their individual trees (their respective equities) at the expense of
the forest (the interests of the parties in conflict), the mountain
(US national interests), the ocean (regional interests), and the
planet (global interests).

The foregoing discussion reveals ways in which experienced
policy makers think about issues concerning Roles and Missions.
Clearly, these issues relate to both process and substance. First,
the absence of mutual understanding regarding roles creates
interagency conflict surrounding responsibilities, accountability,
and missions. That dynamic unfavorably shapes policy out-
comes as agencies fail to clarify roles and missions during policy
formulation—a problem that carries over into policy implemen-
tation. This condition intensifies greatly when actors within the
interagency process (1) abrogate the leadership role others per-
ceive they should fulfill, (2) try to assume the roles of others, or
(3) attempt to compel others to perform roles and missions they
perceive to be the responsibility of another organization. Sec-
ondly, the perceived need to protect institutional equities when
entering the policy-making process generates (or exacerbates)
interagency conflict. In this way, the substantive inputs to policy
making in terms of resource protection adversely affect inter-
agency dynamics. This discussion highlights that this cross-
cutting theme can hold grave consequences for the ability of the
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interagency process to develop conflict termination policy in
terms of effective crisis analysis, the vision for the desired end
state, conflict termination criteria, and the strategy to achieve
conflict termination. The media plays a similar crosscutting
role.

Media Influence

Perhaps more than any other theme that emerged from the
interviews, the ways in which the media influences both the
process and substance of the USG policy machine remain dif-
ficult to isolate and cannot be categorized neatly into the
process-substance and substance-process categories under-
girding this framework. Therefore, arguments apply to both of
these categories based upon the data provided by the inform-
ants. The two relationships are separated artificially here for
the purpose of analysis; bear in mind, however, that the data
revealed substantial crosscutting effects with each issue out-
lined below. The role the media plays in developing the inter-
agency dynamic—while concurrently shaping the substantive
input to the policy process—remains extremely complex and
somewhat intangible. In other words, it is difficult to trace
empirically or precisely the influence the media has on inter-
agency dynamics, substantive inputs to the policy process,
and resulting policy outcomes. One State Department princi-
pal captured the essence of this difficulty, noting, “I do not
know at the end of the day how much press/media concerns
drive foreign policy. But I know that it does to some extent—
you can feel, see, and sense it.”21 The data indicated unques-
tionably, however, that the media is seen as playing a role in
shaping both relationships. One of the most critical roles
played by this influential actor in terms of the substance-
process relationship is reflected in the media’s ability to ad-
vance substantive inputs that move the policy process in a
particular direction. The media plays a crucial role in shaping
the substance-process relationship in terms of framing the
issue, providing a feedback loop to the Congress (and the pub-
lic), and developing a “move it off the front page” phenomenon.
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Issue Framing

Interagency actors perceive that the media plays a funda-
mental role in framing issues for both the decision maker and
the public. According to one Defense Department principal, the
media shapes people’s views of the world when they get up in
the morning, it is “the drama of the iron curtain crumbling—
watching history unfold every morning in the headlines. It cre-
ates a preoccupation.” This individual continued, “The media
helps frame the question . . . reminds you that it’s important
and everyone is hoping for an improved professional response.
Once something is hot, there’s an increased preoccupation
with media perceptions.”22

Another Defense Department principal identified Washington
as a “one issue town,” claiming that “everyone reads the Early
Bird and they are all influenced by that.”23 Yet another official,
this one from the State Department, insisted that one of the
most influential questions is how the issue gets cast into the
public domain, “Who writes the Foreign Affairs article?” Al-
though unable to authenticate this figure beyond mere anec-
dotal evidence, two State Department officials independently re-
ported that the State Department’s intelligence function
provides almost 50 percent of the USG’s intelligence collection
capability. The difference between the State Department and
the remainder of the Intelligence Community is that they take
advantage of open sources, a method the other intelligence ac-
tivities do not employ to the same degree. According to these in-
formants, media reports are one component of this open-source
approach. Others remarked that decision makers within the
Congress get much of their information from the media, per-
haps on a far broader scale when compared with internal
government intelligence sources.

Congressional Connections

The media reports the perspectives of Washington notables
(e.g., Richard Haass and Susan Woodward) while reflecting the
views of respected think tanks as well. Once the views of these
personalities gain currency with the media and the public,
they provide the Congress a baseline for calling expert wit-
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nesses during congressional hearings.24 These witnesses’
views help shape the Congress’s approach to national security
policy, the funding of troop deployments in particular. High-
lighted earlier, managing executive-legislative relations is of
the utmost import for interagency decision makers. This com-
munication network between the media and the Congress re-
lates to another aspect of this actor’s influence upon domestic
politics in terms of the substance-process relationship—media
reporting generates a “move it off the front page” phenomenon
within the interagency process.

“Front Page” Challenge

The data showed that a perception exists wherein “if it is in
the newspaper, it is real.” A State Department official went so
far as to say that “if I had to choose between a brilliant cable
or inside story by a 23-year old in the Washington Post—if you
wanted to enforce the policy, choose the Washington Post.”25

While this perspective relates to the issue of the media driving
policy, it also reveals the sense of urgency policy makers share
for moving issues off the front pages of the nation’s most re-
spected, most widely read newspapers. Another State Depart-
ment official claimed the media does not drive policy but ad-
mitted that decision makers consider the media as a factor in
every action, “The media is certainly one of the factors you
take into account every time. You ask, How is the media going
to play it? What sort of criticism will we get . . . how [do we]
handle the criticism?”26 It does not drive, but is a factor!

Decision makers and politicians do not trivialize the magni-
tude of this substantive factor and its effect on the policy
process. One Defense Department principal made the connec-
tion between the media, domestic politics, and the Congress by
arguing, “The press and public opinion and politics are the ulti-
mate drivers even in international crises because the senior
people—the president, vice president, and cabinet-level mem-
bers—are politicians so they have got to focus on the realistic po-
litical room they have got. If they do not know, they will take a
poll and run with it. . . . The principals say, ‘What can I sell?’”27

Consequently, the media shapes the policy-making forum
through its attempts to define issues, manage relationships
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with the Congress, and mold public opinion (indeed, domestic
politics in general) regarding the nature of the crisis and the
most appropriate US policy response.28 With an understand-
ing of the media’s capacity to shape substantive inputs, it is
logical to proceed to the ways in which these substantive in-
puts influence interagency dynamics and resulting policy out-
comes. This process-substance relationship is captured
through concerns surrounding the “CNN factor,” the potential
for press guidance to drive policy, the use of leaks, and the ca-
pacity for “the necessity to manage the media” to deplete the
interagency process of critical intellectual, emotional, and psy-
chological capital.

CNN Factor

Decision makers across the interagency process remain
concerned with the effects of the “CNN factor.”29 Simply put,
actors within the White House/NSC Staff and State Depart-
ment remain cognizant of the media’s ability to shape public
and world opinion; consequently, decision makers remain at-
tuned to the media’s activities.30 While this issue relates to the
substance-process aspects of policy making, process-substance
conditions emerge in terms of the potential for press guidance
to drive policy. One tangible measure of this process-substance
relationship manifests itself in time and numbers of people
agencies employ to develop press guidance. Although unable
to make reliable comparisons across agencies, it is important
to recognize that the State Department’s Office of Press Relations
utilizes 10 people who spend an average of 200 hours per five-
day work week before 1200 (i.e., noon) developing press-related
guidance for the “1230” press briefing. Activities after the 1230
press briefing vary, but my observations over a four-month pe-
riod revealed that much of these people’s day(s) is consumed by
efforts to respond to media inquiries generated at this 1230 brief-
ing. A State Department principal provided another perspective
regarding the media’s influence, “Here, within State, [and] at
NSC and OSD, the most senior policy formulators spend a lot of
time planning for public affairs. Jamie Rubin [assistant secretary
of state for Public Affairs and State Department spokesman] is
Albright’s closest policy advisor—Steinberg and Berger [deputy
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APNSA and APNSA, respectively] spend a lot of time talking with
Rubin about public affairs.”31

An NSC official echoed that point of view by saying, “You can
issue a very important policy pronouncement, but if it gets no
attention, it doesn’t really matter—press guidance does be-
come policy.”32 Another State Department principal scoffed
that “press guidance is called long-range planning.”33 A De-
fense Department official remarked, “If you’re always in a cri-
sis and always worried about CNN and the Washington Post,
you’re never able to get out of that dilemma.”34 The media’s
capacity to garner policy-making attention to the degree that
it does affect interagency relations adversely and inhibits inter-
agency exchange. By way of example, a State Department offi-
cial reported that the NSC Staff’s standard practice had been
to brief the media’s perspective on an issue before engaging in
an interagency discussion of the matter. Following that practice,
“during the first Carlucci-led NSC meeting, the person got up
to brief the media’s reporting first. He said, ‘No, that comes at
the end of the meeting, not the beginning.’”35 Unlike his prede-
cessor, Carlucci would not let the media drive the interagency
process and the policies it produced. Another way in which
media relations affect interagency dynamics is through “inten-
tional leaks.”

Leaks with Intent

Leaks emanate from two sources—protestors and champi-
ons—but for one purpose—to shape the decision-making pro-
cess in terms of both interagency dynamics and substantive
policy outcomes. The previous chapter confirmed that actors
across the government agree that the interagency process makes
decisions via negotiation as it strives to generate consensus-
based policy outcomes. This consensus approach then be-
comes the indispensable component during implementation.
However, increasingly the USG experiences leaks to the media
by anonymous actors (i.e., protestors) who disagree with a
policy. An NSC principal supported this proposition by stating,
“Look at the press—those who have been stymied go to the
press to attack those who stymied them.”36 One high-ranking
Defense Department official noted that leaks reflect organiza-
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tional culture and leadership as well, “If the people do not like
the policy, they will leak it. [Secretary of Defense] Perry had no
leaks—he respected their views and the people respected him.
It all starts with the leadership qualities of the [people] at the
top.”37

An NSC deputy claimed the process occurs in this fashion,
“What happens is, if people do not agree they call ‘Mike’ at the
New York Times—‘Mike, can you believe what they are trying
to get me to do?’ ”38 In these instances, the source of the leak
is an interagency official who disagrees with the policy and,
therefore, invokes the media to shape public and, perhaps,
congressional perspectives of the crisis and the nature of the
USG’s most appropriate response. Such actors intend to frag-
ment the policy process and create interagency conflict in
hopes of gaining greater support for their position, a position
that remains contradictory to espoused USG policy (and
hence, outside the interagency’s shared images). A Defense
Department principal remarked that the media shapes inter-
agency dynamics further because “friction between personali-
ties is driven by the press—it’s easier to talk ‘win-lose’ than
about the issues.”39 This dynamic instigates additional adverse
consequences as attention given to managing this aspect of
the interagency dynamic depletes the process of vital intellec-
tual and emotional capital. Such depletion “zaps the psycho-
logical energy of everyone,”40 in the words of one Defense De-
partment principal, intimating that this prevents innovative
thinking as well. In this manner, decision makers purposefully
use leaks to shape interagency dynamics and, therefore, the
substantive outcome(s) of the process. The second source like-
wise intends to use leaks to shape the interagency process,
but for a different purpose.

Halperin and others contend that most leaks emanate from
the White House.41 The officials’ experiences captured in this
study support Halperin’s supposition, noting that most leaks are
in fact “official leaks with intent.” These “leaks with intent” occur
for the following three reasons: First, to shape proactively the
image of the crisis and the USG’s corresponding policy; second,
to signal or communicate with allies and adversaries; and, third,
to test public reaction to policy options (i.e., floating a “trial bal-
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loon”). A State Department principal noted the reason for the
first is very simple, observing, “If there are leaks not provided as
the official guidance, I do not know about them. Official leaks are
‘leaks with intent.’ The purpose of giving someone an exclusive
[is to] help you shape their story—they’re not going to have an
opportunity to do a lot of checking around. . . . There is a re-
emphasis on dealing with key media before the story is written—
a move to make ourselves more available to media officials.”42

While this practice shapes Washington’s interagency dynamic,
its purpose is to likewise signal allies and adversaries regarding
the USG’s intentions. During the Persian Gulf War, for example,
decision makers used the press extensively. One NSC principal
declared, “CNN was very instrumental—used to signal Hussein,
the Iraqis, and the allies—we were very open about that.”43 A
State Department deputy echoed this perspective, noting “press
guidance elements of policy are central as they shape US and in-
ternational views. There has to be a very direct connection be-
tween press guidance and policy.”44 From this perspective, the
data demonstrated that those who agree with the policy position
use leaks to shape the public’s understanding of the crisis and
the nature of the US response while communicating US resolve
to people both at home and abroad.

Collectively, analysis indicates unambiguously that the media
does play an important role in shaping both the substance-
process and process-substance relationships that mold the
emergent themes. The substance-process relationships ap-
peared through those issues wherein the media frames the is-
sues, provides feedback to the Congress, and develops the “move
it off the front page” phenomenon. The process-substance rela-
tionships emerged from those issues related to interagency
dynamics in terms of the level of attention given to press guid-
ance, the CNN factor, the “use of leaks,” and the media’s ability
to exacerbate friction between decision makers while depleting
the interagency process of crucial intellectual and psychological
energy. Referring again to the Interagency Conflict model (see fig.
23), we can begin to see the ways in which these themes inter-
relate as they build upon one another and exacerbate the “Level
of Interagency Conflict over (a) crisis analysis, (b) desired end
state, (c) termination criteria, and (d) strategy.”
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Interim Summary
Informants disclosed that ambiguity surrounding roles and

missions and the impact of media influence shape not merely
the substance of policy but also the process of policy making.
Together, these emergent themes affect the development of
interagency dynamics and the substantive inputs into the policy
process. When placed along side the dynamic themes and
contextual parameters, these crosscutting effects tend to am-
plify interagency conflict over the development of termination
policy. The case analyses that follow (chap. 9) demonstrate the
ways in which these dynamic themes, contextual parameters,
and crosscutting effects shaped termination policy develop-
ment for the Persian Gulf War and Bosnia crisis.

Notes

1. National Security Interagency Policy-making official, Executive Office
of the President, Washington, D.C.

2. NSC Staff and State Department officials conveyed an expectation that
taking the “lead” for policy development is indeed the independent role of
each agency, but not necessarily their collective responsibility.

3. Intelligence Community official, Washington, D.C.
4. State Department official, US Department of State, Washington, D.C.
5. Since the end of the Cold War, this narrow definition of Defense De-

partment responsibilities has become a source of conflict within the intera-
gency process. DOD has used this (or at least the Joint Chiefs of Staff have)
to avoid extensive participation in complex contingency scenarios.

6. Intelligence Community official.
7. As a point of clarification, joint and service doctrines provide for DOD

participation and leadership in such actions. However, this NSC official
identified Defense Department’s reticence to become involved in roles dis-
tinct from war fighting.

8. Defense Department official, US Department of Defense, Washington,
D.C.

9. See also Samuel P. Huntington, The Soldier and the State: The Theory
and Politics of Civil-Military Relations (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Har-
vard University Press, 1957).

10. Colin L. Powell, “The NSC System in the Last Two Years of the Rea-
gan Administration,” in The Presidency in Transition, ed. James P. Pfiffner et
al. (New York: Center for the Study of the Presidency, 1989), 204–18.

11. State Department official.
12. Defense Department official.
13. National Security Interagency Policy-making official.
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14. Ibid.
15. The use of CINC does not refer to the president of the United States

as “commander in chief” of the Armed Forces. Rather, “the acronym ‘CINC’
refers to the commander of a unified or specified command.” See Armed
Forces Staff College (AFSC), AFSC Pub 1, The Joint Staff Officer’s Guide,
1993), I-4. Note that Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld changed DOD’s
lexicon in 2002 to identify one “commander in chief”—the POTUS. For con-
sistency throughout this work, the heretofore-accepted doctrinal term CINC
is used to place the ideas within their original context.

16. Interagency official, Executive Office of the President, Washington,
D.C.

17. Ibid.
18. Ibid.
19. Ibid.
20. National Security Interagency Policy-making official.
21. State Department official.
22. Defense Department official.
23. The Early Bird is a publication prepared by the American Forces In-

formation Service (AFIS/OASD-PA). Circulated daily (and now available on
the Internet), it seeks “to bring to the attention of key personnel news items
of interest in their official capacities. It is not intended to substitute for
newspapers and periodicals as a means of keeping informed about the
meaning and impact of news developments.” See AFIS/OASD-PA, Early Bird
(Washington, D.C.: Current News Service, The Pentagon, 1998), 1. This pub-
lication (which averages 28 pages) is a compilation of foreign-policy relevant
articles from the major news organizations around the world (e.g., New York
Times, Washington Post, Washington Times, International Herald Tribune,
and London Sunday Times). Defense Department official.

24. While I did not perform a statistical analysis to support this suppo-
sition, Dr. Susan Woodward is a participant in this research not because of
her publishing record on the Balkans crisis (which is noteworthy on its own
merit) but as a result of the number of times the Congress called her to tes-
tify regarding US policy in the Balkans. I drew a connection between media
reports citing her views and the congressional hearings in which she partici-
pated. This same connection can be made, and, I believe, statistically sup-
ported, between Dr. Richard Haass’ currency in the media and his ability to
act as an unofficial advisor to the president on Middle East issues. While
certainly not the only reason for Haass’ continuing influence, such media
exposure does translate into policy influence on some level. This, however,
is the subject of a different analysis and is offered here as an observation
and justification for Woodward’s selection as a participant in this study.

25. State Department official. “Cables” are the USG’s (especially the pre-
sident’s and State Department’s) primary means of communicating official
policy within the USG and abroad.

26. State Department official.
27. Defense Department official.
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28. A rich literature discusses the media’s influence in molding public
opinion and policy development. For insight into these phenomena and the
media’s influence on the two cases addressed later in this work, see Thomas
D. Beamish, Harvey Molotch, and Richard Flacks, “Who Supports the
Troops? Vietnam, the Gulf War, and the Making of Collective Memory,” So-
cial Problems 42, no. 3 (1995): 344–60; Johan Carlisle et al., “Symposium—
Special Gulf War Forum,” Propaganda Review, no. 7 (1990): 5–34; Noam
Chomsky, “Twentieth Century American Propaganda,” Propaganda Review 8
(Fall 1991): 8–11, 37–44; see also T. L. Coleman, News Media: Should They
Play a Role in Crisis Management (Carlisle Barracks, Pa.: US Army War Col-
lege, 1989); Christopher Dandeker, “Public Opinion, the Media, and the Gulf
War,” Armed Forces and Society 22, no. 2 (1995): 297–302; W. Phillips Davi-
son, “News Media and International Negotiation,” Public Opinion Quarterly
38, no. 2 (1974): 174–91; Michael Dobbs, “U.S. Starts Process of Army Aid;
Some Allies Resist Bosnian Project,” The Washington Post, 21 December
1995, A35; Matthew C. Ehrlich, “Taken by Storm: The Media, Public Opin-
ion, and US Foreign Policy in the Gulf War,” Journalism and Mass Commu-
nication Quarterly 72, no. 1 (1995): 251–52; William P. Eveland Jr., Douglas
M. McLeod, and Nancy Signorielli, “Actual and Perceived U.S. Public Opin-
ion: The Spiral of Silence During the Persian Gulf War,” International Jour-
nal of Public Opinion Research 7, no. 2 (1995): 91–109; Douglas C. Foyle,
“Public Opinion and Foreign Policy: Elite Beliefs as a Mediating Variable,” In-
ternational Studies Quarterly 41 (1997): 141–69; Dina Goren, “The News and
Foreign Policy: An Examination of the Impact of the News Media on the Mak-
ing of Foreign Policy,” Research in Social Movements, Conflicts and Change 3
(1980): 119–41; see also Hrach Gregorian, Congressional-Executive Relations
and Foreign Policymaking in the Post–Vietnam Period: Case Studies of Con-
gressional Influence (Waltham, Mass.: Brandeis University, Department of
Politics, 1980); see also Shanto Iyengar, Is Anyone Responsible? How Televi-
sion Frames Political Issues (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991);
Shanto Iyengar and Adam Simon, “News Coverage of the Gulf Crisis and
Public Opinion: A Study of Agenda-Setting, Priming, and Framing,” Commu-
nication Research 20, no. 3 (1993): 365–83; Sut Jhally, Justin Lewis, and
Michael Morgan, “The Gulf War: A Study of the Media, Public Opinion and
Public Knowledge,” Propaganda Review 8 (fall 1991): 1415, 50–52; see also
D. V. Johnson, Impact of the Media on National Security Policy Decision Mak-
ing (Carlisle Barracks, Pa.: US Army War College, Strategic Studies Institute,
1994); Elihu Katz et al., “Symposium: Journalism in Crisis and Change,”
Journal of Communication 42, no. 3 (1992): 5–107; Jon A. Krosnick and
Laura A. Brannon, “The Media and the Foundations of Presidential Support:
George Bush and the Persian Gulf Conflict,” Journal of Social Issues 49, no.
4 (1993): 167–82; Ven Hwei Lo, “Media Use, Involvement, and Knowledge of
the Gulf War,” Journalism Quarterly 71, no. 1 (1994): 43–54; see also Frank
Spurgeon Morrow Jr., “The U.S. Power Structure and the Mass Media” (PhD
diss., The University of Texas at Austin, 1984); see also Office of the United
States Secretary of Defense (OSD), Conduct of the Persian Gulf War, Final Re-
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port to Congress Pursuant to Title V of the Persian Gulf Conflict Supplemental
Authorization and Personnel Benefits Act of 1991 (Public Law 102-25) (Wash-
ington, D.C.: GPO, 1992); Zhongdang Pan and Gerald M. Kosicki, “Voters’
Reasoning Processes and Media Influences During the Persian Gulf War,”
Political Behavior 16, no. 1 (1994): 117–56; Suzanne L. Parker, “Toward an
Understanding of ‘Rally’ Effects: Public Opinion in the Persian Gulf War,”
Public Opinion Quarterly 59, no. 4 (1995): 526–46; see also Philip John
Powlick, “The American Foreign Policy Process and the Public” (PhD diss.,
University of Pittsburgh, 1990); Edward W. Said and Barbara Harlow, “The
Intellectuals and the War,” Middle East Report 21, no. 4 (1991): 15–20; Jack
G. Shaheen et al., “Media Coverage of the Middle East: Perception and
Foreign Policy,” Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Sci-
ence 482 (November 1985): 160–73; Robert Stallaerts, “Forging War. The
Media in Serbia, Croatia and Bosnia-Hercegovina,” Tijdschrift voor Sociale
Wetenschappen 40, no. 1 (1995): 102; Albert R. Tims and M. Mark Miller,
“Determinants of Attitudes toward Foreign Countries,” International Journal
of Intercultural Relations 10, no. 4 (1986): 471–84; James Toth, “Demonizing
Saddam Hussein: Manipulating Racism as a Prelude to War,” New Political
Science 21–22 (spring–summer 1992): 5–39; Patrick Wilcken, “The Intellec-
tuals, the Media and the Gulf War,” Critique of Anthropology 15, no. 1 (1995):
37–69; John Zaller, “Information, Values, and Opinions,” American Political
Science Review 85 (1991): 1215–38; and see also John Zaller, The Nature
and Origins of Mass Opinion (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993).

29. With the proliferation of newscasts and cable talk shows (e.g., Meet
the Press and Face the Nation), this study in no means intends to imply that
CNN, Inc., is the “only” influential media conglomerate. It is used here eu-
phemistically to capture the broader media element. For an interesting view-
point on this issue, see also Marc D. Felman, The Military/Media Clash and
the New Principle of War: Media Spin (Maxwell AFB, Ala.: Air University
Press, 1993); and see also US Army Headquarters, Department of the Army,
“Information Operations and Battlefield Simulation/Digitization,” Military
Review 75, no. 6 (1995).

30. It is interesting to note that the comments related to press guidance
influencing policy emanated primarily from the NSC Staff and the State De-
partment—the Defense Department informants made no mention of this
connection. By department, the ratio of overall references to the media was
White House/NSC, 50 percent; State Department, 50 percent; Defense De-
partment, 23.3 percent; and, CIA, 66.7 percent.

31. State Department official.
32. National Security Interagency Policy-making official.
33. State Department official.
34. Defense Department official.
35. State Department official.
36. National Security Interagency Policy-making official.
37. Defense Department official.
38. National Security Interagency Policy-making official.
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39. Defense Department official.
40. Ibid.
41. See also Morton H. Halperin, with the assistance of Priscilla Clapp

and Arnold Kanter, Bureaucratic Politics and Foreign Policy (Washington,
D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1974).

42. State Department official.
43. National Security Interagency Policy-making official.
44. State Department official.
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Chapter 9

Developing the
Endgame—Termination Policy

for the Persian Gulf and Bosnia

It is more than coincidental that popular discourse refers to
the vision of the desired end state as the “endgame.”1 Such ter-
minology intimates an underlying perspective regarding the
bureaucratic political process and is, therefore, an implicit ex-
tension of the “game” metaphor used to describe Allison’s
bureaucratic politics model of decision making. Dissimilar ap-
proaches to leadership, decision making as negotiation, domes-
tic politics, strategic vision and planning processes, and institu-
tional equities determine the “face of the issue” each agency
perceives as most important, while shaping analytical perspec-
tives to minimize the distressing effects of cognitive dissonance
(chap. 2). The findings provided evidence regarding the influence
of this face-of-the-issue component on policy development, sug-
gesting that termination policy must be thought of in terms of
the following four themes that emerged from both cases: the de-
velopment of crisis analysis, end-state vision, termination crite-
ria, and termination strategy. To contextualize these findings
within real-world interagency processes, this chapter traces in-
teragency conflict’s effects on the policy processes of the Persian
Gulf War and the Bosnia crisis along the lines of these four
themes.2 Crisis analysis emerged as the most critical aspect of
Termination Policy development because it frames the remaining
three policy components—the desired end state, termination cri-
teria, and strategy; consequently, it serves as the anchoring
point for the remainder of this discussion.

Crisis Analysis
Crisis analysis provides the foundational perspective

around which policy makers frame the three remaining termi-
nation policy components. Leadership directly affects crisis
analysis. The absence of strategic vision coupled with the lack
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of an integrated planning process empowers decision makers
to develop perspectives on crises that remain bound by dis-
parate worldviews. Dissimilar conceptions of roles and mis-
sions (i.e., theirs and others) and the need to protect institu-
tional equities further restrict these perspectives.

In the first instance, the absence of a strategic vision en-
ables decision makers to frame crises differently because of
dissimilar organizational cultures and competing institutional
equities. A product of asymmetric worldviews, dissimilar
shared images regarding ideology and philosophical perspec-
tives concerning the use of force prompt agencies to ascribe
different meanings to crises. The State Department tends to
view crises as part of the continually evolving global land-
scape. Accordingly, State adopts a process-oriented analytic
approach to analysis. Defense, on the other hand, tends to
view crises as situations with identifiable beginning and end-
ing points. Defense’s views are therefore substance-oriented
with an accompanying tendency to fractionate crises into dis-
tinct phases wherein milestones must be chronologically (or
serially) achieved before proceeding to the next phase; that is,
it is a linear process with clear turning points.3 Magnified
within an interagency process that lacks an integrated plan-
ning mechanism, these differences permit department-specific
worldviews to dominate crisis analysis as the absence of struc-
ture generates considerable latitude for interpretation.

Decision makers generally fail to recognize the extent to
which subconsciously constructed worldviews affect conflict
dynamics and their respective analytical processes. Accord-
ingly, the USG endeavors to superimpose its perspective onto
others when dealing with both interest- and value-laden issues.
Such an ethnocentric approach lacks cultural appreciation
and impels US leaders to promote “good guy/bad guy” stereo-
types regarding adversaries.4 Demonization of the enemy
negates decision makers’ ability to look at the conflict in toto
for fear of becoming an apologist for those whose practices
contributed to the actual crisis, yet whom the USG feels com-
pelled to support.5 It likewise creates an environment wherein
concerns about face-saving prevent leaders from engaging in a
more collaborative approach.6 Hence, the conclusion that a
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groupthink phenomenon develops during crisis analysis, one
made evident by decision makers’ unwillingness to examine
more rigorously the underlying causes and conditions of con-
flict.7 One State deputy characterized this unwillingness by say-
ing, “Part of the process is that no agency [or] person wants to
express a view that gets them put outside the system. In terms
of ‘bad guys/good guys’ . . . if you raise those issues, you find
yourself outside the shared images.”8 This fear of being outside
the shared images of one’s agency further distorts national in-
terest definition and the framing of intervention criteria.

The most critical aspect concerning the presence or absence
of shared images for crisis analysis materializes in the answer
to the question When does a conflict start? The response to
this inquiry rests in part with the perceptions decision makers
attach to their roles during crisis intervention. Their roles are
defined partially by institutional equities. A State deputy con-
tended “different departments have different views on what a
crisis is—that’s related to self-interest. In part, the interagency
conflict is over the definition of the crisis—which is directly
tied to their self-interests.”9 Examination of roles and missions
ambiguities alongside defense of institutional equities clarifies
their relationship with crisis analysis.

In addition to the effects of role ambiguity highlighted ear-
lier, this problem manifests itself further in the absence of an
integrated analytical mechanism. Because no one agency con-
trols or “owns” an entire crisis response effort, the lack of
cross-fertilization results in interagency misconceptions of
core competencies. One National Security Council principal
asserted, “To try to figure out [how] to make a . . . complex civil
emergency operation work is a [heck] of a puzzle . . . no one
understands the whole puzzle and everyone comes at it from
a different perspective.”10

This insulated effort curtails crisis analysis as mutually ex-
clusive analyses lack a “systems approach” that capitalizes
upon the core competencies each agency brings to bear upon
the problem. Because no interagency mechanism exists to
conduct long-term forecasting, agencies independently engage
in crisis analysis after eruption (e.g., humanitarian crises).
One State principal noted, “So much depends on individuals
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that it isn’t the process at fault—it’s the failure to utilize the
process in decision making, a failure to look in advance at
what are likely to be future challenges. All too often we wait for
a crisis to erupt before developing a policy. You never know how
it might erupt.”11 Lower-level analysts and decision makers push
independent postfacto perspectives upward to the highest levels
whereby the principals attempt to synthesize fragmented images
of the “puzzle.” This approach complicates planning and crisis
response unnecessarily because principals remain reluctant to
get involved with the details of the planning process (e.g., identi-
fying contingency operation funding sources). Such inaction
pushes the fundamental progenitors of interagency conflict back
down the interagency hierarchy where decision makers dog-
matically protect their respective equities.

Discussed in greater detail throughout the earlier analysis,
perceptions regarding the need to protect institutional equities
play a central role in developing “competitive” interagency tac-
tics when perceptions of self-interest are “high” (see fig. 11,
p. 136). Additionally, the quantitative analysis revealed that
when an Agency’s Perceived Penalty for Failure ranked high, that
Department’s Interagency Behavior tended to be “competitive”
(see fig. 15, p. 140). The interagency’s lower-level members re-
main tied to their respective agencies and perceive that their fail-
ure to protect institutional equities equates to professional fail-
ure. The desire to avoid this failure (and its penalty; see fig. 15)
generates competitive interagency tactics. Further, divergent
conceptions of time (compounded by a general lack of time due
to the pace of interagency activities) exacerbate this perceived
need to protect institutional equities, prompting agencies to
frame national interests and intervention criteria independent
of others’ inputs and, therefore, differently from one another.

Contending views regarding interest- versus value-laden na-
tional interests and intervention criteria intensify interagency
conflict as agencies promote discordant assessments regard-
ing the definition of conflict and the utility of armed interven-
tion. Such analysis results in a tendency to exaggerate or over-
estimate operational requirements as a means to protect
institutional equities and delay action. Relatedly, the NSC
Staff’s operating procedures intensify these differences when
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it responds to congressional pressure or media influence
rather than taking action based upon principled guidance
from the White House. Together, these factors—dissimilar
worldviews, asymmetric conceptions of roles and missions,
and the need to protect institutional equities—create a narrow
analytical approach that compels decision makers to focus on
tactical rather than strategic issues. This approach emerged
as the most crucial flaw related to crisis analysis since the na-
ture of this analysis—occurring in the initial stages of the policy
debate—shapes termination policy’s remaining elements.

Ultimately, because decision makers focus on tactical-level is-
sues, their approaches to crisis analysis tend to analyze the
nodes of the system, failing to recognize the value of the rela-
tionships across nodes that make the system one entity.12 Alter-
natively, some tend to be incapable of recognizing that a systemic
phenomenon is at work yet perceive that tactical actions serve
the national interest. Either way, such tactical focus restricts the
interagency’s ability to evaluate the underlying causes and con-
ditions of the crisis, thereby negating its ability to develop a
policy that can achieve long-term conflict termination as a step
toward sustainable conflict resolution. Data supported these
findings for both cases examined here, illustrating as well how
two distinct presidential decision-making styles can both lead
the interagency toward the same tactically focused conclusion.

Case Examples/Crisis Analysis

The Persian Gulf and Bosnia crises transpired during two
different presidential administrations that exercised different
decision-making styles. The Bush presidency was a decision-
taking administration; the Clinton presidency, a consensus-
building administration.13 Despite these differences in style,
both administrations focused on select critical nodes of the con-
flict system rather than on the system as a whole. The decision-
making style distinction is relevant for the remainder of this
analysis since it relates to the leader’s development of strategic
vision and the widely held assumption that leaders who provide
strategic vision are able to fulfill policy mandates because an
integrated planning process supports implementation of that
strategic vision. However, the analysis generated the conclusion
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that neither administration promoted an effective interagency
dynamic and each, therefore, retarded integrated planning.

The Persian Gulf War

In this case, the “Gang of Eight,” or, as Bush and Brent Scow-
croft labeled it, the “core group,” developed policy and made all
decisions in a practical sense.14 These eight principals shared a
common worldview—one wherein the realist paradigm domi-
nated their philosophies regarding the use of force. Inherent in
this realist approach proved the notion that the territorial bound-
aries of sovereign nations should remain inviolable. Aggression
against such borders, irrespective of the provocative acts of one
or more parties, “will not stand”15 and must be rebuked by “all
necessary means.”16 The maintenance of international borders
remained a high priority for this administration, one that the
president successfully communicated to the American public as
a vital national interest, in part by demonizing Saddam Hus-
sein.17 In consultation with his core group, the president acted
decisively, but perhaps too commandingly as his leadership and
decision-making styles prevented the interagency process from
undertaking a thorough analysis of the crisis and debating the
issues.

The president’s decisive leadership enhanced implementation
at the operational and tactical levels, but the absence of inte-
grated interagency planning truncated the crisis analysis
process. Regional and issue-specific experts were excluded, pro-
ducing a policy outcome framed by four “strategic objectives”18

that could, at best, merely return the conflict to a status quo
antebellum because these objectives failed to address the under-
lying causes and conditions of conflict. Consequently, the crisis
analysis process did not consider the broader conflict spectrum,
including the Kuwaiti’s provocative actions against Iraq that
Hussein purportedly interpreted as an economic act of war.19

Such oversight ensured any acceptable termination of the im-
mediate crisis would be, at best, one-sided. The shared images of
these top advisors and the president prevented them from ac-
knowledging other issues in the conflict because their realist
worldview demanded an immediate response to Hussein’s ag-
gressive “unprovoked invasion” of Kuwait.20 One State Depart-
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ment principal characterized the issue of crisis analysis as it re-
lated to termination policy development in the following manner:

Once the shooting started it was too late to get meaningful input from ex-
pert levels of the bureaucracy into nontechnical decisions being made at
the highest level, such as conflict termination. I think that the president
would have been well-advised to seek agency views on conflict termina-
tion involving various battlefield scenarios. Without being in any way
bound by those views reflecting greater expertise than what could be
available among the handful of top advisors, this would have given the
president the benefit of ideas that might have aided him in forming his
own decisions. . . . In fact, on some key decisions involving termination,
I suspect that the only people involved in discussing the matter were the
president, Scowcroft, Cheney, and Powell. . . . At various times during the
period from the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait until the cessation of hostilities
and the cease-fire talks at Safwan, efforts by the Bureaus of Near East Af-
fairs (NEA) and Political Military Affairs (PMA) to interject ideas about the
“endgame” or conflict termination, or even guidelines for General
Schwarzkopf at the Safwan cease-fire talks, were rebuffed.21

In the end, decisive leadership developed a strategic vision for
prosecuting the war but not for sustaining peace. Because the
“core group” prevented the interagency process from defining,
describing, and framing the crisis through the eyes of substan-
tive experts, the decision makers failed to develop and evaluate
options that could address strategic, rather than tactical, issues.
It is clear that incongruent conceptions of roles and missions
further debilitated the interagency’s integrated development of
policy for this crisis. When Hussein made clear that he was will-
ing to wage war with the United States (and the international
coalition), the core group overwhelmingly emphasized the mili-
tary course of action, thereby diminishing its ability to integrate
diplomatic, economic, and military options into a cohesive ap-
proach. In this manner these leaders, propelled by shared im-
ages regarding the use of force,22 constrained crisis analysis and
option generation.23 The core group managed the initial analyti-
cal effort for the Bosnia crisis (1990–93) much in the same man-
ner as it had for the Persian Gulf, an approach that experienced
little modification with a change in executive administrations.

The Bosnia Crisis

While the Bush administration remained embroiled in the
Iraq crisis, the Balkans began to implode. The analytical
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process used to frame action in the Gulf produced a “policy of
abstinence” vis-à-vis the Bosnia crisis. The words of a Bush
administration NSC principal captured the following analytical
process:

We applied the process we had to Bosnia, the same as Iraq, but came
to a different conclusion than the Clinton administration. Starting with
US national interests, other than humanitarian, we found interests to
be marginal unless it spread to Kosovo and Macedonia. We looked at
the conflict in Bosnia and whether the application of US/NATO force
was an appropriate way to try to deal with the conflict. We determined
it could not be done at a cost which the American people would be will-
ing to pay and at a cost commensurate with the benefits. And, could
we get our forces back out? We could not ensure the last two questions
in the affirmative, so we did not go in.24

Whereas the Bush administration concluded that interven-
tion into a sovereign nation was not in the best interests of the
United States, the Clinton administration reached a quite dif-
ferent conclusion . . . though not immediately.25 The factors
discussed above (i.e., absence of strategic vision, lack of an in-
tegrated planning process, disparate worldviews, differing con-
ceptions of roles and missions, and competing institutional
equities) similarly influenced the analytical process the Clin-
ton administration employed as it took office in 1993. As a re-
sult of interagency conflict and executive indifference, these
factors delayed intervention until 1995.

According to one NSC principal, Scowcroft’s and Lawrence
Eagleburger’s experiences with the former Yugoslavia over-
shadowed the interagency’s analysis of the crisis.26 As a result of
their influence, agencies continued to frame the crisis in Bosnia
as a “case of a relatively artificial country breaking apart and we
had little interest outside humanitarian.” Secretary of State
Baker characterized the situation by saying the United States
“didn’t have a dog in this fight.”27 Although the leadership physi-
cally changed in January 1993, this adjustment largely affected
the political appointees, not the career bureaucrats and military
officials who continued to share the Scowcroft–Eagleburger
image of “Bosnia imploding.” Relatedly, worldview gaps between
State and Defense enlarged as General Powell held steadfastly to
the previous administration’s analysis whilst his incoming
peers across government increasingly urged the United States
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to take action in light of intensified media pressure. Clinton’s ex-
ecutive mandate exacerbated this cleavage, since he had cam-
paigned (and won) based upon a domestic platform that refo-
cused political attention onto internal issues at the expense of
foreign affairs.

In this sense, the Clinton administration’s strategic vision
proved myopic as it turned a blind eye on the events in the for-
mer Yugoslavia to honor its campaign commitment to the do-
mestic agenda. Ambassador Richard Holbrooke criticizes the
Clinton administration for this ambivalent approach and appar-
ent trade-off, noting that the president’s preeminent foreign
policy campaign issue (1992) was Bosnia.28 However, the ad-
ministration failed to act until the galvanizing events involving
genocide in mid-1995.29 The Bosnia crisis worsened in the ab-
sence of strategic vision,30 an absence that in Holbrooke’s eyes
perpetuated the “deep division within the new team.”31 The ab-
sence of an integrated planning approach amplified this void.

At the beginning of the executive transition, decision makers
faced an added challenge that shaped interagency planning. The
new principals (and those replaced two and three layers down
within each agency) engaged in competitive behaviors in an effort
to “get the president’s ear.”32 These behaviors further impaired
the planning process as these principals’ actions unconsciously
closed communication channels in an effort to control their re-
spective bureaucracies. In the absence of preexisting personal
relationships, communication and planning became isolated fur-
ther. This isolation intensified Defense’s perceptions that State
wanted to embroil the military in another Vietnam- or Somalia-
like “quagmire.”33 Here again, the need to protect institutional
equities magnified the disparate worldviews and philosophies re-
garding the use of force,34 ensuring gridlock within the adminis-
tration until the media reported the atrocities that “remind[ed]
the world that international conventions and moral law were
being violated and demand[ed] that the major powers take deci-
sive military action.”35 These media reports further reinforced
disparate agency worldviews as the State Department identified
the Serbs as the aggressors while Defense took a more balanced
view by insisting that all parties in conflict shouldered some level
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of responsibility. This fissure became especially influential in the
creation of different end-state visions.

Exacerbated by a change in leadership in 1993, the analytical
process that framed the crisis in Bosnia shared the same basic
deficiencies as that of the Persian Gulf. However, the problem
with leadership in this instance was not that it commanded too
strong a role, but rather, that it failed to establish the tone for the
administration and allowed interagency decision makers to drift
according to their respective subcurrents for over two years.

As the process drifted, tension across the interagency actors
intensified, leading to the development of a flawed intervention
process. In effect, the Dayton Peace Accords produced inter-
agency termination policy in name only—the military and civil-
ian components of that intervention remained separated, again
demonstrating that the absence of an integrated planning
process encourages agencies to develop courses of action based
upon disparate worldviews and the protection of their institu-
tional equities. The following question has been a long-term
problem: Are the senior State Department executives or Defense
Department flag officers in charge?36 The protection of equities
and inflexibility regarding roles and missions—on the part of all
agencies—led to the development of two mutually exclusive, se-
rially connected courses of action (i.e., the military Implementa-
tion Force [IFOR] and the civilian implementation missions). In
the final analysis, these problems ensured the approach used by
the interagency decision makers to analyze the conflict focused
on the independent nodes of the Bosnia crisis, not the “Balkans”
as a system so that affecting one component could leverage an-
other to move the system toward a comprehensive desired end
state. However, this supposition presumes that the administra-
tion had, in fact, articulated such a desired end state, a topic ex-
plored in a later section of this chapter.

Summary:
Crisis Analysis

These approaches to crisis analysis revealed two recurring de-
fects—one related to information exchange; the other related to
strategic vision. First, decision makers continually excluded ex-
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pert participation (i.e., people with culturally or crisis-specific
knowledge) in both the crisis analysis and the decision-making
processes. While the latter proves somewhat understandable,
mistakes pertaining to the former ensure decision makers ini-
tially frame crises with limited information, prompting them to
make decisions based upon potentially flawed assumptions and
incongruous worldviews. Yet, the problem goes beyond excluding
expert knowledge. Asymmetric knowledge of conditions on the
ground reinforces a groupthink dynamic because information is
not shared across or within agencies (with the experts). One De-
fense principal characterized the problem by saying, “There are
immense amounts of ignorance being shared because infor-
mation is not shared. You go to the PC or the DC meetings—
the Deputy Secretary/Undersecretary—these folks do not
have all the information in their heads because they are the
top folks. It is terrible how ignorant the process is because it
is top-down in these committees/groups and they do not have
time to get, or to know, all the facts and the right people are
not there with the information.”37

This lack of information inhibits the principals’ and deputies’
capacities to develop policy as decision makers decontextualize
crises to fit their understanding in light of their prior experience
(i.e., Tversky and Kahneman’s availability heuristic dominates).
Perceptions of interagency relations that perpetuate negative
stereotypes further magnify these skewed perspectives. These
stereotypes produce competitive dynamics that reinforce mis-
conceptions of roles and missions and drive the policy process
toward the lowest common denominator—the use of force
framed by tactical perspectives.

Tactical perspectives impel analysts and decision makers to
focus on a conflict system’s critical nodes while hampering the
development and articulation of the necessary strategic vision
required to promote a clearly defined desired end state. In this
manner, decision makers truncate required “backwards plan-
ning” processes from the very beginning. The lack of integra-
tion across the interagency process generates an analytical
approach based upon flawed assumptions and narrow per-
spectives regarding opportunities upon which the intervenors
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could capitalize. These missed opportunities manifest them-
selves by generating limited visions for the desired end state.

Desired End State
The foregoing dimensions of crisis analysis cannot be viewed

in isolation from the process wherein decision makers construct
their vision for the desired end state.38 The factors highlighted
above, along with their limitations, carry over into the develop-
ment of this vision as perspectives concerning the nature of the
crisis influence views regarding the “post-intervention destina-
tion.” Bertram Spector captures the essence of this relationship
as follows:

The way a dispute is framed can constrain the options for resolution.
If the parties view the conflict in nationalist, ethnic, or ideological
terms, escalation of the dispute and recourse to violence may be in-
evitable. Definitions that delimit the meaning of the conflict to sim-
plistic stereotypes, that villainize the adversary, that place total blame
on the other party, and that emotionalize the conflict often promote
early impasse and give way to conflicts that appear impervious to ne-
gotiation or mediation. The principals become inflexible. Bosnia, So-
malia, and Rwanda are some recent examples of such conflicts.39

The development of this vision occurs through a political
process of decision making as negotiation, one that remains
intensely political at the highest levels—one that is channeled
by anticipated roles, personalities, and institutional equities.
According to one high-ranking government official,

The problem is that the definition of the end state is a political process.
You cannot, almost by definition, define it without going through the
messiness of the political process. . . . Defining the [desired] end state
. . . cannot be done absent what you have to do to get there. Agencies will
always measure against what has to be done to get there. When you layer
upon that personal factors—egos, power—it is difficult. People tentatively
have a stake in this sort of situation. Then there are the distractions, the
lack of consistent attention, [and] so many other things going on.40

Layered upon this political process is the tactical-vision prob-
lem, an issue exacerbated by dissimilar organizational cultures
and a lack of integrated planning. A Defense principal acknowl-
edged the tendency of his department to think tactically con-
cerning the end state: “In our discussions in the ‘Tank,’ we did
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not give a lot of attention to clearly defining conflict [termination]
in the context in which you’re looking at it. Someone would say
‘What are we trying to do?’ but I can’t remember us talking a lot
about ‘If he takes this action, then. . . .’ Our discussions were al-
most more tactical than strategic in this sense.”41

It is important to recall that agencies across the USG do not
feel Defense should establish the end-state vision since it is not
the lead agent for policy development. To perform its missions,
however, Defense planning and doctrine rely upon clearly articu-
lated end states from which to develop operational campaign
plans. Yet, because the interagency process fails to debate the
issues, compare analytical approaches, and integrate planning
mechanisms, the perception generally held within Defense is
that no other agency is developing this vision, and it must ad-
dress these issues to protect its institutional equities. If the NSC
Staff and State Department are developing this vision, the find-
ings surrounding these two crises indicated that they are not
communicating that vision through the interagency process.
One Defense principal offered that his department’s “ability to
influence [end-state vision] is not good—within the department,
there’s a fair capability to create conflict termination and exit
strategies. Defense has a high strategy development capability,
but the department’s ability to influence [end-state vision] is not
good. You rarely see the State Department or NSC Staff working
the desired end state. In other words, ‘What’s the end state you
want to occur?’ and work backwards from there—that rarely oc-
curs in State or NSC.”42

Experiences throughout these two crises indicated that for
both the NSC Staff and State Department the definition of an
end state does not hold the same significance as it does for De-
fense, thus highlighting a significant cultural fissure. One
NSC principal noted, “End state is a military planner’s term of
art. Every time we have a discussion within the interagency
that rests on nomenclature that one segment has grown up
with, we have problems. End state was a key one. [We] avoid
words like control, strategy—we had to methodically strip out
the nomenclature and substance. . . . Avoiding proprietary
nomenclature can be really important to hammering-out an
end state or a tentative strategy.”43
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This difference in significance is magnified by decision makers’
prior experiences—experiences that prompt Defense officials and
others who served during the Vietnam War to push the inter-
agency toward a clear definition of the desired end state. A De-
fense principal captured the essence of this perception, “The
most important question is absolutely the end state. I point to
Vietnam and ask (1) ‘What is the political end state you expect to
see?’ (2) ‘What does the military situation have to do to [achieve]
number one?’ and, (3) ‘Can we do it?’ In Vietnam, we never
thought through the political end state—can you do it? If we tried
to do the same thing in Somalia, we would still be there. The de-
velopment of the end state is bottom-up instead of top-down.”44

The answers to these three questions are not apparent im-
mediately if one hopes to achieve systemic change because of
armed intervention. They require intense debate by individuals
who can collectively see the entire “puzzle” through their in-
stitutional perspectives, but who can simultaneously put
aside their institutional equities when developing policy. How-
ever, failing to address these questions can lead to applying
force with unanticipated negative effects, thereby worsening
the conflict between adversaries.45 The lethality of force de-
mands that the interagency process and its decision makers
address these issues before force employment. Defining the
end state cannot be generated via a “bottom-up” approach
wherein tactical realities dictate strategic vision “in the mo-
ment.” Yet, the absence of such a top-down vision intensifies
Defense’s need to define an exit strategy as a critical compo-
nent of intervention strategy.46 Defining exit strategy first,
especially in terms of a timeline, again promotes a lowest
common-denominator solution wherein the USG employs
forces with no clear vision for their role in achieving a satis-
factory termination according to clearly defined criteria, ter-
mination policy’s third major component.

Case Examples: Desired End State

Similar to the discussion of crisis analysis, the issues con-
cerning end-state vision materialized differently in these two
cases. Senior-level decision makers framed no strategic end
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state for the Persian Gulf War beyond a return to the status
quo antebellum.47

The Persian Gulf War

One Defense deputy noted, “In the Persian Gulf War, our in-
tention was to repulse the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait . . . talking
about getting at a modern-day Hitler.”48 One CIA official shared
this perspective by asserting, “I don’t think they had an end
state. Originally, [it was a] cease-fire, end of conflict. The prob-
lem is the immediate end state for the war was fairly clear, but
[there was] no clear policy after that. Keeping Saddam Hussein
in his box was not an end state—sanctions are not a policy,
they’re a policy tool.”49 A Defense principal likewise reflected this
perception, “I do not think we had political objectives. . . . The po-
litical objectives were to kick Iraq out of Kuwait—that was it.
There was no consideration for conflict termination—‘Where do
you want to be politically in 20 years?’ ‘What are the strategic de-
cisions for this part of a world?’ None of that was considered!”50

Evidence for these views emerged at the time of the cease-
fire. Because agencies responded independently to the crisis in
terms of their respective core competencies, decision makers
created a phased approach toward achieving a desired end
state, one framed only in terms of the four limited political ob-
jectives identified overtly as US policy objectives.51 However,
the leaders introduced no integrated political, economic, and
social/psychological objectives until after the cease-fire when
the military recognized it would have to assist in the post-
conflict humanitarian effort (including maintaining combat air
patrols [CAP] to prevent Iraqi aircraft, save helicopters, from fly-
ing in the northern and southern no-fly zones). Deployed mili-
tary units initially provided support for humanitarian aid and
civil affairs functions. It is significant that the military was not
prepared, either psychologically or materially, to do so; thus,
a crucial omission in planning emerged because the planning
process failed to link war fighting with diplomacy.

In effect, the decision makers in this case developed a limited
strategic vision through a process that ensured the military
would “hand the situation back” to the ambassador and coun-
try team once a cease-fire occurred. This handoff resulted
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from the absence of an integrated interagency planning mecha-
nism that could debate the issues and compare various analy-
ses of the crisis. Such a process could have anticipated  these
needs from the outset of the conflict, especially since public rhet-
oric and the military’s psychological operations (PSYOP) at-
tempted to assure the Iraqi populace that the US-led coalition
waged war against Hussein as their rogue leader, not against
them as individual citizens. The logic of this approach mani-
fested itself in the identification and selection of military tar-
geting objectives,52 yet there was no recursive linkage to the po-
litical objectives to create a comprehensive approach for the
long-term reintegration of Iraq into the global community.

The Bosnia Crisis

In August 1995, the nature of the humanitarian crisis in
Bosnia brought together two disparate worldviews related to
armed intervention. Those mobilized by value-laden concerns
accentuated media reports of the massacres in Srebrenica and
market-place bombing in Sarajevo. At the same time, those
mobilized by interest-laden concerns stressed the adverse ef-
fects of NATO’s damaged credibility.53 Prior to this point, how-
ever, the president did not create an image (i.e., a definition of
task, a purpose, or an end-state vision) around which the pub-
lic or policy could coalesce. The ongoing congressional power
struggle vis-à-vis the executive branch further complicated the
development of an end-state vision as the CJCS did not want
to use troops on the ground; the Pentagon had congressional
support—and knew it.54 In conjunction with this dynamic, the
disparate views around this question of end state held by State
and Defense paralyzed the policy process. A CIA official noted
that “the humanitarian factor also applied to Bosnia. During
the deliberations, State was in the forefront of those who
thought we should bomb—the Pentagon was very reluctant.
DOD’s main concerns were (a) what are we going to bomb and
(b) once you start, what’s the end state?”55

The agencies framed their answers to the second question in
terms of their worldviews and the assumptions their ideologies
made salient. Although a long passage, the words of one De-
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fense official capture the nature of this fissure, bringing into
stark relief the contrasting views held by State and Defense:

State assumed Milosevic would go away. We saw him as the linchpin—
State thought student protests would be effective and also thought we’d
take on a broader role with war criminals and we’d remove Milosevic and
Mladic. We left them in place. Our vision of the end state was to come up
with the right lines on the map and balance the power through the
“Train and Equip” plan written here without much input from the State
Department. It was trotted out and State saw it and said, “Holy cow, we
thought you were going to put the Bosniacs in power and pull Milosevic
out.” They (State) did all the negotiation with Bosnia and we did all the
negotiation with the other side. We ended up with State seeing Milosevic
as a threat—their vision was so different from ours and they didn’t see
it. We had a balance of power whereas State thought we’d come to the
aid of those abused. We now have a situation where you have two enti-
ties instead of one. We were dealing with Milosevic—he’s got the guns. So
we balanced the power out and State assumed there would be an im-
balance of power they could come in and negotiate. I think Holbrooke’s
view was to end the fighting—we do a lot of those simplistic things. Hol-
brooke’s view was “How do I stop this war?” The State Department was
more Pollyannaish—[their] focus was on future trade, etc. State takes a
very simplistic view—“Everyone will see the situation through our lenses.
Because the US is there, everyone will work cooperatively with one an-
other.” I don’t think State recognized that they are political entities, not
ethnic entities. Holbrooke was a realist—[he] balanced the power. State’s
view was Bosnia would be part of “engagement and enlargement” and
then we’ll move out.56

For Bosnia, this cleavage ensured that once decision makers
decided to introduce forces into the conflict, they did so with
no clear vision of any desired end state; rather, they fell victim
to the “do something” syndrome. The absence of such vision
prompted decision makers to agree on an “end date”—in place
of an end state—as an effort to “sell” troop deployment domesti-
cally, to both the public and the Congress. A State Department
deputy contended, “People say they’re trying to create a desired
end state, but we can’t do it—the actors have to. We are good
at short-term stopping the fighting. The biggest difficulty is to
make political decisions to act. The media and Congress—
Congress tends to be ‘quick in and out.’ The media is looking
for failure . . . good news is not reportable.”57

An NSC principal claimed the interagency did not establish a
desired end state for Bosnia but did frame termination criteria in
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the form of “benchmarks.” This official claimed, “We do not talk
about end states, we talk about ‘benchmarks.’ We came up with
8 or 10 benchmarks for Bosnia. For example, when the militaries
of the three have a structural transparency such as the ‘cross-
observation’ exercises that took place before the [Berlin] Wall
came down. If you satisfy most of the criteria for most of the
benchmarks, you do not need a military force on the ground. We
fleshed this out with a ‘cheat sheet’ from the guys at State to run
with the details.”58

The implied end state here reflects operational, indeed tactical,
thinking, “You do not need a military force on the ground.”59 This
recollection also demonstrates that the planning process re-
mained isolated as the NSC worked with only one agency—the
State Department—to develop the plan. Concurrently, the De-
fense Department developed a different end-state vision that re-
mained isolated from the interagency process, one that it later
“sold” to US civilian decision makers after it had been adopted by
the North Atlantic Council (NAC). With reference to the IFOR
mission, the military plan directing this effort noted that the
terms of the Peace Agreement would play a large role in defining
the political end state. Further, it highlighted the diplomatic-
military fissure by stating that NATO’s mission was not linked
directly to the end state. It did, however, outline four possible
conditions that, when achieved, could be deemed an end state in
Bosnia-Herzegovina. These conditions included the following:

1. parties’ adherence to the military requirements of the
Peace Agreement, especially the absence of violations or
unauthorized military activities;

2. parties’ demonstration of a commitment to continued ne-
gotiations to resolve differences;

3. creation of civil structures to assume responsibility and
monitor compliance with the Peace Agreement; and

4. establishment of conditions for ongoing nation-building
activities.

This proposed vision attempted to establish the “destination” for
the intervention but one that remained tactically focused due to
the absence of an integrated planning mechanism. 
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Summary: Desired End State

These two cases illustrate that the dearth of innovative think-
ing surrounding the development of a vision for the desired end
state is the product of a nonintegrated planning mechanism that
attempts to synthesize separate crisis analyses only at the high-
est levels of decision making. Structural cleavages create inter-
agency conflict that further stymies useful interagency debate.
Because the process remains focused on tactical-level issues,
one of the primary concerns becomes the development of an exit
strategy irrespective of the underlying conditions on the ground
between the parties in conflict. Therefore, termination criteria,
when developed, may or may not be connected with a vision for
the desired end state.

Termination Criteria
Perhaps more than any other emergent theme, developing

conflict termination criteria reflected the decision maker’s re-
liance upon the same cost-benefit mentality that undergirds
rational choice theory. When considering armed intervention
agency worldviews, institutional equities and domestic politics
shape definitions of national interest, intervention criteria,
and, ultimately, termination criteria. One Defense principal
noted, “Our entry is not usually declared with a clear view of
how we’re going to get out. In the Gulf War, I don’t think people
had a clear sense of exit strategy; Bosnia is hands-off, [and] in
Somalia we went in with a set of laudable objectives. Outside
of ‘feel good criteria,’ we didn’t look at all the possible out-
comes and regional developments.”60

It is this perception that the termination criteria tend to re-
flect feel-good criteria as a product of dissimilar worldviews,
defense of institutional equities, and responses to domestic
politics that drives the development of termination criteria to
their most basic and tactically focused level, eventually push-
ing for force withdrawal irrespective of changes in the basic
conflict.61 When the previous chapter discussed relationships
across these factors, the findings indicated that domestic politics
and media influence play a particularly important role in fram-
ing these termination criteria.
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Power struggles between the Congress and the executive
branch inject irreconcilable images into the process of develop-
ing termination criteria. On the one hand, the Congress wants to
exercise its constitutional prerogatives concerning the use of
US force abroad (e.g., via the War Powers Resolution or, more
generally, the domestic political process). On the other, the Con-
gress must reflect the desires of the populace it represents, a fac-
tor expressed usually through pressure to bring the troops home
as quickly as possible. In conjunction with the former, the Con-
gress pushes the president, as commander in chief, to express
termination criteria in terms of ending US participation—criteria
that do not relate necessarily to ending the conflict itself. A
deputy-level State Department official characterized this con-
gressional pressure by stating, “[The] Congress starts by saying
‘stop the slaughter and get it off the front pages,’ but then they
say ‘stop spending money and bring the troops home. ’ We are in
for six months . . . and then Congress says bring the troops
home. Congress pushes to get in, then blows a whistle to get out
much more quickly.”62 The media reports this congressional
pressure in partisan ways, thereby exacerbating interagency
conflict regarding the best form of intervention and the definition
of termination criteria.63 Relatedly, in their effort to frame the is-
sues, the media tends to promote the idea that the United States
must act as part of its moral obligation as the world’s sole re-
maining superpower. 

Media images push the limits of policy development by
stressing the “should do something” part of policy well before
critical analysis is performed to determine what intervention—
armed or otherwise—“can” do. Policy makers did not indicate
that the media should refrain from performing this role, as it
helps frame critical issues. Rather, officials argued that this
added pressure demands the principals lead the interagency
process in vetting all possible courses of action, their most
likely results, and their relationships to termination criteria
development.64 In this sense, the capacity of the media to in-
fluence policy exacerbates congressional pressures to define
termination criteria largely in terms of exit strategies.

Together, these factors frame termination criteria in terms
of measurable milestones, but ones that take the parties to the
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point of a cease-fire but not beyond. This focus upon the cease-
fire as the preeminent termination criterion perpetuates a cleav-
age in the interagency process and intensifies conflict between
disparate worldviews. This interagency dispute promotes a fis-
sure between the political and military objectives that “estab-
lish the nature of the conflict.”65 In essence, Defense defines
its role as bringing about the cease-fire through the applica-
tion of overwhelming force. Once achieved, the salience of in-
stitutional equities and roles and missions debates comes to
the fore as Defense perceives its role as one of war fighting, not
nation building. Defense views these postconflict civil affairs
activities as State Department responsibilities.66 This further
reflects the military’s “get in, do it, get out” mentality, a per-
spective that remains tied to strategy and “courses of action.”
Findings regarding the development of termination criteria in
these two cases present interesting conclusions.

Case Examples: Termination Criteria

Policy makers—both diplomats and war fighters—proved un-
able to translate effectively the stated political objectives into
clear, concise, and adequately measurable termination criteria.
This inability is demonstrated throughout these two cases.

The Persian Gulf War. It is clear that the Bush adminis-
tration developed termination criteria (i.e., the four strategic
objectives for US involvement that became the UN objectives
for the Gulf War) in pursuit of a limited end state—reestablish
the status quo antebellum. This policy contained the added
objective of maintaining regional stability by impairing Hus-
sein’s ability to act aggressively but not damaging his military
strength to the degree that it could no longer act as a counter-
balance to Iran.67 These five criteria focused on establishing
the conditions to produce a cease-fire, yet not terminating the
Iraq-Kuwait/Iraq-Coalition conflict in any tangible sense, as
they failed to address the underlying conflict issues or create
innovative solutions to transform the parties’ goals beyond
those issues. In this sense, these five termination criteria be-
came the end state, one that could be fulfilled only through a
strategy of conflict containment—an approach that similarly
characterized the Bosnia crisis.
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The Bosnia Crisis. The absence of an articulated end-state
vision makes the identification of conflict termination criteria
problematic since agencies cannot be assured that their actions
will help them arrive at their desired destination if that desti-
nation has not been determined, agreed upon, or communi-
cated. The foregoing reference to the IFOR plan did intimate,
however, that one possible end state could be achieved by se-
curing the four elements it proposed.68 Outside that proposal,
however, no clearly articulated interagency termination criteria
existed. The absence of such criteria led one Defense deputy to
remark, “The interagency’s primary interest in Bosnia was to
contain it from spreading—[that’s] the reason we went to
Macedonia.”69

The insertion of forces and IFOR did bring about a cease-fire
and prevent international spillover, but the conflict expanded as
it migrated to other venues (e.g., the Kosovo-Yugoslav crisis). An
NSC principal adeptly captured this perspective, “We go too far if
we think conflict termination [i.e., cease-fire] is the end state—
we’re still there. We got the shooting to stop in October 1995,
[but] we have expended enormous resources and energy. We
must leave in place the mechanisms to prevent further flare-
ups.”70 Developing mechanisms to prevent further flare-ups
must be included in any strategy that employs specific courses
of action to achieve clear termination criteria as a step toward
achieving a desired end state. As such, termination strategy de-
velopment is the final component of conflict termination policy;
it is discussed as the final topic of this chapter.

Summary: Termination Criteria

In both cases, decision makers failed to acknowledge the re-
lationship between termination criteria and the political ob-
jectives that shape the vision of the desired end state. Because
of this disjuncture, termination criteria took the form of goals
that emerged from a decision-making process in which the ex-
perts were excluded and those with the least situation-specific
knowledge made decisions based upon incomplete assess-
ments and limited crisis analysis.71 The product of a tactical-
level perspective, termination criteria provided benchmarks
for activities that produced temporary cease-fires but failed to
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address underlying conflict issues.72 Therefore, these actions
failed to induce systemic, lasting change. The data from the
cases illuminated an interrelated pattern. Crisis analyses frame
desired end states that, in turn, lead to the identification of
termination criteria. In turn, these criteria influence conflict
termination strategy development, the substance of the final
emergent theme. The words of a Defense principal integrate
the findings presented thus far by establishing a relationship
between interagency conflict and the development of termina-
tion criteria:

Interdepartmental conflict makes it harder to agree on what conflict
termination criteria are because what often a negotiation process sig-
nals is that they did not agree on policy outcomes. You get selection of
“mushy” criteria that each side interprets prospectively in their own
way—no one wants to push the discussion and get a tentative hand-
shake. You’ll not really be pressed by events—we see this in Bosnia . . .
we don’t have any idea whatsoever as to what the end state looks like.
The main criterion is to get through the next decision period. Now
there is an expectation that this could not go on forever, but we have
not agreed on what we’re going to do—the problem is not going to go
away.73

Hence, the ideas reflected herein provide an appropriate transi-
tion into the final emergent theme that addresses how the USG
is going to do what it intends to do—that of termination strategy
and, ultimately, course of action development.

Termination Strategy
The most extensive interagency fissure emerged when con-

sidering the relationship between the three themes discussed
above and the development of termination strategy to achieve the
desired result. Deciding how to achieve your end state in terms
of definitive courses of action is the point at which the three pre-
viously discussed themes converge. Decision makers often agree
that something should be done on the macro level but develop-
ing consensus regarding the form that action will take proves far
more difficult. Interagency conflict emanates from dissimilar or-
ganizational cultures and mutually exclusive planning processes
that empower skewed perceptions of institutional equities and
roles and missions to polarize decision makers as they develop
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intervention and termination strategy. Domestic political influ-
ence amplifies these difficulties by further constraining strategic
options. Beginning with organizational culture, this discussion
reviews each of these factors to demonstrate their influence on
termination strategy development.74

Dissimilar organizational cultures influence termination
strategy development by shaping the nature of interagency
communications. Disparate organizational cultures arrest in-
novative thinking and perpetuate stereotypes that exacerbate
misunderstanding, thereby truncating debate regarding COA
development. Friction between nonuniformed conceptions re-
garding civilian control of the military and the war fighter’s
perspective regarding civilian control hampers interagency
communication as military officials want civilian leaders to es-
tablish the strategic vision for intervention (i.e., the desired
end state and termination criteria) but leave the development
of operational strategy in the hands of the war fighter.75 For
many within the military, Gen George S. Patton Jr.’s maxim
appropriately reflects this relationship, “Never tell people how
to do things. Tell them what to do and they will surprise you
with their ingenuity.”76 For some, this perspective captures the
essence of the military’s view of civilian control of the military,
a view that is not shared universally by decision makers and
one that amplifies planning fissures as misaligned concep-
tions of roles and missions prompt agencies to exclude others
from the development of strategy. Further, when leaders do
not demand that interagency actors collaborate when develop-
ing courses of action, this planning fissure expands much in
the same manner as that caused by the independent crisis
analysis processes discussed previously. As a result, the inter-
agency process fails to produce an integrated, sustainable ap-
proach for termination strategy.

As each agency develops its own approach, the interagency
process fails to employ synergistically all of its instruments of
power (i.e., diplomatic, economic, informational, psychological,
sociological, and military) in the creation of termination strategy.
These independent approaches rely instead upon the phased
or serial development of strategy that artificially separates
diplomatic and military courses of action. Hence, a “virtual
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handoff” occurs once the president decides to employ the mili-
tary (i.e., the diplomat passes responsibility for the crisis to
the war fighter).77 The net result is that decision makers col-
lectively fail to capitalize on potential opportunities because
their perceived need to protect institutional equities (both func-
tional and resource-based) closes these windows. For example,
war fighting is seen as Defense’s role, not State’s. Similarly, the
conduct of diplomacy dictates that military officials do not nego-
tiate on behalf of the USG. Consequently, the absence of an in-
tegrated interagency planning mechanism produces strategies
aimed at creating temporary cease-fires but not sustainable
conflict termination. No bridge spans these mutually exclusive
conceptions of roles and missions. Domestic political concerns
amplify the importance of developing a strategy to achieve a
cease-fire while inhibiting the development of courses of action
that move toward sustainable conflict termination.

Domestic perceptions of the “American way of war” play a
significant role in perpetuating the termination strategy gap.
The United States purportedly remains unwilling to accept
American casualties, relies upon overwhelming force to coerce
its adversaries quickly and decisively (the Powell Corollary to
the Weinberger Doctrine), and impels respected national lead-
ers to demonize the enemy’s leader(s) as a means to mobilize
public support.78 In the first instance, perceived unwillingness
to accept casualties compels the interagency process to develop
an exit strategy as its first order of business.79 This exit strategy
presupposes the existence of an end date. In this manner, de-
cision makers develop strategy with a focus, first and fore-
most, on getting out—not with a vision toward creating the
conditions that will bring about sustainable conflict termina-
tion. In order to get out, this strategy must stop the fighting
decisively through the application of overwhelming force.

Using overwhelming force creates difficulties for developing
termination strategy since force application rarely resolves
conflict. Overwhelming force has the potential to end conflict
by creating a “conflict pause,” but because force alone cannot
resolve conflict, that pause may prove to be a mere hiatus. In
the words of one Defense principal, “[T]he rule there is that if
conflicts are to be resolved and an enduring agreement pro-
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duced, then all the factions to the agreement must believe that
what results is better than not having an agreement. They
must somehow believe they benefit more from the agreement
than fighting, or it will come up again. Clearly, those conditions
did not exist in the Bosnia Peace Agreement or Kosovo either.
You can’t get conflict resolution—you can get a cessation of
hostilities through the threat of force, but you can’t get conflict
resolution.”80 Obviously, a cost-benefit calculus gives rise to
this perspective. However, what is important here is the recog-
nition that force by itself cannot bring about conflict resolution,
which, by definition, implies permanent termination. Perhaps
it is this growing recognition that generates the third theme re-
lated to termination strategy—that of demonizing the enemy.

The practice of demonizing the enemy to mobilize popular
domestic support for military action abroad enjoys a long his-
tory.81 The nature of this demonization is changing, however,
as increasingly governments purportedly take military actions
against rogue leaders, not their oppressed civilian popu-
laces.82 Portraying a myopic view of the enemy channels pub-
lic perspective, both domestic and international, making it
easier to “sell” military intervention to both constituencies. It
is important to note that this demonization process can be
captured in a sound bite or a “bumper sticker,” thereby per-
petuating negative images of the adversarial leader, not the in-
nocent people who strive to survive under his (or her) “tyran-
nical rule.” Yet, this demonization process limits the decision
maker’s ability to develop an effective strategy as the need to
use power and coercion against a “demonized other” comes to
dominate views framing all potential courses of action. The
salience of this power projection need drives strategy toward a
constant state of escalation and results in the application of
overwhelming force. However, overwhelming force cannot
bring about sustainable termination short of extermination.83

An NSC principal contended the demonization of Saddam
Hussein during the Persian Gulf War as one of the United
States’s “greatest mistakes.” A Defense principal echoed this
perspective, “From a public relations perspective, you create a
situation where you can no longer deal with the enemy in a ra-
tional fashion—like Castro—you can only deal with him
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through third parties. The only exception to this was Nixon to
China. I believe that one of the only near-term ways out of the
Iraq situation is to help redefine Saddam Hussein—don’t make
him a hero, but change the perception.”84

The emphasis here on limiting one’s ability to “deal with the
enemy in a rational fashion” implies that such actions restrict
COA development and create public expectations that negate the
decision maker’s ability to refine policies. Such boundaries fur-
ther constrain the strategist’s capacity to consider all possible
options when framing COAs toward conflict termination. A brief
examination of these factors’ manifestation in the two cases be-
gins to integrate the findings. Noting that the three previous sec-
tions addressed several of these themes (e.g., dissimilar organi-
zational cultures, institutional equities, and roles and missions)
and because their effects influence strategy development, this
application focuses specifically upon the connection between
strategy and mutually exclusive planning processes as this link-
age serves as the bridge between the desired destination and the
vehicle used to get there.

Case Examples: Termination Strategy

The development of the plan connecting desired ends with
available means remains perhaps the most perplexing aspect
of policy formulation. The Persian Gulf and Bosnia cases
demonstrate the nature of this challenge.

The Persian Gulf War. The air operations planners under-
stood that neither President Bush nor the American public
would accept large numbers of casualties.85 This recognition
generated an implicit end-state vision, one that struggled to
ensure the Iraqi people would not harbor hatred for the United
States as a result of a massive aerial bombing campaign that
killed civilians and irreparably damaged their way of life. This
condition prompted the development of an integrated air plan
that judiciously selected targets with that implicit condition in
mind. However, the Defense Department developed this strategy
directly with the NSC Staff and the president, obtaining little
input from State. In the perceptions of one State deputy, this
strategy—coupled with the public relations effort to drive a
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wedge between the populace and the leader while demonizing
Hussein—enabled Bush to pronounce the coalition would “go
in, liberate Kuwait, and that was it.”86 He emphasized that
everyone knew “George Bush would make the decision.”87 This
rhetoric constrained innovative thinking and the development
of other options. One NSC principal noted the following:

We looked at [conflict termination] before the bombing started. We did
not have unanimity however. Before the bombing started, before con-
gressional approval, it was a debate about whether or not there should
be a conflict. In this case, State and JCS would have preferred a reso-
lution short of conflict—Iraq be induced to withdraw without military
action. [Cheney and Scowcroft] (and the president, although he kept
quiet) thought that such an outcome would have been a disaster for
the US. We had gotten ourselves into a position where there had to be
a conflict. If Iraq had withdrawn too quickly, he still had 100,000
troops on the border and we would have lost strategically and long-
term.88

Getting themselves “into a position where there had to be a
conflict,” President Bush and his National Security Advisor
(Scowcroft) turned to Cheney and Powell to develop the strategy
to eject Hussein from Kuwait.89 This dilemma was created in
part when the president dispatched senate delegations to tell
Hussein that the United States believed Iraq now had “a cen-
tral role to play in the Middle East.” Hussein began to inter-
pret these overtures as carte blanche approval to take action
to rebalance the region’s power relations based upon Kuwaiti-
imposed economic disparity.90 Ambassador April Glaspie’s
25 July meeting did little to dissuade Hussein from pursing a
military strategy toward that goal. In fact, William Reese indi-
cates that Glaspie told Hussein, “We have no opinion on the
Arab to Arab conflicts like your border disagreement with
Kuwait.”91 Reese postulates that Glaspie’s statement, taken in
conjunction with the United States’s apparent apathy toward
Iraq’s convergence of 100,000 troops on the Kuwaiti border in
the 11 days prior to 25 July, led Hussein to believe he had free
reign to exact as much punishment as he deemed necessary
from Kuwait. The development of this strategy flowed primar-
ily between these four decision makers and the military plan-
ners (including the war-fighting commander) to the virtual ex-
clusion of career diplomats. Crisis analysis occurred absent
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the presence of regional and cultural experts—the same non-
military experts were excluded from strategy development.92 Be-
cause the administration did not define clearly the type of post-
war peace it sought in terms of an end state, the four political
objectives served as de facto termination criteria.93 Yet, translat-
ing these objectives from the political arena to the operational
war-fighting environment illuminated the disconnect between
diplomacy and warfare as the cease-fire ensued.

The policy-makers’ failure to bridge this gap created the
subsequent impression once the war was over that the termi-
nation strategy (and indeed, the war itself) left the situation in
the Gulf unfinished. The most visible aspect of this “unfin-
ished business” concerned the extent to which the adminis-
tration demonized Hussein, yet “allowed” him to remain in
power. While other examples exist, this emerged as the most
poignant reminder that “the decisions on ending the war also
highlighted the failure to keep political and military objectives
in synch.”94 One possible reason for this disconnect was the
handoff that occurred through the phased approach of the war
fighter’s presence becoming dominant when diplomacy “failed”
and then diminishing upon cease-fire. Although the term exit
strategy was not commonplace in 1991, DOD commanders felt
they had fulfilled their role, and it was time to “pass” the post-
hostilities effort to nonmilitary agencies. These agencies had
not been involved with combat planning and proved ill pre-
pared for the impending challenges. The development and im-
plementation of this termination strategy, then, remained in
the hands of a few individuals (i.e., the core group), the same
individuals who prosecuted the war effort but remained intel-
lectually ill equipped for the posthostilities “peace” that fol-
lowed. Consequently, this case illustrates how serial strategy
development artificially separated diplomatic and war-fighting
COAs. Evidence for this rests with the fact that for more than
a decade after the cease-fire, the United States and a dwin-
dling number of its coalition partners remain embroiled in an
oscillating pattern of air strikes to “put Hussein back in his
box” as he oversteps the 1991 boundaries demarcated by the
United States and the United Nations. The United States re-
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mains similarly engaged in the Balkans more than seven years
after the signing of the Dayton Peace Accords.

The Bosnia Crisis. Identifying termination strategy for the
Bosnia crisis as it relates to a desired end state proves difficult
as it remains unclear whether a precise end state was envis-
aged when the decision makers initially formulated policy be-
tween 1993 and 1995 (i.e., the Dayton Peace Accords). Relat-
edly, the absence of a clear end state ensured termination
criteria would remain ambiguous. This ambiguity affected ter-
mination strategy development as the Implementation Force
(and later, Stabilization Force [SFOR]) seemed to be “muddling
through.” One component of that strategy did emerge clearly,
however, as policy makers established a timeline that drove
strategy. Discussed earlier, this timeline produced an exit
strategy that remained tied to a 12-month exit date. The evi-
dence shows that Defense insisted on establishing an exit
strategy because it felt the Clinton administration failed to ar-
ticulate an end state that would ensure it could eventually
bring the troops home. One Defense principal noted that
“DOD was forced to go to this because in the interagency there
was not much discussion on exit strategy. This forced a little
bit of discipline into it.”95 An NSC principal offered an addi-
tional rationale for the end date, “After Dayton, people thought
there had to be a deadline. I don’t think people were lying, but
they were not being intellectually rigorous. But it was in the
campaign period, so the administration avoided having public
debates—that reluctance to ‘front-burner’ Bosnia impeded a
rational policy process. [In] the consensus-driven system you
get rational work, but it’s much harder and [you] have to deal
with dysfunctional behaviors—it takes greater effort.”96

The reference to domestic politics (namely, the administra-
tion’s “reluctance to ‘front-burner’ Bosnia”) is important here
since it remained apparent that senior decision makers recog-
nized beforehand that one year would prove insufficient. At the
same time, however, they suspected they could not gain public
and congressional support for anything longer.97 An NSC prin-
cipal insisted, “The real end state we are after will only be
achieved 5, 10, 20 years after the military presence that is there
to support the political/civilian implementation process. Until
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this civilian implementation can carry on by more conventional
means (i.e., without the presence of three NATO divisions on the
ground), we’ll use a whole combination of traditional, nonmili-
tary means not to have NATO troops on the ground. We’re talk-
ing about a transitional presence—how do you know when the
job is done?”98

For reasons previously discussed, the military developed a
termination strategy to induce a cease-fire that would create the
environment for civilian agencies (governmental and non-
governmental) to improve the humanitarian situation. Defense’s
organizational culture and conceptions of roles and missions
curtailed the military’s willingness to consider other missions
(e.g., pursuit of war criminals) that may have expedited civilian
implementation of the Dayton Peace Accords. The Clinton ad-
ministration’s lack of leadership and absence of strategic vision
provided no alternatives for strategy development, leaving the
military to, in the words of one government official, “craft an end
state for itself.”99 Again, this gap between the diplomatic and
military missions became visible, as did the chasm between a
strategy to induce a cease-fire and one to create the conditions
for a sustainable peace.

Summary: Termination Strategy

In both cases national decision makers agreed US intervention
was required to stop the bloodshed and protect US national in-
terests, yet securing agreement regarding the nature of those
interventions remained problematical. Dissimilar organizational
cultures promoted nonintegrated planning processes that en-
abled agencies to frame strategies for conflict termination inde-
pendently and, ultimately, in ways that protected their respective
institutional equities as defined by department-specific roles and
missions. Concerns regarding domestic politics restricted
strategy development as decision makers used public opinion
and the Congress to leverage others’ views on the use of force. In
the end, this generated a strategy that sought to bring about
what should be termed war termination in the form of a cease-
fire, but that failed to move beyond that point in time to the de-
velopment of conflict termination policy as the bridge toward
sustainable peace. Applying overwhelming force to attain cease-
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fire became the de facto policy goal and its subsequent measure
of merit.

Synergistic Effects
The effects of interagency conflict on conflict termination

policy development can be captured through a brief synopsis.
Once reiterated, the final discussion interprets the effects of
these findings.

1. Dissimilar organizational images regarding the appropri-
ate use of force create different meaning for/of a crisis
and stimulate interagency conflict that hampers termi-
nation policy development by stifling interagency com-
munication.

2. Decision makers fail to recognize ways in which their re-
spective worldviews (i.e., political ideologies and philoso-
phies regarding the use of force) shape their conscious
(and subconscious) analytical processes, prompting
leaders to demonize the enemy as they artificially di-
chotomize the nature of the crisis into “good guy/bad
guy” frames.

3. Decision makers frame the crisis in terms of their roles in
crisis intervention; roles defined by institutional equities.
Role ambiguity and the absence of an integrated planning
mechanism amplify the need to protect respective institu-
tional equities.

4. The absence of strategic vision and the lack of an inte-
grated planning approach impel decision makers to
focus on parts of the system (i.e., nodes) while ignoring
the system as a whole. This approach expands the gap
between diplomats and war fighters as they each fail to
understand the other’s core competencies and, as such,
fail to maximize the effects of their integration.

5. Because decision makers focus on tactical-level issues,
analytical processes examine isolated nodes of the sys-
tem (i.e., independent parts of the broader conflict sys-
tem), thereby restricting the interagency’s ability to evalu-
ate the underlying causes and conditions of conflict and
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negating its ability to develop policy toward a sustain-
able solution.

6. Leaders who establish organizational cultures that limit
innovative thinking and create perceptions that the in-
ability to protect equities equates to professional failure
(for which, the penalty is high) exacerbate the tendency to
protect institutional equities. This generates conflict at the
interagency working group level.

7. The NSC Staff’s operating procedures intensify inter-
agency conflict when it responds to media or congres-
sional pressures rather than acting upon principled
guidance from the White House.

8. The development of end-state vision is a political
process of “decision making by negotiation” and is
channeled by anticipated roles, personalities, and insti-
tutional equities.

9. Agencies across the USG evaluate the importance of a
desired end-state vision differently, generating a “lowest
common-denominator” policy and leading to the devel-
opment of “exit strategies” as a means to ensure force
withdrawal irrespective of the longer-term implications
of armed intervention.

10. Domestic politics and the media play a crucial role in
framing termination criteria. Public opinion demands a
“bloodless war”; the Congress manipulates funding to
control foreign policy; and, the media appeals to the
emotional side of everyone, compelling the government
to “do something” before adequate analysis is con-
ducted.

11. Together, these factors exacerbate interagency conflict
and frame termination criteria in terms related to the ces-
sation of hostilities, measurable milestones, and exit
strategies but not to the conditions required for sustain-
able conflict termination as defined throughout this work.

12. In the absence of an articulated strategic vision, disparate
organizational cultures and prior experience shape termi-
nation strategy via their capacity to arrest innovative
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thinking, stifle interagency communication, and truncate
analytical debate.

13. Agencies develop independent analyses, end-state vi-
sions, criteria, and strategies for conflict termination—
senior leaders attempt to synthesize these perspectives,
yet these decision makers usually possess little, if any,
expertise with the contextual specifics of the crisis.

Together, these findings ensure that interagency conflict—
working at all levels of the process but in a very pronounced
fashion at the initial levels, that is, the interagency working
group level—negates the USG’s capacity to develop termina-
tion policy with a focus on the following:

1. thorough crisis analysis,

2. an unambiguous desired end state,

3. termination criteria that move the parties in conflict to-
ward a long-term solution as they act as indicators of
progression or regression, and

4. development of an agreed-upon and realistic strategy to
achieve such a solution.

The agencies’ preoccupation with their respective equities
creates a dynamic wherein agencies develop strategies that
commit their respective resources only at the margins of inter-
vention in practical terms. This institutional conservatism im-
pedes the USG’s ability to analyze the crisis critically and thor-
oughly so that COAs can be developed appropriately based
upon the specific conflict’s context—thereby producing inte-
grated strategies that could potentially transform the under-
lying sources of conflict and move the parties toward sustain-
able conflict termination in the postintervention environment.
Rather, salience accompanies those bureaucratic factors that
remain most pronounced within the interagency process—each
respective agency’s institutional equities, both functional and
resource-based.

In practice, conflict termination policy centers on simply
bringing an end to open hostilities—as has been illustrated by
the cases addressed herein—but little concerted effort is applied
toward developing a policy approach addressing the broader is-
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sues of the conflict itself. The Realpolitik paradigm acts as a con-
straint on this entire process since the USG seems most con-
cerned with reestablishing territorial boundaries and “legitimate”
governments while ignoring the conditions that precipitated con-
flict. As of 2003, this omission remains pronounced in US deal-
ings with both Iraq and the former Yugoslavia.

Developing conflict termination policy for complex contingen-
cies is the process that ideally should merge diplomacy and war
fighting. Yet, while the nature of the gap between diplomats and
war fighters ensures the interagency process develops policy to
bring about war termination in the form of a cease-fire, it fails to
achieve conflict termination in the form of a sustainable peace.
Because policy emerges through a process of “decision making
by negotiation,” defects in leadership, voids in strategic vision,
dissimilar organizational cultures, disparate worldviews, the per-
ceived need to protect institutional equities, and the absence of
integrated interagency planning mechanisms to conduct ongoing
crisis analysis and option generation magnify this gap. Efforts to
demonize the enemy further constrain innovative thinking and
thwart strategy development. Relatedly, the immediate need to
save face or to enhance future credibility leads to conflict escala-
tion and the application of overwhelming force for limited objec-
tives, the achievement of which can “at best” return the crisis to
the status quo antebellum rather than establish the conditions
for a better state of peace. In assessing the Bosnia crisis, a State
Department principal captured the nature of this gap by saying,
“It may be politically impossible to do the right things.”100

Ultimately, faulty analyses of the crisis result from intense
interagency conflict that generates an inability to create an
agreed upon (and achievable) vision of a desired end state.
This, in turn, promotes an inability to agree upon or establish
clear criteria for terminating the conflict. By extension, prom-
ulgation of ambiguous termination criteria impedes the devel-
opment of an effective strategy for termination, save for bringing
about an end to the fighting through the application of over-
whelming military force.
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1. At the time of this initial research, NATO began bombing Yugoslavia to
“degrade” the Serbs’ capacity to continue their ethnic cleansing campaign
against the ethnic Albanians in Kosovo. The media continually referred to the
desired end state of this bombing activity by asking USG officials, “What is the
endgame?”—a concept adapted from the game of chess. See also, for example,
M. A. Sutherland and H. M. Lommer, 1234 Modern End-Game Studies with Ap-
pendix Containing 24 Additional Studies (New York: Dover Publications, 1968).
Yet, the international relations literature cites this concept of endgame as well.
See, for example, Stephen J. Cimbala, “The Endgame and War,” in Conflict Ter-
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bala, Studies in International Security Affairs and Military Strategy (Boulder:
Westview Press, 1987), 1–12; see also Stephen J. Cimbala, U.S. Military
Strategy and the Cold War Endgame (Ilford, Essex, England: F. Cass, 1995);
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Ideology of Apartheid (Trenton, N.J.: Africa World Press, 1988); see also Stuart
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Endgame (Brookfield, Vt.: Dartmouth Publishing Co., 1994); see also Charles
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Tennessee Press, 1998); Michael R Rampy, “Endgame: Conflict Termination
and Post–Conflict Activities,” Military Review 72 (1992): 42–54; see also David
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sacre since World War II (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1997); and see
also Strobe Talbott, Endgame: The inside Story of Salt II (New York: Harper &
Row, 1979).

2. By design, this work does not provide the historical contexts for these two
cases. For a list of background, historical, and analytical references on these
two cases, see also Append ix, F, “Case-Specific Literature: The Persian Gulf
and Bosnia” in Vicki J. Rast, Interagency Conflict and U.S. Intervention: To-
ward a Bureaucratic Model of Conflict Termination” (PhD diss., George Mason
University, 1999).

3. Daniel Druckman, “Social Psychology and International Negotiations:
Processes and Influences,” in Advances in Applied Social Psychology, ed.
Robert F. Kidd and Michael J. Saks (Hillsdale, N.J.: Lawrence Erlbaum As-
sociates, Publishers, 1983), 51–81; see also Daniel Druckman and Justin
Green, Political Stability in the Philippines: Framework and Analysis, ed.
Karen A. Feste, vol. 22, Monograph Series in World Affairs (Taiwan, Republic
of China: University of Denver [Colorado Seminary], 1986); and Daniel
Druckman, Jo L. Husbands, and Karin Johnston, “Turning Points in the INF
Negotiations,” Negotiation Journal (1991): 55–67. In the current military
planning jargon, the terms phases, branches, and sequels describe the pos-
sible outcomes of operational and tactical plans.

4. This process is not uniquely American but occurs across all cultures. The
inference here, however, is the particular effect it has on US policy making.

5. This practice holds import for termination strategy development as well,
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Chapter 10

Termination Policy Development
within a Volatile Environment

The analysis presented through this work advanced a more
accurate conception of USG conflict termination policy develop-
ment. Policy outcomes generated through the interagency
process create the conditions for cease-fire (i.e., war termina-
tion), but they cannot create the environment required to trans-
form this cease-fire into a sustainable peace. This discussion ad-
dresses the three interrogatives that framed this study.1 First, it
presents the process and substance relationships to identify the
factors that create, generate, or exacerbate interagency conflict.
It then concludes that Allison’s bureaucratic politics model re-
mains durable nearly 30 years after its inception by demon-
strating that USG policy makers produce decisions through
interagency negotiation processes in which the identification of
the decision makers, the construction of the rules of the game,
and the generation of policy alternatives reflect that collective
choice is made through a negotiated consensus-building
process, not rational choice theory’s utility-maximization ap-
proach. To address the third research question, this analysis il-
lustrated ways that interagency conflict influences the govern-
ment’s capacity to develop termination policies for international
conflicts. It illuminates the effects that the policy makers’ cri-
sis analysis processes, vision for the desired end state, termi-
nation criteria selection, and termination strategy development
had upon conflict termination in the Persian Gulf and Bosnia.
Synthesizing these findings, the chapter concludes by generating
a framework for future research, a framework that identifies
sources of interagency conflict that leaders can eliminate to close
the gap between diplomats and war fighters to create the inte-
grated planning process required to envisage policy outcomes ca-
pable of achieving more than cease-fire.
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The Interagency Process:
Synthesizing Process and Substance

This research focused on the development of interagency
conflict and its influence on the USG’s creation of conflict ter-
mination policy. Using complementary quantitative and quali-
tative approaches, the research explored interagency rela-
tions to identify factors that exacerbate, intensify, or create
interagency conflict within the USG during termination policy
development.2 The discussion that follows reiterates those
findings (as presented in chaps. 5–8) by addressing the mod-
els supported through analyses of the signed digraph models,
then discussing the qualitative emergent themes.

The quantitative analysis revealed that interagency conflict
emanates primarily from (1) perceptions regarding others’ inter-
agency behaviors, (2) leadership style (in general), (3) intrade-
partmental leadership style’s relationship to crisis analysis and
interagency communication, and (4) perceptions regarding one’s
own and other’s abilities to influence policy making as a conse-
quence of relationships with members of the NSC system.

Interagency dynamics become competitive when actors per-
ceive that departmental relations at the time of crisis definition
are hostile or when an agency perceives that other agencies
have a high level of self-interest regarding the crisis.3 Simi-
larly, when agencies perceive that others act competitively,
they respond reciprocally with similar competitive behaviors.4

This behavioral dynamic deteriorates further as those agencies
that believe they possess a limited ability to influence policy
tend to act competitively to protect their equities. As a result
of these perceptions acting in concert with one another, these
competitive behaviors in conjunction with the hierarchical
structuration of the interagency process itself constrain open
debate and therefore lead to less effective development of ter-
mination policy. The nature of the public debate and inter-
agency communication also reflect leadership styles and deci-
sion-making approaches.

Leaders who manage their agencies autocratically establish
rigid communication patterns and perceptions of high penal-
ties for failure. Across hierarchically structured organizations
that limit communication, actors compete as they attempt to
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protect institutional equities within parameters established by
their respective principals. These factors establish conceptions
of risk for these actors by (1) analyzing estimates of success,
(2) examining perspectives regarding which agency should
lead the policy development effort, (3) assessing the crisis “fit”
with national interests, (4) determining the agency’s priority
for the crisis, and (5) exploring the agency’s prior experience
with similar cases. The quantitative data analysis revealed no
statistically significant relationships across these dimensions
of Crisis Definition, making it irrelevant in terms of creating
interagency conflict as a separate core factor.5 Rather, risk is
framed in bureaucratic terms related to stepping outside the
shared images of the organization and promoting policy that
does not parallel that of the principal. Leaders’ decision-making
styles also play a role in developing interagency conflict as
these styles shape agency decision-making profiles.

Originally conceptualized as agency’s decision-making style,
the data revealed it would be more appropriate to consider this
core factor in terms of intradepartmental leadership style’s re-
lationship to (1) crisis analysis and (2) innovative solution gen-
eration. As part of this factor, decision-making preferences for
mid- and upper-level executives must take into account the
role decision-making styles—directive or consensus-building—
play in developing interagency conflict. The case analyses indi-
cated that a more autocratic decision-taking approach by a
chief executive stifled interagency conflict as this leadership
style limited interagency debate but did so in a way that cir-
cumscribed integrated planning. Alternatively, the more partici-
pative, consensus-building decision style, also by a chief execu-
tive, exacerbated and polarized interagency conflict in the
absence of strategic leadership as actors felt the need to protect
institutional equities. In this manner, the crisis analysis por-
tion of this core factor must include perceptions of risk in
terms of threats to both functional and resource-based institu-
tional equities and shared images. Relatedly, because the quali-
tative data revealed their importance, this modified core factor
must include estimates of success and perceptions of prior ex-
perience for future investigation. As an added dimension, rela-
tionships between an individual’s ability and willingness to
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propose innovative solutions should be analyzed in light of the
individual’s personal relationship with the principals. Given the
structure of the interagency process, relationships with the
NSC Staff proved of paramount import.

Perceptions regarding one’s own and others’ abilities to in-
fluence policy shaped agency perceptions regarding the NSC
Staff’s role in the policy-making process. Together with per-
ceptions of other’s interagency tactics and an emergent theme
involving personal relationships and networks, it is logical to
conclude that those enjoying personal relationships with NSC
members discount the salience of the formal process and rely
instead upon their networks to influence policy development.
In this manner, the NSC system remains the focal point for
policy development, playing more than a coordinating role as
this agency controls information flow and personal access to
the president as the ultimate arbiter of interagency disputes.

These findings illuminate the factors that create or intensify
interagency conflict among the decision makers within the na-
tional security policy-making process. Alone, they are note-
worthy. In conjunction with the qualitative findings, they provide
a basis for suggesting means of minimizing interagency conflict.

Dynamic Themes and Interagency
Dynamics: Leadership, Decision Making
as Negotiation, and Domestic Politics

Three emergent themes characterized ways in which inter-
agency dynamics shaped the substance of the policy process.
These three process-substance themes are leadership, deci-
sion making as negotiation, and domestic politics. In the first
instance, leadership plays a critical role in two ways—(1) by
establishing strategic vision and (2) by defining the rules of the
game. Leaders, such as the president and assistant to the pre-
sident for national security affairs, establish the vision for US
foreign and security policy and thereby set the tone for inter-
agency relations. When the executive articulates a strategic vi-
sion, decision makers experience less interagency conflict be-
cause the principals align their positions with the president’s
and prove intolerant of excursions beyond the shared images
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they promote. This practice establishes one “rule of the game” for
interagency dynamics. However, leaders establish rules of the
game in another manner as well through their adaptation and
use of decision-making styles.

The decision-making styles examined revealed that the
decision-taking and consensus-based approaches of two presi-
dential administrations each failed to energize the interagency
process in positive ways. However, the first style discourages
the development of interagency conflict because a small group
of in-group advisors makes all decisions.6 This establishes the
rules of the game as a practice wherein lower-level actors con-
tinually pass issues upward and remain reluctant to make de-
cisions at their level. In contrast, the second style promotes in-
teragency conflict as individuals attempt to advance their
agencies (and themselves) in the president’s eyes. Coupled with
the absence of an articulated strategic vision, this style estab-
lishes the rules of the game as a “free for all” wherein the
“strength of personality” (e.g., Richard Holbrooke, Madeleine
Albright, and Colin Powell) tends to overwhelm institutional-
ized aspects of the policy process.

Competing executive personalities also reflect dissimilar or-
ganizational cultures and disparate worldviews (especially in
terms of ideology and philosophy regarding the use of force).
They channel communication to meet their needs in terms of
influencing policy outcomes to protect institutional equities
(and for some, to enhance their egos) while simultaneously
limiting debate and stifling innovative thinking. In the final
analysis, breakthroughs in policy development emanate from
personal relationships and networks that exist before crisis
onset. These personal relationships come to the fore in an en-
vironment wherein actors make decisions through a process
they frame as a negotiation.

USG officials make decisions regarding national security
policy through an interagency negotiation process that occurs
at three levels—principals, deputies, and the interagency
working groups—and across multiple agencies—the White
House, the NSC and NSC Staff, the State Department, the De-
fense Department, the CIA, and assorted others who play
lesser roles. The personal relationships that exist across these
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agencies shape the nature of an individual’s access and the
magnitude of the influence this access has upon policy out-
comes that emerge as political resultants of the negotiation
process. Personal relationships are not alone in influencing
this process-substance relationship; domestic politics plays a
crucial role through its capacity to shape the nature of inter-
agency relationships.

Domestic politics shapes interagency dynamics through its
ability to mobilize public opinion and the Congress. The inter-
agency’s ranking decision makers are politicians—either pub-
licly elected or politically appointed—who secure their posts
through political networks. These individuals remain concerned
with public opinion polls as a measure of their performance
and an indicator of future political possibilities. These indi-
viduals also recognize the relationship between the public, espe-
cially if dissatisfied, and the Congress.

A dissatisfied public can mobilize the Congress to oppose
presidential policies through both (1) media pressure—congres-
sional appearances denouncing the administration’s policy and
(2) budgetary controls—withholding funding for force deploy-
ments. This congressional pressure increasingly takes the form
of escalating partisan politics that compel the administration to
dilute policy approaches to secure consensus across multiple
parties with competing worldviews. It is important to recognize
that the Congress is not an actor in the sense of being an offi-
cial participant in the executive branch’s interagency process—
it has no official “seat at the table.” Yet, congressional influence
drives interagency dynamics and creates interagency conflict.
This same precaution holds for the ambiguity of roles and mis-
sions and the media’s influence, factors that bridge the gap be-
tween the dynamic themes—issues exacerbating interagency
conflict—and contextual parameters—factors that shape inter-
agency dynamics via the dynamic themes.

Crosscutting Effects:
Roles and Missions and Media Influence

Although roles and missions appear well-defined in theory, in
reality the practice of making policy includes a great deal of
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ambiguity within a policy-making structure that includes “pur-
poseful interagency conflict.” In the first instance, role ambi-
guity results from functional overlap and ill-defined lines of re-
sponsibility. This problem is complicated by a resistance on the
part of the Defense Department to performing roles it considers
outside its core competencies in the face of increasing pressure
from the State Department for Defense to get more involved in
such missions. Finally, roles and missions delineations are
blurred further as the NSC Staff assumes a role beyond that of
policy coordinator while simultaneously abdicating its responsi-
bility for overseeing policy implementation. In this capacity, it
performs more of the State Department’s traditional foreign
policy development role. Together, these factors create confu-
sion regarding “who’s in charge” and which agencies remain
responsible for specific aspects of the policy process. Such
ambiguity creates interagency conflict regarding policy making’s
process-substance features. Roles and missions likewise affect
the substance-process elements of policy making, particularly
with regard to interagency process structure.

The interagency process induces lower-level decision mak-
ers to frame their roles in terms of protecting institutional eq-
uities. Hence, substantive inputs to policy making negatively
affect interagency dynamics since some decision makers hold
their assets in reserve when others believe they should employ
them to end the crisis. This purposeful interagency conflict
combines with role ambiguity to intensify interagency conflict.
Media influence plays a similar crosscutting role as it affects
both process-substance and substance-process relationships.

Media shape interagency dynamics through their ability to
influence the substantive inputs to the policy process. Media
reports bolster images surrounding public and decision-maker
understanding of the conflict, at times creating sentiment that
the USG must act (or, alternatively, that it should resist in-
volvement). The USG reinforces these images by framing the
issues, providing a feedback loop to the Congress, and devel-
oping the “move it off the front page” phenomenon. The media
likewise shape the process-substance aspects of policy making
as interagency conflict emanates from the decision maker’s con-
cern with the media’s ability to shape the substantive inputs
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to the policy process. These concerns include the “CNN factor,”
the capacity for press guidance to drive policy, the “use of
leaks,” and the ability of “the necessity to manage the media”
factor to deplete the interagency process of its critical intellec-
tual, emotional, and psychological capital.

Issues regarding roles and missions and media influence
play a prominent role in shaping interagency dynamics in con-
junction with the substantive inputs to the policy process. In
this manner, these themes bridge the gap between interagency
dynamics and substantive inputs to the policy process.

Contextual Parameters:
“Strategic Vision and Planning Processes”

and Institutional Equities
The assumptions, worldviews, prior experience, and core com-

petencies each decision maker brings to the interagency negotia-
tion shape the nature of interagency conflict and the policy out-
come of that interaction. These substantive inputs emerged in
the form of “strategic vision and planning processes” and insti-
tutional equities. Together with the previous themes, these
substance-process relationships help frame the entire inter-
agency dynamic. A brief review makes this connection apparent.

Actors engaged in crisis action planning believe they possess a
great ability to influence policy outcomes, while those engaged in
strategic planning believe their influence remained limited.
These feelings resulted from the lack of strategic vision that char-
acterizes US foreign policy, one that equates success with crisis
management. This void manifests itself in a lack of political
vision, the absence of interagency-shared images, and a tactical
focus that dominates the policy process. Political vision serves as
the coalescing goal around which decision makers unite. The ab-
sence of such a goal encourages disparate worldviews and role
ambiguity to promote divergent perspectives regarding both na-
tional interests and the utility of armed intervention. The result
of dissimilar shared images, these fissures come to dominate
perspectives regarding crisis analysis and course of action devel-
opment. This incongruence leads decision makers to focus on
the more visible, easier-to-address issues, thereby generating a
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tactical-level focus rather than creating a strategic vision to ad-
dress a conflict’s broader issues. The lack of integrated planning
mechanisms facilitates this tactical focus.

The absence of integrated planning mechanisms enables
perspectives concerning agencies’ core competencies to frame
national interests and intervention criteria, perspectives shaped
simultaneously by incongruent worldviews regarding the utility
of armed intervention for crisis management. Since these
decision makers have difficulty communicating with one an-
other, and even greater problems understanding one another’s
perspectives, this chasm thwarts their ability to debate the is-
sues openly in a manner that encourages the development of
innovative solutions. As a result of circumscribed information
exchange, independent planning approaches push ideas to the
highest levels of policy development where those least knowl-
edgeable with the contextual specifics synthesize discordant
analyses that focus on mutually exclusive aspects of the cri-
sis. In the end, the vacuum related to strategic vision and the
independent planning approaches of each agency implicitly
establish criteria for professional success in terms of that
agency’s capacity to respond to crises. One of the salient cri-
teria for success is the decision maker’s ability to protect in-
stitutional equities.

Defined as any asset that adds value to or is the defining
characteristic of an agency, the perceived need to protect in-
stitutional equities creates interagency conflict as agencies re-
main willing to commit their resources only at the margins of
conflict intervention. They remain involved but are not com-
mitted to creating conditions for sustainable peace. Resources
include the tangible assets an agency possesses in concert
with its functional expertise. In this manner, institutional eq-
uities include personnel and budgets together with functional
expertise framed by perceptions of risk and accountability, as
informed by prior experience. The need to protect the former,
while minimizing the latter in light of this prior experience,
creates conflict across agencies as they attempt to define the
crisis and determine the roles they are willing to play during
intervention.
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Factors Creating
Interagency Conflict

The conclusions drawn from these complementary analyses
demonstrate that perceptions play a crucial role in creating and
exacerbating interagency conflict. These perceptions regarding
others’ competitive behaviors and perceptions of self-interest
amplify stereotypes perpetuated by dissimilar organizational cul-
tures and disparate worldviews. In the absence of an articulated
strategic vision, nonintegrated planning processes advance the
protection of institutional equities within an environment in
which the ambiguity that surrounds roles and missions shapes
the interagency negotiation designed to produce a policy out-
come. The media influences this decision process, as do percep-
tions regarding domestic politics. In the end, leaders must set
the tone for the decision-making process. They must do so by
ensuring that national security decision makers focus on the
problem under consideration, not on enhancing their respec-
tive agencies’ political currency within the bureaucratic arena.
This realization provides an appropriate segue into the second
issue this research explored, that of the ways in which deci-
sion making by negotiation shapes policy choices within the
bureaucratic arena.

Decision Making
by Negotiation

USG decision makers formulate conflict termination policy
through an interagency negotiation process strongly influ-
enced by the factors just discussed.7 This conclusion confirms
the potency of Allison’s work, conclusions developed from analy-
sis of Cuban missile crisis decision making. Reviewing the
ways the interagency process identifies the players and estab-
lishes bureaucratic boundaries proves of utility as a precondi-
tion for integrating findings relating process to outcomes in
terms of policy alternatives.8
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Identifying the Players and Establishing 
Rules of the Game

In contravention to the expectations of rational choice theory
that demand the “right people be in the right place at the right
time,” the development of conflict termination policy does not
occur through a process wherein decision makers function as
a unitary actor. The nature of the policy process dictates that
they rarely know their goals, possess limited and incomplete
information, experience cognitive limitations, remain bound
by resource constraints, and lack the capacity to quantify al-
ternatives. During real-world national security policy-mak-
ing efforts, the “right people” are determined initially by the
interagency process’s three-tiered structure—principals,
deputies, and interagency working-group actors. More impor-
tantly, personal relationships and personality determine the
influence official actors have within the structured policy
process. These individuals come together to create a group
that acts as a “less than rational actor” when judged accord-
ing to the rational actor model’s tenets. The structure of the
decision-making process, the “stands” these decision makers
take, and the power each exerts within the interagency process
all indicate their inability to act as a unitary actor.

In the case of termination policy, the structure of the inter-
agency process establishes what Allison describes as an “ac-
tion channel” that preselects official players according to three
hierarchical levels and thereby determines these actors’ points
of entry into the decision-making process. First, the principals
serve at the highest level and are directly responsible to the
statutory members of the NSC.9 Second, the deputies com-
prising the next tier serve as the “heavy lifters” to refine and
present options to the principals. Finally, the interagency
working group serves as the lowest level and is composed of
agency representatives who frame the issues and conduct
preliminary analyses for the deputies. In addition to this ac-
tion channel, quasi-official actors influence these decision
makers, particularly the principals, through their respective
advisory capacities. Collectively, these actors shape policy al-
ternatives.
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Policy Alternatives

This study regarding termination policy making supports
Allison’s precept that decision makers do not make choices
as posited by the rational actor model’s cost-benefit utility-
maximization approach. Rather, the interagency negotiating
process produces “political resultants.” Decision makers select
options in the face of collective value dissensus through a
process of social interaction wherein organizational cultures
shape choices. Together, these influences generate incongruous
reference points and asymmetric perceptions of risk that, in
turn, produce dissimilar preference orderings. These dissimilar
preference orderings create the “impression” that these decision
makers develop policy through a process of negotiation.10

The subjectivity of values produces goals that represent the
desires and needs of the principal, and hence, by extension,
the agency. These desires and needs reflect disparate world-
views in the case of termination policy particularly regarding
the use of force for crisis management. Such differences pro-
duce dissimilar interpretations concerning the nature of the
crisis, framing it in terms of disparate interest- or value-laden
issues. As this research demonstrated, divergent conceptions
of the same problem within a group decision-making environ-
ment create interagency conflict over crisis analysis, end-state
vision, termination criteria, and termination strategy. Through
a negotiation process, the group makes decisions that remain
highly dependent upon intra- and interagency interaction.

A product of process structure, the principals, deputies, and
interagency working group members remain interdependent
actors within the decision-making process. This analysis high-
lighted the differences in organizational culture that exacer-
bate unproductive interaction as the actors perpetuate nega-
tive stereotypes and misconceptions of core competencies. In
this manner, organizational culture ordains the pattern for inter-
action across agencies by establishing organizational climate,
shaping communication, and truncating innovative thinking.
As the findings indicated, interaction extends beyond the for-
mal interagency decision-making process to its environment,
including relationships with the public, the media, and the
Congress. In conjunction with collective value dissensus, these
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relationships help define the issues for decision makers by es-
tablishing their reference points (i.e., Tversky and Kahneman’s
anchoring points),11 shaping their conceptions of risk, and pri-
oritizing their preference orderings.

Theoretically, the act of framing a situation—both con-
sciously and unconsciously—establishes the starting point for all
decision-making activities. Findings demonstrated that this
theory appears valid—defining the nature of a crisis remains
the most crucial step in conflict termination policy develop-
ment. This said, crisis definition is influenced by differing ref-
erence points that are shaped by decision makers’ conceptions
of risk. Simply put, decision makers do indeed treat gains and
losses differently. Defense tends to overvalue anticipated
losses in terms of its institutional equities relative to the com-
parable gains that others forecast as the most likely outcome
of armed intervention. Taken in conjunction with increased
doubt regarding intervention outcomes, Defense orders its
preferences to minimize anticipated risk. Conversely, State
and the NSC Staff order preferences to maximize potential
gains. The previously cited defects surrounding the inter-
agency process prevent decision makers from integrating mul-
tiple frames into a group utility function. Instead, decision
makers’ utility functions reflect institutionally defined refer-
ence points, perceptions of risk, and preference orderings that
remain salient throughout the negotiation process. These dis-
similar factors apply an institutionally based form of rational
choice theory as agencies frame these three factors based
upon “where they sit” within the policy and intervention
processes. In light of these differences, the decision makers in-
terviewed for this study contended they use a negotiating
process to build consensus toward a policy decision. The form
of “negotiation” they cite, however, fails to parallel traditional
conceptions of negotiation and bargaining.12

Returning to the original definition set forth in chapter 1, the
crucial difference between a classic negotiation and the inter-
agency policy-making process is that the interagency policy
process does not involve the exchange of formal offers.13

Rather, actors explain their positions to other decision makers
by posturing to establish a policy position. As one interagency
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participant noted, decision makers “deploy their positions”
within an environment characterized by little debate and vir-
tually no “give and take.” While some measure of bargaining
occurs, decision makers do not “trade” equities in a bargaining
fashion. Instead, they agree to alter the commitment of their
equities—increase troop deployment levels—with little or no
expectation of reciprocal moves regarding others’ equities.
Through several iterations, the decision makers reach a con-
sensus decision (i.e., a middle ground option—usually subop-
timal in the form of a “lowest common denominator”) to take
to the president as the ultimate responsibility for foreign and
security policy rests with the executive. In this manner, one
individual can overturn any measure of negotiation that has
taken place. While the potential for this to occur remains low,
especially if the agencies reach consensus on some of the is-
sues, the ability for one individual to make decisions by fiat
ensures that while interagency decision makers view the policy
process as a form of negotiation, it is in fact not a negotiation
in the classic sense but is a social interaction designed to
build consensus toward policy decisions. In this sense, this re-
search supports Zartman’s ideas regarding “negotiation as a
joint decision-making process.”14

Summary: Players, Process, and Policy Alternatives

The method by which the players become actors within the
interagency process concerned with termination policy ensures
that influence results from personal relationships and person-
alities, not expertise on the issues involved. While these per-
sonal relationships provide some actors with greater influence
within the process, the structure of the interagency process
ensures departmental representation at all policy-making lev-
els. However, their respective institutional affiliations and the
action channels through which they gain entry largely prede-
termine the stands decision makers take on issues. In this
manner, decision makers reflect their respective organizational
cultures as they attempt to protect their institutional equities.
For some, the protection of institutional equities becomes the
superordinate objective. Within an environment characterized
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by increasing risk and uncertainty, the protection of these
equities creates interagency conflict as decision makers frame
national interests according to disparate worldviews and com-
peting ideologies shaped by divergent perspectives on the em-
ployment of force. This collective value dissensus is expressed
most clearly during an interagency negotiation process that
attempts to reconcile dissimilar reference points, perceptions
of asymmetric risk, and incongruent preference orderings.

In combination, these factors ensure that officials make col-
lective choices through a negotiating process that does not
follow the tenets of rational choice theory but rather those of
the bureaucratic politics model. This necessitates developing
policy through a consensus-based approach that generates
“political resultants” rather than collective utility-maximizing
outcomes.

Policy Outcomes: Interagency
Conflict Leads to War Termination

The nature of the gap between diplomacy and war fighting
ensures the interagency process develops policy to bring about
war termination in the form of a cease-fire but fails to achieve
conflict termination in the form of a sustainable peace. This
policy outcome derives from interagency conflict that emanates
from defects in leadership, the absence of strategic vision, dis-
similar organization cultures, disparate worldviews (i.e., politi-
cal ideologies and philosophies regarding the use of force), and
the absence of an integrated interagency planning mechanism
to conduct ongoing crisis analysis and option generation. To-
gether, these factors impede the effective development of crisis
analysis, end-state vision, termination criteria, and termina-
tion strategy.15

Noted earlier in the discussion of reference points, crisis
analysis remains the most crucial aspect of policy develop-
ment. Because decision makers lack strategic vision and focus
on tactical-level issues, policy tends to address parts of the
conflict system but not the problems engulfing the system as
a whole. Further, because the interagency process lacks an inte-
grated planning mechanism and because decision makers ex-
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clude issue-specific experts from crisis analysis processes, the
policy process fails to address the underlying causes and con-
ditions of conflict, promoting instead a temporary solution to
the immediate crisis in the form of a cease-fire. The effects of
interagency conflict on envisaging the end state exacerbate
this problem further.

The ways in which decision makers frame crises hold great
import for the development of the desired end state. By exten-
sion, their analysis frames the end-state vision. The “nature of
the crisis” determines goals regarding the postintervention en-
vironment. Again, the tactical focus employed by the decision
makers causes them to frame the end state largely in terms of
containing the conflict to prevent spillover. This tactical focus
likewise negates the decision maker’s ability to envisage the inte-
gration of the diplomatic, economic, military, informational, and
social/psychological instruments of power in a fashion to bring
about long-term systemic change. Such a perspective promotes
the development of conflict termination criteria that establish
goals in terms of simply ending the fighting.

The focus on inducing or forcing a cease-fire prevents the
decision makers from recognizing the relationship between
termination criteria and the political objectives that shape the
end-state vision. Consequently, the clarity of a cease-fire (in
terms of organized hostilities) overshadows the development of
other “less assessable” termination criteria. In conjunction
with self-limited crisis analysis and the absence of an agreed-
upon desired end state, over-reliance upon cease-fire as a veri-
fiable criterion prompts decision makers to frame the remain-
ing termination criteria in ways that fail to induce necessary
systemic change but may bring about temporary improve-
ments in a tactical sense. By extension, these factors act in
concert to produce an intervention and termination strategy
that employs courses of action aimed at ending the physical
violence but stopping short of achieving positive systemic
change toward sustainable peace.

History credits Yogi Berra with the aphorism, “If you don’t
know where you want to go, any road will take you there.” The
validity of this axiom applies in its entirety to termination
strategy development. Even though decision makers may
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agree that something should be done, their inability to define
the destination ensures that termination strategy development
becomes an exercise in driving without a map (termination cri-
teria) toward an unspecified location (end state) as a product
of an incomplete conception of what needs to be done (crisis
analysis). The inability to articulate those three elements of
conflict termination policy produces an environment wherein
development of the fourth—termination strategy—defaults to
the lowest common denominator: the use of force to induce
cease-fire by creating a hurting stalemate. The absence of an
integrated interagency planning mechanism can produce
strategy aimed only at creating this temporary cease-fire (war
termination) but not sustainable conflict termination. As the
Persian Gulf and Bosnia cases illustrate, the application of
force cannot terminate conflict for the long-term. Domestic poli-
tics magnifies this problem as the American public remains
unwilling to accept casualties. Further, the perceived need to
demonize the enemy to mobilize public support prompts deci-
sion makers to develop strategies that promote conflict esca-
lation through the application of overwhelming force so they
can sustain domestic (and international) support for their ac-
tions. Coupled with the need to save face, this dynamic ensures
decision makers become more psychologically entrapped as
they frame prior expenditures of blood and treasure as invest-
ments toward future success.16

Working synergistically, these boundaries constrain the
decision-maker’s capacity to consider alternative courses of
action, making the use of force to bring about cease-fire the
most implementable option irrespective of both short- and long-
term consequences of that strategy.

Improving Conflict
Termination Policy Development

The most critical aspect of conflict termination policy devel-
opment relates to the nature of the process-substance and
substance-process relationships highlighted throughout this
analysis. Simply put, leaders must make their first priority that
of ensuring the interagency process (1) is allowed to work and
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(2) remains energized throughout the life cycle of a crisis. The
cases analyzed herein demonstrate that the leaders truncated
the interagency process—neither Bush nor Clinton ensured
the process worked according to its intended design; hence,
neither energized the interagency process to maximize its bene-
ficial properties. While personal relationships can never and
should never prevent outside experts and other influential indi-
viduals from gaining access to the principals and the president,
leaders must make every effort to balance this outside influence
by providing access to those who have an institutional role to
play in policy development—crisis analysis in particular. This is
the first step in “allowing” the process to work; the second re-
quires more vision on the part of the leader.

Leaders need to establish the strategic vision for US foreign
and security policy, and hence, the interagency process. They
must design this vision with great care, considering domestic
politics, the international context, and US national interests.
In the absence of such vision from the highest level, agencies
will interact competitively in an effort to protect their institu-
tional equities and enhance their political currency. Leaders
must be aware of this tendency and must not tolerate such be-
haviors. This connects with the second aspect of leadership—
the idea that leaders must ensure the interagency process
does work as intended.

The responsibility for educating agencies regarding others’
core competencies and limitations rests with the leaders of the
agencies (the principals) and the president. Only through im-
mersion in the realities that each agency faces can decision
makers diminish the negative stereotypes they hold for one
another while narrowing gaps between dissimilar organiza-
tional cultures in terms of their understanding of respective
core competencies. Closing those gaps will help diminish inter-
agency conflict’s harmful effects as impediments to policy de-
velopment while promoting innovative and integrated crisis
analysis and strategy development. Through constructive de-
bate, the interagency process will be empowered to develop
conflict termination policy toward sustainable peace.
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Envisaging a More
Useful Termination Framework

The realities of group decision making (as depicted by the
factors outlined in fig. 3 found in chap. 1 on p. 9) emphasize that
the USG does not conduct policy development as a unitary
actor. Different decision makers make choices through a bu-
reaucratic negotiation process that provides these actors a
means of protecting their institutional equities. Driven by dis-
parate conceptions of strategic vision and nonintegrated plan-
ning processes, leadership and domestic politics play a crucial
role in framing conflict termination policy. Interagency conflict
influences this policy in myriad ways, not the least of which is
the development of policy incapable of bringing about a sus-
tainable peace. This said, a new framework for understanding
the effects of interagency conflict on conflict termination policy
development is warranted.

This model (fig. 25) provides a framework from which it
should be possible to derive estimates of the likelihood and de-
gree of interagency conflict. Through future empirical investi-
gation, ideas generated from this improved framework could
provide the basis for broadening the decision maker’s under-
standing of the sources and the likely detrimental effects of
interagency conflict. Analysis will identify specific areas for
process improvement; such improvements could generate con-
flict termination policy addressing the crisis on the ground, as
opposed to its current tendency to address the dynamics
within the interagency process itself.

Figure 25 reflects the integrated findings, interpretations, and
conclusions generated through this multimethod research. Note
that it has six “improved” core factors: leadership style, crisis
analysis, interagency behaviors, strategic vision and planning
processes, policy-making approach, and NSC’s role in policy
making. Using a hypothetico-deductive approach, researchers
can use discriminate analysis to analyze the indicators within
each core factor while estimates for each factor can be derived to
determine the level of interagency conflict surrounding policy de-
velopment. As a heuristic model, researchers and policy makers
can develop operational hypotheses using these core factors (and
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their respective indicators) to explore myriad conceptions of
interagency conflict. In this manner, this model has utility be-
yond the US policy-making process as it addresses the organiza-
tional dynamics that affect all forms of group decision making,
irrespective of organizational setting or issue specificity.

Implications of Relationships
across Interagency Conflict

Leadership emerged as the most crucial factor affecting inter-
agency dynamics and conflict termination policy development.
Consequently, it serves as the cornerstone of this model. Orig-
inally conceived of in terms of dimensions from organizational
communication and agency’s decision-making profile, this core
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Figure 25. Level of Interagency Conflict—A Heuristic Model for Leaders

Level of Interagency
(i.e., intraparty) Conflict

NSC’s Role in
Policy Making

Policy-Making
Approach

Leadership Style Crisis Analysis Interagency Behaviors Strategic Vision &
Planning Processes

Perceptions regarding:
• Strategic versus crisis action
• Political vision
• Shared images
• Roles and missions ambiguity
• Core competency framing
• National interest definition
• Intervention criteria definition
• Ideology (realist versus idealist)
• Philosophy regarding the use of
• force

• Departmental relations
• Perceptions of self-interest
• Perceptions of conflict orientation
• Interagency tactics
• Protection of institutional equities
• Media’s influence

• Depth of problem analysis (general &
crisis)

• Reliance upon others for crisis
analysis

• Individual’s willingness to propose
• innovative solutions
• Individual’s ability to propose
• innovative solutions
• Prior experience
• Estimate of success
• Share images
• Comprehension of core competencies
• Impact on institutional equities
• Domestic politics—public opinion/the
• Congress
• Media’s influence 

• Internal decision style
• Department leadership style
• Department mission/goals
• Department structure (daily & crisis)
• Perceived penalty for failure
• Estimates of risk for failure to protect
• institutional equities
• Reliance upon personal relationships
• for advice
• Department’s interagency behavior
• Innovative thinking
• Communication & debate 

• Description of A’s planning focus
• Perceptions of A’s interagency tactics
• Beliefs regarding own ability to influence policy
• Perceptions of O’s interagency tactics
• Description of A’s policy process

• Description of A’s planning focus
• Perceptions of A’s interagency tactics
• Beliefs regarding own ability to influence policy
• Perceptions of O’s interagency tactics
• Description of A’s policy process

Perceptions regarding:
• Own influence on NSC
• Impact of O’s informal access upon policy
• Information exchange
• Access to the president
• Influence of personal relationships in gaining
• access to NSC Staff and NSC

Perceptions regarding:
• Own influence on NSC
• Impact of O’s informal access upon policy
• Information exchange
• Access to the president
• Influence of personal relationships in gaining
• access to NSC Staff and NSC



factor excludes those dimensions the quantitative and quali-
tative analyses identified as inconsequential (ideology and edu-
cational background) while incorporating dimensions that
relate to a leader’s ability to develop the agency’s organiza-
tional culture (especially as it relates to intra- and interagency
communication). In this manner, a few of the original indica-
tors were retained (penalty for failure, mission/goals, leader-
ship and decision-making styles, departmental structure, and
department’s interagency behavior). This new conception of
leadership likewise includes dimensions related to communi-
cation and risk (i.e., communication and debate, innovative
thinking, reliance upon personal relationships, and estimates
of risk for failure to protect institutional equities). This en-
hanced core factor addresses the leader’s role in developing in-
teragency dynamics. These dimensions of leadership frame
approaches to crisis analysis; hence, it becomes the second
most influential core factor.

Crisis analysis serves as the second baseline factor of the
model since this research revealed that it is a critical factor in
crisis framing and developing a strategy to terminate and re-
solve conflict (see chap. 9). This enhanced approach to crisis
analysis includes some of the original dimensions related to
perceptions of risk for self (prior experience and estimate of
success) but looks beyond those dimensions related to a con-
sideration of the ways in which agencies conduct crisis analy-
sis (depth of problem analysis, reliance upon others, willing-
ness and ability to propose innovative solutions) and the
factors that directly affect their crisis framing process (shared
images, comprehension of core competencies, institutional eq-
uities, domestic politics, and media influence; see chaps. 6–8).
Together, leadership and crisis analysis provide the lens through
which agencies focus their policy-making approach.

Because this research operationalized two of the four statis-
tically significant relationships supported by the data in the
inverse direction and because the qualitative data revealed
that stereotypes play a crucial role in developing interagency
behaviors, policy-making approach as a core factor remains
unchanged in the enhanced model. What becomes important
in the new conceptualization, however, is its proximity to
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NSC’s role in policy making. The estimates derived for policy-
making approach can be used in conjunction with those for
interagency behaviors to establish an estimate for NSC’s Role.
Consequently, interagency behaviors emerges as the third
baseline core factor.

The quantitative findings generated the conclusion that per-
ceptions of other’s self-interest and conflict orientation remained
salient factors in developing departmental relations in terms of
interagency tactics. Emergent findings from the qualitative
analysis revealed that the protection of institutional equities
and media influence likewise play a role in shaping inter-
agency dynamics (see chaps. 6–8). Hence, taken in concert
with the estimate for policy-making approach, the indicators
framing interagency behaviors account for interagency conflict
within the policy process leading to the coordinating role played
by the NSC system. Note that this model implies a linear con-
ception of the interagency process “leading to” the apex of the
interagency process wherein the NSC Staff becomes involved.
Obviously, this is not the case in reality as the NSC Staff re-
mains involved throughout the policy process. Yet, figure 25
presents these core factors in this way for two reasons. First,
this approach provides a method to operationalize parsimo-
niously the core factors for future research beyond a heuristic
technique. Second, construction of the framework in this
manner illuminates the pivotal role the NSC Staff plays in in-
teragency dynamics (i.e., generating, managing, and mitigat-
ing interagency conflict; see chap. 8) and policy outcomes (i.e.,
through its policy coordination and oversight role on behalf of
the executive office of the president). Based upon this per-
spective, let us now discuss the NSC’s role.

As with the policy-making approach, the quantitative find-
ings revealed that this research conceptualized two of the
three statistically significant relationships related to NSC’s
Role in the inverse direction. Therefore, this enhanced core
factor retains those dimensions (perceptions regarding one’s
own ability to influence NSC and perceptions regarding the
impact of other’s informal access upon policy). The qualitative
findings necessitated expansion of this core factor to include
perceptions regarding (1) information exchange, (2) access to
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the president, and (3) influence of personal relationships in
gaining access to the NSC Staff and NSC (see chaps. 6–8).
Through these added dimensions, an estimate for NSC’s role
addresses the perception issues related to interagency behav-
iors and policy process influence. These dimensions, together
with those related to strategic vision and planning processes,
determine the level of interagency conflict surrounding the de-
velopment of conflict termination policy. A new core factor that
emerged through the qualitative analysis serves as the final
baseline factor in the model.

Through the qualitative analysis, strategic vision and plan-
ning processes emerged as the most important contextual pa-
rameter. The quantitative data revealed that conceptions of
“strategic” versus “crisis action response” planning foci like-
wise shaped an agency’s beliefs regarding its ability to influ-
ence policy outcomes. As a result, this core factor includes
planning focus in conjunction with those dimensions the quali-
tative analysis revealed as crucial to the development of strate-
gic vision and planning processes. These dimensions are po-
litical vision, shared images, roles and missions ambiguity,
core competency framing, national interest and intervention
criteria definition, and worldview perspectives—that is, politi-
cal ideology and philosophy regarding the use of force.

In the final analysis, the level of interagency conflict frame-
work (see fig. 25) integrates the most salient quantitative and
qualitative findings that emerged as a result of this multi-
method research designed to test hypotheses while providing
an avenue for emergent themes to enrich our understanding
of the effects of interagency conflict on conflict termination
policy development. Through this framework, researchers and
analysts can identify those factors that hamper policy devel-
opment and implementation, irrespective of organizational
setting or issue context. After all, while this research used
USG decision makers as its unit of analysis, those individuals
who comprise the interagency process necessarily reflect the
attitudes, beliefs, and perceptions that individuals would re-
flect during any group decision-making process. Only future
empirical research across multiple group decision-making
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contexts can validate the utility of this bureaucratic model of
conflict termination policy.

Conclusion

This analysis developed a sophisticated model of conflict ter-
mination policy development. It explored the relationship be-
tween the bureaucratic decision-making process (i.e., decision
making as negotiation), the US policy-making process (i.e., the
interagency process), and conflict termination policy. In doing
so, it rendered alternatives to bridge the gap between bureau-
cratic politics, decision theory, and conflict termination as a
step toward conflict resolution.

The research found that the nature of the gap between
diplomats and war fighters dominates an interagency process
likely to produce a policy bringing about war termination in
the form of a cease-fire. However, it almost inevitably fails to
achieve conflict termination in the form of sustainable peace.
This outcome results largely from interagency conflict that ema-
nates from five key factors: (1) defects in leadership, (2) the ab-
sence of strategic vision, (3) dissimilar organization cultures,
(4) disparate worldviews (i.e., divergent political ideologies and
philosophies regarding the use of force), and (5) the absence of
an integrated interagency planning mechanism to conduct on-
going crisis analysis and option generation. Working synergis-
tically and in complex ways, these factors impede the effective
development of crisis analysis, the desired end state, termina-
tion criteria, and termination strategy. Consequently, this ap-
proach ensures that conflict termination—viewed simply as a
clear cessation of hostilities—cannot serve alone as the first
step toward conflict resolution. A cease-fire creates only a tem-
porary pause, not the cessation of organized violence for the long
term. This finding holds import for future policy development
and research, analyses that must explore further factors that
create or intensify interagency conflict and methods by which
such conflict can be resolved. Only then can decision makers de-
velop conflict termination policy that addresses the underlying
causes and conditions of conflict. Such progress can help the
parties in conflict move toward a self-sustaining peace.
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Notes

1. The three research questions were (1) What factors exacerbate, inten-
sify, or create interagency conflict within the USG during the development
of conflict termination policy? (2) How does “decision making by negotiation”
shape policy choices within the USG crisis policy-making arena? and (3) In
what ways does interagency conflict influence the USG’s capacity to develop
conflict termination policy for international conflicts?

2. The first research question framed this inquiry: What factors exacer-
bate, intensify, or create interagency conflict within the USG during the de-
velopment of conflict termination policy? 

3. Since this research question explores interagency conflict in terms of
negative behaviors, the discussion that follows addresses negative competitive
behaviors, not positive collaborative behaviors. In light of the conceptual frame-
work undergirding these signed digraphs, reflecting upon the signed digraphs
themselves will provide the counterarguments to those presented here.

4. This finding comports with the literature discussing reciprocity and
“tit for tat” behaviors. See, for example, Elizabeth Heger Boyle and Edward
J. Lawler, “Resolving Conflict through Explicit Bargaining,” Social Forces 69,
no. 4 (1991): 1183–204; see also J. P. Folger, M. S. Poole, and R. K. Stut-
man, Working through Conflict: Strategies for Relationships, Groups, and Or-
ganizations, 2d ed. (New York: HarperCollins, 1993); Tetsuo Kondo, “Some
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eration,” Journal of Conflict Resolution 34, no. 3 (1990): 495–530; Fumie Ku-
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(1995): 163; see also M. E. Roloff, “Communication and Reciprocity within
Intimate Relationships,” in Interpersonal Processes: New Directions in Com-
munication Research, ed. R. E. Roloff and G. R. Miller (Beverly Hills, Calif.:
Sage, 1987); see also M. E. Roloff and D. E. Campion, “Conversational Profit-
Seeking: Interaction as Social Exchange,” in Sequence and Pattern in Com-
municative Behavior, ed. R. L. Street and J. N. Cappella (London: Edward
Arnold, 1985); Benjamin Schneider, “Organizational Behavior,” Annual Re-
view of Psychology 36 (1985): 573–611; and James D. Westphal and Edward
J. Zajac, “Defections from the Inner Circle: Social Exchange, Reciprocity,
and the Diffusion of Board Independence in U.S. Corporations,” Administra-
tive Science Quarterly 42, no. 1 (1997): 161–83.

5. Note that the core factor represented in the original figure 19 sub-
sumes some of these indicators. See figure 25 at the end of this chapter.

6. Some interagency conflict can be positive as it educates other decision
makers regarding core competencies and option feasibility.
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7. This discussion addresses research question number 2: How does
“decision making by negotiation” shape policy choices within the USG crisis
policy-making arena? For a more in-depth review of the process-substance
factors shaping this decision-making process in terms of leadership, deci-
sion making as negotiation, and domestic politics, see chapter 6. Similarly,
chapters 7 and 8 provide a broader discussion of the remaining substance-
process factors—strategic vision and planning processes, institutional equi-
ties, roles and missions, and media influence.

8. The third research question is: In what ways does interagency conflict
influence the USG’s capacity to develop conflict termination policy for inter-
national conflicts?

9. Recall that the principals committee includes two of the four statutory
members of the NSC—the secretaries of State and Defense—with the chair-
man of the Joint Chiefs and director of central intelligence serving in their
statutory advisory capacities. The membership then expands via presiden-
tial prerogative, with the president and vice president serving as the final
two statutory members of the NSC.

10. The decision to use armed forces in Bosnia as part of a NATO Imple-
mentation Force reflects this approach. Here, State and Defense officials in-
teracted within a policy-making environment wherein these two agencies de-
fined the crisis in very different ways based upon their dissimilar reference
points and perceptions of risk (especially to troops on the ground in the case
of Defense). Ultimately, the process of negotiation used to develop the policy
generated an “end date” rather than a “desired end state,” an outcome that
parallels Allison’s “political resultant.”

11. Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman, “Judgment under Uncertainty:
Heuristics and Biases,” Science 185, no. 4157 (1974): 1124–31.

12. The literature on organizational and international bargaining and ne-
gotiation continues to enhance our understanding of the dynamics that
characterize these social exchange processes. See, for example, Samuel B.
Bacharach and Edward J. Lawler, Power and Politics in Organizations: The
Social Psychology of Conflict, Coalitions, and Bargaining (San Francisco,
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